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ABSTRACT 

This thesis addresses the gap between the widespread calls for ecosystem 

management and the lack of an ecosystem focus for environmental regulation in Canada. 

One apparent reason for this gap is a purportedly inadequate legal framework for ecosystem 

management. This thesis shows that the federal Fisheries dcr and the federal legislati1.e 

author i~  with respect to "Seacoast and Inland Fisheries." in section 91(12) of the 

C'onstirurion .4cmt. lR6". provides an adequate legal fimework for a nationwide watershed 

ecosystem management program. 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

The legislation. if it is to do its job. must . . . be regarded as something more 
than a mere statement of lofty intent. It must be a blueprint for protective 
action. ' 

The ultimate system. if you like. the ecological system that was threatened in 
this case is of such immense value that i t  is impossible to put a talue and 
figure on it. It must be. above all. protected in this community. because it is. 
in fact. the basis and the soul of the community in so many aspects. and to 
pollute it would be a loss without and beyond measure.' 

This thesis is an attempt to apply the above two judicial instructions in the contest 

of the Fisheries -4cr. In other words. it is an attempt to interpret that . k t  as an r~*.o.s~.stml- 

based "blueprint for protective action." This ecosystem focus reflects a fundamental change 

which is occurring in the field of environmental protection. from a narrow focus on 

individual sources of harm to a more holistic focus on entire ecosystems. the multiple human 

sources of harm within ecosystems. and the comples social context (including political 

boundaries. and economic institutions) in which those sources exist. This ecosystem 

approach is nor a new concept. but it has gained an unprecedented level of acceptance in 

recent >-cars. According to one C.S. writer. the ecosystem concept together with the related 

concept of "sustainable developmmr." are "sweeping through international. national. state. 

and local policy and reshaping the appearance of environmental law at all levels."-' 

t Ldbrildor 11iuit ..lssn. v. .t'a:foundland 1.1iinister of Environrnm! and Lcrbour) ( 1998) 25 C.E.L.R. 
t N.S). 232 at 236 (New f. C.A. ) (judicial review. under the Canadian Environmtintai .Jsses.ssnrmt . 4 c ~  

[hereinafter CE.4.41. S.C. 1992. c. 37. and the analogous provincial legislation, in the context of an 
environmental assessment for a major mining operation). 

R. r. IslunJ indlarrial Chrome. Ltd. (1989) 5 F.P.R. 163 at 185 (B.C. Prov. Ct.) (emphasis added) 
(sentencing in a prosecution for an offence under the Fisheries Act. R.S.C. 1985. c. F- 14). 

5 J.B. Ruhl. '-An Environmental Rights Amendment: Good Message. Bad Idea" ( 1997) 1 1 Nat. Rss. 
gL Envt. 46 at 47. U.S. environmental law professor Oliver A. Houck similarly observed that "America is now 
rushing toward something called the ecosystem management." which he described as a "whole new species 
of thought--half science and half religion-[that] has arisen in research, micles. books. management plans and 
litigation. a new field of conservation biology . . . [which is] changing the language of the game." Oliver A. 
Houck. "Are Humans Pan of Ecosystems?" (1998) 28 Envtl. L. I at 2. See also. eg., Robert B. Keiter. 
"Beyond the Boundan. Line: Constructing a Law of Ecosystem Management" ( 1994) 65 U. Colo. L. Rev. 293 



How significant is this development? One might argue that the term "ecosystem" is 

just another in a long line of environmental slogans whose popularity has risen and fallen 

over the years. These slogans often originate with one group and are then co-opted by others: 

their meanings vary depending on their proponents and the contexts in which they are used. 

. b o n g  these slogans are "environment." "wise use." "sustained yield." and "conservation." 

The term "sustainable development" is currently among the most popular slogans in the 

environmental arena: but the extent of its ambiguity is commensurate with its popularity.' 

Like "sustainable developmmt." the "ecosystem approach" is commonly understood 

only at the prescriptive level. There is considerable ambiguity over just what that approach 

entails.' This ambiguity is reflected even in the lack of consensus over the right 

terminology. in contrast with the widespread acceptance of the "sustainable developmm t" 

at 29-4-95 ( predicting "imminent" and "fundamental" changes in federal natural resources law and polic) due 
to increasing recognition of the need for an ecosystem approach to environmental protection): Roben W'. Adler. 
".4ddressing Barriers to Watershed Protection" ( 1995) 25 Envtl. L. 973 at 97-1-75 (1995) [he re inah  
"Barriers"] (observing a "trend toward ecosystem approaches to environmental protection" and noting a 
*'resurgence of watershed proposa1s"and a "broad-based "watershed revival"): and Henry 6. Lace!. "Dancing 
in Place: The Clinton .Administration and Aquatic Ecosystem Protection in the Pacific Northwest" ( 1996) 36 
Nat. Rss. J .  779 at 852 ("Ecosystem management may become the dominant paradigm for public land 
management in the tuenc-first centun.."). 

4 According to the "ecological economist" Dr. Herman DaIy. the "sustainable development" concept 
is "dangerousl> vague" because its widespread acceptance "sets the stage for a situation where whoeber can 
pin his or her definition on the term will automaticail) win a large political battle for influence over our future." 
Herman E. Dal>. B d y n d  Growrh - The Ec.onomics ~~'Sus~ilinablr Development ( Boston: Beacon Press. 1996 1 
[hereinafter Bd~sond Gro~vth] at 1-2. 

4 

See Richard Haeuber. "Setting the Environmental Polic) Agenda. The Case of Ecosystem 
Management" ( 1996) 36 Nat. Res. J. I at 5-9 (summarizing history of the concept of ecosystem management 
and the areas of uncertainc); ibid. at 7 ("[Ilt is clear that much confusion and disagreement remains and man) 
difficult issues still must be worked out" regarding the nature ofecosystem management); see also. cr.g.. Lace!. 
supm note 3 at 846 ("The first challenge in implementing an ecosystem management scheme is to define the 
term. It is clear that the t e n s  'Ecosystem Management' mean different things to different people."): [bid ar 
n. 322 (citarions to a range of views on the meaning of ecosystem management); ibid. at 852 (concluding that 
ecosystem management is an "ambiguous" concept). While acknowledging this arnbiguit). one author 
proposed a '"working definition" based on dominant themes which he distilled from an estensive literature 
review. According to that author. "[e]cosystem management integrates scientific knowledge of ecological 
relationships with in a complex sociopolitical and values framework toward the general goal of  protecting 
native ecosystem integrity over the long tern." (Emphasis omitted). R. Edward Grumbine. "What is 
Ecosystem Management?" (1994) 8 Conservation Biology 27 at 29-3 I .  



term. Some people refer to ecosystem "management.'" which term is often criticized as 

reflecting an overly techno- and homo-centric view of the environment as an object that is 

subject to human manipulation.' Others refer to an ecosystem "approach" or ecosystem 

"protection."" both of which at least purport to reflect a more reverential or respecthl view 

of humans' relation to the environment.' Similarly. while some refer to "ecosystems" 

generally. others prefer "watersheds" or 'gbasins" as their specific ecosystem of reference.'" 

.A "watershed" is commonly defined as the geographic area of land drained by a particular 

body or segment of flowing water. A -*basin" is the largest form of "watershed." 

encompassing the land mass drained by an entire river system." 

n See. C J . ~ . .  Lace). supru note 3 at 846 ("ecosystem management"): Haeuber. supru note 5: George 
Francis. "Ecos>stem Management" ( 1996) 33 Nat. Res. J,  3 15: William Goldfarb. "Watershed Management: 
Slogan or Solution" ( 1994) 2 I B. C. E n d .  Aff. L. R. 483; Steven A. Kennett. .\funug~ng Inrerjurisdj~.tion(II 
Ihrdrs in CvunudLI: .4 constrrut~on~l .-lnul~*si.s (Calgary: Canadian Institute of Resources Lau. 199 1 1 
[hereina tier lnr~rjurrsdi~~tionul CCbrers] at 3 9 ( watershed "management -7. 

See. ri.g.. Lace?. supra note 3 at 846 (citing an observation about reactions to applj,ing "ecosyslem 
management" to Pacific North~est forestry issues. that "environmentalists hear 'ecos) stem' while the timber 
i n d u s ~  and federal foresters hear 'management."'): Francis. supru note 6 at 327 (Observing that. "for the 
-ecocentrists' the presumptions of 'management' raise the specter of the managerialism which the!. beliew 
generated the kinds of environmental and other problems that their philosophical probings are ~ i n g  to 
overcome."): and Bill McKibben. The Endof .Varure (Neu- York: Random House. 1989) at 172 ('-The logic 
of our present thinking. . . leads inexorably in the direction of the managed world. It is . . . a rut. a sytem of 
beliefs In which we are trapped."): ihid. at 2 I J ("That is our destin?? To be 'caretakers' of a managed uorld. 
'custodians' of all life? For that job securip we will trade the myster) of the natural world. the punsent 
m!stcp of our own lives and of a world bursting with exuberant creation?"). 

4 "Barriers". ~t lp ru  note 5 ("Watershed Protection"); William Taylorand Mark Gerath. "The Watershed 
Protection Approach: Is the Promise About To Be Realized" ( 1996) 1 1 Nat. Res. & Envt. 16. 

4 Some authors use both kinds of terms interchangeabl?. See. eg.. Arlene J. Kwasniak, Rdconcilin.~ 
Ecusr.st~~m und Politi~~ul Bordrrs: ..I Ltlgul .\fup. (Edmonton: Envt! Law Centre. 19971 at I (referring to the 
"legal protection of ecosystem integrir).') and 7 (referring to "legal rights to manage ecosystems"). Similarl?. 
this thesis will use the terms ecosystem "approach" and "management" interchangeably. 

I U Compare "Barriers". supru note 3 (watersheds) and Francis. suprcl note 6 (ecosystems). 

I I E.g. "Barriers". supra note 3 at 976. 
The terms water or river basin ..manapemento* historically referred to the regulation ofthe u,ithdrwul 

of water for agricultural. domestic. or industrial uses. The modem concept of **watershed management." by 
contrast. refers to regulation. public education. and ocher governmental actions taken to address not only water 
withdrawals. but activities which discharge pollution into water. and a wide range of activities which may harm 
watersheds through other means. See. reg.. Ludwik A. Teclaff. "Evolution of the River Basin Concept in 
National and International Water Law" (1996) 36 Nat. Res. L. J. 359; "Barriers". supra note 3 (providing a 



Considerable effort is being made to implement an ecosystem approach to 

environmental prorection. despite the lack of consensus over the appropriate model for doing 

so. In the U.S.. federal agencies are reorganizing themselves to reflect an ecosystem focus: 

many states and even municipalities are implementing watershed ecosystem programs in 

conjunction with private citizens." In particular. the Environmental Protection Agency 

[hereinafter €PA or .4gency] has in recent yean developed and encouraged states to adopt 

an overall watershed ecosystem approach for implementing water quality programs. In 1998. 

that watershed ecosystem approach became one of the EPA's highest priority programs tbr 

controlling water pollution. " 

The Canadian government is also touting the value of ecosystem approaches. For 

example. Environment Canada lists the -*[e]cosystem approach" as one of eleven principles 

which it considers "fundamental" to achieving sustainable develop men^.'^ Canada's federal 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans [hereinafter DFO] has also adopted the -'[e]cosystsm 

historical evolution of watershed management in the U.S.). A11 references to "watershed management" in this 
thesis will refer to the modem concept. unless othensise noted. 

. - E.p.. Keiter. supru note 3 at 394-95: ..Barriers". supru note 3 at 977-978: EPA. "hater Qualip 
Standards Regulation" ( 1998) 63 Fed. Reg. 36.742 at 36.744 (public notice stating that the "most siigificant 
shiti in water qualit! management programs in recent years has been the increased emphasis on the use of 
watershed based programs"): EP,4. C'ldan W brrr .-lcriun Piun: R~?sroring und Protecting .drndrl~v '.s tfurtv.s 
(Washingon. D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1998) at I 1 ("[H]undreds of watershed partnerships . 
. . have sprung up across the counm to address a rnultiplicih of water q u a l i ~  and natural resource concerns. 
. . .'*) [hereinafter C'ltt.ur Hirrr?r ..lcri~n Plun]. A prominent example of these partnerships is the -'Great Lakes 
Commission," an eight-state compact which has adopted ecosystem management as a principle for managing 
the Great Lakes basin's resources. See <http::'www.glc.org'> and links to ecosystem management. and the 
Commission's "Ecos~s te rn  Charter for the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin". 
<hrrp: W-M .glc.orgprojects~ ecochamecochart.htm I> (both sites visited Ma? 3 .  1999). 

I 1  Clean CC'arer -4crion Plun. supru note I2 at ii-iv (describing the watershed ecosystem approach as a 
"major new Clean Water Initiative" and one of several broad "strategies" and "tools" for achieving clean 
water); see also ibid. at s. xi. 13- 15. 30, 3 I .  and 73-88: -'Barriers". supra note 3 at 978 n. 16 (noting that the 
watershed and similar ecosystem approaches are "intepl" to the Agency's "overall stratee to achieke 
sustainable environmental and economic qualib"). 

:J Sustuinablc Dcveiopment Srraregy p r .  1997)  chttp:. 'www.ec.gc.ca. sd- 
dd-consult'final~SDG 1 5-E.HTM> visited May I 1. 1999). That document defines the ecosystem approach 
as "[p]olicies. programs. and operations . . . designed to consider the unique and fundamental characteristics 
of individual ecosystems and to recognize the interdependence of social. economic and environmental 
systems." [bid. 



approach" as one of seven "guiding principles" for its overall strategy for promoting 

sustainable development." Besides touting the ecosystem approach in theory. the federal 

government claims that it is actually "engaged in a number of initiatives where . . . [it] 
promote[s] an ecosystem approach" including initiatives relating to five large-scale 

ecosystems: the Atlantic Coast. the St. Lawrence River. the Great Lakes. the "Northern River 

Basins." the Fraser River. and the Georgia Basin.'" 

Individual Canadian provinces have made varying gestures toward embracing the 

ecosystem approach. in theory." However. the provinces collectivel~ have not included the 

ecosystem approach as an overarching principle for inter-provincial environmental 

initiatives." 

I *  Slrstuinuble Dev~.lopmenr - .J Fram~.~.orkfi lr  .-icrion (Ortawa: DFO. 1997) at 3.  1 7.20. and 2 1 .  

! 0 E n v i r o n m e n t  C a n a d a .  Ecos.rsrern I n i t i c l t i ~ e s  ( J u 1 4  4 .  1 9 9 8  1 
chttp:. w~w.ec.gc.c~ecosyst'ove~iew.html> [hereinafter Ecosystem Iniriarivcrs] at 2. See also Bill C-32- 
.-in .4cr R6spccring Pollurion Prevention and the Prorecrion of the Enrironmmt dnJ Hurnun Heulfh in orddr 
ro C'TOnrrrbutd ro Srutuinuble Development [CEP.i. 1998). 1 "  Sess.. 36'h Parl.. 1998. Preamble (4Ih par.) (noting 
that the federal government will -*continue to demonstrate national leadership in establishing ecosysrem 
objectives") and s. 2( 1 )  ("fn the administration of this Act, the Government of Canada shall . . . (c )  implement 
an ecosystem approach. . . ."). 

For example. in Alberta. section '(a) of the Enrironmenrul Protection und Enhuncen~errr .-ILY. S.A. 
1992. Chap. E-15.3. espressly recognizes that environmental protection is -'essential to the i n t e g i ~  of 
ecosystems. . . ." See also Government of Alberta. ..llbertu's Cornmitm2nt to Susiainuhlt. Resourcv rlnd 
Envirunmdnrcll .\funugement (Pub. No. 1/73?, March. 1999) at 4 (stating that natural resources "shall be 
managed in a manner that addresses their interdependence and recognizes that the use of one resource can 
affect other users and other resources") and 6 {"There will be comprehensive forest and water planning. (e.g. 
forest management plans and water management plans. . . . These two planning proprams will be integrated 
through the development of comprehensive integrated plans for major river basins in Alberta."). For another 
example. see. t..g.. the Saskatchewan Department ofthe Environment and Resource Management'sdocurnents: 
Ec.os_r.stent .2iunugemmt in Suskarchm.ctn. <http:., ~ww.gov.sk.ca/serm/ WWWIECOREGONiMTRO-HTM .. 
( v i s i t e d  M a y  8 .  1 9 9 9 ) ;  a n d  H ' a t e r  , t f u n a g r m e n r  F r a m d w . o r k .  
chttp:. ~ u u  .gov.sk.casernl W WW:ECOREGON.'WATER'FRAMEWOWTNTRO.HTM (visited Ma) 8. 
1999) (listins, as its first objective: -'to maintain, restore and protect the health of aquatic and riparian 
ecosystems. . . ."). 

1 n This lack of inter-provincial emphasis on ecosystem approaches is reflected. most recentlq.. in a 1 998 
..lccordon Emironmenial Hclrmonizarion. adopted by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment 
[CCME]. The Accord does not include ecosystem management or ecosystem protection as one of its objectives 
or guiding principles. although it does list as a principle that Canada-wide strategies should "allow for flexible 

*. 
imp lemen ta t i on  requi red  to  r e f l ec t  va r i a t i ons  i n  ecosys tems .  . - . 
<Http:.' '~~~ .mbnet .mb.ca iccme!hmonizat io~accord .h i  (Feb. 2 1. 1998) at 2. The Accord also provides 
that provincial governments "mm . . . enter into regional or bilateral implementation agreements on regional 
or local issues. for specific ecosystems. for the purposes of providing for necessary variations in the 



Besides government initiatives. numerous non-profit citizens groups in both Canada 

and the U.S. have organized along ecosystem lines." Numerous ecosystem-based 

organizations composed of  representatives fiom both the public and private (non-profit and 

profit) sectors have also been created in recent years.'0 And. at the multi-national level. the 

International Joint Commission [IJC] has been advocating a watershed ecosystem approach 

for reducing harms to the Great Lakes region: recently. the IJC has begun to establish a series 

of bi-national watershed boards to manage ail shared U.S.-Canada watersheds.'' Other 

implementation of environmental measures. or for facilitating cooperation in matters not specificall! cok ered 
under this general multi-lateral Accord." [bid. at 3 (emphasis added), Paragraph 2.2 of the CCME's 
"Canada-wide Environmental Standards Sub-Agreement." adopted b! the CCME under the .Accord. states that 
the signatories' priority is to develop nationwide ambient environmental standards for the qualib of 
"components of ecosystems as well as ecosystems themselves." The sub-agreement is accessible from the 
CCME home page: <http: uww.mbnet.mbiciuccme!~ (updated April 5. 1999). 

I A prominent example of these grass-roots efforts is the "Yellowstone to Yukon Stratea." The "Y 
to Y" is a coalition of Canadian 2nd U.S. citizens and organizations seeking to implement an ink-gated scheme 
of protected areas. migration corridors. and buffer zones to protect the Northern Rocky Mountain ecosystem. 
See Canadian Parks and Wilderness Socie?. Press Release. "Y ellowstone to Yukon Consenation Conference 
Anracts Large Yukon Delegation" (9  Sept.. 1999) chnp:. ~uww.cpaws.orgpress.y2y-~ukon-980909.htmI . 
(visited Ma! 8, 1999)). .4 more modest example is the "Greater Yellowstone Coalition" [GYC]. a group of 
organizations seeking to protect the integri? of the greater Yellowstone ecosystem. which extends be! ond the 
formal boundaries of  Yellowstone National Park. See GYC's Home Page: 
chrtp: uw.geater)rllowstone.org~~ (visited May 8. 1999). Other esamplcs include the Alaska Rainforest 
Campaign. <http:. www.abain.org~rainforest.asp> (visited May 8. 1999). the Northwest Ecosystem .4lliancc. 
rhttp: wu~.pacif?crim.net -nneu> (visited Ma! 8. 1999). and. even more locally. the Friends of the 
Athabasca Environmental Association: chttp: stud I .acad.athabascau.ca~hmL~,eroupp fota'coverflhtm~. (visited 
Ma 8. Iq99). 

I!) For example. in 1991 the province of Albena created the "Bow River Water Quality Council." a 
multi-stleholder group established to advise the Province on a broad range of water q u a l i ~  issues in the Bo\r 
Riber basin. Bow River Basin Water Council. Preserving Our L#linr: .4 R~porr on the Store c+fIht. Botr- 

Riwr (October. 1994) at I .  The Bow River is pan of the Saskatchewan River basin. which comprises pans 
of Albena. Saskatchewan. and Manitoba. The "Pamers for the Saskatchewan River Basin" is a network of 
individuals and organizations whose mission is to promote sustainable use of that basin's natural resources. 
See rhe Partners' home page at chtrp:, uw.saskriverbasin.ca> for a description of that organization. 

:I See. t~g.. the Canada-U.S. Great Laks Wuter Qualie ..lgreemenr qf 19'8. chttp: " u u ~ . i j c . o r g  
agree qualit).html> (visited May 3. 1999) at Article VI (agreeing to establish programs to address pollution 
fiom myriad sources. including lake-wide management plans): ibid. at s. 3 of Supplement to Annes I (Lake 
ecosystem objectives): Francis. supra note 6 at 3 17 (noting that "ecosystem notions emerged during the mid- 
1970's in the context of binational cooperation on the Great Lakes."). For a discussion of the IJC's recent 
proposal for boundap-wide watershed boards. see IJC. The I '  andthe 21" C e n r u ~  - Response ofrhr IJC' (0 

a Request by the Governments of Canada and the United States fir Proposals on HOW to Best . - I S S ~ S I  Them 10 

.tieerr the EmironmentulChollrngrs o/rhe 2 1" C e n r u ~  (October? I .  1997) at 2.27-32.36 (proposed watershed 
bozrds); and IJC. Media Release. "IJC to Further Examine Watershed Approach" (13 Nov.. 1998). 



groups of countries and international organizations have similarly embraced the ecosystem 

approach." 

Although the Canadian government appears to embrace the ecosystem approach in 

theory and for purposes of conducting research. it has done little to apply its environmental 

regztlaton.authority within an ecosystem approach. Most notably. En\ironment Canada has 

virtually ignored the federal environmental statutory provisions which come the closest to 

making an espress call for ecosystem management. Those provisions. in Part I1 of the 

Cufiudu blizrer dct." include express authority for the federal government to enter into 

agreements with provinces to establish. or to unilaterally establish. "water quali t> 

management areas" for regulating water pollution on a watershed basis. But that Department 

has apparently never exercised this authority. even though it generally "encourage[ s]  

watershed management."" Nor has Environment Canada adopted an overall ecosystem 

management framework for its regulation of "toxic substances" under the Cunodiu)~ 

-rhttp: tb~vu .ijc.org news, hZOshed 1 198.hrm> (announcing that the U.S. and Canadian got ernments hate 
asked the IJC to conduct further studies on its proposal). 

. - -- 
For example. the environment ministers from the European Union recently ageed to replace their 

current count? -b>,-count? patchwork of pollution rules with a "holistic river basin management system. . . 
." See "European Clnion - New Framework Water Directive Agreed to by Environment Ministers" (March 
17. 1999) 22 Intl. Enbq. Rep. (BNA) 22 1 (noting opposition from environmentalists to the agreed exemptions 
tiom the river basin system for certain historic pollution sources). Among the ecosystem approaches 
advocated at the international level. the U.N. Commission on Sustainable Development has proposed the 
following two "priorities" for inclusion in a proposed global water management agreement: "Preservation of 
freshwater resources must be based on protection of the ecosystems where they are found"': and "Planners 
should seek to develop integrated water management schemes centered on river basins and ground water zones. 
. . ." "France. L1.N. Commission to Host International Water Management Conference" (Feb. 18. 1998) 2 1 
Intl. En\?. Rep. (BNA) If 9. 

:i R.S.C. 1985. C. C- l I .  

24 Environment Canada. Federal Water Poiic~ ( 1998). <http:~:www.mb.ec.gc.ca 
ENGLISH. W.4TERMANAGE.'federaIwaterpolicy.hrmI> at 1. For a discussion ofthat Depamnent's approach 
toward the Cunuda If her .-kt.  see. e-g.. Roger Cotton & Alastair R. Lucas. Canadian Em~ironmmtul Lm.. 2"' 
ed.. vol. I (Toronto: Butteworths. 199 1 ). Aug., 1993 Cornrnentq at paras. 4.79 - 1.82; Mark Walters. 
"Ecological U n i ~  and Political Fragmentation: The Implications of the Brundtland Report for the Canadian 
Constitutional Ordei' ( I99 1 )  29 Alta. L.R. 420 at 33 1 ; John P.S. McLaren, "The Tribulations of Antoine 
Ranr: .4 Case Stud! of the Environmental Regulation of the Canadian Lumbering Industq in the Nineteenth 
Centup*' (1984) 33 L1.N.B.L.J. 203 at 258-259. 



Environmenlal Protection A C ~ . ' ~  or for its regulation of the discharge into surface waters of 

'gdeleterious substances." under the federal Fisheries . 4 ~ t . ' ~  

The small and large-scale projects referenced above as among Environment Canada's 

"Ecosystem initiatives" appear to be conducted on an ad hoc basis. rather than through a 

systematic attempt by that Department to address all Canadian ecosystems and all sources 

of harm within those ecosystems. And those initiatives do not appear to involve a significant 

regulatory component." The Department of Fisheries and Oceans [DFO] has likewise not 

adopted a formal ecosystem approach for implementing its regulatory duties to protect "fish 

habitat." under the ~ishrries .4cr." Why.  given its strong support for ecosystem 

management in theory. has the Canadian government failed to actually implement its 

regulator) authority under the major federal environmental statutes through an ecosystem 

approach? There appear to be at least three. related reasons for this failure. One involves 

the practical difficulties of actually implementing ecosystem management." A second 

reason is perceived political barriers. including federalism concerns. to federal mvironmenral 

regulation generally and to the comprehensitre. holistic focus of ecosystem approaches. 

specificall> .'" A third likely reason. closely related to the second. is the federal got~ernment's 

perceived lack of legal--especially constitutional--authority to implement an ecosj-stern 

.c 
R.S.C. 1985. c. 16 (1'"upp.) [hereinafter CEP.41. See Cotton & Lucas. supra note 2-1 at paras. 

40. I 13 (describing pollutant-specific or indusp-specitic regulations adopted under CEP.4). 

:a See Cotton & Lucas. supru nofe 24 at paras. 4.100-103 (describing industq-specific regulations 
adopted under the Fisheries .4cr). 

.- 
See Ecosysrem lnirzarires. supra note 16 at 3-9. for a summary of Environment Canada's six major 

ecosystem initiatives. and for internet links to more information on each of those initiatives. 

:9 Chapter 6 infiu discusses the estent to which DFO's fish habitat protection program retlects an 
ecosystem approach. 

19 See i@a Chapter 2.  

JO See. e.g.. Waiters. supra note 23 at 42 1.43 I.  and 337. 



approach." As a result of these perceived political and legal federalism concerns. several 

commentators have suggested that the federal government should implement an ecosystem 

approach. or environmental programs more generally, through cooperative arrangements with 

provinces. rather than on a unilateral basis." The federal government has embraced this "co- 

operative federalism" policy in numerous environmental contexts. For example. 

Environment Canada has proposed numerous ambient water quality standards for provinces 

to use in implementing their water pollution permitting programs. rather than as mandatory 

federal standards." That Department also participates in the bDharmonization of 

environmental management" which is a federal-provincial cooperative program !'or 

identih-ing. prioritizing. and developing mutually agreeable approaches. including uniform 

national cn\.ironmental standards. for addressing environmental problems.'" 

DFO also stresses the imponance of "cooperative federalism" for achieving 

I See. r'.g. McLaren. supru note 24 at 258 ("me spectre of constitutional challenge [to ss. 19 and 25 
of the C~nudd Clbter . - f c f ]  has effective]) prevented its implementation."): Walters. suprd note 24 at 422 
(obscning that recent CEPA amendments "at least advert to the constitutional problems of environmental 
regulation"). 

Y -  See "Interjurisdictional Waters". supru note 6 at 30 ("Federal-provincial cooperation is . . . essential. 
. . . [Mlan) of the potential problems for water management could be resolved through intergo\crnrncnral 
cooperation."); but see ihid. at 19 1 - 2 7  (discussing unilateral federal action as one option for managing extra- 
provincial effects of pollution in interjurisdictional waters. when provinces have failed to adequate1 manage 
those effects themselves): Walters. supra note 24 at 44749 (recommending federal-provincial cooperation "for 
both practical and theoretical reasons"); see generally Cotton 8: Lucas. supru note 24 at paras. 3.1 18 - 3.122 
(discussing cooperative federalism). 

. See Environment Canada. C'rmadiun Environmentul Quality Gurdelines, <hrtp::tww.ec.gc.ce.ceqg- 
rcqe. index-e.htm> (visited Ma) 13. 1999) ("Guidelines are recommended numerical or narrative limits . . . 
which, if exceeded. may impair the health of Canadian ecosystems. . . ." (Emphasis added)). 

In the U.S.. states are also expected to have the "pr imq" role in adopting ambient water quali? 
standards for pollution permitting purposes. However. those standards are federally enforceable only after the? 
are approved by the EPA based on that Agency's minimum. nation-wide criteria for ambient standards. See. 
e.p., William H.  Rodgers. Jr.. Emironmmn~al L m .  VOI. 2 (St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1986 & Spring. 1997 
Supp.) at 19-22, and 270-278: ..llasku Clean U'urer .Illiance. er ol. L*. EP.4.45 Envt. Rep. Cas. (BNA) 1664. 
1665-67 ( W.D. Wa. 1997) {overturning EPA rule that states' water quality standards take effect prior to EP.4 
approval ). 

i 4  See Environment Canada. ..I Guide to Harrnanizarion of Environmenral .\fanagcmenr. 
<http:.,',~-w.ec.gc.cz' hamonizatiom'guide-e.htmI> (updated March 27. 1997) [hereinafter Hmonizatian 
Guide]. 



environmental  objective^.'^ Toward that end. DFO and Environment Canada have made 

agreements with several provinces by which those Departments have delegated their 

authority to implement the Fisheries . 4 n  's habitat protection and deleterious substances 

provisions. respectively. to those provinces.j6 

There are numerous critics of cooperative environmental federalism. who charge that 

the resulting federallprovincial agreements lack accountability. and ~ansparency.~' Without 

I + See. 2.g.. Susru~nublt, Drvelopmenr - .4 Framework for Acrion. supra note 15 at 7 ('-A special note 
must be made of the need to work closely with provincial and territorial ministries. particularl> in the 
management and protection o f  freshwater fish habitat."); ;bid at 9 ("[Wle are pursuing partnerships to share 
decision-making."); ibid. at I3 (Given overlapping jurisdictions. "the sustainable development of Canada's 
fisheries and oceans resources cannot be achieved by DFO alone. All stakeholders . . . have a pan to pla>. 
Stakeholder participation and involvement are essential, and is reflected in many of the elements of the DFO 
sustainable development strategq.."). 

r b See. e..~.. A;)sIuL'~ \*. .4lherru f.4rrornr~ Grindrul) ( 1995). 3 3  Alta. L.R. (3d) 225 at 230 ( Alta. C.A.1 
(referring to correspondence and federal publications which showed the "understanding of federal government 
officials that administrative responsibility for the provisions of the Fisheries Act related to the protection of 
fish habitat had been transferred to the Province of Alberta): Franklin S. Gertier, "Will Protection of Fish 
Habitat Sumive the Provincial Outing on the Federal Pond? - Policy Options for Section 35 ofthe Fisheries 
Act and Environmental Assessment" ( 1996) 20 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 21 1 [hereinafier Gertler I I ]  at Z 14: Susruinc~hlc 
Derelopmmr - ..I Frunrew-ork f i r  ..laion. supra note 15 at 9. 13 (noting that responsibili~ for fisheries 
management has been delegated to the five inland provinces--Quebec. Ontario. Manitoba, Saskatchewan. and 
Alberta): rhid. at 2 1 ( including the following work "output": "Develop cooperative agreements with provinces 
to set high standards for protection of fish habitat."): Peter N. Nemetz. "The Fisheries Act and Frderal- 
Provincial Environmental Regulation: Duplication or Complementari~?" ( 1986) 29 Can. Pub. Admin. -10 I ("In 
the spirit of federalism. the federal government has delegated to the provinces some. but not all. of its 
responsibili~ for enforcement of the key environmental sections of the Fisheries Act."): Lorne Girous. 
"Delegation of Administration." in Donna Tingle>,. ed.. Enrironrnenrul Prorecrion und the ~'uncrdidn 
C'onsfirurion - Findings qf'rhu C'cmadim $.mposiurn on Jurisllicrian crnd Rt?sponsibili~*/br the Enrironmenr 
(Edmonton: Environrnentai Law Centre. 1987) at 85 (noting that Environment Canada has delegated to 
provinces its authorih to implement and enforce environmental quality objectives). 

.- 
See. 2.g.. Franklin S. Gertler. "Lost in (Intergovernmental) Space: Cooperative Federalism in 

Environmental Protection," in Steven A. Kennett, ed.. L m  and Process in Environrnenral .Cfunogemenr 
(Calgary Canadian Institute of Resources Law. 1993) [hereinafter Gertler I ]  at 260 ("Law and polic) for 
environmental protection in Canada are being articulated and implemented in some considerable measure 
through an obscure intergovernmental process that is inaccessible to the public and almost unknowable even 
for la~yers.  This process often cuiminates in intergovernmental agreements and largely escapes both 
legislative control and judicial review."): Waiters. supra note 24 at 432 ("It has been suggested that cooperative 
federalism is nothing other than executive federalism.[footnote omitted] 'Executive federalism' is. in rum. 
associated with backroom collusion. not open democracy."); ibid. at 448 ("[Slustainable development requires 
both public visibility and accountabilit) of policymaken. . . . [Tlhe current regime of cooperative federalism 
fails in this respect."): Nigel Bankes. "Co-operative Federalism: Third Parties and Intergovernmental 
Agreements in Canada and Australia" ( 199 1 )  29 A h .  L. Rev. 792 at 797 (urging greater judicial scrutiny of 
interjuiisdictional agreements because they "may undermine such important values as accountability and 
responsiveness"); Giroux. supra note 36 at 84-97 (criticizing environmental protection accords beween 



questioning cooperative federalism. per se. other commentators and several Supreme Court 

Justices have recognized the need for the federal government to take a leadership role in 

adopting national minimum standards of environmental quality." This leadership role is not 

readily squared with a purely "cooperative" approach toward environmental regulation. 

Moreoirer. cooperative federalism. including the "harmonization" initiative discussed above. 

has not produced a Canada-wide ecosystem-based environmental regulatory framework and. 

thus. has not provided a means for implementing the federal go~ernment's ecosystem 

protection vision. 

This thesis is an effort to help to bridge the gap between the widespread calls for an 

ecosg-stem approach. and the failure of the federal government to implement its 

mvironmcntsl legislati~e mandates under that approach on a nation-wide. systematic basis." 

Environment Canada and the provinces): John Z. Swaigen. "Delegation of Administration." in Tingle!. sd.. 
supru note 36 at 96 (noting that, if delegation occurs. the delegator should "clearly set out its performance 
rspectations. and be prepared to take back the enforcement program or to take strong enforcement action itself 
in indib idual cases where the provincial agency does not meet the performance expectations."). 

DFO has recognized this criticism. See DFO. .-Idministrurian und Enfarcdmrnr oj'rht, Flsh Huhrrur 
Prc~~dcrion dud Pollution Pr<r.enrion Prmvsions of' the! Fisherids .4ct - .4nnual Rdporr I Y 96- I Y 9' ( 1998 1 
[hereinafter .-lntruui Rdporr 1996-1997 at 9 (noting that DFO's 1995 delesation proposal "was met almost 
immediately with opposition from the en\,ironmental communin. due. in pan. to concerns ober lack of 
provincial resources 1. 

Y See. 2.g.. R. r. HvLjr[~-Qurbdc. ( 1997). 15 1 D.L.R. (41h) 32 at 101 (emphasizing quote from 
"Brundtland Commission" repon that ambient environmental standards should"'norma1ly be set at the national 
level. with local governments being empowered to exceed. but not to lower. national norms."' (Emphasis 
omitted l: C'unudicm Bur ..lssuci~arron C'ornmitted Rdporr: Susrainublt, Deveiuprntinr in C'unudu: Oprwns .fhr 
Lo*.  R<fijrn~ (Sept. 1990) at 27.70 (recommending that the federal government adopt "minimum en\,ironmental 
standards in the national interest"); ibid. at 70 ('*The exigencies of a globally interdependent srrateg of 
environmental protection suggest both the desirability and ultimate necessity of having federal[> mandated 
national minimum standards. . . ."). The harmonization program recognizes the need for nation-wide. minimum 
environmental standards. although it attempts to achieve those standards on a cooperative basis rather than 
through unilateral federal action. It does provide for the federal government's unilateral adoption of national 
standards if that government cannot agree with provinces on the content of any of those standards. 
Hurmonlzariot~ Guide. supru note 34 at 2. 5 .  

;a In another sense. this thesis is a response to two authors' recommendation that ggresearch be 
undertaken to better understand the . . . legal aspects of the [ecosystem] approach. in order that it ma) be 
implemented more coherently." Paul Muldoon & Marcia Valiante. Toxic Muter Pollution m Cunudu.: 
Rt!gukuton. Principl~sjhr R2ducrion and Elimination wrrh Emphasis on Canadian Federal and O~lrariu Limb 
(Calgary: Canadian Institute of Resources Law. 1989) at 108-09. This thesis is also a response to Prof. 
Hughes' model for a revised Fisheries .kr .  which was designed to reflect a "feminist" environmental ethic. 
Elaine L. Hughes. "Fishwives and Other Tails: Ecofeminism and Environmental Law" ( 19951 8 
C.J.W.L.I.R.F.D. 502. That model included watershed-based "committees" responsible for monitoring 



More specifically. this thesis analyses the federal Fisheries Act and concludes that that 

statute alone provides considerable authority. consistent with the federalism provisions of 

the Constifution Act. 1867 (U.K.)." for the federal government to implement its regulatory 

authority through an ecosystem approach." While identifying the legal bases for the federal 

government to take a greater leadership role in fostering an ecosystem approach. this thesis 

does not reject "cooperative federalism." The rcosystem management model used in this 

thesis is true to the spirit of "cooperative federalism." because it includes considerable 

provincial and local roles. and regional flexibility. However. the model does ancmpt to 

remedy the lack of accountability and transparency which are said to plague current 

federal!provincial agreements. and to accommodate the need for national minimum standards 

for ecosystem health. 

The thesis focuses on the Fisheries .-kt. in part. because of the breadth of its 

provisions for accommodating an ecosystem focus. but primarily because of the strength of 

its constitutional authority under the federal "Fisheries" power in section 9 1 ( 12) of the 

C'onsrirurio,~ . k r .  186-. By relying on this authority. the thesis avoids much. though 

certainly not all. of the potential uncenain~ surrounding the scope of federal environmental 

power under the Con~titution.~' Given its limited focus on the Fisheries Act. this thrsis is 

environmental qualip. supenising restoration and improvement projects. and regulating pollution discharges. 
within each designated Canadian watershed. /hid This thesis suggests that at least this component of Prof. 
Hughes' model can be implemented through the misting Fisheries .4cr. See also P.H. Pearse. F. Bertrand. lk 
I. W. MacLaren. C~rrenrs oj'Chungc. - Find Rcporr, Inquin* on Federal M.arer Policy (Ottawa: Environment 
Canada. 1985) [hereinafter 'urrenrs ol'l'hanp] at 1 83 (federal advisory committee recommending that the 
Fisherres .4ct be amended to provide legislative support for watershed management). 

A l l  30 8: 3 l Vict.. c. 3. 

.I I In a recent stud!. one author analyzed provincial and local laws in order to develop a partial legal 
h e w o r k  for an ecosystem protection approach in Alberta, See Kwasniak. supra note 9. This thesis 
addresses federal law to help construct a more comprehensive legal framework for ecosystem protection. See 
also Dale Gibson. '*The Constitutional Context of Canadian Water Planning" ( 1969- 1970) 7 Alta. L. Rev. 7 1 
(suggesting that Canadian constitutional law provides adequate legal authority for a basin-oriented approach 
to water resource management). 

42 Also. for simplicity, the thesis addresses only whether b e  Fisheries Act could support a watershed 
approach within a province. It does not address the unique legal issues raised in the territories. concerning 
the legal rights of AboriginaIs, or in internationaI watersheds. 



not intended to provide a final blueprint for a comprehensive nationwide ecosystem 

approach. It does suggest. however. that federal law can provide a legal framework for such 

an approach. Similar analyses of the other federal environmental laws. and corresponding 

constitutional bases for those laws. should be conducted to construct a truly holistic legal 

framework for a more comprehensive ecosystem approach than that supported by the 

Fisheries .-fci. alone. 

Chapter 2 of this thesis discusses the general theory of the ecosystem approach and 

its ethical underpinnings. It then identifies the salient features of a watershed ecosystem 

approach. using the U.S. and Canada's ecosystem management concepts. Chapters 5-5 

provide the thesis' legislative analysis-Chapter 3 addresses whether the Fisheries .4rr 

supports a holistic. ecosystem-based regulatory focus: Chapter 1 addresses whether the .4cr 

authorizes the kind of federal delegation to promote the participatory element of the 

ecosystem management model: and Chapter 5 considers the legislative history and evolution 

of the Fisheries .4n for additional evidence of Parliament's intent regarding the issues 

addressed in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 5 steps back from the legislative analysis to consider 

the estent to which DFO's policies for implementing the Fishcries -4cr's "fish habitat" 

provisions reflect an ecosystem approach. Chapter 6 addresses whether a watershed 

approach is consistent with Parliament's legislative authority under the federal constitutional 

'-Fisheries" power. 



Chapter 2: THE ECOSYSTEM APPROACH 

1. Theoretical Advantages and Uncertainties of the Ecosystem Approach 

Part I of this Chapter shows that the popularity of the ecosystem approach reflects 

its holistic focus on ecosystem components and sources of harm to those components. and 

its ability to promote efficient and equitable means for reducing those harms. Pan I also 

addresses the areas of uncertainty which are inherent in the design and implementation of 

the ecosystem approach. These advantages and uncertainties are said to create a pandoe- 

the more an ecosystem approach is designed to promote its theoretical advantages. the greater 

the potential implementat ion problems. Pan I also addresses uncertainties regarding the 

ethical underpinnings for an ecosystem approach. This thesis does not attempt to resol\.r the 

paradox and clarifi* all the uncertainties. However. Part II of this Chapter identifies sevml 

key parameters of a generic ecosystem approach in order to begin the legal analysis in 

Chapter 3. These parameters are: a holistic focus within the context of watershed 

ecos?slems: broad-based participation including local "stakeholder" involvement in 

designing and implementing means for achieving national minimum standards for u-atershed 

health: a mathematical allocation of "loads" of pollutants and possibly other harms: and an 

iterative process of steps from goal setting through implementation and monitoring. 

Additional parameters will be suggested in the course of the legal analyses in the i'ollo~ving 

C haptrrs. 

.A. The Paradox 

Advocates for the ecosystem approach generally agree that it is needed kcause 

environmental problems ofien involve linkages among physical. biological. and social 



components within and among e~os~sterns. '~ For example. a watershed ecosystem includes 

four sets of complex physical linkages: vertical (surface to ground water). horizontal (up- and 

dourn-stream). lateral (river channel to riparian zone to flood plain). and temporal (changes 

in each of the above linkages over time). Those physical watershed components are linked. 

in hm. to biological and. in most cases. human. communities within watersheds. To make 

matters more complicated. there are physical. biological. and social linkages among 

watersheds and among watersheds and other kinds of  ecosystem^.'^ 

These linkages show that environmental problems within a given watershed cannot 

be solved by focussing on one watershed component without considering hou that 

component is linked to ~thers.~"or example. regulatory efforts to protect tish in a 

watershed must focus not only on the harm to fish from pollution discharged from a domestic 

sewage plant. but also on the threats to fish from all other sources of water pollution. as u-ell 

as sources of damage to riparian vegetation. and reductions in stream flows. Moreover. those 

myriad threats must be evaluated in the context not only of the range of often disjointed laws 

available to reduce them. but also the laws and other social factors that ma) be encouraging 

them. The ecosystem approach provides a comprehensive framework for assessing and 

addressing these myriad. interconnected physical and social factors. 

.-\dvocntes for the ecosystem approach also generail! agree that it can promote the 

social 1-alucs ofequi?. and efficiency. as well as environmental protection. by simultaneousl~ 

addressing all physical. biological. and social causes of environmental problems. The 

ecosystem approach provides a flexible framework for fairly and efficiently allocating the 

3 3 For a good discussion of the "ecological imperative" for ecosystem approaches, see -Barrierse. 
supra note 3 at 98 1-991 : see also, e.g.. Frank J .  McCormick. "Principles of Ecosystem Management and 
Sustainable Development. " in John D. Peine, ed., Eco~s tem Manngemnt for Sustainabiiip ( Boca Raton: 
Lewis Pub.. 1 999 at 6-9: Bob Doppel t. er al. . Enrering the Watershed - A New Approach to Solbe ,4merica '5 

Rirer E c o ~ s t e m  (Washingon, D.C. ; Island Press. 1993 ) at 1-25. 

U "Barriers". supra note 3 at 98 1-86. 

45 Ibid. at 982-83. 



social costs of environmental protection among all public and private interests." 

Advocates generally agree. not only on the imperatives for the ecosystem approach. 

but also that the holistic approach is difficult to define and implement because of the same 

complex physical. biological. and social linkages which necessitate the approach in the first 

place." These difficulties include determining the proper kind of ecosystem to use for 

management purposes and the proper scale within an ecosystem unit. For example. 

watershed ecosystems like the Mackenzie. Columbia. South Saskatchewan. i d  Mississippi 

River basins may have numerous components. which can be broken up into multiple smaller 

kt-atersheds based on each of the numerous tributaries that f e d  those Iarge river systems. 

It may be wen more difticult to define the appropriate ecosystem scale using kinds 

of ecosystems other than watersheds. Other kinds of ecosystems usually ~\~sr lap.  which 

renders somewhat arbitrary the choice of any one kind for planning purposes. For example. 

an alpine meadow in the Canadian Rockies can be viewed as a local ecosystem providing 

habitat for local insects and rodents. But the meadow may also lie within a range for grizzly 

bears and migrating eagles. It may also contain wetlands adjacent to a creel; which is pan 

of a larger watershed that ultimately drains sub-alpine forests and prairies. Should the 

meadow be viewed as an isolated system. or as pan of an alpine Rocky Mountain ecos! stem. 

pan of the watershed to which it belongs. or part of a "grizzly-shed" or -weaglr-shed"'.' 

Intuiti\.cl!.. watersheds are an appealing ecosystem "unit" for planning purposes because the). 

can be used to cover an entire land mass without overlap. unlike other categories of 

a Ibid. at 995- 1000. The ecosystem approach may also provide a useful tool for implementing a 
"steady-state" economic model based on a recognition of the environmental lirniu to economic growth. As 
envisioned by economist Herman Daly. that model provides for economic development based on a fixed 
'throughputw of natural resources set at a level designed to maintain a desired ecoiogical "carrying 
capacity. " Beyond Growth. supra note 4 at 3. The ecosystem approach dovetails with this "steady -state" 
model because ecosystem units provide natural boundaries or limits for defining desired throughputs and 
carrying capacities. See Michael M. Wenig, "Making Sense of Growth and Sustainable Development: 
Several Responses to Herman DaIy's Latest Book" (1998) 28 Envtl. L. 735 [hereinafter "Grou-th and 
Sustainable Development"] at 246-48, 262. 

1: See "Barriers". supra note 3 at 991-994. 



ecosystems which may overlap and/or m3y not cover an entire land mass." Ecosystems 

defined by bird and mammal migration corridors are examples of these geographically 

incomplete categories. However. watersheds are not the only ecosystem categories that can 

be used to cover an entire land mass."' 

Definitional problems inherent in the ecosystem approach involve not only the 

appropriate ecosystem unit. but also the kind of management organization or structure. 

because ecosystem units do not coincide with political jurisdictions. Should the approach 

be driven by federal regulators? What role should local and regional governments. as \r.ell 

as prkate "stakeholders" play in the process? How should inter-jurisdictional disputes be 

resolved? 

Prof. Adlcr observes that the advantages and problems inherent in the scos)stem 

approach present a paradox: the larger the ecosystem unit and the more comprehensive the 

h a m s  and social causes addressed. the more holistic the process. Yet. the larger the scale 

and scope of the ecosystem approach. the more difficult it will be to implement in terms of 

scientificall>. modelling the complex physical and biological linkages. and coordinating 

among all the interested bureaucrats. politicians. citizens. and commercial interests.'" This 

W See ibid. at 1093-94 (advantage of the watershed ecosystem unit 1. The U. S. Geological Survey 
has divided the United States into 2,149 watersheds. See Clean Warer Action Plan, supra note 12 at 74. 
The EPA has developed a useful Inda of Warershed Indicators which ailows citizens to access various 

kinds of information on the natural characteristics and human-caused threats to each of these watersheds. 
See < http:i 'Jww. epa.gov/surf/iwi > (discussed in Clean Warer Action Pfan, supra note 12 at 8 1. 

19 Considering these problems, Kennett rightly observed, in the context of public land management. 
that ecosystems "are not self-defining as focal points for . . . management. . . . [I hey are human constructs 
designed to capture ecological processes and relationships that are deemed to be important." Steven A .  
Kennett. ,Vmt1 Directions for Public Land Law - CTRL Occasional Paper #4 (Calgary, Canadian Institute 
of Resources Law. 1998) [hereinafter New Directions] at 1 8 .  

Environment Canada has divided Canada into fifteen distinct. non-overlapping "terrestrial 
ecozones" which seem to be based upon a "combination of landscape characteristics." of which hydrologic 
links are only one of several. These 'subcontinentalw divisions are broken down. in turn. into 
"ecoregions" and "ecodistricrs" based on their physical and social characteristics. See Canada 's Ecozones 
and Ecoregions (March 28. 1997). < http://www 1 .ec.gc.cai - ecozones/cana& - e-htm > . 

50 See "Barriers". supra note 3 at 1088- 1 104: for a discussion of this paradox in the specific context 
of watershed-based pollution control, see Michael M. Wenig, "How 'Total' are 'Total Maximum Daily 
Loads'? - Legal Issues Regarding the Scope of Watershed-Based Pollution ControI Under the Clean Water 
Act- ( 1999) 12 Tul. Envtl. L.J. 87 mereinafter " Watershed-Based Pollution Control"]. 



paradox underscores the need for flexibility in designing and implemenring individual 

ecosystem approaches. because widely varying social. physical. and biological characteristics 

among ecosystems will likely w m t  varying methods for resolving the paradox in each 

ecosystem. However. the strengths of the ecosystem approach warrant its implementation 

on a nationwide basis. Thus. the challenge is to determine the minimum parameters or 

common denominators for nationwide implementation while maximizing the opportunities 

for flesible. ecosystem-specific solu~ions. Part I1 of this Chapter suggests several of those 

common denominators. 

B. The Ethical Underpinnings 

Besides uncertainties as to the proper design of an ecosystem approach. there are 

varying views as to whether the approach stems from or requires a non-anthropocentric 

environmental ethic. This sub-pan questions the validity of such an ethic. but concludes thal 

an ecosystem approach can accommodate or sene both anthropocentric and non- 

anthropocentric ethical views. This discussion starts with a distinction between "shallo~\" 

and "deep" concepts of environmental "ethics" in order to clan'fi. the precise ethical 

uncertainlies which this sub-part addresses." 

Kennett recently explained that the concept of ecosystem management has a '*firm 

normative foundation that imposes an ecological *bottom line' on decision-makers."" 

Kennrn describes this "bottom-line" alternatively as "the long-term viabilip of natural 

procr sses" and "maintaining ecological integrity.'"" That "bottom-line." in turn. pro~ides 

5 I Tne terms "shallow" and "deep" are borrowed from the writings of the *deep ecologists," but are 
not used in the normative or pejorative senses used in those writings. Rather the terms are used here 
simply to refer to a level of justification. Thus. "deepw ethical concepts are fundamental or "meta"- 
principles: "shallow" concepts are derived from hose principIes. 

5: New Directions, supra note 49 at 20. 

53 Ibid. at I 9-20. 



a rule-of-thumb for defining permissible human activities.'" Kennett also refers to the 

"ecological *bottom line"' as having an "ethical premise - the value of ecosystem integrity."" 

If adhered to. this premise can be a powerful or strong basis for public policy. but it is a 

"shallow" one in the sense that it presumes a "value" of ecosystem integrity: the premise 

does not itself attempt to justifv that "value." The question remains: is there a particular 

"deep" rthic associated with ecosystem management. i.e. a hdamental justification for the 

"value" of ecosystem integrity? 

An ecos).stern approach is arguably necessary from a purely anthropocentric vieu. 

because humans themselves are ultimately better off living in health! ecosystems. This 

logic is supported by 41do Leopold's justification for his influential "land ethic." which has 

been cited as providing the ethical justification for ecosystem management.'h Under that 

ethic. the morality of various human actions is judged according to whether they presene or 

destroy the **land." which term Leopold defined broadly along ecosystem lines." Although 

Leopold's "land ethic" is commonl~. associated with a non-anthropocentric mvironmcntal 

ethic. much ofhis justification for his "land ethic" is based on humans' physical or biological 

dependence on healthy ecosystcms. '~nr  could also argue that humans are ps~chologicall! 

or spirituall!- dependent on them. as well." 

$1 See ibid. at 20 ["The sod of maintaining ecological integrity . . . operates as a constraint on the 
permissible combinations and intensity of other uses." 1. 

$6 - - [bid. at 23: see also ibid. at 19 (justifying the ecological "bottom line" on the "valu[e]" of 
ecoiogicai integrity I.  

56 See. e-g.. ibid. at 19 (referring to Leopold's "land ethic" as providing rhe "normative basis of 
ecosystem management* ): "Barriers". supra nore 3 at 1000- 1003 ( refemng to ecosystem management as 
a means for "harnessing bioregiondismw in order to promote widespread public adoption of Leopold's 
ethic l .  

5- Aldo Lapold. A Sand Count Almanac (New York: Ballantine Books. 1968) at 262. 

58 For an explanation of this justification. see "Watershed-Based Pollution Controlw. supra note 50 
at 92-93 n. 22. 

50 See. e.g.. Mark Syoff. Tarrying Capacity and Ecological Limits" (Oct.. 1995) 45 BioScience 
610 (criticizing the ecolo~ical economists' instrumental viewpoint as ignoring the spiritud value of nature,: 
McKibben. supra note 7 at 21 1-217 (questioning whether this spiritual link can be continued in an 
increasingly managed "natural' world): but see E.O. Wilson. In Search of Nature (Washington. D.C.: 



Viewing ecosystem approaches as valuable for human survival does not preclude 

viewing them as valuable for maximizing the "pleasure" or "good of non-human sentient 

beings or even non-sentient beings. if one believes those entities have intrinsic as well as 

instrumental value.60 Then again. one might view an ecosystem approach as necessary to 

respect the intrinsic moral wonh of ecosystems themselves." 

I question whether humans are really capable of constructing a non-anthropocentric 

ethic. given that ethics themselves are a human construct and human interests must still be 

considered in any method for implementing a non-anthropocentric ethic.b' However. the 

important point far purposes of this thesis is that an ecosystem approach need not reflect a 

particular choice of scope of moral charactm--i.e. humans. non-human sentient beings. all 

non-human brings. ecosystems. etc. The approach can be viewed simply as a roo1 for 

promoting the welfare or rights of the morai characters ofchoice." Moreover. arguably the 

design of an ecosystem approach should be the same for an anthropocentric ethic as for a 

non-anthropocentric ethic. given the importance of healthy ecosystems for humans' physical 

Island Press. 1996) at 165- 179 c "biophilia" theory which suggests a genetic cause for humans' perceived 
spiritual affinity tbr non-human species). 

hll See. e .g . ,  Peter Singer. Pracrical Erhics, 2" ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge L'niv. Press. 1993) at 
274-83 (discussing the range of ethical views regarding the locus of intrinsic value beyond humans,: 
Hushes. supra note 39 at 5 17 (advocating an "eco-feminist" ethic that "[all1 offspring of nature. human or 
otherwise. has its OWTI inherent value" ). 

hi For an example of this view. see William Devall and George Sessions, Deep Ecolo~~\': Living As 
If.Varure Mattered (Salt Lake City: Gibbs Smith Pub., 19851 at 67, 70-71. 

b: For an explanation of these concerns. see. e.g.. Jerry Valen DeMarco, "The Long and the Shon 
of Environmental Defence. " in Alex Wellington. er 01.. eds.. Canadian Issues in En\ironmenraf Ethics 
(Peterborough: Broadview Press. 1997) at 131 (*Rights language, by its very nature. cannot divesr itself 
of its human-centred origins. . . . As well, in balancing the rights of nature against the rights of humans 
and property, here is no assurance that nature would take precedence nor that an appropriate rights- 
guardian could be determined." ). 

b3 This point is analogous to Dr. Daly's argument that economists need not reject a reverence for 
narure as a basis for developing environmental policies. because economics can be an i n s m e n t  for 
promoting such reverence. if that reverence is the social value of choice. See Herman E. Daly. Reply to 
Mark Sagoff*s 'Carving Capocic and Ecoiugicnl Economicsw (Oct. 1995) 45 BioScience 621 
~"Insuumental value is by definition instrumend to the realization of [some] intrinsic value, and without 
intrinsic value it would not exist. ") (discussed in "Growth and Sustainable Development," supra note 46 
at 257 n. 136). 



and spiritual welfare. and the need to balance human and non-human interests under any 

non-anthropocentric ethic which recognizes humans' right to continued r ~ i s t e n c e . ~  

One author disagrees with this last point on the ground that. "[als biodiversir). 

plummets and consumption and human population increase. the ability of anthropocentric 

arguments to adequately protect nature approaches the vanishing point? However. one can 

just as readily conclude that plummeting biodiversity has resulted more from society's failure 

to h'ully accept and implement the anthropocentric arguments for maintaining biodiversit).. 

than from inherent flaws in those anthropocentric views. More fundamentally. the author's 

argument treats environrnental ethics themselves as merely an instrument for achieving a 

greater value: "adequate" environrnental prote~tion.~ This approach only begs the question 
C 

\rhich the author does not answer: why should the environment be protected. in the tirst 

place? If the answer is to ensure our sunival. then the argument against anthropocentric 

ethics. on utilitarian grounds. is non-sensical.'" If the answer is that non-human species and. 

possi bi y. ecosystems have their oum right to exist. then the argument against anthropocentric 

ethics. on utilitarian grounds. is simply irrelevant. 

Another author acknowledges that ecosystem approaches may reflect a range of \.iru.s 

hJ See ibid. at 39-60 (arguing that human survival, alone, can provide a strong motivation for 
environmental protection): see also. e-g.. Daniel Quinn, Ishmael - An Adventure of the Mind and Spirir 
(New York: Bantam. 1992) at 95-148 (arguing that there is one biological law governing the relations 
among all crearures, and that humans shouId respect the law for their own survival): David Lewis Feldrnan, 
Wafer Resources Management - In Search of an Environmental Ethic (Baltimore: Johns Hopbins Univ. 
Press. 199 1 ) at 2 1-73 (discussing the psychological and spirirual bases for a strong environmental ethic I .  

n! DeMarco. supra note 62 at 235. 

M See aIso ibid. at 23 1 and 232 (criticizing several anthropocentric environmental ethics. and even 
one purportedly non-anthropocentric ethic. on the ground that they wilt not adequately protect the 
environment). 

0- For examples of other authors who argue for non-anthropocentric etttics out of concern that 
anthropocentric ethics simply don't suffice for providing the authors* desired level of environmental 
protection. see. e-g., McKibben, supra note 7 at 172-173 (arguing chat humans should "uuly and viscerally 
think of ourselves as just one species among many" because the human-centred worid view "seems not to 
be making the planer happy" which result. in rum. "affect[s] us, body and soul." (Emphasis in original 1): 
Hughes, supra note 39 at 5 10-5 1 1 (arguing for "re-vision' of the entire framework of environmental law" 
based on an "eco-feminist." non-anhropocentric ethic, because the incremental progress in environmental 
protection achieved by Canada's current environmental !aws are "not good enough" to "get abreast of 
environmental problems" ) . 



as to the locus of intrinsic moral values. but he nevertheless believes that this range falls 

within one general ethical view underlying the ecosystem approach. According to Prof. 

Francis. ecosystem management is based on "ecophilosophy" which he defines as an "array 

of writings about the relationships of humans to their natural world.'*' Prof. Francis 

describes these writings as sharing the "common theme" of the *'need to reject traditional 

anthropocentric views about human dominance over and exemption from. many natural 

processes and accept instead the realization that humans are members of ecosystems upon 

which they are totally dependent for their sun,i~al. '*~ I question Prof. Francis' dichotomy 

betwren an "anthropocentric" view and a view of humans as dependent on ecosystems for 

their sunival. because human b*survival" itself is an "anthropocentric" objective. 

Prof. Francis also suggests that the *gecophilosophy'* underlying ecosystem 

management generally rejects a utilitarian notion of the en\*ironment."' But. once again. a 

utilitarian view is possible if human sun+ival is the goal. if one views a healthy mvironmmt 

as the instrument Ibr achieving that goal. In fact. a utilitarian view has use For protecting 

non-humans for their ou-n sake. if one views non-humans as having their own right to rsist. 

Prof. Francis suggests that "ecophilosophy" generally requires "[m lore deference . . . towards 

Nature" and a greater focus on "adapting human activities to fit better with natural 

processcs."~' .As discussed above. however. this kind of ccosysrem respect can still be 

justified on utilitarian grounds in terms of ecos)~stems' value for promoting human survival 

or for promoting the good of other non-human moral characters. 

In contrast with Prof. Francis' view of a single ~gecophilosophy" underl~ing the push 

for ecos)+stem management. DeMarco presents two different possible underlying ethics. 

One--"ecocentrism"--recognizes that humans are pan of. rather than apart from or dominant 

M Francis. supra note 6 at 3 17. 

0'4 [bid. 

9 Ibid. at 328. 

'I Ibid. at 3 19. 



over. nature. This ethic also presumes that ecosystems have an intrinsic right to exist." As 

noted above. the first of these presumptions could be embraced just as strongly by an 

anthropocentric ethic which recognizes humans' physical and spiritual dependence on 

healthy ecosystems. The second presumption faces the same hurdle which DeMarco raised 

in connection with an ethic which assigns rights to non-human biological species: "[rlights 

language. by its very nature. cannot divest itself of its human-centred origins?," It is unclear 

why DrMarco raises this concern in the latter context. but not also in the former. 

The other ecosystem-related ethic. which DeMarco labels "interco~ectedness." 

sounds essentially like the logic for the ecosystem approach. as discussed in Part I of this 

Chapter." DeMarco criticizes this so-called "ethic." in part. because it could be used to 

justifj- the extinction of species whose sunrival is not considered necessary for rhe health of 

an overall ecos)~strm.'' .Assuming the "life-boat" theories urged by hldo Leopold and 

numerous others. one wonders how many species there are whose survival biologists could 

say /or  crrtuin is "unnecessary" for the support of a healthy ecosystem. Yet. under the 

widely accepted "precautionary" principle. it would be unjustified to sanction the rstinction 

of a species if scientists lacked full certainty that the species' s w i ~ * a l  was truly unnecessary 

for the health of the ecosystem in which the species existed." Of course. humans are the 

--, 
DeMarco. supra note 62 at 234-235. 

7 Ibid. at 23 1 .  

-a Ibid. at 232-233 (describing the ethic as one of "holism. Holistic ethics seek to consider tfie larger 
picture rather. . . . A holistic approach would focus on tbe interactions of the community. . . .": 
"ecological postmodernism"; " '[tlhe currently predomimnr interpretation of the ecoesrem approach. . - 
. '" (citation omitted; emphasis in original)). 

' 5  /bid. at 232 ( " A  focus limited to the community or ecosystem, however, can exclude some 
species.*). It is unclear why DeMarco does not make chis same criticism of the eso-centrism ethic 
discussed above. 

76  See. e-g.. Susrainable DPvelopmenr - A Framework for Action, supra note 15 at 3 (listing the 
"precautionary approach' as one of seven guiding principles adopted by the federal government for 
achieving sustainable deveIopmenr, and explaining that "[elrrinp on the side of caution is vital if we are to 
ensure the sustainability of our resources. " ) . 



most obvious of any such "unnecessary"  specie^.'^ Yet. the absence of any suicidal call 

from the advocates of the "'currently predominant interpretation of the ecosystem approach"' 

suggests that DeMarco has misconstrued the interpreters." 

Moreover. DeMarco unfairly presumes that a holistic focus on ecosystem connections 

necessarily requires placing the rights of ecosystems above those of all individual species. 

or of all species. collectively. Healthy ecosystems could just as well be viewed 

instrumentally as life suppon systems for all forms of life. Under this view. a holistic 

ecosystem focus is necessary for protecting (and. likely. balancing) the rights of the species 

of choicr. In other words. the ecosystem approach need not define the relevant rights to 

uphold: it can simply be considered a tool for promoting or respecting. and balancing. the 

relevant rights of choice. If DeMarco believes that no species should be sacrificed For the 

good of the ecosystem as a whole. he should still recognize the "interconnectedness" o t' 

indi~iduai species to the overall ecosystems in which they occur. 

DeMarco's other criticism against the "interconnectedness" ethic is that it  simpl). 

hasn't worked to reduce the "deepen[ing]" "ecological crisis" and the "further deplet [ion 1" 
of "life-sustaining   resource^."^' As noted previously. this criticism fails as an ethical 

argument. in part. because it does not indicate why the ecological crisis is unethical-4.e. why 

humans are ethically obligated to undo the crisis. More imponantly. DeMarco mistalienl!. 

presumes that the ecosystem approach has been givm a full "at bat." The wide gap between 

Canada's ecosystem rhetoric and its implementation of the ecosystem approach. noted in the 

introductory chapter of this thesis. suggests that the purported programs to implement the 

ecosystem approach are only tentative efforts. at best. 

- 
See. e.g.. Wilson. supra note 59 at 144 ("The truth is h a t  we need invertebrates but they don't 

need us. " 1: Anita Gordon & David Suzu)ii. It 's a Maner of Sunivaf (Cambridge, Mass. : Harv. Univ. Press. 
199 1 ) at 235 ("[Nlature does not need us. . . . "). 

71 .4s Kennert writes, ecosystem management is not a "code word for preservation of a11 public lands 
in pristine condition" : rather, it "recognizes that human uses o f  land and resources are valuable in their own 
right and. furthermore, that humans are an integral part of  the matrix. . . ." New Directions, supra note 49 
at 18. 

;9 DeMarco, supra note 62 at 233 (emphasis, quotations, and citation omitted). 



Finally. DeMarco9s emphasis on the so-called failure of the ecosystem approach 

implies that a non-holistic focus for environmental protection would be more effective at 

averting the "deepening ecological crisis." Yet. if one accepts that the world is comprised 

of myriad connections among biological. physical. and social components--i.e. of complcs 

ecosy stems--then the argument for a non-holistic approach to environmental protection 

makes no sense. If we truly believe the "snail darter" or some other obscure.species has an 

inherent right to exist. it is unclear whether we can save it from the onslaught of humanit). 

even through a holistic approach. But it is certain that we will fail if we adopt a non-holistic 

approach which does not consider the numerous links between the species of concern and 

its surrounding ecosystem. 

This discussion on ethics was intended to raise questions about the practical 

distinctions between anthropocentric and supposed non-anthropocentric ethics. As 

explained above. however. the disrinctions likely need not be draw.  if one takes seriousl) 

the notion that humans are dependent on healthy. diverse ecosystems for their own physical 

and spiritual sun ival. The holism logic of the ecosystem approach warrants adopting the 

approach in order to attempt to avert the deepening ecological crisis. if one has that objective. 

regardless of the ethical basis. In other words. the ecosystem approach can be supponed by 

a myriad of environmental ethics: the approach need not define and does not require a 

panicular ethic. 

In sum. the increasing acceptance of an ecosystem approach to environmental 

protection is based. not necessarily on one particular environmental ethic. but on the logic 

that environmental harms need to be addressed on a more comprehensive or holistic basis 

and that rcosysrem units provide a useful framework for this esercise. This same 

compelling logic. however. presents a fundamental paradox in designing an ecosystem 

approach. Part 11 of this Chapter addresses ecosystem management models developed within 

this theoretical background. 



11. U.S. and Canadian Models for Watershed Management 

As noted in Part I above, the ecosystem approach is advantageous in large part 

because it offers flexibility for developing solutions that best reflect the exigencies of 

particular ecosystems. But this site-specific flexibility still begs the question whether there 

should be a generic ecosystem management model for developing locally-appropriate 

solutions. Numerous proposed models have been offered for ecosystem appro ache^.^' This 

part discusses the models suggested by the EPA and Environment Canada. and then 

identifies several key parameters from those models for purposes of the legal analysis in the 

following Chapters. My choice of these two "baseline" models is somewhat arbitrary. given 

the plethora of models for ecosystem management. However. the broadly defined parameters 

of these government models are not unique: in their broad terms. they collectively provide 

a reasonable picture of a generic ecosystem approach. They also have an extra political and 

technical legitimacy. because they emanate from the leading environmental agencies in the 

two countries who are also the agencies with lead federal authority for controlling water 

pollution." Thus. the rwo models considered below provide a reasonable starting point for 

the legal analysis in this thesis. 

A. The EPA's "Watershed Approach" 

The EP.4's recent views on aquatic ecosystem protection are reflected in a 1996 

EO See. e-g.. Doppelt, supra note 33 at 33-70; "Barriers", supra note 3 at 976-77: McCormick. supra 
note 43 at 12- 19. 

8 I DFO actually has the lead or. at least. the co-lead role in implementing the environmental 
protec~ion provisions of the Fisheries Act. which is the statute of concern for this thesis. However, DFO 
does not appear to have developed a proposed, generic model for implementing that Iaw on an ecosystem 
basis although DFO embraces the ecosystem concept, in theory. See infta Chapter 6. for a discussion of 
the extent to which DFO's policies for protecting fish habitat are based on an ecosystem approach. 



document entitled "Watershed Approach ~rarnework."" The EPA's 1998 Clean U 'urer 

.-iction PZan refined those views and confirmed recent statements by EPA officials that the 

Agency considers "total maximum daily loads" [TMDLs] the technical centerpiece of the 

watershed approach. The next sub-section of this Chapter summarizes the Agency's views 

toward watershed management. as reflected in those two documents. The following suh- 

section addresses the EPA's TMDLs program. in particular. 

1. The EPA's Overall "Watershed Approach" 

In I? btrrshrd .-lpprooch Frume~c*ork. the Agency noted that "[m ]any public and 

private organizations are joining forces and creating multidisciplinar) and multijurisdictional 

partnerships" to focus on the country's substantial water pollution problems owcornmunit). b! 

community and watershed by watershed."" The Agmcy stated that "supponing" these 

watershed approaches was a -'high priority" for its national water p r ~ g r n r n . ~  but it 

emphasized that the approaches themselves should be *~lo~al l~~-driven.**~'  

The EPA defined a "watershed approach" as a "coordinating framework for 

sni.ironrnmta1 management that focuses public and private sector efforts to address the 

highest priorit). problems within hydrologically-defined geographic areas. taking inro 

consideration both ground and surface water tI~u."~"e EP.4's definition is both broad 

and narrow. On the one hand. it views watershed approachrs as means for addressing not 

8 2 EPA. Warerslted Apprmch Framework (Washington. D.C. : EPA. June 1996) [hereinafrer 
Warershed Approach Frammlork]. For a history of the EPA's historical views toward watershed 
management. see, e.g., "Barriers", supra note 3 at 1038- 1039. 

Ki Watershed Approach Frarnmwork, supra note 82 at 2. 

64 Ibid. Prof. Adler placed the EPA's watershed approach in an even broader context, noting that 
it and similar ecosystem approaches are "integral" to the Agency's "overall strategy to achieve sustainable 
environmental and economic quality." "Barriers*, supra note 3 at 978 n. 16; see also McCormick. supra 
note 43 t viewing ecosystem management as fundamental for achieving sustainable development 1. 

B Warershed Apprwch Framework at 5 .  

Ub Ibid. at 2. 



only water pollution. but "environmental management" generally.'' The EPA's definition 

also uses the broad concept of watersheds as the appropriate management unit.'* On the 

other hand. the EPA's "watershed approach" definition does not define the object of 

"environmental management" according to some benchmark of watershed ecosystem health 

or. for that matter. according to any benchmark. The EPA's definition also does not address 

the breadth of harms and sources of harms which should be considered. Its reference to 

"both ground and surface water flow" insures that the vertical hydrologic dimension of 

watersheds is addressed. but says nothing about the other three hydrologic dimensions 

discussed in Part 1.A of this Chapter and the links among hydrology. biology. and human 

communities. The EPA's definition also says nothing about the nerd to address the 

connections among watersheds along broader or different ecosystem lines (e.g. linkages of 

watersheds in a migratory bird fljway).'' 

Consistent with the open-ended nature ofthe EPA's "watershed approach" definition. 

the Agency's Ilaterskd .dpprouch Frumeu*ork emphasized the importance of flexibi lit) in 

designing watershed programs. noting that they may vary in objectives. priorities. and 

operational characteristics. But the Agency provided additional defining parameters in what 

it described as several "guiding principles" for all watershed approaches." 

The first of these principles--"partnershipsgo-is that those people "most affected b) 

management decisions" should "be involved throughout and shape key decisions." The 

Agmcy viewed "broad involvement" as "critical." in part. because it can "build a sense of 

community. reduce conflicts. increase commitment to the actions necessary to meet societal 

goals and. ultimately. improve the likelihood of sustaining long-term environmental 

$7 In the following paragraph. the EPA expanded this subject area for watershed approaches even 
more broadly to include "other goals important to the community." Ibid. 

88 The Agency's 1998 Clean Warer Action plan stressed the value of watersheds as the detining 
management unit. Clean Warer Action Plan, supra note 12 at iii, xi, and 73. 

89 For a more holistic view. see, e.g., the ecosystem management principles in McCormick, supra 
note 43 at 12- 19. 

90 Watershed Approach Framework at 2. 



The EPA's watershed approach thus reflects a strong participatory democratic view 

of watershed approaches. There are several possible reasons for this view. besides the 

anraction of the socio-political theory itself. and its link to common notions of sustainable 

de~eloprnent.~' Promoting locally-driven environmental solutions serves the EPA's 

organizational interests because locally-based decisions can help take the political "heat" off 

of the Agency on controversial environmental issues and can also lighten the .4gency1s work 

load. The EP.4 may also view strong local participation as necessary to achieve a truly 

holistic watershed approach. The EP.4 lacks the expenise to consider all environmental 

threats. and all socio-political-economic factors which promote those threats: and the Agency 

lacks the power to address those threats by making the necrssar) adjustments to the myiad 

relevant socio-political-economic factors. Nor is it socially desirable to give the EP.4 the 

kind of totalitarian power that would be necessary for the Agency to implement a watershed 

approach on its own. In short. broad participation seems inherent in a holistic watershed 

approach. in order ro provide the full range of necessary expertise and the broad power base 

to address the myriad harms to watershed ecosystems. 

This logic is consistent with the often-touted notion that locals are best able to 

develop solutions for achieving environmental  objective^."^ Arguably. locally-driven 

solutions are more likely to succeed whether or not environmental objectives are framed on 

a holistic. watershed basis. But this argument seems even more persuasive in a watershed 

management context where an may  of local factors are on the table. In narrower contests. 

the record is mixed as to the propriety of locally-driven solutions like the adoption of 

environmentally-friendly technologies. For example. considerable water pollution 

reductions have been made through the EPA's adoption of water pollution limits (known as 

"effluent guidelines") on an industry-wide basis. Those limits were derived from the EPA's 

9 1 Ibid. at 2-3. 

92 See generally. e.g.. Tracy K.  McKirn. Toward Susrainable Development: Susrahble Paniciparion 
and the Role of LaH, (LL.M. Thesis, University of Calgary, Faculty of Law. 1993). 

03 See, e.g.. "Barriers", supra note 3 at 1091-92: Nemetz, supra note 36 at 412. 



estimates of the pollution reductions achievable by state-of-the-art pollution control 

technolow which, by definition. many individual or local facilities had not yet a d ~ p t e d . ~  

The local participatory element of the EPA's watershed approach has become quite 

controversial even among those in the U.S. who generally favour both public participation 

and ecosystem approaches to environmental protection. National environmental 

organizations. in particular. have been reluctant to see the locally-driven approaches. Some 

see the national groups' reluctance as resulting from their realization that decentralizing 

environmental decision-making will erode their political clout. which is strongest at the 

federal level. The groups themselves argue that their national clout is necessary to protect 

the environment. not simply for their organizational survival. According to this argument. 

local citizen and government decision makers are more likely to be corrupted by powert'ul 

corporate interests. so important environmental decisions should remain at the federal 

level ." 

This debate over national versus local roles need not be viewed in black and white. 

In reality. there is a variet), of decision-making roles. from establishing overall goals and 

objectives. performance and environmental quality standards. and plans for achieving those 

targets. to developing in-place solutions. monitoring. mlbrcemmt. and follow up. among 

other functions. Strong federal leadership ma) be appropriate for some of these roles. but 

not for others: still other roles may require close coordination at two or more political levels. 

The EP.4.s watershed approach reflects the complexities of the leadership issue. Although 

it suppons "locall y-driven" watershed approaches generally. the EPA detines its own 

'& See. e.g. , Roben W. Adler, Jessica C . Landman & Diane M. Cameron, The Clean Wafer Acr - 
20 Years Laser (Washington. D.C.: Island Press, 1993) at 139 (noting that permit limits based on "best 
available technology" have caused a reduction of roughly I billion pounds per year of toxic pollution); 
Oliver A. Houck. 'The Regulation of Toxic PoiIutants Under the Clean Water Act" ( 1991 ) 21 Envtl. L. 
Rep. t Envtl. L. Inst.) 10,528 at I0537 ('Beyond doubt, technology standards have begun to force large 
reductions in the discharge of more than 100 highly toxic compounds in 14 major categories of industry. " ). 

oj See. e.g.. Michael M. McCloskey, "Collaboration has its limits" 23 High Countq News ( 13 May. 
1996) at < http:;!ww . hcn.org/ 19%/may 13/dir/Opinion_The-Skepti.hrml > (reprint of memorandum from 
Sierra Club Chair to the Board of Directors expressing caution regarding the group's suppon for placed- 
based community management of nanual resources); Nemeu. supra note 36 (noting need for strong federal 
role in Canada to avoid adverse environmental effects of Iocal economic pressures). 



responsibilities in supporting watershed approaches as including: defining and ensuring 

compliance with "basic water programs." and developing "national standards and tools. . . 
.g*M This federal role is hardly slight. although it is phrased in open-ended terms. like the 

EPA's "watershed approach" definition itself. For example. "national standards" could 

consist of very precise numeric criteria for various pollutants or simply broad prescriptions 

for environmental protection. 

The EPA's emphasis on broad "srakeholder" participation in watershed approaches 

also reflected the political reality that a federally driven process in 1996 would likely have 

deterred existing grass-roots watershed approaches. and prevented the de\welopment of 

additional public support for future watershed approaches in the U.S." Those grass-roots 

approaches themselves have had a considerable federal component. At least twenr) lawsuits 

have been filed in recent years by largely local U.S. poups seeking to force the EPA to 

establish and implement "total maximum daily [water pollution] loads" under the U.S. C l e u ~ ~  

Cthrer .-fct." As discussed below. the EPA and others consider these "TMDLs" the 

"tec hnical backbone" of watershed approaches. Thus. these lawsuits are local 1 y-dri~en 

effons to strengthen the federal role in watershed management. On the other hand. these 

TMDLs lawsuits have also promoted a greater local role in watershed management. because 

the C'lean llhtrr dcl envisions considerable state roles in developing TMDLs and TMDLs 

themselves will likely result from considerable local input.' 

% Watershed .ilpproach Framework. supra note 82 at 5. 

9- See Haeuber. supra note 5 at 23 (describing the conservative congressional victory in the 1994 mid- 
term federal election as a "great irony" by enabling the concept of ecosystem management to become more 
entrenched at the grass roots level and, thus, more likely to survive as a federal policy). 

us Formerly known as the Federal CChrer PoNurion Control .dcr 0 ~ 1 9 ' 2 .  Pub. 1. No. 92-500, 86 Stat. 
8 16 (1972) (codified as amended at 33 U.S.C. $$ 12 1-1376 (1976 & Supp. V. 198 I) .  For a history of this 
landmark litigation. see. ?.g.. Oliver A. Houck, "TMDLs. Are We There Yet?: The Long Road Toward Water 
Qualie-Based Regulation Under the Clean Water Act" ( 1997). 27 EnvtI. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.) 10.39 1 
[hereinafier Houck 14. 

99 See Clean Wafer ACT section 303(d), 33 U.S.C. 9 13 13(d) ( 1997); ' Watershed-Based Pollution 
Control." supra note 50 at 105- 1 10 (describing the TMDLs program). Prof. Houck recently observed. in 
reference to the recent push to implement the TMDLs program. that a "major experiment in environmental 
federalism is about to begin." Oliver A. Houck. 'TMDLs III: A New Framework for the Clean Water 



Besides advocating "partnerships." the EPA's Fhrershed Approach Fromelt-ork 

advocated a "geographic focus" principle for generic watershed appro ache^.'^^ As its name 

implied. the principle is that geographic arras define the overall management framework. 

The EPA considered "*areas determined on the basis of hydrologic connections" the "ideal" 

management units. although it did not preclude establishing management units on the basis 

of political and other factors. as   ell.'^' The Agency also noted that the size of the 

geographic unit of choice is an "important consideration" because it affects the participants' 

roles. The .Agency seemed to favour a model of small "'nesting"' watershed units functioning 

within units defined by larger river  basin^.'^)' 

The EPA labels its third general principle for watershed approaches "[slound 

management techniques based on strong science and data." This slogan seems too general 

to be of any use. Both "sides" in the environmental arena (to oversimplifi the range of 

interests) typically claim ownership of "sound techniques" and "strong science" and each 

side accuses the other of not living up to these rules of thumb. However. the EP.4.s general 

principle actually involves the heart of the EPA's watershed vision--a six phase process of 

( I ) assessing and characterizing natural resources and their dependent communities: t 2 )  

establishing goals and objectives: (3 )  prioritizing problems: (1) developing management 

Act's Ambient Standards Program" ( 1998) 28 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst. ) 10.1 15 [hereinafier Houck 
III) at 10.438. 

Irn Wafershed Approach Framework. supra note 82 at 3. 

; 0: Ibid. at 7. 

102 Ibid: see " Watershed-Based Pollution Control", supra note 50 at 164- 165 (discussing a nesting 
approach to defining rhe geographic scope of individual TMDLs). Using large river basins as a kamework 
for "nested" watershed approaches requires considerable federal leadership, beyond the EP.4.s 
establishment of the local watershed data-base mentioned supra at note 48. Leadership is also necessary 
to resolve the conflicts likely to arise among the several political jurisdictions encompassed by those river 
basins. The EPA has taken the lead in developing multi-state TMDLs for only a few waters. for example, 
by developing a multi-state TMDL for dioxin pollution on the CoIumbia River and by recendy proposing 
a two-state TMDL for nitrogen poIlution in Long IsIand Sound. See Dioxin/Organochlorine Cenfer t.. 
Clurk. 57 F.3d 1517 (9th Cir. 1995) (affirming the dioxin TMDL in challenges by industry and 
e n v i r o n m e n t a l  g r o u p s ) )  a n d  L o n g  I s l a n d  S o u n d k e e p e r .  
< http:lluww.somdkeeper.org/TMDLldefauit. > (advocacy group home page providing information 
on EPA's development of the Long Island Sound TMDL). 



options and action plans; (5) implementing preferred plans: and (6) evaluating plans and 

revising them. as needed.'03 The EPA stressed the iterative name of this entire process. 

which is necessary given that there is often incomplete information on problems and 

solutions. '~ 

The EPA recognized that the Clean Water rlcr's provisions for ambient water quality 

standards form a "legal baseline" for the second of these six steps--establishing goals and 

objectives for watershed plans.'u' The EPA seemed to also recognize. however. that 

traditional kinds of water quality standards-e-g. pollutant-specific numeric criteria--do not 

provide a sufficiently holistic measure of ecosystem health: thus. the Agency noted that 

watershed programs may reflect the development and use of other environmental indicators 

as well."' More recently. the EPA has been developing more holistic indicators which can 

actuall>* be used as water qualit) standards under the Cleun Ffhrer .~L*I."' 

The EPA's examples of management options (step four of the six-step process) focus 

on the i'leun lfuter.4cr programs for which the Agency is responsible. but the EPA stressed 

l U 3  Wurershed Approach Framework. supra note 85 at 7. 

i 04 Ibid. at 3. 

! M Ibid. at 9- 10. "Water quality standards" are generally established by states. subject to review and 
approval by the EPA. at levels necessary to protect the "public health or welfare. enhance the quality of 
water and serve the purposes of" the Act. See generally Clean Water Act section 303(a)-(c), 33 U.S.C. I$ 
13 13(a)-tc, (1997). and 30 C.F.R. ii 130.3, pt. 13 1 ( 1997). A state's water quality standards consist of 
"designated uses" for each warerbody within the state and narrative or numeric ambient water quality criteria 
for various pollutants or stream characteristics which are designed to maintain the designated uses. 40 C.F.R. 
5 130.9- For a recent. general description of the Clean F4;lrer .4cr 2 water quality standards provisions and the 
histon. of their statutoq and regulaton development. see Water Qualie Srandurds R2plurion. supra note 
12 at 36,745-36-747 (EPA notice of process for chansing the Agency's water q u a l i ~  standards regulations). 

'& Watershed Approach Framework. supra note 82 at 10- 1 1 .  

10- See Hbter Qualig Srandardr Regulation, supra note I2 at 36,744-36.746 (EPA public notice 
comment on the use of ecosystem health indicators as water qudity standards, in Iieu of pollutant-specific 
numeric criteria); Clean Water Action Phn. supra note 12 at 80, 87. Environment Canada has also 
developed holistic ecosystem indicators as part of the overdl Environmental Quofig Guidelines referenced 
supra at note 33. See Environment Canada. Compendium of Ecocstem Health G w l s ,  Objectives and 
Indicarors, < htrp: //www.ec.gc.ca/ceqg-rcqe/ecoNtfi.htm > (notice of availability of Environment 
Canada's ecosystem-based environmenral quality guidelines) (visited May 13, 1999). 



that watershed objectives may reflect those unrelated to the Agency's federal programs."'* 

The EPA also noted that watershed program panicipants should consider the "full range" of 

available tools not just in water quality programs. but in "pesticide management. waste 

management. air pollution control. . . . natural resources protection. agriculture programs. 

water supply. transportation and other related  program^."'^" The list of potential tools could 

even be considerably broader than the list suggested by the EPA. including planning and 

zoning. tars. and other institutions that may significantl!. even if indirectly. affect the 

environment. 

U'ithout actually referring to its 1996 Watershed Approach Framru9ork document. 

the E PA's 1 998 C%un If h e r  .4 crion Plun referred to the "watershed approach" general 1 )  as 

the "[l;]r>. to the [tluture.""' Accordingl). that 1998 Pian proposed to "accelmte progress 

tohard watershed management.""' by promoting what the Agency considered to be four "key 

rlrmmts" of the watershed approach. The first element is the development of "uniticd 

watershed assessments" for each state. Their purposes are to assess the health of states' 

watersheds. in order to idmtib watersheds needing "restoration'- or "preventive action to 

sustain water quality" and -*pristine or sensitive watersheds on federal lands that nerd an 

extra measure of protection." The C'Iran lf'urrr .4crion Plun implied that states should take 

the lead in conducting these assessments. but that federal agencies would provide their 

technical expertise and funding to suppon the states' 

The second clement identified by the EP.4 is the development of '-watershed 

restoration action strategies" which includes priority setting and periodic reporting on the 

progress of restoration."' The EPX described the third element as "build[ing] strong 

' O X  Watershed Approach Framework, supra note 82 at 10. 

I lP Ibid. at 11. 

. ! O  Clean Wafer .A ction Plan, supra note 12 at i i .  

. . .  . . . Ibid. at 75. 

i i2  Ibid. at 77. 

: I ?  Ibid. at 79-8 1 . 



partnerships to speed restoration and protection." This element essentially involves federal 

grants and technical assistance to develop watershed management expertise at state and local 

l e ~ e l s . ' ' ~  The EPA's fourth element is the development of a "watershed management 

framework" which the EPA described as an gginstitutional framework to suppon watershed 
- - I  1-5 restoration and protection efforts. . . . The components of this new framework will 

include: establishing a multi-stakeholder "national watershed forum" to coordinate watershed 

assessment. restoration. and protection programs: providing "federal program coordinators" 

to work on individual watershed projects: and. developing methods for "reinventing" existing 

programs to achieve en\vironmental and other. related social goals. ' '" 
The EPA's four elements of its effon to ogaccelerate" watershed management art. a 

somewhat more concrete version of the model outlined in the EPA's 1996 Mittrrshd 

.dpproach Frumrwork. but still provide few details for guiding their implementation. Perhaps 

the most significant difference between the two documents is that the 1998 .dctiun Plan 

spoke ofthe need to promote watershed approaches in more strident terms than those used 

in the EP.4.s I996 document. 

2. TMDLs - Bringing Accountability to Watershed Management 

This thesis previously referred to ecosystem management as providing a "firm 

normative lbundation that imposes an ecological 'bottom line' on decision-makers."' " The 

concept of a "bottom line." in turn. involves limits and discipline. not in the sense of 

punishment. but in terns of defining boundaries for permissible human acti~ities."~ Kennett 

I I4 Ibid. at 8 1 -86. 

110 Ibid. 

11- Quoting Kennett. New Directions, supra note 49 at 20. 

i 18 The notion that there are environmental "limits" to human activity has apparently become popular 
even among at feast some sectors of the resource development inctusuy. For example, the Calgary Herald 
recently reponed a lumber company draft srudy concluding that there are environmental "'limits to growth'" 



described two stages of ecosystem management which reflect these concepts. The first stage 

involves using ecological principles to define the "amount ofdisturbance that can be allowed 

within a given management area without destroying ecosystem viability." The second 

involves deciding the "appropriate mix of uses to be allowed within the ecosystem viability 

ceiling."'19 In simple terms. the core of ecosystem management involves setting (ecosystem- 

based) limits and determining the total set of activities which collectively will not exceed 

those limits. This two-step process is roughly analogous to a family outing at a fair. where 

the parents decide the total amount of money the kids can spend and let the kids decide the 

mix of rides and other activities on which they want to spend their total rnonrtar). 

allocation. I" 

Yet. parents know well that this kind. and most other kinds. of limit setting are 

meaningful only if the limits are set to be followed rather than frequently broken and if there 

is some accountability in the allocation s tag .  I" Likewise. there must be assurance that 

ecosystem-based limits and accompanying allocations will be established and adhered to. 

In short. Kennett's two-stage process requires a method for ensuring accountabili?. In the 

US.. TMDLs arc: considered to serve this function for watershed approaches. at least. in the 

context of pollution loads and. possibly. for other kinds of ecosystem harms which can be 

quantified and allocated. The fo'ollowing is a summary and critique of the TMDLs process. 

The EPA's Clem llbfer dction Plan listed the development of TMDLs as a "first 

step" in. and "in most cases" the "core" of. the watershed restoration strategies which arc pan 

of the second of the Agency's proposed four elements for "accelerating" watershed 

of companies conducting resource extraction in the boreal forest region of northern Albena. See 
"Environment in Jeopardy - study, " The Calgan. Herald (6 Dec. 1998) A 18. 

1 I'J Directions, supra note 49 at 22. 

120 The analogy is not a perfect one. because Environment Canada's leadership role should not reflect 
a parentai attitude. By the same ~oken, Environment Canada may need to retain a decision-making role in 
the second stage if, for example, cenain locations within a watershed warrant particuIar protection. Then 
again, parents too may direct that cenain rides or other expenditures are "off limits" even if they fit within 
their children's total expense account. 

;1r - I use the qualifier "frequently. " to excuse parents' "occasional " allowance for their children's 
exceedences of their limits. 



management in the u.S."' In a nutshell. the TMDLs process involves: identifving waters 

whose quality is below that prescribed by ambient water quality standards; establishing the 

total daily pollution "load" which each of those waters can assimilate without violating water 

quality standards: assigning allocations ofthat total load among all pollution sources on those 

waters: and ensuring that each source does not exceed its allocation through permit 

conditions or other regulatory or non-regulatory tools."' Because of their holistic. 

comprehensive focus on multipie pollution sources. TMDLs provide a quantitative basis for 

implementing the environmental. equity. and efficiency advantages of the watershed 

ecosystem approach. Thus. they have been touted by the EPA as the "technical backbone" 

for its watershed approach and praised by numerous other comrnmtators."' 

Although the basic outline of the TMDLs process is straight forward. the process is 

actuall!. quire complex and. as provided in section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act. raises 

numerous legal and closely related policy and ethical issues.'" As to the latter. the water 

quality-based approach generally has been criticized because it purportedly presumes that 

some level of pollution is acceptable: a technology-forcing approach. by contrast. supposrdl). 

,,. - Clean Warer dcrion Plan. supra note 12 at 79. 

::' For a detailed discussion of the TMDLs process under the U.S. Clean Worer ..lcr. see. e .g . .  
"Watershed-Based Pollution Control". supra note 50; Robert W. Adler. "Integrated .4pproaches to Water 
Pollution: Lessons from the Clean Air Act" ( 1999) 23 Harv. Envtl. L. Rev. 203 [hereinafter ̂ Integrated 
Approaches*] at 215-230: Houck 111, supra note 102: Houck 11, supra note 101: Oiiver A. Houck. 
"TMDLs: The Resurrection of Water Quality Standards-Based Regulation Under the Clean Water Act" 
( 1997). 17 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envt1. L. Inst.) 10,327 [hereinafter Houck 4.  

121 See EPA. TMDL Oveniocb ( Nov.. 19%). < http://www.epa.gov/owow/undl > para. 3 at 2 
(referring to TMDLs as providing the "techrucal backbone" for watershed management). The EP.4.s water 
program chief recently referred to the TMDLs program as "cmcial to success" in achieving water quality 
goals generally -because it brings rigour. accountability. and statutory authority to the process." Roben 
Perciasepe. MEMORANDUM: New Policiesfor Establishing and Irnplemenring Toral Maximum Dai l~  Loads 
fTMDLs) (Aug. 8, 1997) < http://www.epa.gov/OWOWl~ndl~ratepace,hu> (visited Oct. 20. 1998) at 
I .  A recently issued repon of a federal advisory on TMDLs similarly concluded that TMDLs are the Clean 
Water Act's "primary mechanism" for addressing impaired waters and noted that. of all Clean Water Act 
programs. only TMDLs "focus broadly" on the cumdative threats to hose waters. Repon of rhe Federal 
A d r i s o ~  Cornminee an rhe Total Marimum Daily Load m D L )  Program (Washington. D.C.: EPA. 1998 
mereinafter FACA Repon] at 6. See also. e.g., " Watershed-Based Pollution Control," supra note 50 at 
1 13 n. 121 (citations to commentators). 

See Houck Il l ,  supra note 99 at 10437 (describing the TMDLs program as 'beguilingly simple to 
describe and fiusuatingly dimcult to implement"). 



seeks to continually reduce pollution levels toward the Clean Water -4cr '.s "zero discharge" 

goal.'" In reality. however. these dichotomies are not so simple; both approaches ma! reflect 

cost considerations that preclude elimination of pollution altogether or both might result in 

the elimination of certain  pollutant^."^ Moreover. under the Clean Rber Acr the TMDLs 

process applies only when several technology-based standards have failed."' The process 

is thus a supplement to. rather than a complete substitute for. the Clean Wafer .4cf's 

technology-based pollution control programs.'" 

A TMDL might be considered to thwm the zero discharge goal of techno1ogz.-based 

"" According to Prof. Rodgers. section 303(d) *reflecu the historical assumption . . . that assimilation 
of wastes is a fit and proper function of a watercourse. In a sense, Section 303(d) represents contingent 
planning by che Congress for the day when the no-discharge objective is abandoned in favor of basin level 
allocations of assimilative capacity." Rodgers, supra note 33, para. 4.18 at 28 1-282. See also. e.8.. HOUC~ 
I. supra note 123 at 10.330 (the water quality scandards approach rests on an ethic of "human use" ; the 
technology-based approach reflected a "new ethical premise. that water should simply be clean"); 
"Barriers", supra note 3 at 998 (noting environmenralists' concern that a watershed approach generally will 
be used to loosen existing point source permits). In adopting the Clean Warer Acr in 1972. Congress 
declared as a "national god" that "the discharge of pollumts into the navigable waters be eliminated by 
1985." Section IOl(a)(l) ,  33 U.S.C. Ij 1251(a)(l). Although coum have not applied Congress' far- 
reaching objective and goals literally . c o w  have nevertheless ohen considered those congressional 
statements as imponant guide-posts in construing the CWA's myriad, often complex and ambiguous. 
provisions. See cases cited in "Watershed-Based Pollution Control". supra note 50 at % n. 33. The Clean 
Warer Act adopts bob the technology and water quality-based approaches. in large part. through section 
301(a). which prohibits the "discharge of poIlutants" except pursuant to permits issued by che EPA. 33 
C. S.C. $3 1 30 1 (a) .  These perrnirs must include "technology-based" effluent standards established by the 
EP.4 and also "any more stringent limitation. including those necessary to meet water quality standards. . 
. ." Sections 30lcb)( 1 ItC1 and 302(a)(l), 33 U.S.C. $$ 131 l (b)(  l)(C) and 1342(a)( 1). Thus. permits are 
required to be based upon a bifurcated set of regulatory targets. The "technology-based" targets reflect 
pollution reductions chat are expected through the application of various levels of available technology. 
See sections 201(b). 3W(b), 306, and 307, 33 U.S.C. 88 1301(a), 1313(b), 1316, and 1317. 

. q- 2 - Water quality criteria are heoretically established without regard to compliance costs. but those 
costs may be reflected in the establishment of designated uses to which those criteria are targeted. and in 
polluter-specific "mixing zones" which are areas downstream of discharge points in which water quality 
standards may be violated. See. e-g., Rodgers, supra note 33, para. 4.16 at 255. 257. 

' 40 C.F.R. # 130.?(b) ( 19%) (EPA criteria for identifying waters requiring TMDLs 1. 

, * , -9 See Karl Hausker. 'Reinventing Environmental Regulation: The Only Parh to a Sustainable Future* 
( I9991 29 Envd. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.) 10.148 at 16 (Westlaw) (noting that "new approaches" like 
TMDLs should not " repIaceW technoiogy-based standards, but should "begin to supplement" them): see also 
ibid. at 4 t Westlaw) (stating that. given the expected population increase in the 2 1 * century, environmental 
protection will "require, among other things, that pollution be Iirnited not by the 'best available technology' 
or some variant thereof, but by limits determined by human and ecological healthw). 



programs if it is used to allow communities to invite additional pollution sources up to the 

maximum allowable load. as technology-based limits ratchet down pollution loads from 

existing sources. But the technology- based approach does not preclude such growth eithr r. 

Nor does it place any limits to growth. At least TMDLs require communities to address 

limits to growth. 

Perhaps more serious than these underlying ethical issues are questions regarding the 

practicality of the TMDLs process. These questions involve the time and costs of 

establishing TMDLs. and whether TMDL calculations are scientifically de fen~ib l r . '~~  The 

cost critics have not addressed whether TMDLs. although costly at least initially. may avoid 

certain regulatory and other social costs. and the magnitude of those costs saved in relation 

to the costs of establishing TMDLs.'" The science critics also generally fail to acknowledge: 

( 1 ) the contribution of water qualie-based discharge limits ro the Clean Water.4cr 's success 

to date in controlling "point source" pollution."' the scientific uncertainties inherent in the 

alternative technology-based approach. and the limitations of that alternative for achiet-ing 

desired levels of water quality."' In simple terms. the TMDLs science may be imperfect and 

at times even rudimentary. but TMDLs are "all there is" for making funher progress beyond 

! 30 See " Watershed-Based Pollution Control", supra note 50 at 1 15- 1 I6 & notes 126- 127 (citing 
criticisms on grounds of cost and time). 

I!I See ibid. at 1 16 & n. 128. 

The Clean Wafer Act's permitting program applies only to the "discharge of pollutants" which 
phrase rhe .4ct defines as pollutants discharged from "point source[s]." Section 502( 12). 33 U.S.C. lj 
I 362( 1 2 I.  The Clean Water ,4ct defines "point source, " in wm. as "any discernible. confmed and discrete 
conveyance" and specifically excludes "agricultural stormwater discharges and rerurn flows from irrigated 
agricuiture. " Section 503 14). 33 U.S.C. 8 1362( 14). The precise limits of this defmition are unclear, 
but it generally excludes pollution runoff or "nonpoint source" pollution. See cases cited in "Watershed- 
Based Pollution Control", supra note 50 at 98 & n. 41. For a discussion of the Clean Water Act's successes 
in reducing point source pollution. see. e-g.. Drew Caputo. 'A Job Half Finished: The Clean Water Act 
After 25 Years" (1997) 27 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envrl. L. Inst.) 10,574 at 10,576. 

I" Regarding h e  second of these three factors, see, e.g., Chemical Manfrs. Ass 'n r?. EPA, 899 F.2d 
344. 348-360 (5"' Cir. 1989) (addressing numerous complex. science-based challenges to technology-based 
effluent limits for the orgaqic chemical manufacturing industry). It would be interesting to compare the 
degrees of scientific uncerrainties inherent in the TMDLs process with he uncertainties typically inherent 
in governments* use of economics and other social sciences to formulate major public policies. 



that achievable by technology-based standards. 13' 

Still other criticisms are that TMDLs and accompanying load allocations are useless 

for regulating runoff because. unlike pollution from "point" sources. runoff generally cannot 

be "treated" to meet specific. desired "discharge" ~evels.'~' This criticism misses the point. 

Whether or not nonpoint controls can "fine-tune" pollution concentrations. TMDLs can 

provide an indication of whether those control methods are suficient to achieve desired 

ambient water quality standards and. if not. whether runoff needs to be collected. where 

possible. to be treated like pollution from point sources. or handled by some other method. 

.4bsent feasible controls on runoff. point sources may question the fairness of TMDL 

allocations which require that they bear the brunt of pollution reductions necessary to achieve 

"' See h u c k  NI. supra note 99 at 10.424 (favouring TMDLs -not because rhey are scientifically 
bulletproof. comprehensive, or efficient, but because they are objective. measurable. and rhe only approach 
so far that can be enforced by law. "); Hausker, supra note 129 at 17-18 (Wesdaw) (observing rhai rhe 
'modelling and data requirements of the TMDL program are still challenging. but less so than $5 years ago. 
Technological advances . . . have been dramatic."). 

The Clean Wafer Act has adopted a schizophrenic approach towards point versus nonpoint sources 
and towards the concept of pollution itself. Congress' express objective in adopting the 1972 Act was to 
"restore and maintain the chemical. physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters. " Sect ion 
10 l (3) .  2 3  L!.S.C. 5 125 I(a). On its face. this objective adopts a holistic focus on the overall integrity of 
h e  U.S.' waters. This broad focus suggests a concern. less with particular sources of harm or panicular 
kinds of harm. than with h e  overall effects of all harms on aquatic ecosystems. See -Barriers-. supra note 
3 at I038 (describing this objective as 'one of the best declarations of an ecosystem-based aspiration in my 
federal environmental law. . . ."). The "zero discharge" goal, on the other hand. applies only ro 
"pollutants" which are defined as a variety of expressly referenced materials and "hear." when "discharged 
into water. * Section 501(6), 33 U.S.C. 4 1362(6). The "pollutant" definition takes a broad view toward 
the kinds of materials considered "pollutants" (e.g. biological materials and heat). but it does not reflect as 
broad an ecosystem focus as the Act 3 overriding objective in section 101(a). The "pollutant" definition 
is dso narrower than the Act's definition of "pollution" (which term appears in the Acl's original title 
among other places) as "the man-made or man induced alteration of the chemical, physical, biological. and 
radiologicai integrity of water. " Section 502( 19). 33 U. S.C . Q l362( 19). Congress' contrasting definitions 
of "pollution" and "pollutanrs,"and varying uses of those terms throughout the Acr, provide a fundamental 
puzzle for interpretation of many of the Act's provisions. See, e.g., " Watershed-Based Pollution Control". 
supra note 50 at 95-97. 150-153 (andysing whether Congress intended that TMDLs address npollutants" 
or "pollution"). Hereinafter. this thesis uses the terms 'polIutant" and "polIution" interchangeably. 

Nonpoint source pollurion is a significant, if not rhe largest, source of polIution in U.S. waters. 
[bid. at 98 & n. 422. Thus. the Clean Water A a  5 permitting requirement for point sources falls far short 

of addressing Congress' holistic, ecosystem-based objective in section 10l(a). The Clean Water Act lacks 
a similar permitting requirement for nonpoint source pollution, althouo it does provide for the development 
of various plans. management programs. and "best management practices" for nonpoint source pollutron. 
all of which have generally been ineffective at reducing that pollutant source. See, e-g.. ibid. at 97-10?. 



water qualiry standards. M i l e  valid on fairness pounds. this criticism is precisely what is 

needed to create the political pressure that will spur additional nonpoint source reductions. ';" 
Finally. some question whether society can achieve TMDLs and accompanying 

allocations. even if they could be scientifically derived.''' One response to this hndamcntal 

criticism is that the kinds of quantitative limits provided by TMDLs are necessary to spur 

societ). to adopt the life-style changes or to develop the new technologies- necessary for 

overcoming these major hurdles. 

While providing responses to the criticisms listed above. this thesis docs not mean 

to sugpst that the TMDLs process is easy to implement and has no practical limitations. 

However. the process should be implemented as much as possible as part of a watershed 

mana yment program. because it provides a technical. flexi blc framework for addressing 

cumulative sources of watershed harm. 

Besides the considerable policy issues discussed above. the TMDLs provisions of rhc 

C'lrtrn llirrer .4cr have generated numerous legal issues. These issues include the speed with 

which TMDLs should be developed. and the nature of the EPA's role in overseeing states' 

implementation of the TMDLs process."' Reflecting the parados of the ccos).stem approach 

generally. man!. of the other legal issues relate to the fundamental question ofjust how broad 

or comprehensive the TMDLs process should be within each state. This question breaks 

down into set-era1 closely related sub-questions. including those regarding the breadth of 

states* waters that should be listed under C'lrun Muter .4cr section 303{d ). whether TMDLs 

I !h See. e. g., E4 CA Repon, supra note 1 21 at Appendix 1 (36 unnumbered page) (dissenting view that 
the EP.4 should not require point sources to make additional load reductions to make up for non-point 
source loads that can't be reduced); Houck 111. supra note 99 at 10420 ("Rarcheting down further on point 
sources . . . who are now carrying the entire brunt of the cleanup. presents some obvious equity 
problems-albough it also presents the prospect of heir alIiance in efforts toward nonpoint source 
management."); see also Caputo. supra note 132 at 31 (Westlaw) (predicting that point sources will likely 
push for legislative reform to force nonpoint sources to bear more of the burden of pollution reductions 
necessary to meet appIicab1e TMDLs). 

I E' FACA Repon. supra note I24 at App. I (4* unnumbered page) (dissenting view of municipal 
representatives: "We know of no one . . . who is able to suggest how urban stormwater runoff can be 
addressed to meet water quality standards. "); Lawrence S. Batel, "Water Quality Standards. Maximum 
Loads. and the Clean Water Act" ( 1983) 34 Hastings L.J. 1245 at 1254 n. 69. 

138 See " Watershed-Based PolIution Control". supra note 50 at 109- 1 10. 



should be established for all waters listed under that section. the types of environmental 

harms that should be addressed by the TMDLs process. and the scope of all those harms. and 

sources of those harms. that should be addressed in a single TMDL. A common theme 

underlying these legal questions is whether the Clean Worer Act requires that the TMDLs 

process apply to waters polluted solely or primarily by runoff."' Still another set of 

significant legal questions relate to the mechanisms for ensuring that various polluters do 

not exceed their allocations under a given TMDL and the speed with which the!. must 

achieve those allocations. '"" 
.AS with the complex policy issues. this thesis does not need to attempt to solve the 

numerous. complex legal issues resui ting from Congress ' ambiguous drafting of section 

303(d) of the C'lrun Marrr -4cr. However. the thesis includes TMDLs as one of the key 

parameters of the watershed approach outlined for purposes of the legal analyses in the 

foilowing Chapters. 

B. Canada's Ecosystem Approach 

The call for ecosystem management in Canada is widespread and has existed fbr at 

least thin)* >.ears.'" Among its notable proponents is the three-member "Inquir) on Federal 

! 30 For an analysis of these issues relating to the scope of the TMDLs process. see ibid. (suggesting 
that a watershed approach be used as a framework for making decisions regarding the scope of the overall 
TMDLs process and of individual TMDLs). 

I JO Section 303(d) of rhe C'enn Water Act requires the establishment of TMDLs, but provides little 
guidance as to how they are supposed to be implemented and the speed of their implementation. See, e . g . .  
ibid, at 109-1 10. 

1JI See. e.g.. Gibson, supra note 41 at 91-92 (proposing the creation of river basin authorities to 
manage intra- and inter-provincial waters); McLaren. supra note 24 at 258 (noting chat the early history of 
the implementation of the Fisheries Acf provided an enduring, but dlexible management approach which 
made it "impossibIe to institute changes on a broader, river system basis that would have helped to protect 
the eco-system more comprehensiveIy"). For other advocates of ecosystem management from academia. 
see. e - g . .  Irzferjurirdictioml Wafers. supra note 6 at 39-42 (advocating watershed management as a principle 
for managing inter-jurisdictional waters); Muldoon & Valiante, supra note 39 at 105-09 (recommending bat  
Canadian govemmenls adopt an ecosystem approach to environmental protection). The Canadian Bar 
Association has also joined the caI1 for ecosystem management, at least, for inter-jurisdictional ecosystems. 
Supra note 38 at 35. For a recent call for the management of public lands in Canada based on an 



Water Policy" whose 1985 report recommended that the federal government adopt watershed 

management as a "principle" of federal water policy.'4' As noted in Chapter I .  more 

recently Environment Canada has embraced the ecosystem approach. at least in theory. as 

a framework for environmental protection. That Department's Ecosys~ems Iniriuthrs 

document described the ecosystem approach broadly as "interdisciplinary and holistic. 

recognizing the interconnections among ecosystem components" and "incorporat[ing] 

environmental. social. and economic elements. . . ."'4' Like the EP.4. Environment Canada 

stated that there is no single model for an ecosystem approach. but that there are certain 

erneric "underlying principles." According to the Department. these include: 
C 

us[ing] a broad definition of the environment--natural. physical. 
economic. sociai. and cultural: 
encompass[ing] both urban and rural activities: 
[using] natural geographic units--such as watersheds--rather than on 
political boundaries: 
embrac[ing] all levels of activity--local. regional. national. and 
international; [and] 
recogniz[ingj the djmamic nature of the ecosystem--a moving picture 
rather than a still photograph. . . . I 44 

Environment Canada's ecosystem approach also includes a "partnerships" principle. 

that ecosystem plans -*should be designed and implemented by those who are affected by and 

have an interest in the o~tcome."'~'  Given the pernasiveness of environmental issues and 

the global interest in preserving biodivrrsit).. everyone arguably has an "interest" in the 

outcome of any particular ecosystem plan. Under this broad notion of "interests." the 

"pmnerships" principle is too general to provide meaningful guidance on the identity and 

roles of participants in ecosystem approaches. other than suggesting that locals should not 

ecosystem approach. see New Directions. supra note 49 at 16-23. 33-46. 

"' Currents of Change. supra note 39 at 97. The Inquiry war commissioned in January. 1984 under 
the Canada Water Act to advise the Environment Minister on water policy. Ibid. at 3. 

"' Supra note 16. t March 26. 1997) c http:!lwww.ec.gc.calecosystlecoapp.hunl > at 1. 

!U Ibid. at 1-2 (principles not listed in order presented). 

i 45 Ibid.. < htrp://www.ec.gc.ca/etosyst/panners.hunl> at 1. 



be the only rightful participants. While not denying the importance of national or global 

interests. Environment Canada stressed that the "most effective and lasting solutions are 

often found when iocol people are involved and empowered to develop and c a q  out their 

preferred appr~ach." '~~ Once again. Environment Canada did not specify the precise 

distribution of federal. provincial. and local decision-making Functions. But the Department 

stated that these functions should be "specific" and "acknowledged" among the participants 

and should provide for '3oint risk-taking and sharing of authority. and benefits." and that 

ecosystem management partners should share goals and objectives.I4' 

Environment Canada's E~*os~~srem lniriurires also included "leadership" as a guiding 

principle for ecosystem approaches. The document contained a general definition of the 

term. and stated that Environment Canada is "[florever mindful of the imponancr 

of leading by example. . . ." But the document failed to explain Environment Canada's 

leadership role. other than to note that the Department should "continue to strive to ensure 

that its o m  actions are e ~ r r n p l q . " " ~  

Environment Canada's vision of ecosystem approaches also included the ethical 

premises. that humans are "part of nature. not separate from it" and that "there are limits to 

human activity.""' The ethic itself *'emphasizes the importance of living species other than 

humans" and of future human generations."" These premises are consistent with Prof. 

Francis' characterization of the "ecophilosophy" which he links with ecosystem 

management. and include the particularly important concept of limits. From a "deeper" 

ethical standpoint. these premises sound nonanthropocentric. although it is not clear whether 

En\-ironmmt Canada views non-human species as "important" because they have intrinsic 

~ a l u e  or simply because they are valuable to humans. The EPA stresses this instrumental 

Ibid. (emphasis added 1. 

i 4- Ibid. 

I a Ibid.. < hnp::luww.ec.gc.caiecosyst/leadersp.hunl~ at 1. 

I4U Ibid.. < htrp://www.ec.gc.calecosyst/ecoapp.htrnl > at 1-2. 

150 Ibid. at 2. 



value in its own justification for watershed appro ache^.'^' 

In terms similar to Aldo Leopold's "land ethic." Environment Canada also stated that 

"progress" should be "measured by the quality. well-being. integrity. and dignity it accords 

natural. social. and economic systems."'" Environment Canada's measures of "progress" 

resemble the arguments of the  ecological economists" like Dr. Herman Daly who have long 

criticized society's obsession with growth in "gross national product" or similar accounting 

measures. as a benchmark of progress.'" Most notably. the Department's principle of 

according -'dignity" to natural "systems" sounds like DeMarco's "bio-centrism" 

characterization of the Deep Ecologists' purportedly non-anthropocentric crhic. The 

government's espousal of this ethic is somewhat ironic given that its environmental record 

has been roundly criticized by .*deep" and **shallow" ecologists. alike.'54 

C. Basic Parameters For An Ecosystem Approacb Under The Fisiteries.4ct 

En~ironrnent Canada's ecosystem approach roughly resembles that of the EPA: hoth 

stress the needs for flexibility. a holistic consideration of linkages among ecosystem 

components (including humans 1. and broad-based participation. especially. by local 

stakeholders. Both also seem to favour watersheds as the detining ecosystem uni~ at least. 

for programs to protect aquatic ecosystems. 

The EPA's approach articulated a somewhat stronger federal role than that of 

! 5 !  Clean Water Acrion Plan. supra note 12 at i. 1-2, 10. 
Parliament may well make a formal legislative recognition of rhe intrinsic moral value of wildlife 

species. if it adopts Bill C 4  I ,  the Canado Endangered Species Protection Act. See An Act respecting the 
protection of WildlifP Species in Canada from Errirparion or Extinction. I ' Sess.. 36" Parl.. 1997- 1 998. 
The Preamble to that Bill states that "wildlife. in all its forms, has value in and of itself* as well as being 
valued by Canadians. 

!'' Eco~stern Initiarives, supra note 16, < http:/lwww.ec.gc.ca~ecosyst/ecoapp. htrnl> at 2 .  

'" See Beond Growth. supra note 4 at 97-1 15. 

IS See '*Canada: Env't Commissioner Trashes Federal Efforts. Greenwire (29 Ma? 1998 ) = I 8 
(reporting on a "stinging" criticism. by Canada's Environment and Sustainable DeveIopment Commissioner 
in a repon to Parliament. on Environment Canada's performance of its domestic and international 
environmental protection obligations ). 



Environment Canada. This difference likely reflects the EPA's detailed. statutory 

responsibilities many of which are judicially enforceable.'" As noted previously. these 

duties include supervision of srates' adoption of ambient water quality standards. By 

contrast. Environment Canada's legislative duties are generall? phrased in more open-ended 

and less easily enforced terns."' Nevertheless. the very same breadth of discretion provided 

by Canadian environmental statutes can support an aggressive federal role in environmental 

protection. puning aside perceived political and constitutional barriers. Combining these two 

approac hrs. and the call in Canada for national minimum environmental standards. '" this 

thesis includes federal leadership. in setting ecosystem health standards and designing the 

general framework for ecosystem approach. as a component of the ecosystem management 

model used for the legal analyses in the following chapters. 

The EP.-\'s approach also expressly included the six-step. iterative process of goal 

scning through implementation and moniloring: however. these same steps are referenced 

directly or indirectly in scattered parts of Environment Canada's ecosystem approach outline. 

as well. and thus warrant inclusion in a generic model for this thesis. 

The primary. tangible difference between the EP.4 and Environment Canada's mode Is 

is the EPA's use of ThIDLs as the "technical backbone" for watershed management. .As 

discussed above. however. the TMDLs concept follows logically from Environment 

Canada's ethical premise that there are ecological limits to human activities. Thus. TMDLs 

are consistent with Environment Canada's theory of ecosystem management. This thesis 

'" See Clean Worpr An section 505(a) (authorizing "citizens suits" to force h e  Agency to perfom 
"non-discretionary " duties under the Act) and section 509(b)( 1 ) (authorizing "petitions" for judicial review 
of specified discretionary actions). 33 U.  S.C. 3s 1365(a) and 1369(b)( I ). See aIso the .4dminisrrati\v 
Procedure Acr. 5 U.S.C.A. § 706 ( 1996 & Supp. 1999) (providing for judicial review of 'final agency 
action" and to compeI federal agencies to perform legislative duties which have been "unreasonably 
delayed" ). 

!5b See. e-g.. Stewart Elgie. "Making Bureaucracies Accountable: Judicial Review of Environmental 
Decisions. " in Steven A. Kennett, t4\5, and Process in Environmental Management - Essqvsfrom the Skrh 
CIRL Conference on Natural Resources Law (Calgary: Canadian lnstirute of Resources Law, 1993) at 203- 
204 (noting. from a comparison of Canadian and U.S. environmental statutes. the "near absence of 
substantive limits on departmental decisions in most of the Canadian legislation"). 

15- See supra note 38. 



includes the basic components of the TMDLs process in its generic watershed management 

model. 

In sum. an assessment of the EPA and Environment Canada's ecosystem approaches 

provides the following parameters for a generic ecosystem approach: 

holistic consideration of linkages among physical. biological. and social 
ecosystem components; 
watershed ecosystem management units: 
province-wide and inter-provincial watershed assessments 
national. minimum standards for watershed ecosystem health; 
watershed restoration strategies: 
broad-based participation in watershed councils: 
TblDLs: 
tlrxibility in developing tools for achieving national standards in indij-idual 
watersheds: 
an iterative process of goal setting through implementation and monitoring: 
and 
a national watenhed management framework For supporting and coordinating 
individual watershed programs. 

.Admittedly. these common parameters provide only the broad. general outlines of a 

model for ecosystem management. For example. they don't specifi the precise division of 

labour among the federal. pro\*incial. and local governments and non-govrmmmtal 

participants. or the precise target levels of environmental protection. Even the TMDLs 

component summarized above is only a broad outline. because it does not address many of 

the details that have proven to be contentious. complex issues in the 1T.S. While these details 

must inevitabl?. be addressed before designing an overall framework and site-specific 

ecosystem programs. they raise two overall legal issues which will be the focus for the legal 

analyses in the nest chapters. These issues are: ( 1 ) whether the Fisheries Act provides legal 

suppon for a watershed regulatory focus. which addresses a broad range of harrns and the 

physical. biological. and social linkages among watenhed ecosystems (Chapter 3): and ( 2 )  

whether the dcr authorizes the federal government to delegate its authority to provinces and 

local watenhed councils in order to fulfill the participation principles in the watershed model 

outlined above (Chapter 4). The following chapters provide additional details to show how 

a watenhed approach can be designed to avoid or minimize legislative and constitutional 



problems. Thus. the broad outlines of the watershed management model listed above will 

be fleshed out as the legal analysis unfolds. 



Chapter 3: THE FISHERIES ACT FROM A WATERSHED PERSPECTIVE 

The Fisheries Act is considered one of the strongest environmental laws in Canada 

and the primary federal water pollution s t a ~ t e . " ~  The Act is unique for the additional reason 

that it traces its roots directly to one of the first post-Confederation federal statutes. which 

can in turn be traced to preConfederation laws."' Much of the .4cr provides the legislative 

foundation for regulating commercial and spon fishing activities. This Chapter shows that 

the .-fcf also projeides a comprehensive regulatory framework for protecting fish-bearing 

marine and fresh-water ecosystems. 

-4s shoun below. the Fisheries .4c1 provides a paradoxical but ultimately useful 

framework for a watershed approach. On the one hand. the .-lcr i focus is limited to the 

protection of fish. On the other hand. the .4cr defines "fish" broadly and its provisions for 

fish protection provide the federal government with broad authority to protect watershed 

ecosystem components on which fish depend and. thus. provide a good legal grounding for 

the watershed approach outlined in Chapter 2. The dct 's provisions address water pollution 

and obstructions to fish passage. and include a general prohibition on actions that harm fish. 

%lost imponantly for purposes of this thesis. the . k t  also includes provisions for the 

protection of fish habitat. This Chapter shows that these legislative tools provide an ample 

legal framework for regulatory efforts to address all watershed ecosystem components on 

which tish depend and a wide array of sources of harm to those  component^."^ 

The starting point for this legislative analysis is to determine the plain meaning of 

the relevant Fisheries .dcr provisions. read in light of the . - l a ' s  purpose and section 12 of the 

! SN See. d.g.. DFO. .-ldminisrration and Enforcrmenr of* the Fish Hahirut Prorcction und Pollution 
Pravntion Pro~isions qff'thc. Fisherie~ .4cr - .~nnual  Reporr 1993-1994 (Ottawa: DFO, 19951 (hereinafter 
-4nnuui Report 1993-1 9941 at I ;  Cotton &: Lucas. supra note 24 at para. 4.85. 

: t S  See S.C. 1867-68. c. 60. For a discussion of the early history of the Fisherla .-!ct. see McLaren. 
supra note 24, 

l oi, Of course. the .4cr s other provisions relating to fisheries management provide an additional tool for 
a watershed approach. because fish can be threatened not just indirectly by habitat desnuction but directl! by 
over-harvest. 



Interpretorion .4cr. which provides that every federal act is "deemed remedial. and shall be 

given such fiir. large and liberal construction and interpretation as best ensures the 

attainment of its  object^."'^' The two judicial quotes provided at the beginning of this thesis 

underscore the important objectives of environmental legislation genefall! and of the 

Fisheries .4ct. in particular?" Thus. the .dcr s text must be given a sufficiently "fair. large 

and liberal" construction to promote those objectives. The following interpretation of the 

.-lcr s text is based on this principle. 

! P ,  R.S.C. 1985. c. 1-2 I .  s. 12 (emphasis added). The Supreme Court of Canada recentl) reaffirmed the 
"plain meaning rule." stating that "[sltatutory provisions should be read to give the words their most obvious 
ordinan meaning which accords with the contest and purpose of the enactment in which the) occur." 
C'LJnodiunOq. ~'hemicu1.s Ltd. v. C'unudu (..llrornq+ Genrrul) ( 1 999). [ 1 9981 S.C .J . No. 87 at para. 14 ; see 3 I so. 
e'.g.. Opd~~~hesuhr indjuir Band r. C-unudu. [I9971 2 S.C.R. 1 19 at 152 (McLachlin J., dissenting) ("[A1 coun 
should on]! be satistied with the plain meaning of a statute where that meaning is clear and consistent with a 
purposive reading of the statute as a whole."). and Ruth Sullivan. Driedgc'r on the C*onstrucrinn c?t Sfutur~~.~. 
jrd rfd. (Toronto: Buttensonhs. 1994 ) [hereinafter Driedger] at 105 (stating that individual statutory provisions 
should be read in light of their plain meaning and Parliament's intent as reflected in the statute as a whole). 
C.unudjunOyv C'hclmi~.uls involved the legal i~  ofa  search for evidence relating to possible defenses which the 
cornpan! might raise in a prosecution for violations of the Fisheries ..Icr's "deleterious substance" pollution 
prohibition and a provincial waste disposal law. The Coun interpreted the C'rrminal C'ode. R.S.C.. 1985. c. 
C-16. as allowing the scope of the search to include evidence relating to possible defenses. In reaching its 
conclusion. the Coun specific all^ referred to section 12 of the Inrerpr2rurion .-fcr. quoted above. as negating 
the Court's historical rule that ambiguous penal statutes should be interpreted in favour of the accused. 
C*~nudiut~t~*Chemiculs.. [I9981 S.C.J. No. 87 at para. 18: see. also e.g.. R. r.. Gludue. [I9993 S.C.J. No. 19 
at paras. 26 and 32 (citing section 12 of the Inr~rprrrarion .Jcr as support for broad trial court discretion in 
choosing an appropriate sentence for an aboriginal person. under the Criminal Code); Flur.ell 1.. C'uncrdu 
tDepun .\finisrcir of.j'utionai Rcvt?nuz/br Cusroms ~~ndErcisr l (  1996). 137 D.L.R. (41h) 45 at 6 1-62 ( F.C.T.D ) 
(citing section 12 of the 1nrt.rprtzriltion .-lcr. in pan. as grounds for construing federal statute as not requiring 
impon du? on value of goods brought into Canada which were of Canadian origin): R. r. .lbrrhdm .ttetufic- 
Solcs. [ 19951 Y .J. No. 54 at para. 5 ( Y  .S.C.) {using Inrerprerution .-frr s. I2 as grounds for interpreting the 
Criminal Code broadly to authorize probation as a partial sentence). At least one court has applied this same 
losic in interpreting regulations derived directly from the Fisheries -4cr. See R. I.. .-tgpro Gruin Inc. ( 1996). 
I42 Sask. R. 37 at 43 (Sask. Q.B.) (interpreting exemption in regulator) fish licence requirement as 
inapplicable to accused's netting of lake fish in an effort to recapture fish which escaped from accused's fish 
farm). 

'" See also. hg.. Hrdro-Quebec. supru note 38 at 99 (majority justices stating that environmental 
protection is a "public purpose of superordinate imponance: it constitutes one of the major challenges of our 
time"). 



I. Fish Habitat Protection 

A. The Overall Framework 

The heart of the Fisheries ..lcr's potential legal framework for a watershed approach 

is section 35( 1 ). which prohibits any "person" from "caq[ing] on" any "work or 

undertaking" that g~results" in the "harmful alteration. disruption or destruction" of '-fish 

habitat."'"' This prohibition is not absolute. Section 35(2) exempts actions which art: 

authorized by the Fisheries Minister or under regulations adopted by the Gowmor in 

Council. Section 43 granrs the Governor in Council broad authorih to adopt regulations 

-'for carrying out the purposes and provisions" of the .4cr. including regulations "respecting 

the consenation and protection of fish" and the "consenation and protection of spanning 

grounds . . . ."'b4 

A person who 1-iolates the section 3 3  1 ) prohibition is potentially subject to stiff 

penalties and imprisonment and to additional fines commensurate with any monetary gain 

from conduct giving rise to the offence.'" To facilitate the prevention of harm to ti sh 

habitat. rather than simply punish those who cause harm. section 37 of the .4rt pives the 

Fisheries Minister authority to request information regarding activities that ma) ham fish 

habitat and. under certain conditions. to order a responsible person to take actions necessaq 

to prevent or cease harm to fish habitat. A refusal to provide information requested under 

In i Unless otherwise noted. all references to fish habitat "harm" also include "disruption" and 
"destruction". The possible distinctions among these three concepts are discussed infra at Part I.B. I .  

IN Pursuant to this broad regulator) authority. theGovernor in Council has adopted pollution regulations 
for six industries. See SOR'95-128 (meat and pouitq producers); SOR/95429 (metal mining); SOR 9 5 - 4 3  
(potato processors): SOR 92-269 (pulp and paper mills); SOR 95''-127 (chlor-alkali mercup producers): and 
Prrrolrum Rdinrn LiquM Eflurnr Rtplarions. C.R.C.. c.  828. However. the only Governor in Council 
regulation addressing non-pollution harms to "fish habitat'- is a ponion of the Fishen (Gmerul) Regu/urlons. 
SOR 93-53. This ponion specifies the written form for applications for exemptions under section > 5 ( 2 )  and 
for the issuance of those esemptions. But it provides no substantive environmental quality or performance 
standards governing the Ministerqs discretion in deciding whether. and under what conditions. to issue 
exemptions. See ;bid s. 58 & Sched. IV & VII. 

105 See Fisl~erles -4cr sections 10 and 79. 



section 37 or to compl~  with a section 37 order. is an offence punishable by fines and/or 

imprisonment. '" 
The following analysis considers whether these provisions support a holistic 

watershed regulatory focus. The analysis considers. first. the scope of the .4cr i concepts of 

"fish" and "fish habitat." Next. the analysis considers the .do s regulaton. reach over the 

scope of activities which ma) directly or indirectly harm fish habitat and the-government's 

authority for exempting activities from the section 35 prohibition. Finally. the analysis 

considers the significance for a watershed approach of several limitations on the d~.t'.s 

othmvise broad regulator). reach. 

B. "Fish" From A Fish Eye Lens 

Given that section 3 5 focusses on "fish habitat." an anal) sis of the breadth of thai 

focus should start with the concept of "fish." This sub-part shows that the .drr +.r "fish" 

definition is plainly broad. although that definition has been more narrowly interpreted h> 

one court and by DFO. However. even under those narrow interpretations. the .4cr '.s focus 

on "tish" covm a wide rang o [aquatic organisms in Canadian fresh and marine \raters and. 

thus. pro\-ides a good starting point for developing a watershed approach. 

Section 2 of the .4cr defines "fish" more broadly than its plain meaning. by stating 

that "fish" "incl udcs" *gshell fish [and] crustaceans." as well as "marine animals." and any 

parts of each of those three ~a t r~o r i e s . ' ~ '  The .4cr's "fish" detinition also clarifies thai it is 

intended to coyer all life stapes of all fish categories. by stating that '-fish" "includes" the 

"eggs. sperm. spawn. larvae. spat and juvenile stages" of fish (as relevant). The full  scope 

of this "fish" definition is unclear. On its face. the reference to *'marine animals" includes 

not only marine mammals. but also the wide range of marine vertebrates and invertebrates 

19- B> contrast. a dictionan definition of"fish" limits that term to '-any of various cold-blooded. aquatic 
vertebrates having gills. comrnonl> fins, and ~ ~ i c a l l y  an elongated body covered with scales. . . ." Rondonr 
Housd I lkbsrdr's Colltlgd Dicrionan (New York: Random House. 199 1) at 502. The dictionan also 
achnowledges a broader plain meaning: *.(Ioosely) an) of various other aquatic animals." Ibid. 



including. for example. sea turtles. squid. sea snakes and possibly penguin and other marine 

birds? in addition. the Act 's approach of defining "fish" as "includ[ing]" the listed 

categories suggests that "fish" are not limited to those categories. From this perspective. 

"fish" could be read to refer generally to aquatic animals. On the other hand. Parliament's 

specific reference to "marine animals" but not also to freshwater "animals" suggests that 

Parliament did not intend "fish" to cover all freshwater animal species. 

Putting aside the potential scope of "fish" resulting from Parliament's non-exclusive 

definition. even the categories of aquatic animals listed in that definition. together with the 

range of fish in the more traditional sense referred to above. represent a wide varirt) of 

aquatic organisms. Collecti\~ely. these organisms pla) important roles as producers and 

consumers in aquatic food chains.'l In other words. these organisms are a significant 

component of aquatic ecosystems. 

Couns have generall) not been asked to consider the full range of types aquatic 

species covered by the .icr's "fish" definition in section 2 but. instead. have considered 

whether that definition should be limited by traditional concepts of '-fisheries." In R r.. 

.Iluc.\liii~~n B/orclel L,d . the B.C. Court of Appeal held that section 35( 1 ) applied on]! to 

"fish" that have commercial or sport tishing \.al~e."~) As noted by the dissenting judge. this 

holding mistalirnl) ignored the .4cr's then-rsisting definition of "fish" which. like the 

current definition. made no reference to the commercial or spon fishing value or to the 

han es~abilit! of *-fish" for any other human purpose."' 

l hli See. 2.g.. I .  Valiela. "Ecolog of Water Columns." in R.S.K. Barnes & K.H. Mann. eds.. 
Fundamentuls o_f ..lquari~* &i*alaa.. Znd ed. (Osford: Blackwell Scientific Publications. 199 1 ) at 39-40 
(summarizing three categories of aquatic animals in the "classical [marine] food web"-ph>-toplankton. 
zooplankton. and nehqonic (swimming) organisms). 

:" See. c g . .  K.H. Mann. -'Organisms and Ecosystems." in Barnes & Mann. supra note 168 at 4-14; 
Valiera. in ibid at 39-44; and C.R. Townsend. "Communin Organization in Marine and Freshwater 
Environments." in ihid at 122-1 42. 

. - 
' " [I9841 2 W.W.R. 699 (B.C.C.A.). leawto appeolrt!fusczd. [1984] 5 W.W.R. 1x1 1 I (S.C.C.). 

1 - 1  lbid.. 2 W.W.R. at 709. The majority's conclusion is also inconsistent with section 3 4  1 ) of the .-fir. 
which det?nes .*deleterious substances." which are regulated under section 36. in pan on the basis of their 
injup to humans' "use" of fish. The word "use" does not distinguish between commercial and sport uses. on 
the one hand. and other recreational uses. and aesthetic and subsistence uses. not to mention humans' present 



Ironically. the majority's decision is more consistent with the original Fisheries .-In. 

whose modest habitat protection provisions applied on their face only to specific fish species 

mentioned in the Act or to areas where "fishing" occurred. although not all such provisions 

were so limited."' However. the Fisheries tlcr's unrestricted approach toward defining 

"fish." for purposes of the .-Icr's habitat protection provisions. has been in place for over 

eighty-five years."' 

Rather than consider the plain meaning of the Acr's definition of "fish." the 

.\fuc.lfillun majority focussed on the word "Fishery" in section 9 1 ( 12) of the Consriturio~~ 

I .  1 .  The court justified this focus on the grounds that section 9 1( 11) provided the 

constitutional basis for the Fisheries .4ct and that the constitutional term "Fishen." was 

limited to commercial and spon fish. The .lfac.\fillun court's constitutional analysis is 

flawed. as sho~vn in Chapter 7. Other courts in Fisheries .4cr cases have not been similarly 

disposed to define "tish" more narrowly than the . -kt  i plainly broad definition. '" 

and potential future "uses" of fish through humans' overall dependence on ecosystems and biodibersi? of 
which fish are an integral pan. See supru Chapter 2 .  Pan 1.B (discussion regarding anthropocentric ethic for 
scos>stem approaches, and mfiu Chapter 7. Pan llI.A.2 (discussion of sspansive notion of  fisheries as 
-'resources"). 

. -. 
* Compare S.C. 1867-68. c. 6. ss. I3.(9) ("an! of the fish named in this Act"). I4 ("fishing"); 1442) 

("fish mentioned in this Act"). 14.(3) (named rivers); with ss. 12. l3.(6). I-!.(:). and I5 (general references to 
"fish"). 

. -- , '  See S.C. 1914. c. 8. s. 2 (defining "fish" to include "shell fish. crustaceans. and marine animals"). 

; -4 See R. r C).cmamrdcunad~ Inc. ( I98 1 ), 3 F.P.R. 15 1 at 152. 157-1 58 (Ont. Prov. Ct.) (noting. in a 
succrtssful private prosecution under the . ~ c I ' s  "deleterious substance" provisions. that the "principal" fish 
species in the affected waters are catfish which are a "scavenger Fish not prized by spon tisherrnen"; and 
rejecting the argument that the .4cr applied onl) to commercial fish): R. r. Richmond Pl~wood C'orp. Lrd. 
( 198 I.). 3 F.P.R. 125 at 116 (B.C. Pro\. Ct.) (observing that the . . la's "tish" definition is "very wide" and 
concluding that the affected area was "fish habitat" on the basis ofevidence ofthe presence of fifteen different 
fish species. without regard to whether the) are valued for commercial or spon uses). uffd 3 F.P.R. 129 at 131 
(B.C. Co. Ct.) (concluding that the site was '*fish habitat" due to the presence of I inch stickleback and 
sculpin). See also R. r. Suncor Inc. (1985). 4 F.P.R. 409 at 433 (Alta. Prov. Ct.) (referring to the -4cr.s "fish" 
definition without distinguishing between fish used for commercial or spon. and other kinds of fish); R. r 
Churchill Copptlr Corp. ( 1971). 1 F.P.R. 17 (B.C.C.A.) (concluding that the remoteness of the fish injured b) 
the unlawful conduct is irrelevant to the nature of the sentence that should be imposed): R. r.. .-imoco Cunudu 
Perroicum Cu.. Lrd ( 1994). 13 C.E.L.R. (N.S.)  3 17 (Alta. Prov. Ct.) (for sentencing purposes. noting harm 
to people who might consume wildIife which in turn consumed contaminated fish, even though there was no 
evidence people consumed the fish direct])): but see also R. r.. Bell ! 1984). 4 F.P.R. 4 at 6 (B.C. Prov. Ct.) 
(confirming that Fisheries . k t  applied to spon fish as well as commercial tish species. but without suggesting 



For its part. DFO also focusses on the concept of "fisheries" rather than the plain 

meaning of the dcr 's "fish" definition. in addressing the scope of protection. in section 35. 

for "fish habitat.""' However. DFO takes an expansive view of section 35. within the 

"fisheries" context. as protecting the habitat of: fish harvested for commercial. recreational. 

or subsistence purposes: Ash for which there is a "reasonable expectation of '  becoming a 

"fishery": and. fish which are part of the food chain for Under this 

application of the .Ifuc.tfiflun decision. the .4cr still has a broad regulatory focus. because 

most of Canada's waters likely have fish that are either harvested. are potentially han estahlr. 

or are consumed by other harvestable tish. 

C. "Fish Habitat" - Expanding The Regulatory Net 

-4s noted above. the section X ( 1 )  prohibition is aimed at protecting. not simpl>- 

"fish." but "fish habitat." This sub-part shows that the legislative focus on "fish habitat" 

provides a regulatory scope which is essentially equivalent to aquatic ecosystems. although 

~e\~era l  couns have wrongly excluded riparian areas from the scope of "habitat." On 

balance. this legislative focus extends the coverage of section 35 even further toward a 

holistic watershed concept. 

Section 31(1) of the Fisheries . k t  defines "fish habitat" broadly as "spauniny 

grounds and nursep. rearing. food supply and migration areas on which fish depend direct/!, 

or indirectly in order to c a q  out their life processes. . . .""7 The definition thus includes all 

that the .4cr applied to any non-hanested species). 

' - 4  

See DFO. Drcisron Frumework /or rhe Drrerrninaaon cmd .4urhorizorion of Harmful .- l lfdr~lfi~tl.  
D i s r i i p f i o n  o r  D r s r r u c r i o n  of F i s h  H o b i r a r  ( O t t a w a :  D F O .  1 9 9 8 1  
<http: ~~~.dfompo.gc.cababitathadd~e~2.hm~E~ecutive~ at 5 [hereinafter H.4 DD Framrnork] ("Sect ion 
35 is not about the protection o f  fish habitat for the benefit of fish. but of fisheries."). 

I -- Courts have acknowledged that section 35 prohibits harm not only to "fish" but to "fish habitat." See. 
c.x.. R. r.. Bowrotr. (19981 B.C.J. No. 2342 (QL) (B.C.S.C.) at 13 para. 22) (noting that the Crown need not 
prove that destruction of fish habitat "will actually result in destruction of fish"): R v. Kelsey ( 1985). 4 F.P.R. 
182 at 290 (Nfld. Dist. Ct.) (holding that the trial court erred in considering harm directl~ to fish rather than 



those areas in which fish are physically present during each of their entire life stages. not just 

where they are as adults."8 At least one court has made it clear that --fish habitat" can consist 

of any one of the five habitat types mentioned in the definition above: all five need not occur 

together for an area to be considered "fish habitat" under the . k t .  

As noted above. the -4cr 3 definition of "fish habitat" includes "food supply" areas 

"on which fish depend directly or indirectly. . . ." On its face. this "fish habitat" component 

includes areas that supply food for fish but at which fish may never actuall> be physically 

present.'" -4s DFO has explained. "fish habitat" must be viewed as a bociosely-fitted" three- 

dimensional puzzle "whose pieces f i r  together to make an intricate  hole."'^' These pieces 

include water temperature. chemistry. and depth. tree cover. and the condition of the river 

or lake bottom. banks and/or shoreline."' .\ccordingly. the section 35 prohibition of 

to "tish habitat"). 

I'R See. d.g . .  Bo~~corr. supra note 177 at para. IS ("fish habitat" includes coastal salt marsh used by tish 
for food supplq and rearing); R. L* .\fc.Ewt.n ( 1987). 5 F.P.R. 252 (Ont. Prov. Ct.) ("fish habitat" includes 
spawning grounds); R. r. .\fcA'+ clnd Brown ( 1983). 4 F.P.R. 304 (B.C. Pro,. Ct. I (same). 

! -La See R. r.. .tfuririmt. EIt)crrr~* co. ( 1990). 4 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 289 at 293 (PEI S.C.); see also R. r. 
Blcrckhclnr 'r Cvon.rrrucrlon Ltd. ( 1974). 2 F.P.R. 242 ( B.C. Co. Ct.) ("fish habitat" includes land that was 
historically dp but which is now inundated after the fish-bearing river changed irs course). Courts have also 
held that "fish habitat" includes areas which became fish habitats as a result of the defendants' own actions. 
Set: R. r. B.C'. H\dro dI' P0~'er.iuthorin.(1998). 25 C.E.L.R. (N.S.)  51 at 64, 67 (B.C.S.C.) (section 35 
applied to portion of river inhabited by fish as a result of changes to the water caused by the same activi? 
giving rise to the offence); R. r.. Ford, ( 1982). 3 F.P.R. 3 12 (B.C. Prov. Ct.) ("fish habitat" included man- 
made drainage ditch that was used b salmon): Richmond P&wbood Corp.. supra note 17.1 ("fish habitat" 
included wetlands created inadvertentl> by the defendant's o w  log storage operations). 

l W l l  At least one of these kinds of "food suppl>" areas is riparian zones. See. q.. G.W. Minshall. 
"Stream-Riparian Ecosystems: Rationale and Methods for Basin-Level Assessments of Management Effects." 
in M.E. Jensen g: P.S. Bourgeron. eds.. Volume I! :  Ecosystem Management: Principles and Applications (U.S. 
Forest Senice. 1994) at 1-45 (,"Riparian areas perform a number of important functions with respect to streams 
including . . . provision of organic matter to aquatic consumers."): M.J. Winterbourn & C.R. Townsend. 
'-Streams and Rivers: One-wa) F l o ~  Systems." in Barnes 8: Mann. supra note 168 at 230 ("Terrestrial 
vegetation . . . b). shedding leaves. and other parts . . . ma). contribute directly to the food suppi!" o f  aquatic 
organisms). 

Is' DFO. Fish Hubirur - The Foundation qf Canada i Fisheries (Ottawa: DFO. 1 987) [hereinafter F~sh 
Huhirclr] at 3.  

"' [bid in a recent document. DFO specifically referred to riparian vesetation as part of "fish habitat." 
See H.4 DD Framework. supra note 175 at 3.9. On the other hand. DFO referred to '*fish habitat" as including 
--feeding" areas. rather than **food supply" areas. as referenced in the ..let. /bid. at 3. I2 (Figure 2). 25 .  The 



activities that harm "tish habitat" applies on its face to all activities which occur in areas 

covered by the three-dimensional fish habitat "puzzle" on which tish depend. if the activities 

can be shown to reduce those areas' functions as "fish habitat.""' The pieces of this habitat 

"puzzle" are roughly coterminous with the concept of aquatic e c ~ s ~ s t e r n s . ' ~  

Several court decisions have agreed with this plain reading of the "fish habitat" 

definition. as including riparian vepetation.18' Two other decisions have not. at least. in the 

contest of the cases' particular facts. In one of these two decisions. the B.C. County Coun 

held that "fish habitat" consists of the area "which is normally under normal conditions 

wetted or washed by water."'" The court recognized that "food supply" areas could. as a 

matter of fact. include up-land areas. but rejected this approach as a matter of la\% because 

it "serm[ed]" to the court that "some limitation is necessary" in applying the --fish habitat" 

terms are plainl) not equivalent because. '*feeding" areas plainl) refers to areas in which fish are actuall) 
present. w hcreas tish need not be present in "food supply" areas. 

: x :  .A judicial esample of the three-dimensional approach toward tish habitat is R. r. ~'c~nudirln Pcrc-!fic- 
( 1995). 17 C.E.L.R. (N.S . )  58 (Ont. Ct. ofJustice. Pro\. D ~ v . ) .  a prosecution for violating f is /~ t?r r~s  . - ~ L . I  

section 35( I 1 b: blowing up a beaver dam. The coun found that the defendant's conduct had violated section 
35( 1 )  because the explosion had generated a "tremendous flow" of water which had forced logs and other 
materials downstream and eroded the creek bank. hid .  at 6 1 .  See also. e..g.. R. r. Brown ( 1997). 23 C.E.L.R. 
(3.S.) 227 at 228 (Ont. Gen. Dib.) ("fish habitat" should be viewed as a -'system" rather than as a '*unit of 
geoyaph!,"): R. r. Douglu.~ Luke C'urrle, C'o. L I J .  c'f dl. ( 1989). 5 F.P.R. 47 ( B.C. Prov. Ct.) (riverbed remok ed 
b) defendant was "fish habitat"): and R. r. Juncul Power L I ~ .  Tim Richardson, ?r ul. ( 1989). 5 F.P.R. 206 at 
2 10 (Ont. Prov. Ct.) (nursery areas and spawning gounds affected b:, siltation From defendant's actions bere 
pan of"tish habitat"). 

I 34 Minshall. sirpru note 180 at 143 ("Because of the integral relation between stream and riparian 
en\ ironments. the tuo are best considered together and are ofien regarded as a single ecos>,stern"). 

I Y'  R. r. B.c'. Hrdro. supru note1 79 at 60 (damage to "fish habitat" includes damage to river bank 
vegetation '*which provides shade for fish and food for aquatic insects and organisms"): and R. r. Disrrlcr (!/ 
chilli\c~u~.k r . h .  1 )  (1 988). 5 F.P.R. 38 at 4 1-42 (B.C. Prov. Ct.) ("fish habitat" includes riparian vegetation 
above the area "'norrnall~ under normal conditions wetted or washed by water."'): R. 1.. Forde. supru note 179 
at 3 I3 (trees cut and stream bank damaged were an "important part" of the "fish habitat"). In another 
prosecution. the court found that the defendant had harmed "fish habitat." in pan. by removing stream bank 
vegetation u hich could raise the temperature of the adjacent stream. However. it is unclear whether the court 
considered the stream bank itself as part of the "fish habitat" to be protected. R. r.  dams ( 1986). 4 F.P.R. 
I at 2 (N.B. Prov. Ct.). 

1 so R. r Fruser Riwr Harbour Commission (Soil Fill at Richmond fmpacring an Hubirat) ( 198; ). ; 
F.P.R. 398 at -100 (B.C. Co. Ct.). afdsuh nom.. R. \: B.C. tFrmer River Harbour Comrnission~. [I9853 B.C.J. 
No. 2264 (QL) (B.C.C.A.). The county court stated that "normal conditions" include "freshet and high tide 
and storms" but esctude "unusual or estraordinq flood tides or storms." /bid 3 F.P.R. at 400. 



definition: the court's only argument based on the actual text was that the definition's 

reference to "food supply" was in conjunction with three other "fish habitat" areas which are 

all normally below water. 

The coun's use of the in pari mareria statutorj construction principle was 

unwarranted because the plain meaning of "food supply" and the accompanying phrase "on 

which fish depend directly or indirectly" are unambiguous. at least. in providing no testual 

suppon for the coun's above water/below water distinction. Moreover. the court failed to 

justie its "sense" that it was "necessary" to place an arbitrary limit on the "food supply" 

area. The court's "sense" is out of touch with the quickly growing ecosystem consciousnrss 

described in Chapters 1 and 2 above. Perhaps also "sensing" the problems with its own 

logic. the coun made it clear that it was providing its rule-of-thumb in defining "food supply" 

areas solely "[flor purposes of this case and the property in question. . . . -187 

The Fruser Riwr court then concluded that the Croun had failed to meet its factual 

burden of proving that the area in question was "fish habitat." in part. due to problems of 

proof with respect to the location of the high water mark but also due to lack of proof that 

the area actuall) was a "food supply" for Ash. '" The court's wetidry principle must be 

viewed in light of this hilure of proof. The principle also likely stemmed from the coun's 

general disdain for the prosecution's case. given the historic use of the land in question as 

a garbage dump. that the work in question was pan of a long-term solution to a toxic \reastr 

problem at the site. and that environmental officials had apparently long h o n n  about but not 

objected to the defendant's plan to conduct the work in question.''' 

In a more recent decision. the British Columbia Supreme Court followed that 

1s- i d  The B.C. provincial coun in the Disrricr qfChi/iiwack decision cited above express]) rejected 
the wet dry distinction made by the county court in the Frmer River Harbour Commission decision. despite 
the B.C. Court of Appeal's affirmance of the Froser River decision. The provinciai court emphasized that 
the coun? court's distinction had been made solely for purposes of the Fraser Rker Harbour case. See supru 
note I85 at 41. 

Ism Supra note 186 at 40040 1. 

t 8'7 ibid. at 398-399. In affirming the trial court's dismissal decision. the B.C. Court of Appeal never 
reached the validity of the trial coun's legal principle. because the Crown apparently accepted it for purposes 
of the appeal. R. r. B.C. (Fruser Riv2r Harbour Commission/. [ 19851 B.C.J. No. 2263 (QL) at para. I I .  



province's county court decision in Fraser River Harbour Commission, in dismissing a 

prosecution under section 35 of the Fisheries Act regarding dumping fill on the foreshore of 

a coastal salt marsh for purposes of building a sewage treatment plant to serve an Indian 

re~emation.'~' The B.C. Supreme C o w  approved of the Fraser River Harbour decision. 

in part. by concluding that fish could not logically "depen[dI8* on an area. for purposes ofthe 

"fish habitat" definition. if 'There were never any fish in the area. . . . -191 However. the 

court's logic ignores the "fish habitat" definition's reference to fish habitat components on 

which fish depend either directly "or indirectly." Fish need not ever be physically present 

in a "food supply" area in order to "depend" on it "indirectly."'" Like the B.C. County 

Court. the Supreme Coun also presumed without explanation or resort to legislative histop- 

that Parliament "could not have intended" the .4cr 's "fish habitat" definition to be applied as 

broadly as its plain meaning  suggest^.'^' 

Moreover. while seemingly praising the Fraser River Harbour decision. the Supreme 

Coun in Bowcurt acknowledged the c o n t r q  decision of the Provincial Court in the Di.vrricbt 

of ChiNiuwck case cited above. But rather than rejecting it. the Bou.~*utt coun simply 

distinguished it on the factual ground that there was insufficient proof that the site in 

, R. v. Borc-c.oti. zupro note 177 at 9-I 1 para. 18. As with the histov of the site in Frcl.wr Rir.tnr 
Hurhr~ur C'ommrssron. the seeminglb noble purpose of the allegedl) illegal conduct in Bo~cnrr was bound to 
dissuade the Supreme Coun from being sjmpathetic ro the Crown's cause. Both cases rsemplifi the maxim 
that "bad cases make bad law." 

i ' J I  ihicl. at 1 l para. 19 

; Q: B >  analog,. humans depend --indirectly," i f  not "directly." on heat and light from the sun. even though 
humans are never physicall! present on the sun. 

'" The Supreme Coun implied that. if read according to its plain meaning. the "fish habitat" definition 
would cover -*all lands. however distant From water. connected to fisheries that could be proven to have some 
influence on the water quality in relation to fisheries. . . that would include entire watersheds." /bid at I I - 12 
para. 19. The court's conclusion is paradoxical. On the one hand. the Court erred in equating "fish habitat" 
with "entire watersheds" since it would be a stretch to suggest that the entire upland component of watersheds 
is a "food supply" area. which is the only one of the four components of the Act's "fish habitat" definition 
which might include non-submerged areas or areas in which fish are not physically present at some stage in 
heir life cycle. On the other hand. the next section of this chapter shows that, according to a plain reading of 
the .4ct s test. the .-let's coverage extends be~ondthe limits of "fish habitat" to the equivalent of watersheds. 
Of course. the .4cr applies only to those activities which can be shown to actually harm "fish habitat." Given 
this limitation. and the difficulties of proving harm beyond a reasonable doubt (see infra at Pan i.E.1). the 
Coun over-stated somewhat the .dct S breadth. 



question was a "food supply" for fish.''" While acknowledging the county court's decision. 

the Supreme Court failed to acknowledge its own recent decision in the B.C. Hydro case 

cited supra at note 179. In that case. the same court stated that "fish habitat" comprises the 

"physical. chemical and biological components and includes such diverse. but interdependent 

factors as gravel beds. streamside vegetation. water turbidity. aquatic insects and benthic 

 organism^."'^' 

In short. the BOI~~COU and Froser Rhver Harbour decisions were based on faulty 

testual interpretation. and on "gut" senses which were not only unsupported by any e~idence 

of Parliament-s intent. but are out of touch with the emerging ecosystem consciousncss. At 

worst. however. the two decisions suggest that couns will view skeptically any claim. in a 

Fi-shrrirs .-ln prosecution. that an up-land activity is occurring in an area that is a "food 

suppl!" for fish. But the decisions do not establish a per se rule precluding riparian 

vegetation and stream banks from the concept of "fish habitat" for purposes of section 35. 

Thus. given the broad category of aquatic species which the dcr defines as "fish." and the 

.4cr !s broad definition of '-habitat" for those species. as a practical matter the section 35 

prohibition provides considerable protection for both the in-stream and riparian components 

of aquatic ecosystems. 

D. lndirect Effects: Drawing the Net Around Entire Watersheds 

As discussed above. the section 3 3  1 ) prohibition is intended to protect a wide range 

of aquatic organisms classified loosely as "fish" and the five important categories of in- 

stream and riparian habitats on which those organisms depend.'" While clearly reflecting 

i Q /bid af 12- 13 para. Z 1 and 16- 1 7 para. 30 ("factual findings that riparian vegetation met the definition 
of fish habitat in other cases do not determine the facts in this case which must be decided on the evidence 
led."). In fact. the Bo~~cotr  coun concluded fiom the available evidence that logs which were historical!> on 
the site would actuallq "degrade the area as a source of food organisms." [bid at 16 para. 29. 

104 25 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) at 59. 

1 ob My references to the features of in-land rather than coastal waters are intended only for brevin. 



an aquatic ecosystem approach. this coverage is still not commensurate with entire ("fish"- 

bearing) watershed ecosystems which include upland areas drained by rivers.'"' 

That link is provided by the application of section 35( 1 ) to activities which "result 

in harmful" affects on fish habitat. That phrase. on its face. extends the reach of that 

section's prohibition not only to activities which physically occur within the five categories 

of areas defined as fish habitat. but also to activities which occur outside those areas but 

which nevertheless indirrrrijm affect them. These indirect sources of harm include activities 

which alter upland areas which are ecologically linked with. and thus "support." the 

spawning grounds. and nursery. rearing. food supply and migration components of "tish 

The linkages among aquatic and upland watershed components arc uell-recognized. 

As one author has explained. watersheds consist of a "mosaic" of land 

patches that are connected by (drained by) a network ofstreams. In turn. the 
tlowing water environment is composed of a mosaic of habitats in which 
materials and energ are transferred and. therefore. connected through 
biologically di~erse Food 
webs. . . . 

In-stream conditions. then. are largely determined by processes 
occurring within [he watershed and cannot be isolated from or manipulated 
independent of this contest. '" 

Under this view. the five aquatic habitats listed in the Fisheries .4cr's definition of "tish 

habitat" are not independmtl! hnctior~inp areas: their integrity depends on the integrit! of 

all watershed components--including upland areas--to which they are linhrd.'"" Because 

i (4- Slipru test at note I I 

I .JS See H.4DD Frumerrc.ork. supra note 175 at I4 ("Land-based projects. such as forest hanesting. 
agriculture. and urbanization. which do not occur directly on or in a water bod). can also result in a H[amful] 
.4[ltention] Dlisruption or] D[estntction of fish habitat].") 

I 4.4 Doppelt. supra note 43 at x.v-ssui; see also ;hid at 7-30 (discussing linkages and m)riad sources o f  
harm to them 1. 

"" As another author explained. 
[sltream-riparian ecosystems are integrally linked to the conditions of their catchments: 
consequently. the! are directly responsive to land use and management practices. Stream- 
riparian environments and biota also are inseparably linked in an interacting and intergrading 



section 35 on its face applies to activities which affect fish habitat directly or indirectly. the 

section's prohibition can be applied using a watershed Framework even though the .4cr mAes 

no express mention of watersheds. 

In fact. under this logic. section 35(1) might even apply to activities occurring outside 

of the watershed containing the fish habitat in question. but whose impacts are felt within 

that watershed. Electric generating facilities that emit air pollution causing acid rain are one 

csarnple of such remote activities: other examples include sources of long range air transport 

of toxic pollutants or nutrients."' In theory. all fossil-fuel combustors. which are belir\.sd 

to collectively cause global warming. could be subject to the indirect reach of section 35. 

because of the risks posed by global warming to fish habitats.'"' Diverse sources of 

pol lutants which are believed to be reducing the ozone layer in the Eanh's upper atmosphere 

are also theoretically those which may wbresult" in the destruction of local "fish habitats."'"' 

There are problems of proof in linking particular air pollution sources with harm pnerall>* 

and with  respect to a particular fish habitat. as discussed below: the point here is simply to 

demonstrate the theoretical reach of section 35. read according to its plain language and 

general notions of the effects of long range air pollution. 

fashion along a river s t  stem. This observation requires that watersheds be viewed as single 
riverine ecosystems comprised ofindividual habitats. reaches. and se-ments (t..g. tributaries 1 
that are internall! bound together. in terms of structure, function. and responsiveness to 
change. along a river continuum. 

Minshall. supru note 180 at 16 1 ; see also Winterbourn & Townsend. supru note 180 at 23 1 (noting that land- 
water linkages relating to terrestrial vegetation are the linkages that "affect the structure and function of 
running-water ecosystems most strongl>"); ibid. at 24 1 ("[[It is apparent that disruption of the riparian zone 
can have significant consequences for the functioning o f  riverine ecosystems."). 

. , I )  See. d.g. DFO. Pulii:~jbr rhr .\iunugemenr qf Fish Hubirut (Ottawa: DFO. 1986) [hereinaf er Fish 
Hubirur .tkunugmenr Po/iq.I at 9 (citing airborne pollutants and acid rain as among the sources of damage to 
fish): f.4C.l Rrporr. supru note I24 at 19 ("atmospheric deposition of tosic pollutants (such as mercun and 
lead) or of nutrients (such as nitrogen) may contribute ro water quality impairments in many waterbodies."): 
D.W. Schindler. "Aquatic Ecosystems and Global Ecology." in Barnes & Mann. supra note 168 at I 15- I 19 
(discussing acid rain effects on freshwater ecosystems). 

:n: See. 2.g.. Penelope Firth &: Stuan G. Fisher. eds.. Global Climarr Chunge and Fresh.arer Ecos~stdms 
(New York: Springer-Verlag. 1992) at 79. 197. 198.707.230 (discussing possibie effects of global warning 
on fish): Schindier. supra note 20 1 at I 12- I 13 (same). 

:G; See. e.g.. S .Z .  El-Sayed. et a/.. -'Effects of UItravioiet Radiarion on Marine Ecosystems" ( 1996) 5 1 
IntI. J. En~tl. Studies 199. 



Even disregarding extra-watershed sources of air pollution. under this plain reading 

of section 35. the extent of intra-watershed human activities which are theoretically subject 

to the section 35 prohibition is wide. As DFO has itself recognized. fish habitats can be 

harmed in ways "both obvious and subtle. and by changes big and ~rnall." '~ The Department 

lists. as among the *-most common" threats to fish habitat: 

sand and gravel removal: industrial and municipal waste discharges: stream 
diversion: dredging or iilling of tidal flats or marshland; dredging for deep- 
sea pon construction: accidents during the development of offshore oil 
reserves: sea bed mining: the introduction of silt. contaminants or other 
pollutants: land clearing to provide for agricultural or urban development: the 
construction of electric power installations: dyking and stream 
channelization: the building . . . of causeways. whmes. marinas. and 
resenoirs: logging and log storage: and pipelines. transmission lines. and 
road and rail construction.'"' 

In shon. a plain reading of section 35 suggests that it could potentially cover a broad 

range of human activities which directly or indirectly affect watershed health generally and 

"fish habitat" in particular. Of course. this consequence is precisely what the B.C. Supreme 

Coun in R. r. Bowcorr feared.'" Under the theor). of the ecosystem approach. however. this 

comprehensive legislative reach is necessary to adequately address cnvironmmtal 

problems.-"' Rather than rejecting this expansive plain reading of the .-kt. courts should 

:' A DFO. Fish Huhrut -  con^-e?n.rng Our Hiddm .Isscts (Ottawa: DFO. 1982) at I .  

' (14 

Ibrd. at 2 .  See also. e.g.. F~sh  Huhrmr. s u p  note 181 at 3 (habitat losses have occurred pad! 
"because of the pressures of industrialization"l and I7 (sirnilart) comprehensive list of offending activities): 
Fish Hubltur .~fun~gemt?nr P011cy. supra note 201 at 9 (similar range of activities affecting fish habitat). The 
Department's categories are overlapping. but nevertheless cover a broad range of human activities. Of course. 
these are listed as onl) among the "most common" threats: they are not meant to represent all habitat threats. 
See also Susrurnublr Dcvrloprnenr - .-I Frammork/or .-!crion. supru note 15 at 9 ("Pressures on Pacific 
resource management. including pollution. economic growth. urban sprawl. and fo resp  and mining activities. 
habe stressed the fishen resource and its environment.") As one author concluded. "[mlost land use and 
subsequent land management activities either directly or indirectl) disturb stream-riparian ecos)stems." 
Minshall. supra note 180 at 15 I .  

:m Stcpru note 193. 

-<a- 
- 4  See Minshall. supra note I80 at 16 1 ("Failure to recognize these interdependencies. has led to serious 
effects on these ecosystems since the European settlement, These effects have resulted in the general 
de~adat ion of stream-riparian ecosystems at the scale of individual land management actions .. . to entire river 
basins. Such effects have routinely gone unnoticed or been ignored by the land managing agencies."). 



embrace it under the kind of watershed approach proposed in Chapter 1 and give watershed 

councils a chance to creatively figure out how to apply the necessary legislative tools without 

imposing otherwise oppressive burdens on the public. 

Of course. the B.C. court's fear is also somewhat exaggerated because of several 

limitations on the breadth of section 35's coverage. Those limitations are discussed belo~v. 

following a discussion of the federal power to exempt activities from the section 35 

prohibition. The exemption power is discussed before the limitations. because the fonner 

is relevant to an assessment of the extent to which the limitations will frustrate a watershed 

approach under the . - l ~ r .  

E. The Exemption 

The section 3 3  1 ) prohibition is an essential part ofa legal framework for a watershed 

approach because it implicitly adopts a watenhed regulatory focus on the protection of 

("fish"-bearing) aquatic ecosystems. The section 35(2) exemption provides the flip side oi' 

this regulator). cast. .As shoum below. this rsemption authority could be used to implement 

a TMDL-like scheme for allocating harms to fish habitat. pursuant to ecosystem quality 

standards adopted in turn under a watershed approach. 

.As cited above. section 3 5 ( 1 )  is framed so broadly that it is capable of sa.allouing 

the prohibition itself. in the fashion typical of Canadian environmental laws. Of course. the 

estent to which this loophole provides a fatal soft spot for the fish habitat protection in 

section 3 5( 1 ) depends entirely on how the government applies it. Arguably. the government's 

scope of discretion in issuing section 35(2) exemptions is not unlimited: it must be exercised 

reasonably in light of the overall purposes of the Fisheries . . l ~ r . - ' ~ ~  Those purposes are 

108 As one coun stated recently. "[tlhere is . . . no such thing as untrarnmelled or unfettered discretion. 
There must be limits to an!, exercise of discretionary power" and those limits are derived from "the policy and 
objects of the statute itself." Fisheries .4ss 'n of .Vmfioundland and Labrador Ltd r. .Vm@undlundt.tfin~ster 
of'Fishcries, Food and ..igriculturc~ ( 1996). 142 D.L.R. (3'h) 732 at 739 (Nfld. S.C.A.D.). See also. e.g.- 
Conzeau 's Seu Foods. Ltd. r.. Canada tMinister of Fisheries and Oceans. [I9971 I S.C.R. I2 at 15 ( in 
exercising his "absolute discretion" in Fisheries .-icr section 7, to authorize the issuance of fishing licences. 
Minister must base decision on "relevant considerations. avoid arbitrariness and act in good faith"): but see 
also ibid. at 25-16 (implying that Minister's "absolute discretion" is bounded by the .4cr 3 "overall polic?." and 



discussed infra in Chapter 5. 

Moreover. the section 35(2) exception does not preclude the Minister from imposing 

a watershed approach to fish habitat protection: in fact. it arguably provides a useful 

additional legal framework for that approach. Under that section. the government could 

decide to "authorize" activities within a given watershed that harm fish habitat only to the 

extent that they are consistent with a plan for that watershed developed pursuant to a 

watershed framework. The Goyernor in Council's authority under section 43 of the .-?cr. to 

adopt regulations for implementing section 35. is plainly broad enough to allow the Gowrnor 

in Council to develop a watershed approach for issuing section 3 5 ( 2 )  exemptions. for 

example. b> establishing a TMDLs process for "allocating" quantifiable hams to tish 

habita~.'" 

Notably. the Fisheries .&-r has long provided legal suppon for another form of natural 

resource allocation process--allocating tish hanest quotas among commercial. sport. and 

subsistence fishers. DFO and the Governor in Council have long established these. fish 

hamest allocations through their authorih to issue "leases and iicmcrs" under section 7 of 

the Fisherids . . ~ L v .  whose terns are equivalent to those in section 3 3 2 ) .  at least. for purposes 

of providing implied authority to establish. and then allocate ponions of. "total masirnum" 

purpose. to .'manage. conserve and develop the fishep on behalf of  Canadians in the public interest."): 
Roncurelli r. Duplt.ssts (1959). 16 D.L.R. (2d) 689 at 705 (S.C.C.) (discretion to den) or cancel a permit is 
limited by the "iines or objects" of the underlying statute: "clear departures" from those '*lines or objects" are 
disallowed): R. r. Mbrren (.2laririmt~s) Lid. ( 1997). 23 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 130 at 134 (N.B. Q.B.) (quashing 
provincial Minister's refusal to renew licence for an asphalt plant. because Minister's decision was based on 
factors which were nor relevant to the purposes of the relevant legislation); Lahrador irruir .4ss 'n. supra note 
I (reversing Minister's decision to conduct distinct environmental assessments for different components of the 
same overall mining operation. in part. because Minister's approach was inconsistent with the purposes olths 
governing legislation): D.F. Jones & A.S. de Villars. Principles 01-.4dminrsrrurivr Law. 2"" ed.(studmt ed.) 
(Ontario: Carswell. 1994) at 75 ("Vep few discretions are completely unfettered. On the contrary. most 
legislation lays down at least general guidelines within which the delegate must exercise discretion."): but see 
ihid. at I I4 (*'Most subordinate legislation is not open to challenge on the basis of its supposed 
unreasonableness."). 

:w See .4. G. Cunadu Y. .4.G. B.C.. RL.f: Re Fisheries .-let, 1914. [ 19281 S.C.R. 457 at 477 (referring to 
the Governor in Council's authority to adopt regulations. under a precursor to section 43. as "var). large-'). 
uf'd. [ 19301 A.C. l 1 1  (P.C.). 



resource consumption loads.'" In addition. the Governor in Council may establish fishing 

quotas pursuant to several provisions of section 43."' Several of those authorizing 

provisions are the same as those authorizing the Govemor in Council to adopt regulations 

for issuing section 3 5 ( 2 )  exemptions. Thus. if section 43 authorizes the Governor in Council 

to adopt regulations establishing fishing allocations. that section also likely supports the 

Governor in Council's authority to establish TMDL-like allocations of quantifiable harms 

to fish habitat. for purposes of issuing exemptions under section 35(2) of the Act. 

In sum. the long-lime federal experience with fishing allocations provides 

considerable precedent. under the Fisheries .4cr itself. for issuing esernptions under section 

U ( 2 )  pursuant to watershed-based. TMDL-like allocations. 

F. The Net Contracts: Limits On The Breadth Of Section 35 Coverage 

Given the comples linkages among watershed components and human activities 

affecting those components. one might argue that the fish habitat protection pro\.ision in 

section ?5(  I ) of the Fisheries .dcr applies to \+irtuaiiy all human activities. However. se\.eral 

:la As relebant here. section 7( 1 I authorizes the Fisheries Minister to '*issue. . . leases and licences for 
fisheries or fishing.. . ." The Minister's authori~ in section 7( 1 ) is subject to section 7(2) ,  which prokides that 
onl! the Governor in Council can issue leases or licenses for periods over nine !ears. See. ~ ' . g . ,  . I I ~ ~ C I \ . ~ I  
T~tnt~gcn~ik Iltc.. r. C'rtnudo t.tfinisldr Fisheries clnd Oceonsl ( 1998). 162 D.L.R. (Sfh) 625 ( F.C.A.) 
(acknowledging Minister's general authority to establish quotas for turbot in certain Northern waters under 
section 7. but conciuding that the Minister's discretion was limited in certain respects b~r an applicable land 
claims agreement ). 

Unlike section 35(2). section 7( 1 ) provides expressl) that the Minister has "absolute discretion" in 
carping out his licensing function under that section. However. this difference seems insignificant. because 
the breadth of discretion in section 35(2) is still broad enough to include establishing a resource allocation 
process similar to the fishing quotas established under section 7. 

:I I See sections 43 (opening provision for Governor in Council regulations "for c q i n g  out the purposes 
and provisions of this Act). 43(a) (regulations for the "proper management and control" of fisheries). 4 3  b) 
(regulations for the "conservation and protection of fish"), 43(f) (regulations regarding the "issue. suspension 
and cancellation of licences and leases" issued under the Act). 43(g) (regulations regarding the -?erms and 
conditions under which a licence and lease may be issued"). and J3(m) (regulations authorizing prescribed 
persons to "vac" a .'fishing quota" set "under . . . [Governor in Council] regulations"). For examples of 
fishing quotas or quota schemes established by regulations adopted under a precursor to section 53. see. e-g.. 
R. E Gladstone. [I9961 Z S.C.R. 723 at 760-61 (describing herring allocations under the Pacific H m n g  
R~guiations. SOR'84-324): -4lberro Fishen Regula~ions. 1998. SOR'98-246 (commercial fishing quotas). 



aspects of section 35 itself. and of the legal contest in which courts apply that section. will 

prevent the .4cr from having such universal coverage. These aspects relate to difficulties in 

proving that certain activities actually harm fish habitat. the kinds of activities covered by 

the phrase "works or undertakings" in section 35(1). and limits inherent in notions of legal 

causation. The following discussion addresses each of these three aspects. 

1. Proof of Harm 

The section 3 prohibition applies. not to all activities which "alte[r]'- fish habitat. 

but only to those which do so "harmful[ly]."-"' This sub-part addresses the extent to which 

this requirement would frustrate a watershed approach. in terms of difficulties of proof. 

ambiguities in the concept ofharm itself. and judicial unease in using provisions like section 

35 to address the cumulative impacts of numerous activities each of which cause only minor 

harm. 

In an enforcement action. the government bears the overall burden of proof. pursuant 

to the stringent -'beyond a reasonable doubt" standard. of each element of a section 3 5  

violation."' Thus. there must be sufficient scientific evidence for the prosecutor to prow 

that a certain action harmed fish habitat. This requirement is problematic. from a ~vatsrshttd 

- .  - - .  - See. t..g.. R. r.. G. E. Borhour C.0. Lid ( 1983). 3 F.P.R. 260 at 263 (K.B. Prov, Ct.) (citing. as the 
-'main reason" for acquittal. the *-little [that] is known about the mobility and habits of the juvenile salmon" 
in the location of the defendant's work). 

As noted in Pan 1.A of this Chapter. the section 35(1) prohibition applies to actions that result in the 
"harmful alteration. disruption. or destruction" of fish habitat. Presurnabl>,. "harmfui" modifies onl: 
"alteration." because the terms -'disruption" and "desmction" inherently include the notion of "harm." See 
H.4DD Frummork. suprrr note 175 at 10 para. 3.2.1 (viewing "harmful" as  moditjinp "alteration" but not 
"disruption" or '*destruction"); R. 1.. Dougfu.i Lukv C m l r  Co.. supra note 183 at 54 (same): R. v+ Br.lliwclo 
( 1987). 5 F.P.R. 6 at 10 (N.S. Co. Ct.) (u*alteration" must be "harmful"); but see R. r. Richmond PInrouJ 
Curp.. supru note 174 at 128 ("disnrption" may or may not be "harmful"). DFO has adopted this view. 
implicitly. by distinguishing among the three terms simply on the basis of the expected durafion of the harm. 
See H.4 DD Framework. supra note 1 75 at I0 (viewing "harmful alteration," "disruption," and "desmction" 
as representing indefinite. temporaq. and permanent reductions in a habitat's capacity to support .*one or more 
life process" of fish, respectivei?.). 

f!; See. r g . .  R r.. Bo~~con.  supra note 177 at paras. 6. 9 (dismissing prosecution for lack of proof. 
beyond a reasonable doubt. that the area in question was "fish habitat"). 



manager's standpoint. because of the difficulty of documenting the existence and importance 

of the myriad. complex ecological links and the effect of various actions on those links. 

Nevertheless. courts generally have not required definitive proof of harm to find a violation 

of the habitat prohibition in section 35. although the judicial record on this issue is 

understandably rnixed.'l4 

A related problem is determining the magnitude of harm which renders an activity 

subject to section 35. This problem has two aspects. One is that harm cannot be 

determined simply by applying objective. scientific criteria: it requires non-scientific 

judgements about the acceptability of various levels of incremental risk. and about the 

desired condition of various fisheries and their habitats."' For example. the cowt decision 

cited in the prior footnote regarding the lack of permanence of the proven harm. in efkct. 

reflects the coun's policy view that the risk posed to fish tiom temporar) harms xas 

insuficient to warrant a sanction under the Fisheries .-let. 

.Arguably. the acceptable level of risk is addressed somewhat in the section 35 

requirement that the prohibited activity must be one which "results in" harm to fish habitat. 

As noted above. "result" is expansive in that it implicitly incorporates indirect effects. But 

it is also limiting because. standing alone. it implies a strong causal connection betivcm an 

activity and a harm. In other words. section 3 j (  I )  does not prohibit actions which '-ma)-." 

"have the potential to." or are even "likely" to **result" in harm to fish habitat: it prohibits 

21.8 See. e.g. R. r. Cl2st Frcrsdr .tfilis. Lrd ( 1993). I0  C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 124 (B.C. Prov. Ct.) (refusing to 
consider defendant's claim that the long run. net effect of logging was beneficial to fish habitat. as long as there 
was evidence of shon term detrimental effects); R. I-. G.1. M'ebster ( 1982). 3 F.P.R. 174 at 175 (N.S. Co. Ct. ) 
(affirming rial court's "fish habitat" finding based on inferences and conflicting evidence J; R. r. Shef!r( 1980 1. 
3 F.P.R. 70 at 71 (N.S. Mag. Ct.) (accepting the testimony of government espens in the face of conflicting 
testimony From defence experts); but see R. L~. G. E. Barbour Co.. supra note 2 12 (acquittal of prosecution 
against defendant for bulldozing work in a salmon stream. due to lack of proof that the alleged harm was 
permanent ). 

:I' If. as suggested above. the words "disrupt" and "destroy" in section 35(1) include the concept of 
ham. then determining "disruption" and "destruction" require the same kinds of objective and subjective 
criteria as determining *'harmful alteration." 



only those that "result" in fish habitat harm."6 Of come. there is a large grey area beween 

the sets of actions which actually -'result" in harm and those which merely threaten harm 

given. as discussed above. that the concept of harm itself cannot be separated from the 

concept of risk. Thus. the significance of the limiting nature of the word "result." without 

the qualifiers "may" or "is likely to." is debatable. This potentially limiting characteristic 

is also diminished by section 37 of the .-let which gives the Minister the power to investigate. 

and halt or require modifications to. activities that are *~Iikrly'* to harm fish habitat. 

The second aspect of the problem of magnitude is that many activities may cause 

minor harm to tish habitat. when viewed alone. but may nevenhrless contribute to a 

significant cumulati\.e harm.'" Yet. courts have generally been unsympathetic to Fisheries 

.4cr prosecutions under section 35 (or other sections discussed below) involving individually 

minor instances of harm."' Several courts have recognized the cumulat ivr impacts 

problem."' But couns are generally not well equipped to address it in the contest of 

: : r Compare. ~ ~ . g . .  c'EP.4. R.S.C. 1985. C. 16 (41n Supp. ). s. 1 1 (defining 'touic substances" as those 
substances whose release into the environment " m q  have an immediate or long-term harmful effect on the 
en\ ironment" (emphasis added)): C'unudicm Enr~runrn~nruf .Issessmenr .4cr [C7E4.4]. S.C. 1992. c. 37. s. 2( 1 ) 
~detinins a project's "eni ironmental effect" as "an) change that the project r n q  cause in the en\ironmrnt" 
(emphas~s added)). 

- , -  
The cumulati\e impacts problem is well-recognized. For esample. Minshall has stated: 

Eken intrusions that seem to be small-scale when viewed in isolation. may hake significantl! 
Iarser-scale implications when their cumulative effects across space or time are recognized. 
Examples include lou-head hydroelectric development on a fifih-order tributary at 50 or 
more sites and the effect of poor]! regulated & w i n g  across an estended ponion of a 
catchment. In these and comparable cases. a single or a few small-scale effects may be 
undetectable or relatively restricted but. when taken together. ma) result in severe 
degradation of stream-riparian conditions. 

Minshall. supra note I80 at 15 I .  

: 1 rl See. e.g.. R. Y. Riclrrnond P[rwood C'orp.. supra note 1 74 (dismissing section 3 5 prosecution for 
fillins a marsh adjacent to the Fraser River, due to minor or de minimus estent of f i l l  relative to prior histor> 
of filling and lack of "complete" destruction of the marsh); and R. r. Imprriul Oil (1998). 26 C.E.L.R. (N.S.1 
I I 2 at I27 (0.C. Prov. Ct.) (accepting "due diligence" defence in Fisherres .4cr prosecution. based in pan on 
finding that the environmental effect of the tosic pollution discharged was likely negligible considering 
"dilution with surrounding seawater). 

::.i See R. r: Kelsq. supra note 177 at 290 (rejecting defence that harm was de minimus because the 
"destruction of any en~ironment or ecosystem is indeed a gradual process effected by cumulative acts. Each 
offender must bear equal responsibility for the final result."): R v. Campbrl/ Rivcr Lodge. Lrd. a of. ( 198 1 ), 
S F.P.R. 303 at 3 10 (B.C. Prov. Ct.) (noting. in sentencing for a section 25 offense. that --it may well be m e  



individual offenders. 

The Supreme Court of Canada recently reaffirmed the dr rninimzts principle in 

rejecting a claim that an Ontario pollution stature was over broad."' The Court's majority 

construed the relevant statute as "not attach[ing] penal consequences to trivial or minimal 

impairments."'" The majorit).. did acknowledge. however. that the "degree of significance" 

of an impairment must be determined "consistent with the objective of environmental 

protection. . . .""' This acknowledgement leaves the door open for punishing conduct which 

is found to cause significant cumulative impacts. By contrast. Chief Justice. Lamer. who 

\+Tote a concurring opinion. acknowledged the cumulative impacts problem. but presumed 

that the Ontario legislature did not intend the problem to be addressed through penal 
7 - -  

sanctions.---' 

DFO has fudged the h rninimtrs h m  issue. in part. by recognizing the nerd to use 

section 35 to address cumulative impacts. but it has provided little guidance on h o ~  to 

achieve that ob jec t i~e .~ '~  DFO recently defined "harmful alteration. disruption and 

to sa! that on an! one occasion the panicutar actibin of one person or two people is minimal. . . . But uhen 
compounded b! all of the matters that are constantlj pressing in on this resource. it's one that is going to. that 
actit i?. cause a disaster and a catastrophe unless it is checked."); R. 1- C'(~nucl~cm Forexr Produr.rs Lfd. i. 19801. 
3 F.P.R. 63 at 69 (B.C. Pro\. Ct.) (amount of fine should reflect that "it's a matter of accumulation of deposit 
that trould hake to be considered. It's each deposit of each deleterious substance no matter where. into the 
ocean that essential11 in time is going to destro) our environment. A . ."): R. 1. .\/cErc~n. supru note I78 at 258- 
19 (no dt~ rnlnlmu.Y defence). 

*.# -- Onturir) r. C-unuJiun PLIL .~~C*  Ltd. [ i 9951 2 S.C.R. I03 I .  

.-. --- 16 id. . 

.-. -- 
Chief Justice Lamer reasoned that. if the statutory prohibition covered minor harms: 
virtuall) evepone in Ontario would regular!! be in contravention of the section. and thus 
liable to fines and imprisonment. Although the Ontario legislature is undoubtedly concerned 
about the significant impairments ofenvironmental quality that can result from the aggegate 
of a large number of sources of pollution. each having an insignificant effect standing alone. 
I do not believe that the legislature considered the threat of imprisonment an appropriate 
means of addressing problems of this nature. 

Ihrci. at 1060 

1-4 See infra Chapter 5,  for a discussion of DFO's policies regarding cumulative impacts and ecosystem 
protection. more generally. 



destruction"-which DFO labels "HADD8--as "any change in fish habitat that reduces its 

capacit). to suppon one or more life processes of fish.""' On its face. this definition takes 

a mixed approach toward de minimus hams. On the one hand. it rules out fish habitat 

changes that fail to reduce a habitat's capacih to suppon fish. assuming that such distinctions 

can validly be made? On the other hand. DFO's definition appears to apply regardless of 

the mugni~ude of the reduction in life suppon function. 

The probiems of proving harm on an individual basis. and of addressing the 

curnularive impacts of numerous individually minor harms. provide inherent limits on the 

otherwise broad reach of section 35. However. those limits can be managed so as nor to 

preclude a watershed approach. The Governor in Council's broad regulation-making 

authorir) under section 43 of the Fisheries .4cr arguably includes authorih to detine 

*~harmful9* impacts under section 35 by adopting standards of overall aquatic or watershed 

ecosystem health. like Environment Canada's non-binding guidelines referenced in Chapter 

2. Pan I[..\. 1 (note 107). and generic presumptions about the kinds of harms which are 

significant on an individual or cumulative basis. relative to those ecosystem health standards. 

DFO has already "standardized" the concept of harm somewhat. b) defining HADD as "an! 

change in fish habitat that reduces its capacir). to suppon one or more life processes of 
tjsh.":'- Howr~rr .  that standard is still fairly broad and could likely be broken down into 

more detailed standards which could hnhrr object@ the case-specific judgements required 

to determine harm."" 

.-G -- H.4DD Frurnt.~*ork. suprd note 1 75 at 3. 10 (emphasis omitted). 

/bid. at 18 para. 3.3. DFO itselfrecognizes that any fish habitat change. "no matter how minor. could 
be expected to have some effect on tish habitat attributes which support life processes of fish. . . ." Ibid. DFO 
then seems to side-step the implications of this recognition for its distinction between habitat changes and 
reduction in habitat support functions. by stating that habitat managers should focus on whether any observed 
habitat changes would reduce the habitat's ability to produce fish. "relative to the f i s h e ~  or potential fishen, 
in question." [hid 

.-.- -- Ibid. at 3. I0 (emphasis omitted). 

::Y For a good discussion of how broad environmental standards. like the '-public interest." can be 
translated into detailed. objective guides for case-specific decision-making. see Bruce Pardy. "Abstraction. 
Precedent. and .4niculate Consistency: Making Environmental Decisions" ( 1998) 34 Cal. W. L. Rev. 427. 



These regulations could then become the benchmark for prosecutions. rather than the 

vague harm standard in section 35 itself. Judges presiding over section 35 prosecutions will 

have to make the final objective and subjective judgements as to whether hann has occurred. 

But judges would likely give considerable deference to the policy and factual judgements 

failing within the Governor in Council's discretion to speci& harms in its generic 

The Governor in Council's generic mles could also define harm in terms of an>- 

TMDL-like scheme established for allocating harms. In this scheme. any exceedence of an 

allocated h m  under a watershed-specific TMDL would be considered a violation of section 

5 .  This approach could be particularly useful for addressing individually minor. but 

cumulativel) significant harms. If that category of harms was not prohibited outright. 

following the Supreme Coun of Canada's recent decision in Canadian Pucific L I C ~ . .  

watershed managers could just treat that category as buckground. This background would 

in eflkct "consumr" part of the allocation that would otherwise be available for actions 

causing individually significant harms and. thus. generate considerable political pressure to 

.a -- For cases involving judicial review of Governor in Council decisions. see. 2.g.. RL* 
T~fe.~.r)mrnunicutrons ICi~rkdrs C'nion & B. C Tdtrphont, C'o. ( 1985). 18 D.L.R. (-Ith) 626 at 630 (S.C.C. I 
(presuming correcmess of discretiona~ judgements reflected in Governor in Council regulations after finding 
that the regulations were inrrct vires the enabling statute); Thornr 's Hardwure Ltd. r. R.. [I 9831 1 S.C.R. 106 
at 1 I I - 1 1 7 ("Although . . . the possibilin of striking down an order in council remains open. it would tahe an 
egregious case to warrant such action."); Dixort r .  Cunudu rCommissioner of Inquiry into the Deploj-men; 01- 
Cunudlun Forces in Sornuliui ( 1997). 149 D.L.R. (-Ith) 269 at 279 (F.C.A.) (court will review order in council 
sening deadline for Inquip report only for jurisdictional enor and Charter violation; citing. as a  r ell- 
established principle of law and a fundamental tenet of our system of government . . . that the courts have no 
power to review the policy considerations which motivate Cabinet decisions"); lnr '1 Fundfor .4nimd Cfk!fbrt.. 
lnc. 1.. Crlnodu. [I9891 1 F.C. 335 at 33-1-353 (F.C.A.) (partially granting Charter challenge to Fisheries .4cr 
regulations limiting public access to seal hunts. but without second guessing the Governor in Council's 
underlying polic? and technical judgements regarding the need for regulations). For cases involving judicial 
review generally. see. e.g., P c i m  1.. British fsuperintendenr of Broktirs) ( 1 994). 1 I4 DLR (4'? 385 
ar 405 (S.C.C.) ("'[Clurial deference should be given to the opinion of the lower tribunal on issues which fall 
squarely within its area of espenise"' (citation omitted)): .%fapie Lodge Farms Lrd. v. Canada. [ 19821 2 S.C.R. 
2 at 7 (giving broad deference to federal minister's decision whether to issue an import permit); see also. c.g .. 
.j'unoosr Conrtmion Cumpaign r.. Canuda c;ifinisrer of the En\*ironmmt/ ( t 988). 26 C .E.L, R. (N .S.) 86 at 93 - 
94 (F.T.D.) (giving considerable deference to Minister's discretionary decision as to whether a certain activip 
required a permit under CEP.4): Rersr r.. -4lberta ( 1992). 87 D.L.R. (lrh) 1 (Alta. Q.B.) (deferring to Minister's 
judgment that a forest management agreement was designed to provide for a perpetual sustained yield): Jones 
&: de Villars. supra note 208 at I I $  ("Most subordinate legislation is not open to challenge on the basis of its 
supposed reasonableness"). 



reduce the background load generated by individually minor so~rces.'~' 

Finally. many categories of individually minor activities result from significant 

projects-e.g. road construction. or subdivision development-which themselves are 

sufticiently major to require an authorization under section 35(2). Therefore. watershed 

managers can address the cumulative impacts of these individually minor activities if the!. 

simply make sure to consider those cumulative impacts in deciding whether to issue 

authorizations for the *-parentgo projects. 

In sum. the harm trigger for invoking the broad regulatory focus of section 3 5 poses 

se~eral obstacles for using that section to implement a watershed approach. It ma! be 

difficult to marshal the scientific ej~idence necessary to show harm in relation to the comples 

ecological links which watershed managers are trying to protect: harm itself is a vague 

concept subject ro diverging policy views: and there is considerable judicial antipathy toward 

penalizing indi~~idually minor harms whose cumulative impacts are nevertheless signiticant. 

However. DFO and the Governor in Council can overcome these obstacles by adopting a 

watershed framework which includes generic presumptions about harm based on standards 

of ecosystem health. objective techniques for applying those standards ro individual 

acti~.itirs. and a ThIDL scheme for allocating harms and. if nrcessan. attributing a 

background allocation which reflects othenvise un-reachable curnularive harms. The 

framework should also be sure to consider cumulative impacts in deciding whether to 

authorize major projects that are likely to spur numerous. individually minor harmful 

activities. 

2. Kinds of Activities Subject To Section 35(1) 

Section 35 applies only to "work[s] or undertaking[s]." The Fis'isherirs.4~1 does not 

: i l l  The EPA has adopted an analogous poiic~ in the U.S. Under that polic). estimated nonpoint source 
pollution loads will be treated as given. in determining TMDL allocations for point and nonpoint sources 
together. unless states make a sufficient demonstration that nonpoint sources will reduce their current loadings. 
This poliq has started to generate indirect pressure on nonpoint sources to reduce their pollution loads and. 
thus. makes up somewhat for the CImn JCbter ..ict's lack of tools for directij controlling nonpoint source 
pollution. See " Watershed-Based Pollution Control". supra note 50 at 160- 1 6 1. 



define these terms. but they have been defined broadly in other contexts."' Notwithstanding 

these broad interpretations. the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Canadiun Pa~njfic 

Ltd. suggests that courts are unlikely to construe the term in the Fisheries . k t  as cowring 

everyday routines like driving a car (which generates air and water pollution). and disposing 

of solid waste. even though the cumulative effect of these activities may have considerable 

adverse effects on aquatic ecosystems. Moreover. for practical and political reasons 

watershed managers may nor want to treat each of these routine activities as distinct. for 

regulator). purposes. However. even a narrower reading of "works or undertakings" is 

unlikely to prevent a holistic watershed approach from addressing the e1yi.cr.s of these routine 

acti~itirs. for several reasons similar to those mentioned above with respect to defining and 

pro\-ins ham. 

First. for every routine act there is likely a supponing*'work or undertaking" to which 

section 35 would apply. For esarnple. even if section 35 is inapplicable directly to activities 

like driving a car to the grocery store. the construction and maintenance of the road on which 

the car is driven ivould themsel~es be considered "works or undertakings" subject to section 

35. 

Even if watershed managers are unwilling to apply direct leverage with respect to 

existing '-works and undenakings." they can do so indirectly under a watershed approach 

which includes a ThfDL-like scheme. A s  discussed in Pan I.E. I of this Chapter. under that 

scheme. watershed managers can treat an estimated extent of harm caused by existing 

"works or undertakings" as a given in deciding what remaining harm allocations of the total 

: ; I  For example. as used in section 9 3  10) of the C'onsrirurion .4cr. /86'. the words "work" and 
**undertaking" have been construed to mean a "physical thing" and an "arrangement" for using a physical thing. 
respectively. See, c.g.. Cl'esrcousr Enwg\- inc. r.. C'cmada c.Varionai E n e r ~  Bourd). [ I  9881 I S.C.R. 222 at 558 
("work" is a '*physical thing": "undertaking" is an "'organization' or 'enterprise' (citation omitted). Another 
external source is the Packr Dicrtonap of Canadian L m  (td ed.). which defines "work" broadl? as "'action 
or esertion put forth to accomplish some end" or "the product or result of action or exertion.'" Daphne .A. 
Dukelow and Betq. Nuse (Ontario: Carswell, 1995) (citation omitted) at 457. That source defines 
--undertaking" similarly broad\!, as an "enterprise or activiti~. or a proposal. plan or program in respect of an 
enterprise or a c t i v i~  ." /bid. at 440. See also. e.g., Bowen v. Canada t.4rrorne.r. Gcrneral) ( 1998). 26 C.E.L.R. 
(N.S.) 1 I at 28. 30-3 1 ( F.C.T.D.) ("physical work" in section 2( 1 ) of CE.4.4 means a "-physical activip b> 
humans and concrete results"' (citation omitted); the term does not include closure of an airstrip. but does 
include actual decommissioning of physical structures on the strip). 



allowable load to attribute to other projects which require section 35 authorization. This 

approach may severely restrict new-comers if existing sources consume much of the potential 

load allocation and. thus. is likely to generate considerable pressure on the existing sources 

to reduce their loadings."' 

3. Causation and Fairness 

The concept of legal causation may pose additional limits on a broad application of 

section 35 b! precluding liability under that section for certain actions which can be linked 

to fish habitat harm. as a factual maner. R. r. Rilpto\c. Straifs. Ltd provides an esarnplr of 

this concept.'" Rh-row was a Fixherirs dct prosecution involving an accidental oil spill that 

leaked into a neightrour's culven which then transported the oil to fish habitat. The coun 

refused to extend legal causation to the neighbour who. besides ob-ning the culvert. was the 

landlord of the premises on which the oil was actually ~pilled.'~" 

Notions of justice or fairness lie at the heart of the concept of legal causation."' :Is 

in Ril-tow Straits. these notions preclude the .4cr '.s application to the full set of people bf-ho 

might be factually linked to panicular sources of en~ironmental harm. However. these limits 

should generally not preclude a holistic watershed approach from addressing those myriad 

sources ris u ris at least some of the people linked in the causal chain. Admittedly. in some 

. . . - * -  See supru note 230 and accompanying test. 

:.a Ib~d. at 22. This case concerned violations of the .-tct's pollution prohibition in section 36(3). rather 
than the fish habitat provision in section 35( 1 ). However. limits on legal causation are likely to be at least as 
strong under section 35( I ) as under section 36(3). The former section has a faciall~ more restrictive line of 
causation than the latter. because the latter applies to any person who pollutes or "permits" pollution. 

:.:< 
According to a leading legal text on causation. "even lawyers who most wish the law to cut loose 

from traditional ways of talking about causation concede that at certain points popular conceptions ofjurfic.t! 
demand attention to them." H.L.A. Hart & Tony Honore. Causation in the Law. 2"d ed. (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press. 19851 at 267: ibid. at 5 (noting that judicial decisions"outside the central area ofsirnple cases have been 
pou.erfully influenced by judicial conceptions ofpolicy orjustice"); see also, 2-g.. Allen M. Linden. Cilnodiun 
Tort Lm.. 6'"d. (Toronto: Butterworths. 1997) at 34 1 & n. 84 ("There is no need to disguise the fact that some 
intuition and feeling are involved in this determination" of '-proximate case" in negligence cases). 



circumstances. these fairness-based limits may preclude watershed planners from directly 

regulating the root or underlying cause of a harm to fish habitat. Common examples of these 

root causes are government policies which sanction or encourage environmentally destructive 

practices. For exampie. a provincial forest practices statute may authorize clear-cut logging 

right dourn to a stream bank. Similarly. a province seeking to promote economic 

development in a region may offer an inexpensive lease of publicly-owned riparian lands to 

a developer who then destroys the riparian vegetation in order to construct the desired 

project. In both examples. the government actions are technically a partial and. in fact a 

significant. --cause" ofthe resulting harm to fish habitat. But courts in hypothetical Fisherir..~ 

.4ct prosecutions would be unlikely to extend the ambit of legal responsibility to the 

provincial government. even though the government is subject to the .4cr'r pro~*isions.'~" 

Precluding en\.,ironrnentallg- counter-productive government policies from rhr 

Fisheries .4ct '.v regulator). "net" makes sense from a practical standpoint. But this preclusion 

might be considered to limit the effrctiveness of a watershed proLm under the .-let. because 

it prevents the program from using the .-let to address a potentially significant part of the 

problem. As noted in Chapter 1. the theoretical advantage of ecosystem approaches 

ernerolly is that they adopt a holistic perspective which addresses all sources of 
C 

environmental h m  and. thus. are more likely to solve environmental problems than other. 

more narrowly focussed approaches. 

In practice. however. these limits on the Fisheries .4cr 's regulator) reach cur unlikel~ 

to preclude a truly holistic watershed program under the dct because. if section 35 provides 

. - - '* Section 3(21 of the .4cr makes it  "binding" on a "province." Then again, courts' refusal to extend 
Fishdrres .-lcr liabili? to these kinds of poIic1.-making provincial actions might also be based on a vieu that 
those actions are neither "works" nor "undertakings." for purposes of section35 of the ..lcr. But e\en that 
approach ~ o u l d  likely reflect judicial notions of fairness or justice. at least. in the difficult cases. 

On the other hand. several courts have made it clear that defendants cannot rely on their compliance 
with a provincial permit as a defence to a violation of the Fisheries .kt 's  section 35 prohibition. See R. r. 
I k s r  Fruscir .\tills. suprcr note 2 14 at 133 (compliance with provincial logging permit not a defence but ma? 
be admissible to show due diligence); R. Y. .tiounr Peurl Council ( 1986). 5 F.P.R. 298 at 30 I (Nfld. Prov. Ct.1 
(defendants convicted for conducting in-stream work even though they had a permit for the work from the 
provincial environment department): but see Boise C~scude Canada Lrd. v. R.. 1 1995) 17 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 276 
(Ont. C.A.1 (provincial logging permit not a defence only because permit did not sanction defendant's 
pol IutionLThese cases suggest that. while section 3 5 ma! not apply directly to preclude environmentall) 
counter-productive government policies. people cannot use those policies to avoid l iabi l i~  under section 35. 



comprehensive coverage of the actual "works or undertakings" that are authorized or 

encouraged by government actions. then watershed planners have a strong interest in 

considering the validity of those findmental institutions in developing and implementing 

watershed plans.'37 Moreover. as noted in the exemption discussion in the prior section. the 

Governor in Council could adopt regulations providing that exemptions will be issued 

pursuant to a federally or locally-developed watershed planning process. Those regulations 

could require the planning process to address how exemptions should be issued in relation 

to environmentally counter-productive government policies. 

In sum. section 35 pro~ides a broad legal framework for a watershed approach. Its 

ultimate target-"tish"-co\.crs a aide array of aquatic species: it defines "fish habitat" broadly 

enough to roughly co\.cr aquatic ecosystems: and it  applies to activities which occur nor only 

~vithin '-fish habitat." but also within the overall watershed to which the habitat is lidcrd. if 

not also to extra-~vatrrshed activities which indirectly affect "fish habitat." DFO's 

exemption authorin. in section 3 3  3). and the Governor in Council's accompanying authorit!, 

to adopt generic regulations in section 43. are broad enough to give the government 

considerable discretion to develop a watershed approach-including TMDLs-for issuing 

exemptions. There art: several lirnitaticlns to the breadth of activities subject to. and harms 

covered by. section 35. How-ever. these limitations are unlikely to preclude a watershed 

approach altogether. because of the potential range of methods which the government can 

adopt for accommodating these limitations while retaining the holistic focus of the 

..- 
For example. ifwatershed managers have developed a planned"al1ocation" ofstewardship obligations 

among various land-owners and other stakeholders. but that plan is being thwarted by local tax laws promoting 
riparian development which is inconsistent with the plan. those managers will have a strong interest in 
addressing those tax provisions. 

:; Y Section 78.6 of the Fisheries .4cr imposes an additional limitation on the enforceability of the -4cr 
generally. b> providing two express defense to all offenses under the Acr. One defense is that the accused 
exercised '-all due diligence" to avoid committing the offense: the other defense is that the offense resulted 



11. Deleterious Substances - Or, Water Pollution That Harms Fish 

In his 1990 testimony before a Parliamentary Standing Committee. the Parliamentary 

Secretary to the Fisheries Minister noted that the Fisheries Act had been amended forty-onc 

times since it was originally adopted in 1868. resulting in a "patchwork of sections that 

contain archaic and redundant provisions."23Y The S e c r e q  made these comments in his 

introduction to a bill to amend the Fisheries .Act still another time. Although he claimed 

these latest amendments would address that problem in a "focussed and constructive 

rnann~r.'~" the Bill that Parliament ultimately passed hardly accomplished this purpose. 

There are several provisions besides section 3 5 which indirectly address fish habitat and. 

thus. arc redundant of section 35 and which should be considered as pan of an overnll legal 

framework for a watershed approach. This part addresses the foremost among these 

provisions. relating to "deleterious substances." 

%om a mistaken. but "reasonable and hones[t] belie[fJ" in a fact the existence of which would ha\e rendered 
the accused's conduct "innocent." But see R. r.. Suulr Src .\furie. f I9781 2 S.C.R. I299 at I3 I5 (referring to 
both defenses under the general rubric of .'due diligence"). Although section 78.6 makes it clear that an 
accused has the burden of proving the defence. as a practical matter. the C r o w  must face the "due diligence" 
issue in deciding. at the outset. whether enforcement proceedings are warranted. See Cotton &: Lucas. supru 
note 24 at para. 20.66 ( noting that "[elve?" prosecution for environmental offenses *'is a due diligence case"). 

The "due diligence" standard is one of negligence or "reasonable care." See. e.g.. R. \: Suult SIC. 
.\furit. [ 19781 2 S.C.R. at 13 15 and 1326; Teresa Meadows, "Drawing Lines in the Quicksand" ( 1993 1 3 
J.E.L.P. 269 at 283.296: John Keefe. "The Due Diligence Defence: A Wholesale Review" ( 1993) 35 Crirn. 
L. Quanerly 480 at 49 1 .  As such. the "due diligence" standard requires. at a minimum. a lebel of care 
attributable to the relevant i n d u s ~ .  See R. I*. Gonddr ( 1982). 62 C.C.C. (Zd) 326 at 33 1-33? (Y.  Terr. Ct. 1. 
Watershed planners will have to be careful to avoid allowing polluters and other sources of watershed harm 
to use this industrial standard of care. which reflects economic considerations. to excuse intentional violations 
of watershed qualin-based standards. In all likelihood. watershed planners can minimize the implications of 
these cost considerations by making it clear that they considered potential compliance costs in their 
establishment of regulatory standards. especially. if polluter-specific standards result from a negotiated 
allocation of pollution loads within a giwn watershed. 

t 

:iP House of Commons. :\finures cfProccieding3 md Evidence of the Legisfarire Commirrett on Bill C- ' 4  
(30 Oct. 1990). Issue No. 1 at 17 (Ross Reid). 



A. Overview 

Sections 36(3) and (4) of the Fisheries Act prohibit pollution of "deleterious 

substances" in fish-bearing waters. except when "authorized by [.I or pursuant to regulations" 

established by. the Govemor in Council. Section 36(5) provides the Govemor in Cogncil 

with broad authorin. to establish those regulations. Section 36(6) also authorizes the DFO 

Minister to require that persons who pollute pursuant to an authorizing regulation to monitor 

or sample the pollution in order to make sure that it falls within the terms of the 

authorization. 

The Minister's authority under section 37 to gather information and issue enforceable 

orders. as discussed above with reference to habitat destruction. also applies to "deleterious 

substances" pollution addressed in section 36. There are also analogous enforcement 

provisions. Briefly. section -lo(?) of the .4cr provides that violations of the pollution 

prohibition in section 36(3) are an offence subject to penalties and imprisonment: the offence 

is subject to the "due diligence" and mistake of fact defences discussed above. Offenders 

of section 3 6 6 )  are subject to additional fines under section 79 commensurate with an). 

monetary benefits gained from conduct giving rise to the violation. The following t ~ o  sub- 

parts provide a more detailed analysis of the threshold prohibition. and the exemption. The 

anaiysis shows that the .let '.F pollution provisions provide the government with a specific. 

comprehensive legal framework for adopting a watershed approach toward regulating 

pollution in aquatic ecosystems. 

B. The Prohibition 

The pollution prohibition in section 36(3) applies specifically to any "person" who 

.*deposit[s]" or Napermit[s] the deposit" of a bgdeleterious substance of any type. . . .""' This 

sub-pan addresses the scope of this prohibition in terms of the kinds of pollution generating 

. .. 

:t l The word ..penon" includes corporations. lnterpretarion Act. R.S.C. 1985. c. 1-21. s. 35. 



activities which are considered "deposits" and the range of substances that are "deleterious." 

This sub-part also addresses the scope of locations in which the deposits may occur and of 

the waters ultimately receiving those deposits. to which section 36(3) applies. This sub-part 

concludes with a discussion of the overlap between the "deleterious substance" prohibition 

and the "fish habitat" protection provision in section 35. 

1. "Deposits" 

Section 3 4  1 ) of the - 4 ~ - r  defines "deposit" broadly as "any discharging. spraying. 

releasing. spilling. Ieaking. seeping. pouring. emitting. emptying. throwing. dumping or 
.* placing. . . . On its face. this detinition is sweeping. It appears to cover virtually any source 

of pollution. including those "nonpoint sources" which are beyond the coverage of the 

pollution prohibition in the U.S. Cleun R h e r  ..lr*r.'" It  is not limited on its terms to 

intentional deposits."' And it applies regardless of where the pollution originates. subject 

to proof of causation as discussed above in connection with section 3 5  offenses.:" 

-.- -*. See slrpru at note 135. See also. ti.g.. R. 1. B l w  Luguon Enrerprist~~ Lrd ( 1984). 4 F.P.R. 7 ( B.C. 
Pro\. C1.1 (runoff of brown liquid from a waste pile of cedar wood and sawdust into the Fraser River); R. 1. 

Brrrrsh C'olumbiu Rui/k-gw i*o. ( 1983). J F.P.R. 18 (B.C. Prov. Ct.) (runoff fiorn construction waste overburden 
piles: dismissed on other grounds); R. Y. Pett*rs ( 19861.4 F.P.R.  475 ( B.C. Prov. Ct.) (runoff from pig manure 
on 3 farm); and R. r.. Tultsls co. Lid. ( 1982) 3 F.P.R. 297 (B.C. Prov. Ct.) (runoff from logging road 
construction). qfjld. 3 F.P.R. 302 (B.C. CO. Ct.) (specifically notine that the runoff was a "deposit"). 

Section 40(5)(a) provides that "a 'deposit' as defined in subsection 34( 1 ) takes place whether or nor 
an! act or omission resulting in the deposit is intentional. . . ." 

:a One court construed "deposit" as inapplicable to the potential re-deposit of tosic pollution alread! 
deposited into a waterbod). Although not required by the plain meaning of the ..lcr's definition of "deposit." 
this narrow construction was arguabl) consistent with the overall goal of reducing or eliminating pollution in 
fish-bearing waters. See Societe pour I irincre La Po/lution r. Cunadu f.4linistrr ol*rhe Emironmrnr ( 1997 1. 
32 C.E.L.R. (N.S.)  64 (F.C.T.D.) (potential release of PCBs from re-surfacing of sunken barge is not a 
"deposit." when purpose of the re-surfacing was to prevent PCBs in the barge From leaking into the 
surrounding water). Compare R. v. Srdurns-Roger Engineering Co. Ltd. [ 19731 2 W.W.R. 669 (B.C. S.C.) 
(silt from the stream bed which was re-deposited by bulldozing of the bed was a "deposit"). On the other 
extreme. one coun held that the precursor to section 36 applied to m e r c w  pollution that was originall! emitted 
into the air, and supposedly regulated under another statute as air pollution. but which then collected on a 
surface and subsequentl> drained into a waterbodj. See R. v. Canadian Industries. Ltd. ( 198 1 ). 3 F.P.R. 8 at 
16 (N.B. Prov. Ct. ). rr\. 'd on other grounds. 3 F.P.R. 30 (K.B. C.A.): see also Re Forest Protecnon Ltd u~id 
Gurrin ( 1978). 2 F.P.R. 1 39 (3.B. S .C.) (rejecting constitutional challenge to enforcement for "deposit" caused 
b runoff from aerial spraying of pesticides in forests. but without deciding that the spraying was a "deposit"). 



2. "Deleterious Substances" 

The dcr defines "deleterious substance" as any substance which. "if added to an]. 

water." would "degrade or alter or form part of a process of degradation or alteration of the 

quality of that water so that it is rendered or is likely to be rendered deleterious to fish or fish 

habitat or to the use by man of fish that frequent that water. . . ."'" This phrase does not 

actually define the meaning of "deleterious" but the word's plain meaning is broad and 

clearl!. includes sub-lethal as well as lethal effects.'" In addition. as with the concept of 

'.harm" in section 35. the word *'deleterious" can be read to include increased risks of actual 

injury (r .g .  increased likelihood of developing cancer From consuming fish esposrd to a 

carcinogenic pollutmt). The inclusion of the word "likelv" in the "deleterious substance" 

definition quoted above expressly supports this interpretation and. thus. softens some\vhat 

the prosecurors' burden of proving a section X ( 3 )  offense "beyond a reasonablr doubt." 

which is the applicable standard of p r ~ o f . ~ "  

Reading the phrase "added to any water" according to its plain meaning. most courts 

have held that government prosecutors need not show that a substance harmed fish in the 

actual receiving u.ater in order to be classified as "deleterious" for purposes of the section 

I" Section 3 4  1 ) (a)  (emphasis added). Section 3 4  I )(b) defines "deleterious substancrs" to also include 
"water" which contains a substance or which has been altered fi-om its natural state such that. if "added to an) 
other ~vater." would adverse]? affect fish. fish habitat, or human use of fish. 

:a@ See. g.. Rundorn How-d I~'tibster's Coiiege. Dictionu~. supranote I67 at 358 (defining "deleterious" 
as "injurious to health": '*harmful: injurious"): see also R. v. Suncor. supra note 174 at 445 ("deleterious" 
includes sublethal effects on aspects "such as growth. respiration. reproduction. larval survival or abnormal 
development"): and R. r.. LCfrnin Rdsourcrs Lrd. ( 1985). J F.P.R. 487 at 492-93 (B.C. Prov. Ct.) (in order to 
be considered '*deleterious." the offending substance "doesn't have to kill a fish. . . . It can be deleterious to 
them if it ad~ersel! affects their welfare and wellbeing"). 

14- See R. \: Suncor. supw note 174 at 5 5 5 4 6  ("likely to be rendered deleterious" "refers to 'potential 
deleteriousness"': acknowledging observation in a prior decision that proof beyond a reasonable doubt of a 
*-likelihood" is the equivalent of proof of a fact b> a balance of probabilities): R. v. Canadiun Forerr 
Products. supra note 2 19 at 67 (observing. in the context of determining whether the substance at issue was 
"deleterious." that the "whole point of the Legislation is the protection of fisheries and the protection of 
fisheries go to preventing those acts which in any way do. or rhrearen fisheries to the slightest degree" 
(emphasis added)). 



36(3) pr~hibition. '~~ This approach acknowledges the difficulty of proving the harm of 

pollution in any given case.'" On the other hand. the definition also applies to substances 

which become harmful only after entering the receiving water in 

To further reduce the difficulty of proving that a substance is "deleterious" on a case- 

by-case basis. the dcr provides the Governor in Council with broad authorih to establish 

generic regulations designating substances and quantities of substances that qualib as 
C 

"deleterious" for purposes of section 36(3).:" Presumably. a c o w  would review any such 

regulations according to the courts' generally highly deferential standards for reviewing such 

eovrrnmental actions. rather than to the rigorous--"beyond a reasonable doubtog--standard 
C 

which defines the governrnent's burden of proof in prosecuting a section 36(3) offmsr. 

3. Scope of Locations of Deposits and of Receiving Waters 

Reflecting the need to control pollution ar its source. section 36(3) prohibits deposits 

"PC leading case for this proposition is R. r. .\iuc.2lillun B l u d d  r.lihr.rnr) Ltd. [ 19791 2 F.P.R. 181 
(B.C.C..4.): set: also. d.g.. BOIS~' cu.~~utfr. C'UIIU~U Ltd, r R.. supru note 236 at 277-278 (accepting parties' 
agreement that sediment from washed-out logging road was a "deleterious substance"); C1dnodu rEnrrronmtJn[ 
Cvdnlrdu, 1- Cdnodu (.t'IC'T Commissronl (1995) 15 C.E.L.R. (F.S.) 85 at 9 8  (N.W.T. S.C.) (sewage uas  
"deleterious" even though no dead fish were found or receiving water samples were taken): R. I-  If'11ll.r. 
Cunlrffc. Turt & C-0. ct ul. ( 1987). 4 F.P.R. 53 I (0.C. Prov. Ct.) (substance was "deleterious" even though no 
dead tish were found below the outfall): R. r.. Suncur. supru note 174 at 292-93 (rejecting argument that 
substance would not be "deleterious" after dilution within a "limited use zone" below the outfall and that 
"deleteriousness" depends on effect on aquatic life in the receiving water): R. r Epspsllon Buildjng Prorlz4c.r~. 
L d .  ( 1986). 4 F.P.R. 2 13 (B.C.  pro^. Ct.) (diluting effect of receiving water is irrelebant to whether substance 
is "deleterious"): R. v C~~unumidCunudu. supra note 173 at 155-56 (ammonia is "deleterious" without regard 
to its concentration in the actual discharge): R. v. Canadian Forest Products Ltd.. supra note 2 19 at 67 
(substance was --deleterious" regardless of actual harm in the receiving water). But see R. c Cominco. Lrd. 
( 199;). I I C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 6 I (B.C. Prov. Ct.) (mining wastes accidentally released from a pipeline could not 
be deemed '*deleterious" absent chemical analtses of the wastes and the receiving water which were necessap 
to s h o ~  that the wastes were harmful to fish at the time the) were released). 

:Ju In R. r.. Suncor. the Alberta Provincial Coun explained that this approach "must be taken to provide 
for quick and eas> proof in order to fulfill the purposes of the act so that the crown need not model the river 
and perform endless and costly tasks" necessap to prove actual harm. Supra note 174 at 430-3 1 .  

'51) See R. v. C'crrolin ,\fines Ltd. (1985). 4 F.P.R. 46 at 54-55 (B.C. Co. Ct.) (mine effluent was a 
"deleterious substance" due to release of -'free cyanide" after dilution and photolysis in the receiving water). 

:c! See sections 3J( l ) (c)  and (d) and 34(2). 



that occur not only directly into any "water frequented by fish." but also "in any place under 

any conditions where the deleterious substance . . . may enter any such water." By referring 

to both in-stream and off-site deposits. and to deposits which even "may" enter fish-bearing 

waters.'" the prohibition in section 36(3) could apply to any water pollution source within 

a fish-bearing watershed"' and. possibly. to air pollution which originates outside of the 

watershed at issue.'" subject to proof of causation. as with the othenvise broad reach of 

section 35. 

The -4cf defines "waler frequented by fish" broadly in section 3 4  1 )  as "Canadian 

'C: In R. r.. I.Iksiern Sievedorins co. Lid. ( 1984). 3 F.P.R. 487 (B.C.C.A.). the court affirmed a trial coun 
conviction for spilling a substance onto a mat that ultimatelj drained into a fish-bearing water. The court 
specificall>. noted that the substance nerd not be deposited directly into "water frequented b! fish" because the 
.-tcr applied even if the substance "ma)" ultirnatel> enter such water. The court also refused to consider 
evidence showing what action the cornpan) took to actually prevent the spill tiom draining into fish-bearing 
water because. in the court's view. the issue was whether the substance "ma!." enter fish waters at the time 
it was deposited. lbid. at 490. In R. v. British Columbru Railwa?. C'cz.. supru note 242. the coun dismissed a 
Fisheries ..lc-l prosecution involving runoff of waste overburden into a creek. for lack of proof that the tunoff 
did in fact enter the a fish-bearing river into which the creek later flowed. Ihid at 20. However. the coun 
based its holding on the fact that government's Information alleged that the runoff entered the river: the coun 
uent out of its wa) to note that the actual uording of the then-esisting version of section 36(3) applied to 
deposits which "ma! enter" fish bearing waters and that the court might have ruled differently had the Crown's 
charge followed the statutop wording. lhld at 20-21. 

:<: In one case. the coun specificall> noted at sentencing that it had considered cases in which the 
depositing activities were in "watersheds," l.e. not just directl! adjacent to "rivers. and in this case . . . on a 
sensitive and important fisher! ." R. 1.. C'rousn Foresr Products Ltd ( 1989). 5 F.P.R. 26 at 36 (B.C. Pro\. Ct. 1. 
In R. r. IslirnJ lndustriul Lrll.. supra note 2 at 135. the rial court adopted an express ecosystem 

focus. b) referring to the entire "ecolo_eical system that was threatened" by the defendant's pollution into a 
storm drain which ultimately drained into the Campbell River in B.C. See also. c g . .  R. v. O~rrnu-~urkroff  
t Rdgional .tfu~~ic~ipctlig.) ( 1997). 22 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 2 12 at 2 I4 (Ont. Ct. of Justice, Prov. Div.) (observing that 
the chlorine pollution not oniy killed trout directly, but also killed the "complete life chain including crawfish 
and insect larvae. which are the main food suppl) for fish. . . ."); Boise Cuscade Canada Ltd. r.. R.. supra note 
236 (washed out logging road discharged sediment into a creek which then flowed into a fish-bearing lake): 
R. r. Gorden Prc~vincc .tfciars i 19851 lnc. ( 1989). 5 F.P.R. 122 (PEI Prov. Ct.) (dismissing section 36(3) charge 
regarding substances which ran into a sewer leading to a municipal treatment plant which then released the 
substance into waters frequented by fish, but without questioning that this kind of source could be covered b> 
section X(3));  R. 1.. Equin. Silver .\finds Lid. ( 1983). 3 F.P.R. 372 (B.C. Prov. Ct.} (section 36(3) conviction 
for acid mine drainage resulting from water running though mine site into non-fish bearing creeks which 
flowed into a fish-bearing creek); R. v. Compuc Cunsrrucriort L d. et al. ( 1983). 4 F.P.R. 100 at 102 ( B.C. 
Pro,. Ct.). dppeal dismissed. 4 F.P.R. 109 (B.C. Co. Ct.) (section 36(3) conviction for pumping deleterious 
substances onto a road which ultimatel) drained into a fish creek); R. v. .Yew Brunr~.ick Coal Lrd. ( 1987 1.4 
F.P.R. 3 17 at 3 19 (K.B.  Prov. Ct.) (conviction for release of mine effluent tkom a settling pond into a bog. 
concluding summarily that the effluent would ~~uitirnately" reach fish-bearing streams). 

:<A See supra note 250. 



fisheries waters." Section 2 of the jicr defines the latter term even more broadly as '-all 

waters" in Canada's "fishing zones." "territorial sea." and "all internal waters of Canada"-i .e. 

without regard to the presence of fish in those "internal waters.""' In case any such 

"internal" waters do not actually contain or suppon "fish." section 40(5)(b) of the dcr 

provides as a defence that the receiving water "at all times material to the proceedings" "is 

not. has not been. and is not likely to be frequented in fact by fish." Couns have generally 

construed this defence narrowly."" 

In sum. the -'deleterious substance" pollution provisions discussed above are far- 

reaching: they govern all kinds of pollution from all kinds of sources as long as the pollution 

can be shown to be harmful to tish in the abstract and the pollution ultimately enters fish- 

bearing waters. This broad reach is consistent with. and thus provides a legal framework for. 

a holistic watershed approach which addresses all sources and kinds of pollution and harmful 

pollution effects. 

1. "Deleterious Substances" and H a r m  to "Fish Habitat": The 

Overlap 

.Although section 36(3) proi.ides good legal authority for watershed-based pollution 

* c c  
Canada's "internal" waters are those waters landward of the baseline for rneasurins Canada's 

territorial see. See c~nuifu Oceans ..lcf. S.C. 1 996. c. 3 1. s.6. 

2% Several couns have made it clear that fish need not be present at tho exact location or immediate area 
surrounding the pollution outfall and need not occur at all times in the relevant area. See. ~ . g . .  R. r. Smru 
Fordst lndzutrirs Ltd . [ 1 9931 N .S.J. No. 3 30 (QL)  (N .S .  Prov. Ct. ): R. r. .\iac.tfiilan Bioedri 1.4ibt~rrri Lfd. 
supra note 248 at 184: R. r Crown Zr1ferbac.h Properrrer Lrd ( 1984). 1 F.P.R. 1 17 at 127 (B.C. Prov. Ct. ): 
R. v. .\fcCoin Foods Ltd. ( 1984). 4 F.P.R. (N.B. Prov. Ct.); R. v. Suncor lnc.. supra note 175 at 433-34: see 
also R. r. Pldcer D~t7.eifopmenr Lid ( 1985). 4 F.P.R. 366 at 370-71 (Yukon Territ. Ct. 1 ( C r o w  has burden of 
proving that fish '-at sometime within the )ear frequented the immediate receiving water. or water affected b! 
the receiving water.'; accused must then prove that "no fish in fact frequented the water during the material 
time." (Emphasis in original)); R. 1.. Cnrdinui River Coals Lrd. ( 1972). 1 F.P.R. I3A at t 7 (Ab. Prov. Ct.) (in 
section 36 conviction. noting that the receiving water was "marginal'- fish habitat due to historical human 
a c t i v i ~ .  but finding as a fact that the receiving water "is a Hshep under the statute and that fish. given an 
oppottuni?. would frequent the stream in significant numbers."): but see R. r.. Coulson Prescort Logging Ltd 
( 1982). 3 F.P.R. 186 at 188 (B.C. Prov. Ct.). senienced reduced. 3 F.P.R. 197 (B.C. Co. Ct.) (receiving streams 
were not "waters frequented by fish" because. even though two tish were spotted in them. they were "not 
viable for the production of tish"). 



control. there is a question as to why that provision is even necessary. This sub-part shows 

that the provision overlaps considerably with the prohibition in section 35 and that there is 

no clear pattern indicating when either provision bill be invoked. However. the net effect 

of the two provisions. together. only strengthens the federal authority for implementing a 

watershed approach. 

Fish are generally exposed to water pollution either by encountering pollution. or its 

effect (e.g. decreased light penetration). directly in the water column. or bv consuming other 

organisms which have taken i t  up.'" The water column and areas which produce fish food 

or. at least. in which fish obtain bod  all fall within the .4cr!~ definition of *'fish habitat." as 

discussed in part I of this Chapter. Thus. pollution which is harmful to fish habitat is 

prohibited by section 3 j (  1 )  of the dcr: yet. if t h a~  pollution is a "deleterious substance." 

section 36(3 ) also prohibits its discharge into fish-bearing ~ a t e r s . " ~  

Not surprisingly. the overlap of these provisions has created some confusion. In a 

Parliament committee review of the Bill that provided the .4sr0s current habitat protection 

provisions. a DFO official explained that those new provisions were intended to address 

**physical alterations by digging. filling. otherwise changing the world in which the fish is 

living." while the deleterious substance provisions were intended to address inrentional and 

accidental "spill ing.""" This distinction is unsupported by the broad plain language of the 

1s- 
See ~enerall). ~ g . .  B.T. Hargrave. "Impacts of Man's Activities on Aquatic Systems." in Barnes tk 

Mann. Supru note 168 at 245-264: Brian Moss. Ecoiog- of Fresh H'uters (New York: John H'iley & Sons. 
i 980) at 243-247. 

:cw The . i ~ r  contains other pollution prohibitions that appear to be redundant of section 36(3 1. Section 
36( I )  provides that --no one shall (a) throw overboard . . . prejudicial or deleterious substances" in certain 
specified categories of waters. Section 36( I)(b) and (c) prohibit depositing "remains or offal of fish or of 
marine mammals" in cenain waters and "leaving decayed or decaying fish in . . . fishing apparatus." 
respectivel>. These provisions are direct descendants of the Fisheries .4crk original environmental protection 
provisions. but were not deleted when Parliament added the more sweeping pollution prohibition in 1970 and 
habitat protection provision in 1977. See S.C. 1867-68. c. 60.. ss. I J.( I ) 8; ( 2 ) ;  S.C. 1969-70, c. 63. s. 3: S.C. 
1976-1 977. c. 35. s. 5. These redundancies suggest a need for a more comprehensive overhaul of the Fisheries 
.-IL.~ than those conducted b) Parliament. to date. including the latest proposed amendments ro the .4ct. For a 
summan. of the latest proposed amendments. see infia note 408. 

2 0  House of Commons. .\linutrs qfthe Proceedings & Evidence of the Standing Committee on Fisherids 
& Fortrstn: Reispecring: Bill C-38. No. 34 (2  1 June, 1977) at 29. 



habitat protection and pollution provisions described above; it is also somewhat nonsensical. 

because '-physical alterations" (e.g. bulldozing) can cause "spilling" (e-g. sediment spilled 

from a bulldozer). and pollution can result from means other than spilling (e.g. spraying). but 

might not be considered a "physical alteration." 

In practice. courts have allowed prosecutors to choose between the two provisions 

as the basis for their charges."' However. courts have generally not allowed charges under 

both provisions based on the same cond~ct.'~' Given the overlap of the two pr~\~isions. and 

the Croun's flexibility in choosing which to apply. it is not surprising that there is no clear 

pattern of their use with respect to harms that are theoretically covered by both sections. 

particularly. with respect to sediment pollution. Chemical pollution is most ofien (but not 

alu.ays) addressed under section 36."' 

The explanation for this seemingly random panem likely lies in prosecutors' choice 

as to which of the pro\-isions would provide an easier basis for satis@ing the Croun's burden 

of proving a violation. given the facts of each particular case. Proving an offense under 

section 36(3 ) gmenll!. seems simpler than under section 35. in several respects. First. under 

:a. See. 2 . ~ .  . R. r. ShelI~., supru note 214 at 70 (rejecting defence that the accused should have been 
charged under section 36(3) rather than section 35. because it is the "prerogative of the C r o w  to determine 
under what section or sections of an enactment an accused is to be charged."). DFO itself has said that siltation 
can be addressed under either sections 35 or 36. See H.4 DD Fromwork. supru note 175 at 20-2 1. 

:" See. r.g. R. I-. TuhSIs CO.. supra note 242 (dismissal of section 35 charge because conduct was same 
as that used as basis for conviction under section 36); R. Y. Couison Prsscon Log,qit~g, supru note 256 at 190 
(same 1. 

: 0: See. d .g . .  R. r. 0ftcnr.a-Curkfon fReggronrll .Cfunicrpa/ir?.). supra note 253 (section 35 conviction for 
accidental spillage of chlorine from a water main into a storm sewer which drained into a nout stream): R. r. 
Pdnirrsulu Rearl?.-;\lir & Supplies Inc. ( 1996). 2 I C.E.L.R. (N.S.) I (Ont. Gen. D i k  .) (both section 3 3  I and 
36t 3 ) violations charged for depositing concrete along lake shore); R. v. Stearrts-Roger Engineering C'o.. supru 
note 244 ("deposit" includes bulldozing which releases silt that was carried downstream); R. r. Cunad~crrt 
Pw#icv Ltd., supru note 183 at 6 1 (s. 35( 1 ) violation for discharges resulting From the explosion of a beaver 
dam): Boise Cusc~ldL! Cunudu. Ltd. r. R.. supm note 236: R. c. H b r  Fraser .Wills. Lrd.. supru note 2 I4 at 116- 
127. 133-13.1 (Crown failed to prove that logging debris was "deleterious.*' but proved that debris did harm 
"fish habitat"): R. r. Juck Cement. Lrd ( 1984). 13 C.E.L.R. 91 (B.C. Co. Ct.) (s. 36(3) violations regarding 
sedimentation of salmon streams); R. v. T'hsis Co.. supra note 242 (section 36 conviction for siltation %om 
logging road construction): R. v. SlcCabe ( 198 1 ). 3 F.P.R. 80 (N.S. Mag. Ct.) (section 35 conviction for 
several harms. including pollution. resulting from removal ofgravel from stream bed); R. v. .-lflurdContrrrct~r~ 
Ld ( 1982). 3 F.P.R. 21-1 at 220 (B.C. Prov. Ct.) (dismissing charges under both section 35 and 36 due to lack 
of causation between the defendant and the harms. but tinding "harmful alteration" of fish habitat based on 
prior findings that the water samples were "deleterious"). 



section 36(3). the Croun need not prove harm in the specific receiving water as long as the 

substance at issue is "deleterious" in "any" water; under section 35. there must be evidence 

that the activity "result[ed] in the harmful alteration. disruption. or destruction" of a specific 

"fish habitat." The significance of this distinction should not be over-stated. however. 

because prosecutors may well be able to satisfi their burden of proving harm to a particular 

-'fish habitat" using expert testimony based on. or studies addressing. the effects of similar 

harms (e.g. in-stream sediment concentrations above a certain level) on other fish habitats. 

Another theoretical distinction between the two sections is that under the definition 

~f'~deleterious substance." the Croun need only prove that a substance is "likely" to be 

deleterious to fish or fish habitat. Section 35  prohibits activities that "result in har[m]" and. 

thus. does not expressly apply to mere risks of harm. Once again. however. this theoretical 

distinction may be of minor practical significance if. as suggested above in Part I.E. I .  the 

concept of " h a m "  itself inherently implies levels of risk. Still another potential difference 

between the two sections is that section 35 applies only to "works and undertakings." while 

the reference to "deposits" in section 36(3 ) is not limited on its face. or by the "deposits" 

definition. to "deposits" originating from wgworks or ~ndertakin~s."'~' Then again. section 

3 5  offenses are not contingent on proof of a '-deposit." which is an element of the section 

36( 3 ) offense. 

Regardless of the uncertainties created by the overlap between sections 35 and 36( 3 1. 

the two provisions together provide a broader reach than that of either one alone. so their 

overlap only enhances the potential for each section by itself to provide a legal framework 

for a watershed approach. 

C. The Exemption 

The legal context for a watershed-based pollution approach consists not only of the 

pollution prohibition in section 36(3 j. but also the exemption from that prohibition in section 

:"' But see sections 36(-l)(b) (exemption regulations may apply to any "work or undertaking or class 
thereof') and 36(5) (same). 



36(4). Section 36(4) provides the Governor-in-Council with broad discretion to issue 

regulations authorizing exemptions from the pollution prohibition in section 36(3)? 

Section 36(5) authorizes the Fisheries Minister to require exempt polluters to provide 

monitoring data and other information necessar): to prove their compliance with the limits 

of their exemption. The limits of the Governor in Council's discretion are uncertain. 

However. this sub-part shows that. as with the section 35(2) exemption. the discretion is 

broad enough to suppon a watershed framework for pollution control. 

The .4cr provides no substantive water quality- or fisher).-based criteria for 

authorizing pollution under section 36( 4). thus appearing to provide the Governor in Council 

with extremely broad latitude in fashioning regulations to implement section 36.:" However. 

Chapter 5 below shows that at least a general fish protection goal can be inferred from the 

legislative history and e\.olution of the Fisheries .-In. This goal arguably provides ar least 

some limit to the government's discretion to issue pollution exemptions under section 36(4). 

Section 36(4) itself could be read to limit the Governor in Council's discretion 

somrt\r.hat. bl* providing for pollution exemptions "of a class. in a quantit) or concentration 

and under conditions authorized by or pursuant to regulations" established by the Governor 

in Council. This phrasing suggests that the Governor in Council's regulations must at least 

specifi the *-class"~quantit) orconcmtration" and **conditions" in which particular instances 

of pollution may be exempted. rather than provide a blanket exemption. 

Section 36c-I) potentially limits the scope of regulations further by referring to rhcm 

as "applicable to that water or place or to any work or underding or class thereof. . . ." This 

:tJ Section 36(4)(a) of the Act also provides for exemptions pursuant to Governor in Council regulations 
issued under any other Act. An environmentally responsible interpretation of this vague reference to other 
laws would be that the) refer only to other laws specifically regarding pollution. See R c .VII'T 
tC~omrnissiunen. [ I  9933 N. W.T.J. No. 128 (QL) (N. W.T. S.C.) (mere existence of a "water licence" issued 
under another legislation does not sat is+ defendant's burden ofproving that it received an exemption pursuant 
to section 36( J)(a)). 

I b <  B? comparison. the U.S. Ctean lf'aisr .-kt also contains a flat (point source) pollution prohibition. but 
allows exemptions for that pollution pursuant to permits issued by the EPA (or states under an EPA-approved 
permining program). But that statute provides extensive. detailed criteria for such permits. See r .g .  33 U.S.C. 
85 13 1 I .  13-42 (water quality- and technolop-based smdards for the issuance of '-NPDES" permits): suprtr 
note 126 (summary of permitting standards). 



qualifving phrase suggests that regulations authorizing pollution exemptions must be either 

waterbody-specific or specific to a category of pollution sources. Section 36(5) buttresses 

these limitations on the Govemor in Council's discretion. by providing it with authority to 

issue regulations authorizing exemptions under section 36(4) "prescribing" the types. 

quantities or concentrations of pollutants. and the types of waters. categories of pollution 

sources. and polluting conditions. Presumably. a regulation providing a blanket 

authorization and not "prescribing" any of these factors would be ltlrra rires the Governor 

in Council's authority under sections 36(4) and ( 5 ) .  

Regardless of the precise limits on the regulation-making authorit) in sections 36(4) 

and (5). those sections do not require that section 36(4) authorizations be issued on a 

widespread basis. Moreover. nothing in those sections precludes the Governor in Council 

from issuing regulations requiring that case-specific pollution exemptions be based upon 3 

watershed approach. including the -7otal maximum daily loads" process referenced in 

Chapter 1 above. In fact. nothing in the .4cr precludes the Governor in Council from 

requiring that pollution exemptions be issued based on an overall watrrshed approach that 

considers not just pollution. but all other sources of harm to fish-bearing e c o ~ ~ s ~ e r n s . ~ ~ ~  

The Fisheries Minister has delegated administration of the Fisheries ..lcr's pollution 

control program under section %(-I) to Environment Canada. This delegation makes sense 

in light of Environment Canada's lead role in implementing the pollution control programs 

under ('EP.4 .'" However. this division of labour could prevent consideration of cwnu1ati1.e 

impacts and comprehensive solutions and thus frustrate a watrrshed approach whose 

comprehensive focus would require sections 35 and 36 to be fully coordinated. 

I90 As noted previously. section 43 provides the Governor in Council with broad authori~ to enact 
regulations *-for carrying out the purposes and provisions" of the .Jcr. including regulations "respecting the 
conservation and protection of fish" and of "spawning grounds." and "respecting the . . . pollution of 
an? waters fiequented by fish. . . ." This blanket authorization presumably embraces the specific authorization 
in section 36(5) and provides further support for regulations requiring a holistic. simultaneous focus on habitat 
protection and pollution. 

I@- See R.S.C. 1985. c. 16 (4th Supp.). 



111. Restrictions On Obstructions To Fish Passage 

Besides tackling harms to "fish habitat." generally. and "deleterious substance" 

pollution. in particular. the Fisheries . k t  also includes provisions which specifically address 

obstructions to fish passage. As shown below. the level of protection for fish passage 

provided by these provisions is limited somewhat by their express inapplicability at the pre- 

construction stage. However. the provisions have an indirect bearing on pre-construction 

decisions and are supplemented by other related powers which can address pre-construction. 

Thus. the dcr's fish passage provisions can still provide a useful legal contribution to an!. 

watershed approach which seeks to ensure adequate fish passage as part of its holistic focus 

on aquatic ecosystem components. 

Section 20 of the .dcz requires the "owner or occupier" of an "obstruction" to tish 

passage to provide a "fish-pass" when the Fisheries Minister believes that a pass is 

"necessary in the public interest."'" The "fish-pass" must be a "durable and efficient tish- 

way or canal around the obstruction." maintained in a '-good and effective condition." and 

designed and located in a manner which the Minister considers will "satisfactoril) permit the 

free passage of fish through 

Section 20 is a weak regulatory approach to obstructions because it docs not appear 

to require prr-approval by the Minister for the construction of obstructions: it just provides 

that the Minister may require an .=o\hner or occupiei' of an obstruction to install a fish-pass 

after the fact."" However. it would be a business risk to intentionally create a tised 

obstruction like a dam ~rithout determining ahead of time what fish way might be required. 

:OR Section 2 defines "obstruction" as "an>- slide. dam or other obstruction impeding the free passage of 
fish. . . ." 

20" See section 20( 1). Section 27 makes it a violation of the .Jet to "damage or obstruct" fish-way or 
canals built for purposes of sect ion 20. 

.- - 1 1  The term --owner or occupier" suggests that Parliament considered -'obstructions" for purposes of 
section 20 as intentional structures like dams and bridges. However. the express reference to '-slides" in the 
definition of "obstructions" makes it dear that Parliament intended the definition to cover unintentional 
obstructions. as well. even though one would not normally refer to a person responsible for an unintentional 
obstruction as the obstruction's "owner or occupier." 



because it might cost more to design and construct the fish way once the obstruction is built 

than to do so during the design of the obstruction itself."' Then again. the Minister's choice 

on the kind of fish way to require will likely be influenced considerably by whether the 

obstruction has already been built. Section 2 1 ( 1 ) of the clcr further softens the private risk 

by authorizing the Minister to subsidize 50% of the costs of constructing and maintaining a 

fish way. 

Section 20(2) hnher affects the calculation of business risk by providing that. if the 

construction of a fish way is infeasible. or if the relevant fish's spawning grounds have 

already been "destroyed" (presumably. by the obstruction). the Minister may require the 

responsible  par^ to pay for a "fish hatchery" as necessary. in the Minister's opinion. to 

maintain the *'annual return of migratory fish."-'" That section thus appears to up the ante 

for parties contemplating building an obstruction without first consulting with the Minister: 

but whether the section has that effect depends on the relative costs of maintaining tish 

hatcheries versus tish ways. Of course. Parliament's view that hatchery stocks are sufficient 

substitutes for wild stocks implies a ~ i e w  that the latter lack intrinsic value. 

Section lo(  3 )authorizes the Minister to require a responsible party to. at its olrn cost. 

make any changes to a fish way which the Minister deems necessary "for its efficient 

operation under actual working conditions." Thus. someone who installs an obstruction is 

potentially responsible. not only for installing and maintaining a tish way. but for future 

modifications of the fish way if the original design is inadequate. For fairness reasons. 

however. it is doubtful that the Minister would in practice require a responsible parp to make 
, . 

expensive modifications to a fish way the design of which the Minister himself specified.'-' 

1-1 AIthough section 20( 1 ) does not require pre-approval of obstructions, section SO(3) does require pre- 
approval of any fish-passes designed to satis& the requirements of section 20( 1 ). Section 2 3 2 )  also requires 
an owner operator of an obstruction to provide. as determined necessan by the Minister. for the free passage 
of fish during construction of an obstruction. 

.- 
* - Section 67 of the .4rr echoes this requirement and authorizes the government to recover any unpaid 
mane) in a lawsuit brougbt in Federal Court. 

*-- ' 
The B.C. government recently settled a lawsuit filed by Alcan Aluminum to recover millions ofdollars 

in damages supposedly resulting from that government's decision to halt further work on a large dam which 
it previously approved. See *'Alcan Says Talks Near Resolution" The [Toronto] Globe d .Cfoil(30 July. 1997) 



The Act addresses the equity issue. somewhat. by limiting the application of the changes 

which the Minister may require under section 20(3). to changes required "immediately" afirr 

the fish-way is "completed and in operation." Thus. the responsible party bears the risk of 

paying for further changes only to the extent those changes become apparent "immediately" 

after the fish-way begins operating. Section 2 I suggests that. after that point. the Minister 

may still require modifications if the fish-way proves ineffective. but the goovemment must 

then bear the costs of those changes. 

.Although the provisions discussed above do not appear to require the Ministrr's prc- 

approval for obstructions. an un-authorized obstruction which harms fish may still be a 

violation of the habitat protection provisions in section 35. as discussed above."" Thus. the 

absence of a requirement for pre-approval of obstructions may not be a significant barrier to 

protecting fish habitat from harms caused by them. 

Seven1 other sections of the Fisheries .4cr provide the Minister with additional 

regulatory authority specifically with respect to ensuring fish passage. Among these are 

section 2 1(4) which allows the Minister to require the installation and maintenance of "tish 

stops" or "divmcrs" to prevent tish destruction or to "assist" a fish's "ascent." Sections 

2 3  1 ) and 2 2 0 )  similarl. allow the Minister to require an o~ner!occupier to provide a 

sufficient tlou past an obstruction. to permit fish passage and to protect fish safety generally 

and fish spawning grounds. in particular."' 

A I :  Grrit'r-S~Auni Tribcrl Council r. c7unud~ (.tfinister ,l'rhr Environment ( 1992). 8 C. E. L.R. (N  .S.) 1 57 at 
160-164 (F.C.A.) (reciting regulator) h i s t o ~  ofthe dam). Given the threat of such suits. governments cannot 
reverse their approval decisions lightl!. especially. after the project proponent has expended considerable 
mone) on the basis of such approval. See Ross Howard. "Case May Open Can of Worms for B.C.'s NDP 
Government" The ffi~ronro] Globe & .\foil ( 16 April. 1997) A9 (discussing political implications ofcancelling 
the darn). 

:-3 See R. r. B. C. HrJro & Power .durhorin.. supra note 179 at 66 (dam licenced under ss. 20-72 is still 
subject to penalties for violating fish protection provisions in sections 32. 35( 1 ). and 36). 

--< 
See generally Canada (. l t torw. General) r.. ..lluminum Co. ofCunodu. Ltd. ( 1980). 1 1 5 D. L.R. (3d) 

495 (B.C. S.C.) (issuing an order requiring dam operator to comply with a DFO minimum flow order under 
precursor to section 21(3 ) of the .let). In B. C. Hvdro & Power .4urh. c Can& c.-!ff~rne)~ Gmneralj ( 1998 1 
27 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 732 (F.T.D.). a coun quashed a minimum flow order under section 22 on procedural 
fairness grounds. for failure to give hydro company a chance to respond to a recent report regarding effect of 
10% flows on fish. despite years of consultation with the company and the public on the matter and the 



In sum. while there are holes in the regulatory regime for obstructions. the regime 

overall provides the Minister with comprehensive authority to address the harms caused by 

obstructions. As additions to the Minister's authority to regulate pollution and to address a 

wide range ofthreats to fish habitat. these provisions contribute to the kind ofcornprehensi\~e 

federal regulatory authority necessary to support a holistic watershed approach that addresses 

all relevant ecosystem components and all factors bearing on the integrity of those 

components. 

IV. Prohibition On Activities Which Destroy Fish: The Kitchen Sink Approach? 

Parts 11-111 of this Chapter described provisions of the Fisheries .4cf which are 

redundant of the '-fish habitat" protection provisions in section 35. but which nevertheless 

provide additional specitic support for a comprehensive watershed approach. Section 32 of 

the .4cr provides still another potential piece of this legal framework. by stating that "no 

person shall destroy tish by any means other than fishing" except under a DFO authorization 

issued pursuant to regulations adopted by the Governor in Council. On its face. this 

prohibition could be read to apply. not onl!. to activities that direcrly injure tish. but also to 

those activities. like logging and residential development. which may destroy fish indirrctl).. 

Notabl!. the prohibition applies to "any means" of fish destruction. not just to "works or 

undertakings" as referenced in section 55 or to "deposits" of pollution as referenced in 

section 36. 

By its plain terms. the section 32 prohibition could be read broadly to subsume the 

pollution and habitat destruction prohibitions in sections 35 and 36 and. for that matter. the 

obstruction and related provisions in sections 20-22. as long as activities subject to those 

purported emergent? situation. This case provides another example of the difficulties of remedying a fish 
habitat problem after an obstruction has aiready been built. In addition to the provisions for removing 
obstructions. section 20 of the ..let authorizes the Fisheries Minister to require "fish guards" and similar 
obstructions to block fish from entering water intakes. ditches. and other artificial waters. See R. r. Ohuson 
( 1 992). 8 Admin. L. R. (ZM) 22 1 ( B.C. Prov. Ct.) (addressing Minister's delegation authority in section 30. 
in a prosecution for violations of that section). 



sections can be shown to "destroy" fish.'" Regardless of the uncertainty as to the functional 

relation to the other provisions discussed above. Parliament's sweeping drafting of section 

32 provides still additional legal support for a holistic watershed approach. 

This Chapter shows that the Fisheries .4cr 's text. as construed and applied in 

numerous coun decisions. provides a strong legal framework for the holistic focus of the 

watershed approach outlined in Chapter 2 .  The ricr defines -'fish habitat'. broadl? as 

essentially congruent with aquatic ecosystems: section 35 then prohibits a myriad of "works 

and undertakings" which may occur not only within that zone but also outside of it. if they 

directly or indirectly "result" in harm to "fish habitat." That section provides potentiall!. 

widespread coverage of intra-watershed harrns: it may even reach extra-watershed air 

emission sources subject. of course. to the related limits of proof and causation. 

The Fisheries .4cr does not rest with section 35. Section 36(3) provides broad 

regulatop coverage of point and nonpoint water pollution sources. Sections 20-22 provide 

additional coverage specifically for fish "obstructions." And section 32 sends a catch-all net 

over activities generall) that harm fish. 

With these tools. the federal government could establish watershed programs 

including a TMDL-like process for allocating quantifiable harms. which process is closrl!. 

:-b R. r.. .\ii.Tuggorr ( 1972). 1 F.P.R. 1.8 (B.C. Co.. Ct). provides an example of this overlap. The B.C. 
Count) Court affirmed a conviction under the precursor to current section 32, for bulldozing fish spawning 
grounds. /bid. at 18-1 10. The Acr's fish habitat destruction prohibition (currently in section 35) did not esist 
at the time the case was decided. However. if it occurred today. the bulldozing would also violate section 5 5 .  
See also R. r. Districr +!*ChiiZiwack (.Vo. 2 )  ( 1988). 5 F.P.R. 43 at 42-36 (B.C. Prov. Ct.) (not questioning that 
water withdrawals resulting in a fish kill were prohibited b? both the precursars to current sections 32 and 35. 
but dismissing charges under those sections on due diligence grounds): R. v. Connor Farms Ltd. ( 1972). 2 
F.P.R. 23 (B.C. Co. Ct.) (conviction under section 32 precursor for killing salmon frq by withdrawing water 
for agricultural purposes). 

Section 32 grew out of. and expanded. a previous section which prohibited the "destr[uction]" of rhe 
"eggs or f?y of fish on the spawning grounds. . . ." See R.S.C. 1985. c. F-I 4.5.30: S.C. 1976- 1977, c. 35. s. 
5.  That section appears to have descended, in turn. from a provision in the original Fisheries .4cr which stated 
that "[nlo person shall fish for. catch. kill. buy. sell or possess the young of any fish named in [the] Act. . . -" 
S.C. 1867-68. c. 60. s. 1349). That provision is mirrored in section 23 of the current . k t .  except that the 
current version refers generally to "fish" rather than only to the "young" of fish. 



analogous to the fishery ailocations which the government has been issuing for years. 

TMDLs may well not be the only mechanism for addressing the cumulative impacts of all 

harms to fish within each watershed. The point is that the .4cr gives the government 

considerable legal authority to adopt the kind of broad regulatory focus to develop and 

implement methods for addressing cumulative impacts on a watershed basis. 

The next Chapter addresses the extent to which the Fisheries .4cr enables the federal 

government to delegate its broad authority under the Act. consistent with the local 

participation component of the watershed approach. as outlined in Chapter 2. 



Chapter 1: DELEGATION UNDER THE FISHERIES ACT 

I. Introduction - A Model for Delegation 

Chapter 2 noted that there is a general consensus among advocates for an ecosystem 

approach. including the U.S. EPA and Environment Canada that it should have a substantial 

local participatory element. Thus. the Chapter included broad-based participation in 

watershed councils as a key component of a watershed approach. This Chapter addresses 

whether the Fi.shrrirs . k t  provides adequate legal suppon for this component through a 

delegation of the federal regulator). authority described in Chapter 3. The aim is not for a 

complete or blanket delegation. but for a delegation within the context of a federal role in 

establishing an overall watershed framework and national minimum standards for watershed 

ecosystem health. This part provides a rough outline of such a delegation program. which 

seeks to promote local participation while addressing the transparency and accountability 

problems which critics have noted in the context of' past delegations under the Fisheries . - l~- r .  

In this deirgation program. the federal government would offer to delegate its 

authorit) 10 implement the fish habitat. deleterious substance. and related provisions 

discussed in Chapter 3. with respect to waters within a provincr's boundaries. ifthe proinincc 

developed an overall watershed approach for implementing its delegated authority. In order 

to qualib for a Fisheries .4cr delegation. the province would have to adopt a "watershed 

prosram" which satisfied several conditions established by the federal government. Those 

conditions would be designed to ensure that the province used a holistic. watershed 

framework to make decisions under the .-Jcr. 

To achieve this objective. the delegation conditions could require that a province's 

watershed plan include a process for identifving each of its watersheds. assessing the 

condition of "fish habitat" and "fish" generally within each watershed. assessing the 

individual and cumulative threats to -*fish habitat" from within each watershed. and 

prioritizing those threats within and among watersheds. The conditions could specificall! 

require that a province consider. as among these potential "threats." any legislative or other 



eovemment inducements (e.g. tau breaks: land use plans) which might be counter-productive 
C 

to achieving watershed ecosystem protection goals. 

In addition to requiring this threshold watershed ecosystem focus. the delegation 

conditions could provide an overall watershed quality standard or a mix of standards for 

watershed plans to use as targets for making regulator) decisions under the Fisheries .4tWr. 

These standards could include the traditional numeric pollutant criteria. the "whole effluent" 

or "bio-cri teria" used more and more frequently to assess curnulati ve pollution impacts. or 

other newly developed .-indicators" of ecosystem health.'" The standards could be designed 

to provide a uniform. nation-wide target for ~atershed ecosystem health. while also 

providing the desired degree of flexibility for the development of watershed-specific 

standards to account for relevant variations among Canadian watersheds. Depending on the 

nature of the federal standards. the delegation conditions could also include requirements that 

provinces develop watershed-specific standards for implementing the federal standards \r hile 

accounting for local variations. 

The following are additional conditions for ensuring that provinces exercised their 

delegated authori t). u.i thin an o~zrail watershed approach: 

uatershed plans must adopt 3 TMDL-like approach to allocating and 

implementing "loads" of quantifiable sources of harm within each watershed 

for purposes of preventing cumulative loads from exceeding applicable 

ambien~ ecosystem standards: 

watershed plans must develop a method for evaluating and addressing non- 

quantifiable harms from a watershed ecosystem standpoint: 

watershed plans must have procedural and institutional components. 

including: decision-making procedures: identification of the composition of 

watershed-based decision-making "counciis": procedures for coordination 

among watersheds within provinces. for inter-provincial coordination. and for 

coordination at other inter-jurisdictional levels: and procedures for 

-- 
See supru notes 18 and I07 (referring to CCbIE. EPA. and Environment Canada's debelopmenr of 

indicators of ecos~stem health ). 



implementing each of the six steps in the EPA's "sound science and good 

management" principle discussed in Chapter 2. 

a watershed plans must provide adequate assurance that there are sufficient 

legal and financial resources for implementing the plan and achieving its 

~oaIs:"" 
C 

provinces should give the public notice of. and an opportunih to comment 

on. a drafi provincial watershed plan. and the plan actually submitted to the 

federal government must include a response to those public comments. 

To further promote accountability and transparency. the delegation would take effect 

only afier the kderal government approved a province's plan and that federal appro\-a1 

decision. itself. could be made only after public notice and o p p o m i y  for public comment. 

The federally-approved plan. together with the actual approval decision. would be published 

in the Cunudu (iuzrrrr and on the internet. .And. the federal government could subsequently 

revoke its approval if it found that the province was failing to comply with it. 

.Although these conditions for public input and publication of delegation decisions 

would further the objectives of transparency and accountability. the accountabilit!. in an!, 

delegation program is still somewhat limited. due to the impediments to public access to 

Canadian couns to challenge government decisions and to enforce environmental lairs 

againsr persons u-ho violate those laws."" Those impediments should be removed or reduced 

:-!4 For an analogous "assurance" requirement. see section I I O(a)( 1 )(b) of the U.S. Cleon .4ir .-lcf. 42 
Lr.S.C.A. 74 10(a I( I ) (  b) ( 1995 & Supp. 1999) (requirement. as a condition for EPA approval of a state's 
ambient air quaiin "implementation plan." that the plan must include "necessw assurances" that there will be 
"adequate personnel. funding. and au thor i~  under State (and. as appropriate. local) law to c a q  out" the plant. 

:-lJ These impediments include highI> deferential standards of judicial review that wouid a p p l  to an> 
public challenge to a provincial plan. federal plan approval or revocation decision. or to government actions 
taken under an approved plan. Impediments also include rules regarding the allocation of litigation costs and 
"standing" to sue. See. ~ g .  Stewan A.G. Elgie. "Environmental Groups and the Couns: 1970- 1992." in G. 
Thompson. et dl.. eds.. Environmental Law and Business in Cunada (Aurora: Canada Law Book, 1 993 ) at 20 I - 
206. Impediments to "private prosecutions" ofenvironmental laws include the federal and provincial Attome! s 
Generals' vinuall~ complete discretion to intervene in. and "stay" those prosecutions. See. r?.g.. ibid at 206- 
207: Kr~stuch 1.. ..IIbertcr 1.4rrornq. Generul. supra note 36 (upholding Alberta .4ttorney General's authorit! to 
sta) a private prosecution aeainst the Province of Albena. even in the face of the Attorney General's conflict 
of interest) (discussed iqfi-a at Pan I V  ). 



to ensure that government decisions under a delegation program or. under any approach to 

implementing environmental laws. are trul J accountable: however. a detailed analysis of 

those impediments and how they might be removed is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The delegation program discussed above is somewhat more detailed than the 

watershed management model discussed at the end of Chapter 2. but it still lacks sufficient 

detail to provide an operational blueprint for such a model. In particular. the above 

discussion leaves many questions still unanswered regarding the proper distribution of 

federal. provincial. local. and non-governmental roles. For example. the federal ecos)*stem 

qualit) standards referenced a b o e  might be set in vague. abstract terms. leaving much ofthr 

work in defining regulatory targets to provinces or watershed councils: on the other hand. 

federal standards could be precise and comprehensive. leaving the provincial or watershed 

council to adopt methods to implement those standards. Numerous other comp!m 

judgements also need to be made regarding the proper division of labour in implementing 

the various components of a provincial watershed plan and regarding the nature of the 

components rhrrnsrlvss. .An overall question is whether a federal delegation program 

should simpl! list the components that must be included in a pro\.incial watershed plan. or 

should also provide man!. of the details as to how those components should be designed. 

This thesis does not attempt to solve these puzzles: once again. the point is simpl! 

to de\.clop a sufficiently broad picture of a watershed approach. including a "participation" 

component. to determine whether it is legally feasible. 

11. Ovemiew of Delegation Issues 

Canadian courts have generally been called upon to address the legalin. of several 

different kinds of delegations. The focus of this section is on whether the executive 

branch-i.c. the DFO Minister and the Governor in Council<an delegate its authority under 

the Fisheries dct to provinces and watershed councils. This kind of delegation is comrnonl~ 

referred to as ~~~ub-de le~a t ion . "~~"  The general rule is that the executive branch can sub- 
- -- 

:st, See. r.g.. Jones 8: de Villars. supra note 208 at 83. 



delegate a power granted to it by Parliament only if there is legislative authority for the sub- 

delegation.'" Thus. courts determine the validity of a sub-delegation by statutory 

interpretation. That exercise. in turn. generally invol\res the standard methods of statutoq- 

interpretation including a determination of the plain meaning and purpose of the legislative 

provisions purporting to authorize sub-delegati~n.'~' 

There are two. closely related sub-delegation concerns related to the delegation 

model proposed above. The first concern is whether there is legislative authorit).. for the 

federal government to sub-delegate its various decision-making functions under the Fisheries 

.-fCr provisions discussed in Chapter 3. The second concern is whether the legislati\.e 

authority to sub-delegate. if it exists. requires the federal govrmment to set limits on the 

discretionexercised b!.asub-delegatee inperforminganyfunctionsdelrgatedtoit. Inother 

words. if the federal government can sub-delegate a decision-making fhction. must the 

g o \ ~ e m c n t  adopt standards for the delcgater's exercise of discrelion in carrying out that 

function'? The second concern is typically characterized as involving a "re-delegation" of 

one kind of power (r .g.  legislative) to another kind (e .g .  administrative). Thus. it deals more 

with the nature of the decision-making function than with the identin. of the decision- 
maker. 2s; Once again. howe\.er. both concems raise issues of statutory interpretation. Thus. 

:Y: See. < . g .  Ldn~)tdrrur 1'. Cia. ~ 'Beu~ons j i e id .  [ I  9781 1 S.C.R. 134 at I4 I - 142 (upholding municipal 
zoning bj- la^ providing that a municipal land use permit could be vetoed by a vote of 2'3 of the neighboring 
lando~rnrrs): Brunt Dart Co. r. Onrorio (Xfilk Comrnission~ [hereinafter Branr Duin.]. [ 1973 ] S.C.R. I3 I ar 
144-145 (relevant legislation authorized a provincial Commission to sub-delegate its adjudication and 
regulation authorities to a provincial milk marketing board): I-ic Restaurant l n c  v. Cin of5fonrreul. [ 19591 
S.C.R.  58 at 76.82-84 (municipal b>-law authorizing police to veto a Cip  Council restaurant licence was uitro 
\.ire3 rhe Ci? Chanrr provisions giving thecouncil authorip to issue licences): see also. e.g.. Delighr r. British 
Coiumhiu 'Egg .Cfurkding Bu~rdj (1991). J Admin. L.R. (7") 3 I (B.C.C.A.) (provincial statute expressl! 
authorized Governor in Council to adopt a regulation sub-delegating to a provincial Board its authorin to 
establish an egg quota s> stem. ). and Dene .Vation r.. Cunarla ( 1984). 13 C.E.L.R. 139 ( Fed. T.D.) (Governor 
in Council regulation authorizing the Water Rights Controller to issue water use licences was ultra rires the 
Governor in Council's statutop author@ to adopt regulations authorizing water uses). 

I Y  i See Brunt flair?.. rupro note 282 at 116 (provincial marketing board. as sub-delegee. lacked authorit) 
to adopt regulations providing for the od hoc establishment of milk quotas. because the statute required that the 
milk quotas be established in the regulations. themselves): set also. e.g.. .lir Canada c Donul ( 1985). 13 
Admin. L.R. 42 (S.C.C.) ( c i ~  chaner provision authorizing City Council to set business taxes in by-laws did 
not authorize the c i ~  council to adopt a by-law providing for the establishment of business taxes annuall: b? 



this Chapter focuses on the delegation provisions of the Fisheries Acr and other relevant 

Iegislati~n.'~' 

This analysis will address the sub-delegation concerns in terms of two rough. 

somewhat overlapping categories of decision-making roles. The first category consists of 

regulatory decisions about the extent and nature of potentially harmfbl activities (e .g  

pollution. development) that will be allowed within watersheds. These decisions include 

identifving watershed boundaries. assessing the values of watershed components and the 

sources of harms to those components. and developing environmental targets and priorities 

For regulator). decisions. The second functional categoy involves actions to enforce the 

regulatory decisions. This second category consists of issuing orders. and bringing judicial 

actions to impose penalties and obtain injunctions. 

I I I.  Su b-Delegation of Regulatory Decisions 

The primary legal authorit). For the category of regulator) decisions identitied above 

are the powers to issue csrmptions from the prohibitions in sections 35 (fish habitat harm)  

and 36 (deleterious substances). and secondarily sections 32 ( tish destruction) and sections 

20-12 (obstructions to fish). The follou*ing is a discussion of the rstenr to which these 

pou.ers can be sub-delegated to a watershed council. 

resolution): Flormcc. 1. Cclnud~7 /.-!it- Trunsporf C'ommrtree). (1 9881 F.C.J. No. 1076 ( Q L )  at 18-23 {F.C. T.D.) 
(statute authorizing federal commission to set minimum Insurance requirements b> regulation did not authorize 
commission regulations providing for a committee of the commission to establish minimum insurance 
requirements on an dd h o ~ ,  basis ). 

3.8 Still another concern is whether Parliament has the constitutional power to delegate federal pohers 
to a provincial entin either direct[> or through a sub-delegation b> the federal Esecutive. Supreme Coun of 
Canada cases are relativel) clear that this "inter-delegation" is permissible. at least. if the delegatee is not a 
provincial legislature. See R. r.. S.tS/. [I9901 2 S.C.R. 254 (upholding delegation of federal power o\er 
punishment for >oung offenders to provincial Anorney General): R. r. Furtnq. [ 199 1 ] 3 S.C.R. 89 (upholding 
delegation of federal gaming power to provincial Lieutenant Governor in Council): P. E.1. Potaro .lfarkering 
Bourd 1.. W'illis. [I9521 2 S.C.R. 392 (upholding delegation of federal trade power to provincial marketing 
boards): Peraltd r. Ontario. [ 19881 2 S.C.R. 1035 (upholding delgation of federal fishing power to provincial 
minister). See also Bruce R>der. "The Demise and Rise of the Classical Paradi-m in Canadian Federalism: 
Promoting Autonomy for the Provinces and First Nations." 36 McGill L.J. 308 at 326. 346-35 1 (arguing that 
the Supreme Coun should allow Parliament to delegate federal power directly to provincial legislatures in order 
to promote hnher  provincial autonomy ). 



A. Decisions Under Sections 35 and 32 

Section 35(2) expressly allows the Fisheries Minister to issue exemptions from the 

prohibition of actions that harm "fish habitat." Nothing on the face of that section. or an>- 

other Fisheries .4cr section. appears to grant the Minister authority to sub-delegate that 

section 35(2) power. Section 35(2) also authorizes exemptions "under" regulations adopted 

by the Governor in Council pursuant to its broad regulatory authorie in section 43. The nest 

sub-part explores whether the Govemor in Council can sub-delegate its authority pursuant 

to that provision. The following sub-part addresses a potential legislative authority. outside 

of the Fislteries Act. for the Minister to sub-delegate her power to issue exemptions under 

section 3 3 2 )  of the . 4 ~ - r .  Section 32 of the .4cr authorizes the Fisheries Minister and the 

Govemor in Council to issue exemptions from the fish destruction prohibition in that section. 

The terms of the section 32 esemption are identical to those in section 3 5 ( 2 ) .  Thus. the 

following sub-delepation analysis of section 3 3 2 )  applies equally to sub-delegation under 

section 32. 

1. The Governor in Council's Power to Issue Exemptions 

In its broadest sense. the word "under" in section 3 3 2 )  could be interpreted to 

authorize the Go\.emor in Council to adopt regulations sub-delegating its authorie ro issue 

section 35( 2 ) rsemptions to local watershed councils-i e. "under" a process established b!. 

the regulations. rather than establishing the exemptions in the regulations themselves. This 

interpretation is buttressed by the Governor in Council's broad regulatory authority in section 

43. including its authorin. in section 43(1) to adopt regulations "prescribing the powers and 

duties of persons engaged . . . in the administration or enforcement" of the Fisheries .4ct and 

"providing for the carrying out of those powers and duties. . . ." The plain meaning of this 

provision. combined with the Governor in Council's plainly broad general regulation-making 

authorit). under section 43. could well be read to sanction a Governor in Council regulation 

sub-delegating to a local watershed council the power to determine which activities within 



the watershed are subject to the section 35(1) pr~hibition.'~' 

Even if the Governor in Council can sub-delegate its powers under section 35(2).  it 

likely can do so. not in a wholesale fashion. but only by adopting generic decision-making 

crireria for delegated decisions. This limitation is evident from several cases which haye 

addressed the Governor in Council's sub-delegation of its powers under a precursor to 

section 13. Those cases. involving the issuance of individual fishing licenses and quotas. 

have reached two different results.'B6 It is unclear whether the two sets of cases are factuall\. 

di~tinguishable.'~' However. read together. the cases suggest that a blanker delegation with 

no conditions or guidance from the Governor in Council runs a high risk of being considered 

an unlawful exercise of the Governor in Council's regulation-making authority under section 

43: b!. contrast. a delegation pursuant to a section 4; regulation within a rrgula~ory 

I t  ' Compare ICi~cld 1. i'oi.u Sc-oiru (Board ujRtigrstration q/'.I'ursrng ..lssrstunar. [ 19871 N . S . J .  No. 2 1 8 
I N S .  S.C.T.D.) (upholding a regulation authorizing a provincial board to conduct disciplina~ hearings fbr 
nursing assistants. based on general legislative authorip to adopt regulations soverning the licencing of nurses r .  

:so Compare .\fdrk L. C'madu ~.\finurer c!/' Frsherlrs crnd Ocrun.~). [ 199 1 ] 52 F.T.R. 208 ( F.C.+T.D. r 
(Gobemor in Council regulation delegating to the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans the authorin to issue tishing 
licenses ~ i t h  "an! . . . terns and conditions" is an unconstitutional delegation of legislative poher): R v Radish. 
[I991 J B.C.J. No. 751 (B.C.C.A.) (same): R. s. Tencrle, rt dl. [I9821 134 D.L.R. 654 (B.C. CO. Ct.1. crtyd. 
( 1983 1 145 D.L.R. (;dl 52 I (B.C.C.A. (Governor in Council resulation delegatins to British Columbia the 
authorin to adopt published regulations establishing fish closings was ultra vrrris the Fishrrres -4i.r and an 
unconstitutional delegation of legislative authorin ): with Re Peraltu dr ul. (md R. ( 1985). 49 O.R. (2di 705 
(Ont. C..4.). q r d  u.ilhout re,ltwnr rliscuss~on. [1988]. 2 S.C.R. 1045 (Governor in Council regulation 
authorizing Ontario to set individual fishing quotas was not ultra virrs the Fisheries Act nor a constitution all^ 
improper inter-delegation); Re Shod Luke Band o/'lndiuns ,Yo. 38 rr al. und rhe Qzrren in Righf oj'C)nrurr(~ 
( 1979). 15 f D.L.R. (3d)  132 (Ont. H.C.) (Governor in Council regulation delegating to Ontario the authorin 
to desiyate conditions in commercial fishing licenses is not ulrra slres). and R s. .-lgm~u. ( 1988) 65 O.R. (Zd 1 
505 (Ont. C.A.) (same). 

IS' The cases themsel~es muddle the distinctions among them. For example. the provincial coun in R. 
r. Tenulr first noted that the federal regulations at issue were **in many respects similar" to the regulations 
before the Ontario court in Re, Shoal Luke Band oflndians .Vo. 38. but then stated. with little explanation. that 
the regulations were 'lotally different and far more extensive" than those at issue in Shoal Luke. Suprd note 
286. I34 D.L.R. at 660-61. On appeal. the B.C. Coun of Appeal did not mention the Shoal Luke decision. 
lbid.  I45 D.L.R. (3d) at 525. The coun in Re Peralto stated that the regulations at issue in R. r. Tenale "ma! 
be" ulrru rires -'on the facts" but failed to indicate how the facts were different than those in Tmale. Supra note 
286 at 723. The federal coun in ,ifark s. Canada cited Tenale but did not even refer to the later decision in Rr 
Prralta. even though that decision had been afirmed by the Supreme Coun of Canada and thus. was more 
controlling than the decision in Tenule. Supra note 286 at 209-2 1 1 .  



framework established by the Governor in Council is likely to be upheld.'88 

Under this general rule of thumb. a Governor in Council regulation establishing the 

kind of delegation program discussed in Pan I of this Chapter is likely to be upheld as a valid 

sub-delegation."' This is especially true if the Governor in Council's delegation regulations 

provide that a province or basin-wide watershed program must be approved by the Governor 

in Council acting under section 43 before the delegation takes e f f e ~ t . ' ~  In addition. the 

more details that are actually provided by the delegation conditions regarding identifiing the 

kinds of activities that are subject to the section 35(1) prohibition. the more likely the 

delegation conditions will be upheld under this rule-of-thumb. These details could include 

identification of certain types of activities (e.g. in-stream construction) as subject to the 

prohibition. or the establishment of risk levels or even of ranges of risk levels for purposes 

of determining whether an activity may '*harmg* fish habita~.~" 

:$h Compare. e.,e., R. is. Tdndle. supru note 286. 134 D.L.R. at 659 (the federal regulation gites the 
pro\ incs "total authorin with regard to all inland fishep waters and with regard to all manner of fishing therein. 
. . . total divesting and abdication ofjurisdiction b! the federal authorities over inland fisheries."): hid at 66 1 
(the federal regulation "goes the whole distance and grants total authorih") with Re Prralra. supru note 286 
at 7 15. 723 (pro\ incial power to grant size of individual fishing quotas was within contest of total species- 
specific quotas and other general conditions established b) federal regulation). 

:3'2 See rbrd at 723 (delegation to province was proper because provincial discretion must be exercised 
within the contest of a "general polic)" established b> the Governor in Council). 

:ik l See R. t.. TenuIc. supro note 286. 134 D.L.R. (3d) at 662-63 (contrasting the blanket delesation with 
a pre\ ious approach in which provincial regulations had to be approved by the Governor in Council in order 
10 be effective under the Fisheries .~L.I). 

[ See supru test at note 2 t 5. 
The Fisheries .4cl provisions cited above are functionally anaIo_eous to then-section 26(g) of the 

.vorthern Infdnll Hbrers .4cr [.YlI+:-I].  R.S.C. I970 ( I "  Supp.). c. 28. which allowed the Governor in Council 
to make regulations "authoritin_e the use without a licence ofwaters. . . ." In Drne .Lbrion v. Canada. a federal 
coun construed that section as requiring that the regulations 'Ihemselves would set out fully the requirements 
necessq for authorization." Supru note 282 at 1-43. However. unlike the Fisheries .4ct provisions discussed 
above. the .j'lII:4 section specificall> required that the exemptions be issued according to several parameters 
each of which was to be '-specified in the regulations. . . ." Even if the Fisheries .-la and .VlcC:d provisions were 
given the same meaning. at ieast one observation in the Dene decision suggests that some degree of re- 
delegation is acceptable. as I o n  as the regulations provide _generic standards for case-specific decisions. See 
ibid. at 143 ("[Y]ot enough legislative guidance has been given to escape the conclusion that an unauthorized 
sub-delegation has occurred."). The Supreme Court of Canada has similarly implied that some degree of re- 
delegation is acceptable even when a statute requires an action to be taken by regulation. Branr Dain. suprcl 
note 182 at 146 (statute requires the Board to "embody its policies in a regulation."): ibtd at 15 1 (regulation 
in question fails to "provide even cr minimum of direction and specification" (emphasis added)). A Governor 



2. The Minister's Power To Issue Exemptions 

4s noted at the outset of this P a r t  nothing in section 35(2) or any other Fisheries .4cr 

provision appears to grant the Minister authority to sub-delegate her power to issue 

exemptions under section 3 3  2). However. the Deparrmenr ofFisheries and Oceans .-IceV' 

may provide the Minister with authority to sub-delegation her exemption functions under 

section 35(2) of the Fisheries .&I. Section 5 of the DFO .4cr grants the DFO Minister 

authority to enter into "agreements" with provinces. subject to approval by the Governor in 

Council. "respecting the carrying out ofprogrums for which the Minister is responsible.""' 

ITDFO's decision-making function under section 35 of the Fisheries .4cr is a"progrm" then. 

under this provision of the DFO..Icr. DFO could delegate its decision-making authority under 

Fi-clzerirs .-lcr section 3 5 ( 2 ) .  pursuant to an "agreement" with a province and approved by the 

Go\ cmor in  Council. The DFO .4cr itself does not define "programs" and the term does not 

appear ro have been construed hy any courts in the specific context of that legislation. 

However. there is a similar provision relating to Environment Canada in section 7 of the 

Deptrrrnlrnt qf 'the Enrironmenr .4cnr. "' Sect ion 5 of that legislation speci tical ly refers to 

"programs" in the contest of "promot[ing] the establishment or adoption of ohjectiixs or 

standards relating to environmental qualib. or to control pollution." That legislative 

rcfermce provides a useful guide for determining the meaning of *'programs" in the DFO 

I .Arguably. a watershed approach with the delegation components provided in pan I of 

this Chapter are subsumed by or. at least analogous to. the kinds of "programs" referenced 

in Council regulation establishing a delegated watershed approach under the Fisheries .4cr. b> contrast. would 
provide far more than "a minimum" of direction and specification. including a process for Governor in Council 
approvals of even more detailed provincial watershed plans. which approvals and the plans referenced in them 
could themselves could be adopted b> the Governor in CounciI as regulations. for purposes of sections 3 3  2 
and 13 of the Fisheries .lcr. 

20: R.S.C. 1985. c. F-IS [hereinafter DFO .4ctj. 

:a; Emphasis added. 

:ui R.S.C. 1985. c. E- I0 [hereinafter DOE .-lcr]. 



in the DOE .l~r.'~' 

In sum. the DFO Act may provide the DFO Minister with authority to sub-delegate 

her authority to issue exemptions from the prohibition in section 35. Sections 35(2) and 43 

of the Fisheries .4cr appear to provide strong support for the Governor in Council to adopt 

regulations providing for a sub-delegation of that body's authority to issue section 35 

exemptions. as long as the sub-delegation is not a wholesale "re-delegation." If the 

Governor in Council's regulations include the watershed framework and criteria suggested 

in pan I of this Chapter. they will likely avoid this "re-delegation" trap. 

B. Decisions Regarding the Regulation of Deleterious Substances 

Section 36(1) of the .4sr esempts. from the "deleterious substance" pollution 

prohibition in section 36(3). pollution which is authorized either '-by" or "pursuant to" 

regulations "applicable to [a] water or place . . . made by the Govemor in Council under 

subsection ( E )." Subsection 3 6 ( j  1. in turn. grants the Govemor in Council discretion to adopt 

regulations "prescribing" among other things "the waters or places or classes thereof' where 

deleterious substance deposits may be authorized and "the persons who may authorize the 

deposit of an! deleterious substances or classes thereof in the absence of any other authorit?. 

and the circumstances under which and requirements subject to which those persons may 

grant the aurhorization." The following anal!-sis of these provisions concludes that the 

Governor in Council has strong legal authorih to sub-delegate its esemption-issuing role 

with respect to "deleterious substance" pollution. but little if any authority to sub-delegate 

its threshold role in deciding what substances are "deleterious." 

The phrase "pursuant to" in section 36(5) makes it clear that the Govemor in 

Council's exemptions need not be reflected directly in its regulations. Moreover. section 

36(5) states expressly that the Governor in Council can delegate its power to authorize 

:Q 5 But see C~nadcl~.-frsornqr. General) v. Saskarchman W'arer Carp.. [ 19921 -1 W. W.R. 7 12 at 73-1-736 
(Sask. C.A. (construing the term "pro_mms" in the DOE .f ct as not including a federal-provincial agreement 
regarding construction of the '*Rafeq-Alarneda" darn). 



pollution. as long as the Governor in Council specifies the *~circumstances" under which that 

power can be exercised. The reference to regulations based on "water or places or classes 

thereof' provides a textual basis for establishing a delegation program within a watershed 

framework. 

This conclusion is tempered by the other provisions in section 36(j). which state that 

the Governor in Council's regulations shall also "prescribe" the types of deleterious 

substances. and the sources. quantities. and conditions in which those substances can be 

deposited. These prescriptions then provide a guide for any *-person" empowered by the 

Governor in Council's regulations to actuall~ issue section 36(4) exemptions. It is unclear 

what discretionary functions are left for that "person" to perform after the Governor in 

Council has specified the types. sources. quantities. and conditions in which deleterious 

substances can be deposited. However. a Governor in Council regulation providing tbr a 

delegation to a pro\*incial watershed council and providing for a watershed-based pollution 

control program approved by the Governor in Council. might well be considered reasonable 

gi1.m this statutory ambiguity. Notably. that kind of approach would provide far more 

"prrscri[ptions]" than those contained in delegation regulations which the Governor in 

Council has already issued under section 36( 1 ).'" 

There is a more difficult question of whether the Governor in Council can delegate 

to a watershed council the power to actually irlenrfi."deleterious substances" on n watershed 

basis. for purposes of applying the prohibition in section 36(3 ). Section 3 J( 1 ) of the .Act 

defines "deleterious substances." in part. based on a statutop standard. but also as any 

substance or class of substances prescribed pursuant to regulations adopted by the Governor 

in Council under subsection (2). That subsection empowers the Govemor in Council to 

adopt regulations "prescribing" substances. classes of substances. quantities or 

lucl The Governor in Council has adopted regulations delegating. to the natural resources Ministers of 
five provinces. its authori~ to esempt discharges of deleterious substances known as "fish toxicants" and "pest 
control products." for purposes of destroying unwanted fish. See SOR!88-258. s. 5. Those regulations provide 
relatively few restrictions on the provincial Ministen' delegated discretion to decide when to authorize the 
discharge of these substances. See SOR'88-258. ss. 6(a) (Ministers may authorize discharge when "satisfied" 
it will "enhance fishing") and 7 (toxicant will not "adversely affect fish in the waters adjacent to the waters 
where tho deposit is made"). 



concentrations of substances or substance classes. and 'meatments. processes and changes 

of water" for purposes of defining "deleterious substances" under subsection 34( 1 ). On its 

face. this regulation-making authority appears to give little room for delegation of the 

threshold function of identifiing deleterious  substance^.'^' Of course. this limitation does 

not preclude a locally-driven watershed pollution approach: it simply provides an additional 

federally-adopted piece of the overall framework for the approach. There is considerable 

suppon for this minimum federal role in a wa~ershed appr~ach.'~' 

C. Decisions Regarding Obstructions to Fish Passage 

Unlike the tish habitat and pollution provisions which vest considerable regulation- 

making authorit) in the Governor in Council. the Fisheries .4cr1s sections sprcilicall~ 

addressing obstructions to fish passage vest all discretionary powers to implement those 

sect ions expressly with the Fisheries Minister.'" These express designations appear to 

preclude the hlinister from delegating those powers to local watershed councils. but such 

delegations may be feasible as part of habitat management "programs" under the DFO . .IL*I. 

as discussed aboi-e or under the Governor in Council's authorit!. in section 4 3  h ) of the 

Fi-~hrrir-s .icnr. to adopt regulations "respecting the obstruction. . . of any waters frequented 

by fish." 

E\.en if the Minister retains primary responsibility for implementing those sections. 

-q-  
See RL' P eirditd. supru note 286 at 7 16-7 17 (noting that a legislative grant of authorin "respecting" 

a subject implies an authori~,  to delegate. in contrast to a legislative _mt of authorit) to "prescribe" certain 
things). w 

:Uh See supru note 58; see also generail! "Watershed-Based Pollution Control". supril note 50 at 103 n. 
7 1 (citing various proposals regarding the division of U.S. federal and state roles in environmental protection I. 

-09 For example. section 30( 1 requires owner;occupiers of obstructions to provide a fish-pass where the 
Minister determines it to be necessap for the public interest. . . ." See R. r: Ohuson. supru note 275 
(construing similar language regarding the fish guard requirement in section 3O( 1 ) as precluding delegation of 
Minister's authorip under that section). Section ZOfZ) authorizes the Minister to require an owner occupier to 
build a fish hatchen or provide compensation for lost fish if a fish pass c m o t  be built or the obstruction 
desno? s spawning areas. See olso. e-g. sections 2 1 ( 1 ) (Minister may authorize pa)ment of panial cost of  
constructing a fish-way): and 2 l (3)  (Minister may remove a harmful obstruction): 7 1(4} (Minister may require 
installation of fish-stops or diverters). 



the Minister could exercise that responsibility pursuant to watershed plans designed by local 

watershed councils and based upon specific recommendations of those councils. 

IV. Sub-Delegation of Enforcement Decisions 

The enforcement category of decision-making roles under the Fisheries Act consist 

roughly of: ( 1 I issuing orders requiring persons to provide inforrnation about their activities: 

( 2 )  issuing orders requiring persons to halt or rnodifv their activities: and ( 3 )  investigating. 

and tiling judicial prosecutions for. non-compliance with those orders or with the Act's 

habitat protection provisions. The .4cr refers to a confusing mix of authorities with respect 

to information gathering. Although the .-lcr authorizes the Goyemor in Council to designate 

"persons" I'or issuing pollution authorizations. section 56(6)  of the .4cr directs the Minister 

to require polluters authorized under section 36 to conduct sampling and other analyses "as 

ma), be required by the Minister*' to ensure that the polluter is complying with the terms of 

an authorization. 

Section 37( 1 ) requires persons to provide information about potential harms to tish 

habitat or deleterious substance deposits either at the request of the Minister or "in rhe 

manner and circumstances prescribed by regulations" under subsection ( 3 )(a ). That 

subsection. in turn. authorizes the Governor in Council to adopt regulations "prescribing the 

manner and circumstances" in which information must be provided "to the Minister" without 

his sprci tic request. It is uncertain whether the phrase "manner and circumstances" could 

be read to sanction regulations authorizing watershed councils to develop information- 

eathering programs under section 37. although it certainly does not preclude the Governor 
C 

in Council from adopting such a program recommended by a watershed council. 

Section 37( 1 ) provides that the purpose of the information required to be submitted 

under that subsection is to "enable the Minister" to determine whether violations of the 

section 35 and 36 prohibitions are likely to occur. This reference to the Minister suggests 

that DFO alone is responsible for taking appropriate enforcement responses to such 

information. Section 37(2) provides. however. that the Minister "or a person designated by 



the Minister" can issue orders requiring necessary modifications to. restricting. or closing 

projects. Section 37(2) orders are "subject to" Governor in Council regulations or must be 

approved by the Govemor in Council on a case-by-case basis absent such reg~lations.''~ To 

make the issuance of section 37 orders even more cumbersome. section 37(4) requires the 

Minister or a designee to "offer to consult" with any provincial governments which the 

Minister or designee '-considers to be interested." and with any *'appropriate" federal 

agencies. regarding a "proposed" section 37(2) order. Under section 37(5). the Minister or 

his designer ma)- make an "interim ordei' without offering to consult if "immediate action 
.. is necessary. 

In shon. the provisions cited above grant the Minister or a designee considerable 

authority to investigate. and issue orders with respect to. potential violations of the habitat 

and pollution provisions in sections 3 5  and 36. However. the .-kt also authorizes the 

Minister to designate qualified persons as "inspectors" and '-fishery officers" and "guardians" 

for purposes of enforcing the .4rr generally. The .Act appears to give the Minister complete 

discretion to establish these officials' quaiificati~ns.'~' Those enforcement officials have 

considerable authority to investigate potential violations of the .4rt and. in some 

circumstances. to take prompt action to remed~ or prevent those violations.'"' 

Finally. the .-fn provides for various offences and judicial remedies for those offences 

: ,#<  Section 3 3 3  )(b I gives the Governor in Council power to make regulations "prescribing the manner 
and circumstances" in which those orders may be issued. Section 37(2)(b) provides for closure orders pursuant 
to Gobernor in Council approval "in an! case" and. thus. appears to require case-by-case approval of the 
Governor in Council for all closure orders. 

:,#I See sections 5( 1 )  (tjshery officers and guardians) and 38( t ) (inspectors). It is unclear ~hethcrr the 
Governor in Council's general authority under section 43 to adopt regulations "for c q i n g  out the purposes 
and provisions" of the Fisheries .4ct enables the Governor in Council to prescribe the identities and 
qualifications of those enforcement officials. Section 38(9)(a) of the Act does expressly provide the Governor 
in Council M ith authorit) to make regulations prescribing "the person or authority" to whom reports of serious 
pollution incidents must be provided under section 38(3). 

'" See sections 38(3) (inspector can enter premises. use force. take "reasonable" preventive remedial 
measures) and 49 er sey. (similar powers for fishery oficers and guardians). See also R. r.. Brackmddd 
Esrures Ltd. Dowad. und canm. (1984). 3 F.P.R. 122 at 123-24 (B.C.Co.. Ct.) (Minister can delegate her 
information gathering authorib to a "fishery ofticer" designated under the . - k t ) .  



in large part without direct reference to the persons authorized to prosecute those offences."" 

Courts have generally held that Fisheries dcr prosecutions may be filed by the Attorneys 

General of Canada and of the ~ r o v i n c e s . ~ ~  as well as by private citizens (subjrcr to 

intervention by the federal or provincial Attorneys ~eneral  These imp1 ied delegations 

are subject to several provisions of the .4cr which refer to the Minister in various contests of 

judicial prosecu~i~ns.'~'" 

. . .* 3 See sections 10 (offences for violations of sections 3 5 .  36. and 37)  and 78 (offences for other 
violations o i  the .-!c-t). 

: , h a  See. g. g.. R. \.. Suohie  und P~lu l (  1 979). 5 1 C.C.C. (2d)  430) ( N  .B. C. .k  1. qg-d -sub nom.. S ~ C O ) ~ I ~  
cmd Prlul r .4. G. c,?'Ccrnrldu ( 1982 i .  3 F.P.R. 1 (S.C.C.) (holding that a provincial Attome) General can 
prosecute a F;sherltt~. . ~ L Y  otTense. provided the .4ttorne> General of Canada has not appeared to prosecute an 
information laid on behalf of the Government of Canada. and the legislative provision for the offence is not 
based on the federal "Criminal Law" power); but see R. re. cunuci;un Industries Ltd .  supru note 244.2  F . P . R .  
301 at j06-07 (N.B.  C..4. ) (  federal government lacks authoritj to grant a province ~.rclusrr.e authorin to enforce 
Fisherids ..lc*( pollution regulations ). 

See. e.g h'o~ruch .Jlherru. supru note 36 (affirming provincial ,4ttorne> General's authori? to 
intrnene in. and then sta?.. a private Fisheries .4rr prosecution absent proof that the sta> Has motivated b! 
"tlagrant improprien"): R. r Sucohiri dnd Pdul, supru note 304 at 438 (same). This considerable provincial 
authorin stems from the Criminrll Code. SS. 579.( I ) (granting the "Attorney General" power to sta: a private 
prosecution for an otTensct under the Code) and 2 (defining ".4ttorney General" as the provincial otficial. ~ i t h  
limited exceptions 1. Those provisions appear to appl? to Fisheries .4ct offenses pursuant to the lnt?rpre(cltio)t 
4cr. R.S.C. 1985. c. 1-2 1 .  s,  332) .  Several provisions of the F;shrrreS .-fcr itself impl? that ofenses under that 

. ~ L Y  are subject to the Crirninul C'ode. at least. regarding matten not sxpressl), addressed in the fi.sherrex .-lcVt. 
See. d.g.. Fislirirrrs .-/'.I section 82 (unless othensise stated. penalties are recoverable pursuant to C*riminulC;~tlr' 
pro\ isions relating to summan conkictions). Given these provisions. and the cases referenced above. the 
federal gokemment does not appear to have a n  authorir) to impose a sub-delegation condition limiting 
pro1 incial discretion to sta: private prosecutions. But see A. r. C'unadi~n Industries Lld.. supru note 244. 2 
F.P. R. 219 at 251 (N.B. Pro\. Ct.) (dicta stating that the provincial Attornel General can sta? a private 
Ftsherres .4rt prosecution onlv if acting with the "permission and under the control" of the Attome), General 
of Canada 1. However. the federal government may be able to wield some leverage on provincial enforcement 
decisions through the .4nome> General ofcanada's authori?. under the CrimirtuiCode provisions cited aboi e. 
to initiate and then conduct a prosecution. and through its unqualified power. in section 4 l (4 )  of the Fisherrds 
.4ct to seek an injunction against activities which are violating the .Jcr. 

KRl See. r .p sections 82( 1 ) (statute of limitations for enforcement actions expires wo years aher "the 
Ministei' became aware of the subject matter of the proceedings): 4 I ( $ )  (the "Attome! General of Canada" 
ma) file suit '-to enjoin" an)thing punishable as an offence under section 40. "notwithstanding that a prosecution 
has been instituted" regarding a section 40 offence).: section 79.2(d) (court can direct an offender to 
compensate the Minister for costs of remedia1 or preventative actions): section 79.2(h) (court can direct an 
offender to provide the Minister appropriate post-conviction information): section 71.1 (court ma) order an 
otfender to compensate the Minister for costs incurred in seizing storing. or disposing of thing seized under 
the Act l. 



In sum. the Fisheries .4cr provides considerable. if somewhat confused. legal support 

for a federal sub-delegation of Fisheries Act powers to provinces. conditioned on the 

development and federal approval of provincial watershed plans. The .4ct likely allon-s the 

Governor in Council and Fisheries Minis~er to grant watershed councils significant roles in 

deciding which activities can proceed and under what conditions. However. h e  greater the 

detail pro\-ided by the Federal delegation conditions regarding the nature of authorir). 

delegated to warcrshed councils. the more legally secure the delegation will be. 

The .4ci provides an array of enforcement roles and conhsed. uncertain provisions 

for delegating those roles to pro~inces or watershed councils. Most notably. however. the 

.4cr specifically authorizes the Minister to designate "any" other "persons." including. 

arguably. members of a watershed council. for various enforcement roles. And the section 

37 consultation requirement also encourages the involvement of provinces which is 

consistent with the local participatory element of the watershed approach. In addition. 

provinces and private citizens have authority to prosecute offences of the .-lcf. Thus. there 

is a legal basis for major provincial or local roles in collecting information. issuing remedial 

orders. and tiling judicial prosecutions. all of which could support a watershed approach 

under the Fisltrries .-I cSt. 



Chapter 5: ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE OF LEGISLATIVE INTENT 

I. Introduction - Legislative History and Evolution As Evidence of Legislative 

Intent 

Thus far. the search for a legal framework for a watershed approach has focussed on 

the plain language of the current Fisheries Acr and judicial interpretations of that language. 

The ultimate question. however. is whether a watershed approach is consistent with 

Parliament's intent in adopting the .4cr: the .4cr 's language is relevant only because it is 

generally considered the "best" evidence of Parliarnenr's intent?" 

Historically. Canadian courts have refused to consider legislative history as additional 

evidence of a legislature's intent?" However. while courts have never expressly repudiated 

that traditional "exclusionaq~ rule." they have been using legislative history more and more 

frequently. first. in interpreting provisions of Canada's Constitution and. more recently. in 

also interpreting legislation. In its 1994 edition. the leading treatise on statutop 

interpretation observed that the rxc lus ionq rule has tern "eroding at a rapid rate."'"' The 

treatise funher predicted that "it is only a matter of time before Canadian couns repudiate 

the csclusionar). rule. Nowadays. that rule is more honoured in the breach than the 

o bsen.ance.""" 

The Supreme Cow of Canada expressed doubts about this trend in the very same 

year these observations were made." ' But the Court has more recentl~ forgotten its 

;ii- See supra note 16 I and accompanying text. 

:oa By "legislative histon.." I refer to extrinsic evidence relating to passage of a particular enactment. 
other than prior. related enactments. which show the"1egislative evolution" of the enactment being interpreted. 

;i I See R. I.. Hejwood. [I9941 3 S.C.R. 76 1 at 787-789 (expressing disfavour with use of legislative 
histo?. at least. in interpreting specific s t a t u t o ~  terms). Ironically. the majority of the Court based its viexs 
on a prior edition of the same treatise. lbid at 787. 



reservations and used legislative history in statutory interpretation."' In R. 1: G l a h e .  a 

1999 decision. the Court referred to statements of the Justice Minister and others during 

Parliamentary consideration of a Bill which the Court was interpreting."' The Court 

qualified its approach by explaining that these statements were "clearly not decisi\.e" 

evidence of the meaning and purpose of the statutory provisions at issue. but were 

"nonet heless helpful. particularlv insofar as they corroborate and do not contradict the 

meaning and purpose dram from the text and the statute as a  hole." 

While never fully embracing legislative history as a tool for interpreting statutes. 

Canadian courts have long considered evidence regarding the erohrrion of legislation as 

legirimate evidence of legislatures' intent."' 

With these judicial practices in mind. pm 111 of this Chapter reviews the Fisherir-v 

.-I cr 's legislar i i  e histop to confirm that Parliament intended the language of the .-lcrts habitat- 

related provisions to be construed as broadly as their plain meaning suggests and for 

additional cvidmce regarding the scope of the .Jcr 3 delegation provisions discussed in 

Chaprcr 4. The Fisheries .4cr has been amended over forty times in the course of its roughl) 

one hundred and thin). year history. Thus. there is considerable legislative history which 

itself provides the grist for an entire Masters or Doctoral thesis. This thesis takes a nmo\+er 

approach. b\. re\-ieiving the histoc of the House of Commons' 1977 enactment of the habitat 

protection pro\.ision in section 35. and of the House's subsequent major amendments to the 

.-I c*r. 

In order to esplain that history. however. it is first necessary to at least summarize the 

... 
' I  - See St. .\/un.'s Indim Bdnd r Crunbrook ,Cic-/, [ 1 9971 2 S.C.R. 657 at 672-674. reh 2 on ~.ost.s. 

[I9971 2 S.C.R. 678 {construing terms of statutor) amendments based on inrroductoq statement b\ 
Parliamentary Secretan to Minister responsible for introducing the amendments). 

: I :  R. r Gladut.. suprrl note 16 1 at (QL) para. 45: see also. e.g.. Eastma~n Band v. James Beg. crnd 
.ibrtltdrn Quebdc ..lgretvngnr r.4drninistruror) ( 1 993 ). 98 D.L.R. (-Ith) 206 at 209-2 1 2 ( F.C.A.) (Parliamentap 
debates ma) be considered onl! when there are two possible stanttory interpretations and a coun needs to 
choose u hich of the two best suits the legislature's intent). 

11 4 See. e.g., Driedgtir. supra note 16 1 at 449: itrid. at 42-53 ('-Examining successive amendments to 
legislation often reveals the direction in which a legislative policy is evolving. An interpretation favouring that 
evoIution is appropriatel? preferred over possible alternatives."). 



evolution of the Acr. That evolution. addressed in Part 11. also provides additional clues as 

to Parliament's intent regarding the . lcl's regulatory breadth. Part II also considers clues 

which may be discerned frcjm an express. but only temporag: purpose statement which 

ParIiament included in the -4cr 's text in I 985. 

11. Clues to Legislative Intent From the Evolution of the Fisheries Act 

.A. The Big Picture 

.As noted at the beginning of this Chapter. the Fisheries .4crbs roots date back 10 

Confederation. Those roots have shaped the dcr '.s current scheme for protecting fish habitat. 

The 1 8 6 8 . 4 ~ ~  not only directed the federal government to manage fisheries. but also included 

several pro\.isions for federal protection of fish habitat. One section contained provisions 

regarding obstructions of fish ways many of whose terms exist in sections 20-22 of the 

current .-fcr."' As noted above. another section contained a provision prohibiting the killing 

of the "young" of any tish named in the .it/: this provision appears to be the precursor of 

current section 32 of the ,-lc*r."" 

The 1868 .4cr also contained the precursors to the .4n P pollution provisions in 

sections 36( 1 ) and (I)."' Still another provision of the 1868.4~1 was a modest precursor of 

the .-fc14 current pollution prohibition in section 36(3 ). b~ prohibiting the discharge of 

"[Ilime. chemical substances or drugs. poisonous matter (liquid or solid) dead or decaying 

fish. or any other deleterious substance" in waters containing fish named in the ..lCr. That 

provision also prohibited the discharge of "saw-dust or mill-rubbish" into "any stream 

frequented by fish. . . ." Similar to the exemption provisions in the current .4cr. that 1868 

provision gave the Fisheries Minister power to exempt from the prohibitions "any stream or 

; I '  See S.C. 1 867-68. c. 60. s. 11: see also tbid. s. 13.4 (requiring hat  a porrion of ail rivers be '-left open-' 
for fish passage. as currently required in section 26( 1 ) of the .dcr i .  

;it See ibid s. l j ( 9 ) .  

; I -  See ihid., s. 14 1 ). 



streams in which he considers that [their] enforcement is not requisite for the public 

interest.""" 

The 1868.4cr contained several additional provisions which. when viewed together 

with those mentioned above. provided the early foundation for the -4ct's currently broad 

habitat protection provisions. One ofthese early provisions authorized the Fisheries Minister 

to "set apart" a waterbody for purposes of the -'narural or artificial propagation of fish" and 

made it  an offense to injure any such protected areas."' Another section prohibited 

unauthorized "injur[~] or disturb[ance]" to oyster beds."" 

The most notable amendments to the.4~1 up until 1970 were those changing the . k t  '.s 

focus from certain species named in the dcr. to all "fish." including shellfish. crustaceans. 

and marine rnamrnals.''l The i 970 amendments added pollution provisions which closel? 

resemble those in current sections 36(3). and in current section 37 with respect to 

pollution."-' The 1977 amendments added the "fish habitat" provisions which are nos- in 

sections 35 and 37. clarified that the pollution provisions applied to existing pollution 

sources. and added the prohibition against the destruction of fish which is now in section 3 2  

ol' the .-kt.''; Those and several subsequent amendments have progrrssivcl!. strengthcncd 

the . ~ L - I  'S cnforcrmmt tools for violations of the various habitat-related provisions discussed 

in Pan I above.'" 

.Although its significance should not be overstated. the evolution of the Fisheries Act  

summarized above is instructive in several ways. First. the 1868 .-kt shows that Parliament 

has long considered that the federal government should play an imponant role in protecting 

:I II See ibid. s. 1 4(2). 

:lo /hid.. s. 1 3  I ). 

: :q [bid. s. 136) .  

;" 

SeeS.C. 1932.c.42.s.2. 

. *- ' -- See S.C. 1969-70. c. 63. s. 3. 

.*. '-.' See S.C. 1976-77. c .  35,  ss. 5 - 8. 

. - 
*-J See ibid.:S.C. 1985.c.3l:S.C. 199I.c. I 



fish habitats. The original legislation also shows that Parliament has long recognized the 

importance of a comprehensive approach toward fish habitat protection. The original .4rt 

covered a broad range of pollution from myriad sources: and its fish obstruction provisions 

showed a recognition that pollution was not the only source of harm to fish habitat. Prof. 

McLaren has criticized the government's first few decades of'implementing the Fisheries .-lo 

on the grounds that it  lacked a systemic focus because. in his view. this failure set a 

precedent that has long continued.'" But this precedent was largely the fault of the 

executive branch: the 1868 dcr provided a legal framework. albeit modest. for a systemic. 

watershed approach. 

Still another inference from the evolution of the Fisheries . k t  is that the broad plain 

language of the .4cr 's current habitat protection provisions. rather than appearing out of the 

blue. are the result of a gradual expansion of the .Act '3 approach toward habitat protection. 

B! showing a consistentl! expanding regulatory approach. this trend sentes to further 

'.legitimate" the current .4cr 's facially broad reach. 

B. More  Legislative Evolution: The Case o f  the Vanishing Statement o f  

Purpose 

The Fisheries . k t  currentlg lacks an express statement of purposes. although it did 

have one for a brief period. This unusual hisrop provides additional. useful clues as to 

whether Parliament intended the *'fish habitat" and related provisions to be given their broad 

plain meanings. 

In 1985. Parliament amended the Fisheries Ao by. among other things. adding 

section 2. I .  entitled "Purposes.""~he first purpose listed in that section was to '*pro\.idc 

for the consen.ation and protection of fish and waters frequented by fish. . . ."j2' The section 

;:c See McLaren. supra note 14 at 458-259. Chapter 6 o f  this thesis confirms McLaren's view that the 
goiernment still lacks a systemic regulator). approach under the . -k t .  

:la S.C. 1 9 8 5 . ~ 3 1 .  5 . 2 .  

.-- 
[bid (new Fisheries .4cr s. 2.l(a)) .  



also stated Parliament's intent to "provide for the proper" "management." "control." and 

"allocation" of in-land and sea-coast fisheries."' With respect to sea-coast fisheries. the new 

purpose statement indicated Parliament's intent ' to ensure a continuing suppl? of fish . . . to 

maintain and develop the economic and social benefits flowing from the use of fish. . . ."" 

These purposes are not the most ambitious legislati\.e statement of environmental 

objectives.'" but they nevertheless suggest a bottom line in the balancing of environmental 

and economic interrs~s. Arguabl). in order to "conserve" and --protect" fish. ihe viability or 

sustainability of fish species cannot be sacrificed to economic interests (unrelated to use of 

fish). Significantly. Parliament's specific purpose with respect to sea-coast fisheries. as 

quoted above. was made expressl!. "subject to" the consenation purpose.:'" thus confirming 

Parliament's intent that consenarion goals provide a bottom line. or a frarncu-ork mithin 

L\ hich other goals could be promoted. 

Even it '  i t  prot.ides a conservation-oriented bottom line. the 1985 amendment's 

statement of purpose does not espressly embrace a watershed approach."' But thar approach 

is implicitly supported h \  the purpose statement if. as suggested in Chapter 1 above. rhr. 

watershed approach is a necessary framework for *-consen+ing" and -'protecting" aquatic 

ecus!.stems. 

The legislative histop of the 1985 Bill suggests that the Bill's rspress statement of 

. . 

.-% Ihltl. (new Fisht~rra . k t  s .  2 .  I (a). (b) and (d ) ) .  

: -u /bid. ( new Fisherids .4ct s .  2 .  I ( c ) ). 

3 - 0 ,  Compare section 10 1 ( a )  of the C1.S. Clt.un Mutdr . k t .  33 U.S .C .  9 1 ZS I ( a )  (congressional objective 
ro .'restore and maintain the chemical. ph>sical. and biological integrity of the Nation's waters."): "Barriers". 
supru note 3 at 1038 (describing this objective as "one of the best declarations of an ecosystem-based 
aspiration in any federal law"). 

... 
S.C. 1985, c .  3 I .  s. 2 (new Fisheria ..let s. 2.l(c)). 

..- "- During House debates on the 1985 Bill. one legislator specifically questioned the utility of the Bill. 
among other reasons. because it contained "no plan to base [fisheries] enhancement on the principle of 
watershed management." House of-Commons Debates ( 6  May. 1985) at 4989 (statement of Tan Waddell). The 
legislator's comments were not followed by any discussion of whether the Fisheries .4cl already provided an 
implicit legal framework for that principle. But see infro text at notes 363-365 (legislative discussion of 
watershed approaches in the contest of the 1977 Fisheries ..la amendments). 



the .-lcr's purpose to "protect" and "conserve" fish did not reflect a conservation-oriented 

change of Parliamentary heart. but was intended simply to codif?- Parliament's long-standing 

intent. In the House debates on the Bill. the Fisheries Minister stated that his primary reason 

for proposing the 1985 statement of purposes was to avoid injunctions in two recent court 

cases. Those cases had held that the Minister could not make marine fish allocation 

decisions based upon factors other than the protection and conservation of fish."' Thus. 

while the Minister disagreed with the courts that fish consenation was his only valid reason 

for exercising his legislative authority under the . k r .  he did not disagree with the courts' 

premise that the dcr was intended to conserve fish."' 

If the 1985 purpose only confirmed a consenlation-oriented intent that was prei*iously 

implicit. what is the significance of the absence of that or any other statement from the 

current version of the .4cr1? In the same 1985 Bill in which it  adopted the express purpose 

statement. Parliament provided that the statement would be repealed on January 1. 1987.';' 

The House debates on the 1985 Bill make it clear that Parliament's decision to repeal the nru 

purpose statement within two years of its enactment was an accommodation for those 

legislators who had resensations about the 1985 Bill. The). were concerned about the 

appropriateness of the federal governmmt's consideration of factors other than consemation 

. . . ... 
H~~s~~c) f *C 'ommons Dehclrds (6 March. 1985) at 2?87-279 1 (testimony ofJohn Fraser. DFO hlinisterl. 

2795 (Ra? Skell! 1.2800 (Morrisel Johnson). 2804 (William Rempke) ),2842-2843 (Ted SchelIenberg1: see 
also Gulf Trofkrs .Jssn. r. .\lirtlsrr.r f Dqorrrnent ql'Fishertc5 mrl Oceuns,. [ 19841 2 F.C. 398 (F.T.D. 1. rc'r 'd 
(after Fjsherjes .Jcr amended). [ I  9871 2 F.C. 92 (F.C.A.); Fishing I'ersscll Owners'..lssn. Of B. C' r. ~'unudd 
t.ltfonrt.?- Genercrlr ( 1986) 32 D.L.R. (4") 73 7. ntotronfor l a w  to uppmf dismi~sed. ( 1 987) 77 N.R. I 57n 
(S.C.C. 1. 

: :J 

.As noted above. the plain language of the 1985 purpose statement suggests that fish protection and 
consen ation were intended to be bottom lines. above which other factors could be considered in managing 
fisheries. The House Debates are unclear on this issue. See House of Commons Debares (6  March. 1985 I at 
2788 (Minister John Fraser) ("Fisheries management involves not just resource goals but also social and 
economic goals. Clause 2 . . . makes ciear . . . the intent of the . k r .  It i s  to provide for the management of the 
fisher! in all its dimensions."): 2790-1791 (noting that there would be far more closures of fisheries i f  
conservation was the on11 purpose): 2800 (Morrisel Johnson) (the amendments are necessar) to ensure that 
fisheries management objectives do "not end with the protection and conservation ofthe resource."): ihrd (23 
Ma!. 1985) at 4989 (Ian Waddell) (rspanded legislative authorin will dilute the .-lcr's effectiveness for '-the 
protection of the environment."). 

:;c S.C. 1985.c. 31.ss.6.9. 



in making allocation decisions and that the Minister's hasty introduction of the Bill had 

precluded a full debate on the issue.''' 

Given this concem. Parliament's failure to re-enact the statement of purpose afier i t  

espired in 1987 suggests only that Parliament continued to have doubts about whether the 

Minister should serve social goals other than those related to fish conservation. There was 

no concem about whether the Fisheries Act was an important tool for promoting the 

consenmation of fish."' Thus. the 1985 expression of Parliament's intent. eve" though short- 

lived. confirms a conservation-oriented intent that was already implicit in the .4cr.'" .AS 

noted above. that intent supports a watershed approach. at least. if directed toiwrds the 

conservation of tish. 

111. Legislative History of the Fisheries Act's Environmental Protection Provisions 

The parliamentary proceedings are more significant than the .-lcr '.s overall hisroc in 

conliming the current .4cr's broad approach ioward fish habitat protection. Those 

proceedings clearly demonstrate that Parliament has recognized the complex ecological links 

on which fish depend. the myriad human activities which threaten the integri~,ofthosc links. 

and the corresponding nerd for a broad regulatory brush to address those problems. 

Cpon introducing the 1977 amendments for a second reading in Parliament. Fisheries 

Minister Romeo LeBIanc observed that both the causes of harm to fish and the ecosystem 

components on which tish depend were far-reaching and that the 1977 amendrnmts uere 

: :c H a s d  r?tL*ommons Dchur~s(6 March. 1985 at 2808 (Jim Fulton); ihrd. ((23 Ma). 1985) at 49874988 
(Jim Fulton); ibiJ. ( 2 5  June. 1985) at 6 127 (John Fraser). 

.a- 

Besides providing a short-lived statement of purposes. the t 985 Bill espanded the Fislrerids ..I~.t'.s 
detinition of --fish" in several respect. but provided for the repeal of that expanded definition in 1987. S.C. 
1985. c. 3 I ,  ss. 1.5.9. In 199 I ,  Parliament re-enacted the espanded 1985 definition. in large part (S.C. 199 1. 
c. I .  s. I ( ? ) ) .  but without also re-enacting the 1985 statement of purpose. The House Debates and Cornminee 
Hearings shed no light on why Parliament did not reinstate that statement. 

: :g See also. d.g. Int ? Fund@ -4nimal C('e!fure. supra note 229 at 344 (.-ict s purposes include the 
'-consenation and protection of fish"); Comeciu P Sea Foods. supra note 708 at 25-26 (Fisheries Minister's 
duties under the . k t  include **consen.[ation of] . . . fish"). 



intended to provide the necessary reach. The Minister noted that fish habitat protection was 

necessary to protect fish. Protecting fish habitat. in turn. required 

controlling the use of wetlands. The banks of streams. the foreshores of 
estuaries. provide nutrients to the larger eco-system of lakes and oceans in 
amounts far out of proportion to their size. The chain of life extending to the 
whole open ocean depends on bogs. marshes. mudflats and other 'useless- 
looking' places that ruin your shoes. "' 

Minister LcBlanc's statement clearly reflects a holistic ecosystem v i m .  although one migh~ 

question whether he acknowledged the entire range of upland ecosystem components on 

which fish indirectly depend.""' 

LeBlanc viewed the threats to fish in equally broad t e n s  as "[slocial grou-th and 

change." "urban and industrial growth." and "de~rlopment".'" He referred specificall!. to 

"bulldozer[s] . . . plowing up the foreshore." "landfill. dredging. excavation. or other such 

projects in . . . smsiti\*r areas." and .Bdr\.elopers. loggers. land reclaimers. and so on.";" 

LrBlanc's view ofpollution. itself. wasespansive. He referred to the bulk ofocean pollution 

resulting. not from vessel spills. but from "the land. via rivers. seaports and the air." %lost 

of the land-based pollution likewise resulted. not from spills. but from "built-in sources: 

municipalities. factories. pulp mills and the like. that pour cfnuent into our waters day in and 

JnF  out^"'"^ 

In addition to stressing the need for legislative tools to directly address these diverse 

sources and protect the myriad ecosystem components on which fish depend. the Minister 

;;a 
Hour? uf'C0r)nmrons De.hurc.s ( 16 Ma!. 1977) at 5668 (cited in Gertler I I .  supra note 36 at 2 16). In 

&'ustmuirt Bund the Federal Coun of Appeal denied an application to strike this speech from an attachment 
to a p a p ' s  statement of facts and lau on the merits of the appeal involving the Fisheries .4ct. Supra note 3 I3 
at 2 10-2 12. However. when it reached the merits. the coun never referred to the speech. 99 D.L.R. (4'") 16 
at 4042 (F.C..4.). 

a l l  But see House. o~Cammons Debates ( 16 May. 1977) at 5668 ("the welfare of fish population is  
closel>. linked to what is taking place on shore."). 



also stressed the need for *'flexibility" and **constant monitoring and re~traint."'~ and to be 

able to address habitat threats before the harms occurred. to "examine the plans first. and to 

require modification or. if necessary. prohibition."''" Of particular importance for purposes 

of this thesis. he noted that. because 

[all! components of the environment interact with each other. . . it is essential 
that all government agencies. federal. provincial and municipal. work 
together to get the job done. This son of teamwork is particularly important 
in dealing with the vast quantities of sewage ofien containing industriaI*wastr 
waters discharged daily by cities and tofins into our lakes. rivers. and 
~ceans.'.'~ 

LeBlanc's recognition of the need for "team~ork" due to the "interact[ions]" among 

ecosystem components sounds v e p  much like the arguments for ecosystem approaches to 

m\-ironmental protection. as discussed in chapter 1 above. 

At the hearing of the House Standing Cornminee on Fisheries and Forestp following 

the second reading of the Bill. klinistrr LeBlanc justified the Bill in pan through the 

testimony of experts about the myriad sources of harm to Pacific and .Atlantic coastal lish 

habitats."- 

The reaction of the minority legislators who ultimarely supported the 1977 Bill is also 

instructi\.e as to Parliament's overall intent. In the Standing Committee hearings follo\cing 

the House's second reading ot'the 1977 Bill. British Columbia SDP legislator Stuar~ Legpatt 

cspressly recognized the need for a watershed approach to protect fish in the Frascr Riwr 

:A& /bid. at 5668: see also House of Commons. .\linurrs g r h e  Proceedings rrnd EriJenrt. ql'rhe S[undir!r: 
C'c~mmirrtv on Ftshdriex und Fore-rg. R2sspclcrin~ Bill C-38 t 8 June. 1977). No. 29 at I2 ( LrB lanc statement 
that the Bill's provisions were designed to be -*fornard looking" and were "vep much need[edl . . . in order 
to manage, protect. and conserve the fisheries resources. . . .": and noting that the "orientation should be 
prebentative in nature . . . it should deal with the problems . . . at the planning stage of development.") 
[hereinafter .\finurt.s Respecring: Bill C-381. See also GenIer il. supw note 36 at 216 (citing LeBlanc's 
statements as evidence that the -4ct was intended to create a "prevenrivr and ~ l o n n i n g . ~  regulator! regime for 
protecting fish habitat). 

:'" 
Flous~~ c?t-C'omrnom Dtlburd~ (16 May. 1977) at 5669. 

:I- 
.tfinrrrdr Rdspe.c.rm_p.- Bill C-38. supra note 355 (8 June. 1977). Issue 29 at 15-23. 



and asked whether that approach could be provided under the Fisheries . . l~t . ' ' '~ Minister 

LrBlanc implied that it could. by responding that he had just entered into an agreement with 

the British Columbia Environment Minister for a "cooperative" approach toward protecting 

the Fraser River basin."" 

Other minority legislators were concerned about the federal-provincial conflicts 

which might result from the far-reaching federal role envisioned in the Bill. For example. 

commenting on the Bill that was equivalent to the final 1977 amendment for purposes here. 

one legislator from the minorit) Progressive Conservative party noted that a great deal of the 

authority that had previously heen assumed by provinces in the area of water and air 

pollution would be assumed by the federal government if Parliament adopted the .-la 's 1977 

amendments. '"' 
Ar a subsequent Standing Committee hearing on the Bill. this legislator noted again 

:"" 
Speaking to Minister LeBianc. he stated: 
[Tlhe Fnser problem is not a single problem: it is a co-ordinated problem. . . . [Wle h a ~ e  
an in dust^ here. a chipping awa) there. . . [Hjow do )ou go about co-ordinating 
development on the Fraser'? . . . . The reason that river gas gone done 70 per cent [in the 
amount of  productibe fish habitat] is because the area was chipped awa) piece b? piece. It 
seems to me hacr to have some over-all co-ordinating authorir) in which )ou would pla! 
a major role.. . . You hate tremendous pouer here under this bill. . . . .4s I read this bill. >ou 
could. . . shut down almost evec industq. . . . But h o ~  can you exercise it unless >ou hake 
a co-ordinating asenc? that brings the whole river development together. . . ?" 

lhrd at 3 I .  At a hearing the nest da?. Mr. Leggan repeated his concern: 
Where do we put all this stuff together so that there is a river authorin? It is not within this 
bill. How do H e  organize all levels of government so the) protect [the Fraser] because ~e 
are still chipping awa) at the river. one place at a time. . . ? How do we theme all that? Do 
we need some new laws ~ h i c h  control that entire river development in order to bring it 
back'? 

Ibid. ( 9  June. 1977). Issue No. 30 at 14. At the House's third reading of the Bill following these committee 
hearings. Mr. Lsggatt \ igorousl? endorsed it. noting in somewhat abstruse terns that the Bill's "value . . . is 
not mere]) its capacin to put some clout into protecting fish habitat; . . . [but also] that it says something about 
valuing our natural resources. It places a premium on our renewable resources. . . . With this bill. the debate 
on the nature of an industrial s o c i e ~  has been moved forward." House ofCommons Debates (28 June. 1977) 
at 7 166. 

;an .ifinures Respecring: Bili C-38. supra note 345 (8 June, 1977). lssue 29 at 32. 

:c,, 
Houst? q/'CTonrmons Debdie3 ( I6 May. 1977) at 5692 (William H. Jmis .  PC): see also ihid. at 5698 

(Fred McCain. PC) (Bill's espansive provisions intrude on provincial authorit):); ibid (28 June. 1 977) at 7 163 
(Lloyd Crouse, PC, member of Fisheries Standing Committee) ("appalled" to see human impact on the 
en\ ironment. but concerned about potential federaL1provincial clash over pollution jurisdiction). 



that the federal government could use the Act to regulate activities historically regulated b?. 

the provinces. but acknowledged that a strong federal role was ultimately necessary because 

of the "emergency" nature of efforts to protect fish habitat.'" At h e  House's third reading 

of the Bill. he described it as a "massive movement into an area that the provinces had 

considered their jurisdiction.""' The legislator noted his "serious resenations" about the 

breadth of the Bill. because it could be read to give the Minister the "ability to . . . determine 

the course of development . . . of land that would normally be the responsibility of the 

provincial and municipal governments. . . . [Tjhe location of industry could easily be 

controlled under this ..lc.r.""" 

One British Columbia legislator similarly noted that the Bill could cause "serious 

industrial dislocation" if implemented with a "heavy hand" but implied that that approach 

could be necessary given the fish habitat problems created by the mining and logging 

industries in his province. The legislator also implied that the .-Ire[ would provide the means 

to stop what he considered a "massive and concerted attack" on the fish habitat of the Fraser 

Riwr in British Columbia."'l Another B.C. legislator made remarks which recognized the 

considerable power the Bill gave to the Minister to protect fish habitat. although he wa~cred  
: c c  

on whether he thought i t  was appropriate for the Minister to use that power agyressivel~. 

: & I  

\li,turtz.s Respttcrrng Bill L'-38 (9  June. 1977). lssue No. 30 at 28. 

: c ;  
/bid at 7166. Mr. Jarvis expressed his "hope" that the Bill would not be "interpreted as a lair-\sr 

would interpret it but in a more liberal fashion. . . ." Ibld. Rather than indicating his intent that the . - f~-r  hale 
a narrower reach than that provided by the Bill's plain language. however. this statement indicates his intent 
that the government use "co-operation and consultation" rather than a "heal? hand" toward the m>~iad sources 
covered b> the Bill's plain language. Ihid. 

: s J  

Ibid. at 7 167 (Stuart Leggan. NDP member of Fisheries Standing Committee). Mr. Leggatt espressed 
his views previousl!. at a Standing Committee hearing following the House's second reading of the Bill. At 
that hearing. he noted his concern with the extensive powers that it would give the Minister. but stated that 
-'bringing back the fishing resources of both coasts is so important that I must sa) that at this point I am on the 
side of making sure that we have the clout to bring back these streams." 3linurd.s Rdspecring: Bill c-38. supru 
note 345 ( 8  June. 1977). lssue No. 29 at 29. 

:'< 
Holise. uf'Conrnions Ddwets (28 June. 1977) at 7 167 (Bob Briscoe. Fisheries Standing committee 

member) {noting that there would be "trouble" if the Minister enforced the Bill with an "iron fist." but also 
noting that the Minister would need "internal fortitude" and should "be prepared to use his clout" to protect 



A Progressive Conservative legislator from Nova Scotia noted that the Bill could 

cause problems by authorizing the Minister to tread in a "rather sensitive" area of provincial 

jurisdiction. but acknowledged that the Bill must do so in order to be "effe~tive."'~' The 

legislator also acknowledged the breadth of the Bill's habitat and pollution provisions. citing 

with apparent agreement the Committee testimony of an industry official that the Bill 

"'creates blanket offences by turning most people who conduct themselves normally in an 

aquatic environment into criminals - unless their conduct has been exempted. . . Bur 

rather than oppose those provisions on their face as being too broad. the legislator indicated 

that he was anxious to see the how the Minister applied them in 

Given the overall histoq of the Fisheries .4cr summarized in the previous section. 

one might disagree with these legislators' presumption that the 1977 amendments 

dramatically increased the federal government's legal authority to protect fish habitat relative 

to that of the provinces."' However. the legislators' concerns are significant as an indication 

of their views that the .-lcr. as amended in the 1977. provided the Minister with esfensivc 

authority to protect fish habitat. 

The Parliamentary proceedings on the . 4 ~ r  3 1991 amendments provide additional 

support for a broad plain reading of the .4cr 's habitat protection sections. A s  relevant here. 

the 199 1 amendments signiticantly strengthened the penalties for vioiations of the .=IL*/ 'v 

habitat protection provisions and the Department's authority to inyestigale potential 

fish habitat from the m)riad sources of harm in the upper Columbia River basin.). 

:4q 

/bid. at 7 169 (Robert McCleave. member of Fisheries Standing Committee). 

:<- 
Ibid. at 7 170-71. The legislator noted the possibility that. under the Bill's plain language. a person 

-'might inadvenentlj be breaking the law by putting our toes into a pond. perhaps trampling on a small fish and 
thereb! demo)-ing some of the aquatic environment." ibid. at 7 17 1. 

;cu Ibid. 

;tr: This disagreement was espressed by several members of the Liberal majority party during the 
proceedings on the 1977 amendments. See. d.g. House of Commons Debares (28 June. 1977) at 7 1 72 (Jim 
Fleming. Parliamentar) Secretary to the Minister of the Environment) ("[Tlhis bill is s impl~  an extension of 
some of these [existing] powers."); .\finules Respecring: Bill C-38. supra note 345 (8 June. 1977). Issue No. 
29 at 13 (Romeo LeBlanc) (noting that the federal government has long had the power to protect fish and fish 
habitat). 



violations of those  provision^.'^^ Those amendments also included a requirement that the 

Minister repon annually to Parliament on the "adminis~ation and enforcement" of the habitat 

and pollution prevention provisions of the . d ~ r . ~ ' '  

The increased penalties were widely recognized among legislators as necessary to 

strengthen the .4cr1s ability to deter a variety of activities from harming fish habitat.'"' If 

anything. legislators were concerned more with the potential failure of the Minister to use 

the .?cbr '-7 enforcement tools than with the tools' bite or the breadth of activities to which the 

tools might apply.'b' 

Significantly. several legislators recognized the need for a watershed kind of 

approach toward habitat protection and implied that the Fisheries .lcr could provide the legal 

;04, S.C.  199 1 .  c. I .  ss. I0 (penalties). I3 dr 5t.q (investigation powers). 

;h: See Horrsd of C'ommor~s Ddbufd.~ ( 19 June. 1990) at 12.975- 12.978 ( Bernard Valcoun. PC. Minister) 
("If >ou uant to build a road across a river to access your camp or woodlot. o u  had better not destro) the tish 
habitat because o u  are going to be liable. . . ."): rhrd. at 12.997 (David Stupich. NDP)  (West Coast hab~tat "of 
great concern" is being disturbed b> industry as well as b> bridge and road consrmction. "We have to looh 
at the larger picture."); ibrcl. ( 12 October. 1990) at I4.084 (Roger Simmons) ("[P]ollution of fish habitat is 
unconscionable in the first instance and it can no longer be allowed to happen."): hid. at 15.1 I2 ( Francis 
LeBlanc) (habitat destruction is resulting not just from small activities. but also From "companies u hich build 
a f a c i l i ~  close to a coastline or river. thereby polluting. . . . That practice has to be stopped."); hid. ( I9 Oct.. 
1 990) at 14.428 ( Fred Mifflin. Liberal) (the Ftshet-12s .4cr provides "legal authority for the government to 
conserve and protect fish habitat where the fish live. swim. spawn. grow and are caught": noting that activities 
harmful to fish habitat include logging. pulp and paperprocessing. industrial emissions.. . and bridge and rural 
consrmction."); 161d ( 1 i Dec.. 1990) at 16,603 (Brian Gardiner) (the Bill wiil give "yet another message . . 
. that Parliament takes fooling around with fish habitats seriousl) ."); ibid. ( 12 Dec.. 1990) at 16.615- 16.56 (Jim 
Karpoff) (noting the need to for the Minister to address pollution from sewage facilities. pulp mills. log storage 
facilities. and impacts from the .4lcan water diversion project. just as much as accidental spills ftom small 
operators); ibid. at 16.65 1- 16,653 (Nelson Riis. NDP) (noting problem with logging right to the river's edge: 
citing reports providing comprehensive picture of threats to the overall Fraser River basin. including 
"haphazard and chaotic" planning). 

ic :  See House rtfC'ommonr Deburcrs (2  Oct.. 1990) at 12.673 (Brian Gardiner) ("How do you ensure that 
a sovernrnent . . . will actuall> implement legislation and see that the laws to protect fish habitat are followed'? 
How do we guarantee that. . . ?"); rhid at 13,702 (same); ibid ( 12 Oct.. 1990) at 14.1 13 (Francis LeBlanc); 
ibid. ( 5  Dec.. 1990) at 16.350. 16.603 (Gardiner) (introducing amendment to the Bill to require annual repon 
to make government more accountable to the public for lack of enforcement); ibid. ( 12 Dec.. 1990) at 16643 
(George Proud) (critical of government's commitment to enforce the .dcr); ibrd. at 16.654 (Rex Craw ford) 
(same): ibid. at 16.659 (Dawn Black) (same); but see also ibid. ( 2  Dec., 1990) at 13.696 and ( 1 1 Ds.. 1990) 
at 16.606 (Coline CmpbeII) (opposed to the Bill based on belief that inshore fisheries would bear the brunt 
of the enforcement actions for fishing violations). 



framework for that appr~ach . '~  One legislator noted that the Fraser River needed a 

"multijurisdictional approach . . . where all the stakeholders are involved. . . ." He noted that 

the kind of management plan that had been developed for the Fraser River estuary should be 

used as a model for the entire river.34' 

Another British Columbia legislator speaking about the Fraser River similarly noted 

the need for an "integrated management structure" involving federal. provincial. and 

municipal representatives: at another point he suggested a "regional watershed management 

authority" to develop a coordinated plan for all of the Fraser River's sub-basins: he like\vise 

referred to the nerd for -'systematic" pol lution control ."' 

The evidentiary weight of each these comments on the 199 1 .Amendments. by itsrl t 

is relatively ION.. because they were made by just a few legislators regarding a Bill that dealt 

more with enforcement of the .4cr 's habitat provisions than with the breadth of the provisions 

themselves. However. when viewed together with the .-kt's facially broad language. the 

absence of an!. contradictory remarks from other legislators. and the similar statements mads 

in the contest of the 1977 amendments. these statements contirm that Parliament as a whole 

intended the . k t  '.s terms ro be read as broadly as their plain meaning. whether or not all 

legislators contemplated using the .4ct to support a watershed approach. 

104 Ironically. during the House Debates on the 1985 amendments to the Fisheries .-lcr. a British 
Columbia legislator expressed concern that the amendments did not provide a "plan to base enhancement on 
the principle of watershed management." House ofCommons Debores (23 May. 1985) at 4.989 (Ian Waddell ). 
This criticism does not necessarily indicate that the legislator believed the Minister lacked authority under the 
.4ct to implement a watershed approach; it onl) suggests that the legislator did not believe the .-let required 
such an approach. The le_pislator's criticism was met, not by a legal analysis. but b~ the comment that the 1985 
amendments were "housekeeping" in nature and were not intended to comprehensively rebise the . k t .  [hid. 
( 2 5  June. 1985) at 6.1 3 1 (John Fraser. PC). 

:Q* 

Housd c~'Cornmons Debures ( 1 1 Dec.. 1990) at 16,605 (Brian Gardiner). Gardiner noted as "vital" 
the "whole question of how to protect the habitat systematically. which has to be done stream by stream and 
foreshore b! tbreshore. . . . As well we have to look at it industp by industq all the way from the headwaters 
down in terms of pollution." [bid. ( 12 Dec.. 1990) at 16.638. Another legislator explained in similar terms 
that "[H.]c can no longer look at our environment in separate pans. Evevhing in our globe is intrr-related." 
lbid at 16.66 1 (Dawn Black). 

;w /bid. at 16.64546 (Jim Karpoff). 



In sum. the above analyses of the legislative history and evolution of the Fisheries 

.4c1 confirm the textual interpretation. in Chapter 3. that Parliament intended the .4cr to 

provide a comprehensive regulatory approach in protecting fish habitat. That confirmation. 

in turn. hrther suppons the conclusion that the .4cr provides a legal framework for the broad 

substantive focus of a watershed approach. The analysis in this Chapter also provides 

additional support for the conclusions in Chapter 4. that the -4cr gives the federal 

eo\,emment sufficient authority to delegate its regulator).- responsibilities to implement the 

participation component of the watershed management model outlined in Chapters 1 and 4. 



Chapter 6: DFO's APPROACH IN PROTECTING FISH HABITAT 

The legislative analyses in Chapters 3-5 suggest that the Fisheries .4cf provides strong 

legal support for a watershed approach which addresses a broad range of watershed 

ecosystem components and the myriad harms to those components. As noted in Chapter I .  

DFO's s t ratee for sustainable development includes adopting an ecosystem approach to 

en\ ironmental protection.'" This Chapter considers the extent to which DFO's policies for 

implementing the Fisheries .Act actually reflect an ecosystem approach. As relevant here. 

these policies are provided in DFO's 1986 Fish Hubirrrl .Ilunugemenr Polic:v.'"' Although 

DFO has not revised that document since its inception. more recently DFO has issued se\.cnl 

supplementar? polic! documents. These are the Directire on the lssltuncr qfsirh.srr.tio}? 

3 j t 3  .4urhori,-utio~rs.l^' the Hubirur Consemution and Protection G~iddines . '~" and the 

H.4 DD From~u*urk."" Each of those policy documents is considered be low. 

I. The Foundation: DFO's Fish Habitor Management Policy 

This long-standing document provides the benchmark for DFO's implementation of 

section 35 of the Fisheries .-kt. The document starts by stating that DFO will "c*ooperure" 

with other agencies and other levels of govemmmt "in un efforr to implement resource 

management procedures on an ecosystem basis.""' The italicized portions of this statement 

underscore the tentative nature of DFO's commitment to an ecosystem approach: the 

following analysis shows that DFO has not pursued that approach aggressively through its 

;,. - 
See srrprd note I5 and accompan>.ing text. 

;hS See suprcr note 20 1 .  

.,.* DFO ( Ma: 25. 1 995) [hereinafter Dircictivr]. 

; -, 

DFO. 2"" od. (Ottawa: DFO. 1998) [hereinafter Hubirur Guidelines]. 

: - 7  

See supra note 1 7 1 .  

- 9 ' - See sirprir note 20 1 at 12- 13 (emphasis added). 



own regulatory program. The analysis first addresses limitations on the Policy s applicabilit) 

and then considers the three components of the Policy s content: "net gain." "no net loss." 

and "integrated resource planning." 

-1. Applicability of  the Fish Habitat Management Policy 

At its outset. the Poiicy states that it  applies broadly to "all projects and activities. 

large and small . . . that could 'alter. disrupt or destroy' fish habitats. by chemical. physical 

or biological means. . . ." However. the Poliq, also states that it actually applies onl! to 

activities occurring "in or near the water. . . .""' This limitation appears to exclude upland 

activities. like logging or residential development. which may harm fish habitats. and thus. 

precludes applying the Policy on a full watershed basis. 

The Pulic:~.'.~ next section. entitled "National Application." narrows the Polic:v'-~ 

application even funher. by stating that the Policy will appl) only to those fish habitats 

"directlg or indirectl>" supporting fish which are of value for commercial or recreational 

purposes. or for "Native fishing activities. . . . - 5  74 The Polic:v then states DFO's 

"rccogni(tion of1 its rcsponsibiiit)" to protect fish and their habitats which have "either a 

demonstrated potential themselves to sustain fishing activities. or a demonstrated ecological 

suppon function for the fisheries reso~rces."'~! Accordingly. the Polic~. states that it  will be 

applied '-as required in support of fisheries resource consen.ation." but will '-not necrssariI!- 

be applied to all places where fish are found in Canada. . . ."""n the Leery nest paragraph. 

the Poiic;\*mentions the federal governrnmt's legislative authority over "fisheries" under the 

Constituti~n.?~' but it does not indicate that this limitation on the Policj*'s applicabili~. was 



based on DFO's view as to the extent of this constitutional authority. The analysis in 

Chapter 7 suggests that this limitation is questionable from a constitutional ~tandpoint."~ 

The Policj- also states that DFO will not "actively" apply it in those provinces which 

have been delegated whole or partial responsibility for fisheries management. although DFO 

will --mcourage" those provinces to use the Policy thern~elves.~'~ This deferential approach 

supports those who criticize "cooperative federalism" as lacking ac~ountability."~ 

Finally. the Poliqr summarizes. as "follow[ing]" from the above limitations. that it  

will appl! only to those areas where "most damage to fish habitats has taken place and where 

the risk of hture damage is highest."'" This limitation suggests that the Policy may not he 

used to prevent losses to fish habitat from the cumulative impact of numerous small habitat 

harms. although the Poiic:\* does address this problem sorne~hat.'~' 

In short. although DFO touts the Pulir:~. as the "cornerstone" for its implementation 

of section 35. the Policy on its face docs not purport to protect all "fish habitats." or to 

address even all intra-watershed harms for those watersheds with fish habitat to which the 

Polic:~. applies. it  appears to be intended more to address the wont tish habitat problems. 

than as a systematic approach toward implementing section 35. 

B. The Pofic} - Net Gains. Net Losses, and Integrated Resource Planning 

The Policy itself provides confused signals for making regulatory decisions under 

: -q 
Set2 1t7fi-u Chapter 7 at Part I I I .A. 1 

- - . 1; 

Sirpru note 20 I at 10. 

:rill Set: supru at note 37 and accompan) ing test. 

:" Suprv note 20 I at 10. Thr Policj, states that it will also apply to pollution concerns with respect to 
-'marine \raters on Canada's continental shelves." lbid. 

in the section on "Implementation Strategies." the Policy states that. in areas where DFO "manages 
the fisheries and in recognition ofthe need to avoid cumulative habitat losses caused by small projects." DFO 
will work with other federal and provincial governments "in reviewing plans for activities regulated by other 
levels of go\ernment. . . in an effort to resolve. through inter-agency cooperation. potential resource conflicts 
involving fish habitat." DFO states that it will be "prepared to use the .lcr's regulatory provisions but that 
its '-first preference" will be to develop solutions under other federal or provincial legislation. Ibid. at 18- 



section 35. It starts with an"objective"ofachievingan~~overa1l net gain ofthe producti\.e 

capacity of fish habitats.""' thus. impliedly recognizing the need to make up for fish habitats 

which have already been lost or damaged. The Policy then provides threr "goals" for 

achieving this overall "objective": ( 1 ) conserving the "current productive capacity" of fish 

habitats: (2)  restoring the productive capacity of other habitats: and (3) improving and 

creating still other fish  habitat^.'^' 

Even assuming all three of its components are scientifically practical. this formula 

for achieving a "net gain" sounds ambitious. but its actual effect depends on the geographic 

unit chosen to make the "net" calculation. If the unit is the entire nation. the Policy could 

allow significant habitat losses in particular provinces. or bioregions. or watersheds. as long 

as those losses are overcome b) gains in another area or fleas. Thus. the "net gain" 

objective is not nrccssarily supponii+c of a wa~ershrd-based habitat plan. It is also unclear 

whether the "net gain" calculation is supposed to include all fish habitats. or just those 

habitats which meet the Polic:~.'s applicabil it). criteria described above. 

The "net gain" objective ma) itself be elusive. even when v i c ~ r d  at a national level. 

because the Poliq~. also provides. as a "guiding principle." that there will be **no net loss" of 

the productive capacit) of habitats.'" The Pulic~. first introduces this principle as a means 

for achiriving the tirst of the threr goals for achieving the "net gain" objective. but then 

suggests that the principle applies to the three goals. together.""C'dder the latter scenario. 

the "no net loss" principle turns the overall "net gain" objective into a meaningless slogan. 

Of course. it is not even clear whether "net" losses will be counted on a national. provincial. 

regional. or watershed basis. although the choice of geographic unit could have significant 

consequences for fish habitats in particular areas. The Pulic~. suggests that DFO will 

:9; [hid at 12 (emphasis in original). 

"" Cornpore ibid. at I4 (introducing the -'no net loss" principle within the sub-section regarding the first 
goal and stating that the principle is -*fundamental to the habitat conservation seal." ) and ibid at 15 (diagram 
implying that the principle applies to the three goals together). 



determine the appropriate counting unit on a flexible basis. sometimes using fish stocks 

rather than geographic regions. and at other times using particular pographic areas.'" The 

P01ic)~'s actual description of how to apply the "no net loss" principle on a given activity 

suggests that the counting unit will be the immediate area in which the activity  occur^.''^ 

In theory. this local focus for determining '-no net loss" could provide considerable fish 

habitat protection on a watershed-by-watershed basis: however. the Policy makes it clear that 

the "no net loss" principle will not be applied rigidly."' so this theoretical protection is 

questionable. in practice. Moreover. the Policy states that the principle will not be applied 

retroactively to "appro\.rd or completed" projects.'yu It is unclear whether this means simply 

that DFO will nor reconsider i ts prior approval. or that DFO will not consider habitat losses 

resulting from those approvals in determining "no net losses" for purposes of considering 

nrlv projects in a given area. 

Besides making confused references to "net gains" and -'net losses." the Polic:\# 

accepts "integrated resource planning." including integrated fish habitat and fish management 

objectives. as a basic premise."' This approach involves both integrating fish habitat and 

tish management decisions and integrating tish habitat objectives with those of resource 

dewlopers and other *wstakrholders.""' The focus for this integration seems to be multi- 

stakeholder involvement in the development of "fish habitat management plans on a local 
.-<u-; or regional basis. . . . This planning process sounds like it could be consistent with a 

.Nk lbrd at 25-26: see also ibicl. at I4 (under the "no net loss" principle, DFO will "snive to balance 
unaboidable habitat losses with habitat replacement on a project-b,-project basis"). 

;e:  /bid. The Poljcy defines "fish habitat management plans" as plans "prepared for a region or a 
specific geographic area of a region which includes an outline of the Department's requirements for 
conserving. restoring and developing tish habitat to meet fisheries production objectives and for use as the 



watershed approach. but the Policy provides few details as to the content of these plans and 

when they will be pr~duced."~ Moreover. the Policy expressly eschews using the .4cr 's 

regulatop teeth on an ecosystem basis. apparently. due to unspecified "limitations respecting 

use" of the ..let '70 control widespread activities on an ecosystem-wide basis. such as land 

use developments and the release of air  pollutant^."'^' Chapter 3 above agreed that there are 

limitations but showed that these limitations do no1 preclude a watershed-based regulator?. 

approach altogether. 

In sum. DFO's long-standing Fish Habirm .2lunagemmt Policy is hardly a blueprint 

for a watershed approach. It starts with significant geographic and political limilations. then 

proceeds with an amorphous "net gain" goal which. in turn. gets watered down to an equall? 

amorphous "no net loss" objective. DFO's P u l i q  recognizes the value of "habira~ 

management plans" but imposes no clear obligations for developing them. 

I I The Add-ons: DFO's Other Guidance 

DFO has not revised its Fish Hubiiui .\funugemmt Po/ic;~. since its inception in 1986. 

hut the Department has issued three documents in recent years which purport to inform 

decision-makers as to how to apply the 1986 Poii01. The first of these documents. the 

Huhirur Glriclrlines. provides a detailed hierarchy of preferences for DFO officials in 

basis for consultation in integrated resource planning." Ibid. at 29-30. 

'" It is  uncertain whether any of these -'plans" have actual1 eber been developed. although DFO has 
helped dekelop watershed programs. See DFO. .-fdmlnrstrurron and Enforcement of [he Fish Huhtrur 
Pror<crion und Pollurion Prevention Pmvisions qt'rhd Fisherids .4cr - .-!nnuul Report 1996- 199' (Ottawa: 
DFO. 1998) at I 3- 1 J ( internet cop> ) (describing DFO's roles in the "Fraser River Action Plan" and "St. 
Lawrence Vision 2000" ). 

:QQ Supra note 20 1 at 13 (,para. 2.2.4). The Policy does commit DFO to *'cooperate" uith other 
jurisdictions in order to "implement resource management procedures on an ecosystem basis." lbid- One 
wonders why the Policj. considered air pollution and even land use development beyond its regulatop reach 
given the Policy's oun recognition that damage to fish habitat can occur "in ways both obvious and subtle. and 
bj changes big and small" and that "acid rain and other airborne pollutants" are among the '-most common 
threats" to tish habitats. Ibid. at 9. Moreover. the Policy's reference to "air pollutants" as an example of a 
ham be!ond DFO's regulaton reach is inconsistent with the Policy's later statement that the Policy applies 
"to all threats to the productive capac i~  of fish habitats. including . . . acid rain. . . ." lbtd at 12, (para. 2.1 .-I). 



deciding whether to approve specific  project^."^ The Guidelines make several references 

to the need to consider cumulative impacts in this decision process. but lack clear guidance 

as to how such considerations can be squared with the Guidelines' project-specific decision- 

making focu~ ."~  The first edition of the Guidelines specifically encouraged DFO staff to 

"enter into . . . initiatives" for developing "Integrated Resource Management Plans" and 

noted that those plans were "one means of incorporating the potential for cumulative effects 

of many similar acti~itirs." '~~ However. the Guidelines did not require that those plans be 

developed on an ecosystem basis: nor did i t  explain how plans could and should address 

cumulative impacts.'" The 1998 edition of the Guidelines refers to these plans as a possible 

source of information. but appears to have dropped the prior Guide/inrs ' encouragement ro 

actually develop rhrse p l r n ~ . ~ " ~  

The second document--DFO's 1995 Direcrire--states that it was developed in 

response to a "need to provide more specific guidance on the administration of Section 35 

to ensure national consistency in its application and that the Habitat Policy's 'no net loss' 

guiding principle is met?" As relevant here. the Dirrcrire reiterates DFO's intent to apply 

the "no net loss" principle on a "project-by-project" basis.'" and makes no specific reference 

. .- . .* Compare ihid. at 2 ("These Guidelines are applied on a project-b>-project basis. . . .") and 4 (more 
references to project-specific focus). with ibid. at 3 ("Cumulative or incremental environmental effects can. 
houeber. build up with a number of projects in a given watershed or area. and this must also be taken into 
account.") and 4. 1 I (additional references to cumulative impacts). 

:r4n 

Hubitut Const'rvotron und Prurecrron Guidelines. I "  ed. ( 1994) at 5 [hereinafter 1994 Hcrhild~ 
Gl/i'iL~/i!ld5 1. 
i 4U The IY 94 GurdtJiines explained that integrated resource plans "identi h where habitat disruption ma> 
be allowed if adequate mitigation or compensation is pro\ided. and where the habitat is of low value and ma) 
be disrupted with onl) minor constraints (e.g. timing restrictions)." lbid. If an>thing. this approach seems 
contra? to one based on considerations of cumulative impacts. because it seems to ignore the cumulati~e 
impact of  losses of multiple. '-low value" habitats. 

41 .: See Hubitat Guidelines ( I 998). supra note 3 70 at I 1.  

a0 l Suprcr note 369 at I ("Introduction." para. 1 ). 

'" hid. at 2 ("Pluthorin.." para. 3 ). 



to consideration of cumulative impacts. The Directive does provide that DFO staff should 

adopt an "ecological approach to habitat management" in considering referrals of specific 

projects. "as the best means to achieve proper protection and conservation of fish habitat?" 

However. the Directive does not explain how DFO staff can or should implement this charge. 

especially. given the avowed "project-by-project" focus of the 1986 Policy. as reiterated in 

DFO's Directi\?r. 

The third document is DFO's H.4DD Frurnrw*ork. which provides additional 

guidelines for determining whether there is harm to "fish habitat" and. if so. whether the 

harm should be ailowed under section 35(2) .  As with the other documents discussed. the 

Frumework fails as a blueprint for watershed management. The document rspressly 

eschews consideration of cumulative impacts in determining whether a "harmful alteration. 

disruption. or destruction" [HADDI ol'"fish habitat" is lilrrl!. to ~ccu r . ' ' ~~  The Frunwtt.ork 

document does refer to cumulative effects assessments as one of several possible "rools" for 

determining uhethrr to authorize HADD. and cautions that section 3 5 ( 3  authorizations may 

be denied when significant cumulative effects are likely to occur.'"' However. the document 

does not rrqztirc decision-makers to use this tool. and it refers to the tool only in the contest 

of multiple "small-scale projects" rather than with respect to d l  projects in the relevant 

area."'" .As u,i th the 1994 Glridunce. the H.4 DD Frumrx-ork only "encourages" the 

del.clopmmt of"intrgratrd resource plans" for considering cumulative effects. and provides 

no guidance on how cumulati\.e effects can actually be determined. Ict alone. assessed in 

light of some benchmark of ecosystem health. In other words. the Frurne~t*ork's approach 

towards cumulative effects lacks the technical rigour and accompanying accountability of a 

44,: /brJ. at 5 ("Factors to Consider in Assessment." para. I I.  The Directive states that this principle is 
-.consistent with the first goal of the Hrrbiror Pol ic~.  which is that resource management procedures will be 
implemented on an ecosystem basis." / b d .  This is a broad reading of the Policy's tirst goal-'*Fish Habitat 
Conservation"-whose on/> reference to ecosystem approaches is more negative than positive in character. as 
discussed above. 

4lA H.4DD Frurnmork, srrpru note 1 7  at 20. 



TMDL approach. 

Several other recent documents indicate DFO's intent to establish formal delegations 

to provinces of its habitat protection authority under the .4cr. beyond those already made 

through the pollution regulations referenced in Chapter 4. However. DFO apparently belived 

that it needs supplemental legal authority to make such delegations and. thus. the Department 

drafted legislative amendments. in pan. to provide that a ~ t h o r i t y . ~ '  Given the uncertain 

status of those proposed amendments. it is unclear what addirionai steps DF;O &+ill raAe in 

the near future to establish formal  delegation^.^'^ 

Ji - See Susrurnubld Development - .-! Frurnm~nrk fbr .dcrron. supru note 15 at 8 (intent to establish 
"formal agreements"); DFO. I9 98-99 Esrrrnores - .-I Report on Plans and Prrorrtres at 8.  14.32.33; 1993- I YYY 
Lc'gisluriw und Rdgukrron- ..lgendu qf'rht. Dtrpurrmtrnr oj'Fishdrrtis dnd Oceuns. 

:1.n In 1996. DFO introduced a bil t which provided for comprehensive amendments to the Fishcrr~~.~ . . l i 'r .  
Set: Bill C-62. .-I/? .icr ro .-immdrh? Fi~herirs .icr. 2"' Sess., 35"'ParI. (1996). On the whole. Bill C-62 would 
expand the .-fct's regulatory reach somewhat and. thus. if anything would enhance the ..let's a b i l i ~  to pro\ idtt 
the holistic focus necessary 10 suppon a watershed approach. See. t',g.. ihid ss. -12 (rspanding the Act's 
definition of "fish habitat." in current section 3J(I ). beyond the five listed categories to include "an! other" 
areas on which fish depend directly or indirectl! ). 46(3) (expanding the bases on which the DFO Minister can 
require minimum in-stream flows past fish obstructions. in section 22(1) of the current Act, to espressl! 
include fish habitat protection). 49( I ) (expanding the section 35 prohibition on "work[s] or undenahing[sl" 
to 311 --activities'*). 49( I )(a) (requiring "permits" for "prescribed projects" that will harm fish habitat) and J9( 3 
(clarifiing that. at least for prescribed projects. permits must be obtained before the projects are undertaken ). 
.4lso of note. section J9( I ) of the Bill expressl) authorizes DFO to delegate to provinces its author i~ to issue 
authorizations to harm fish habitat. at least. for projects that are not "prescribed" by federal regulation. But 
see Gcrtler l i .  supru note 36 (criticizing the Bill's lack of restrictions on the federal discretion in defining the 
scope of non-prescribed projects. and the increased potentiai that non-prescribed projects will escape rigorous 
environmental assessment requirements under CEP.4,. On the other hand. that same section makes it clear that 
onl) DFO can authorize "prescribed" projects: similarly. sections SO(?) and fl( 1 1  ofthe Bill appear to prohibit 
federal delegation o f  authorib to issue authorizations for the release of "deleterious substances." by not 
including that power in an express list of delegable powers, These express restrictions on federal delegation 
could hinder the delegation component of the watershed approach outlined in this thesis. However, the federal 
government might be able to minimize this hindrance by providing. in its regulations establishing an overall 
watershed framework, that federal (non-delegable) authorizations will be made pursuant to locally-developed. 
federal1~-approved watershed plans which could include TMDL-like allocations of pollution and other 
watershed ecosytem harms. In short. Bill C-62 likely provides as much. if not greater. legislative suppan for 
a watershed approach than the current Fisheries .-kt .  

Bill C-62 died on the Order paper prior to the 1997 election. but DFO has indicated its intent to re- 
introduce a modified version of the Bill. DFO has not made clear the extent of modifications. if an),. to the 
environmental protection provisions of the .-fcr. 



In sum. DFO generally recognizes the benefits of an ecosystem approach. and it has 

even encouraged its staff to implement the .Act's habitat protection provisions on an 

ecosystem basis. But DFO has not developed a detailed. systematic framework for 

accomplishing this task or even explained how an ecosystem approach would be consistent 

with the site-specitic decision framework reflected in its 1986 Policy and subsequent 

guidance documents. .As it expressed in the 1986 Policy. DFO even questions whether the 

Fisherirs.4cr can legaliy support an ecosystem approach. DFO has also questioned its ability 

to delegate its habitat protection authority under the dcr. 



Chapter 7: THE CONSTITUTIONAL FRAME WORK 
FOR A WATERSHED APPROACH 

Chapters 3-5 demonstrated that the Fisheries Acr provides comprehensive legislative 

authority for the watershed approach outlined in Chapters 2 and refined in Chapter 1. This 

Chapter addresses whether this exercise of legislative authority is consistent with Canada's 

consritutional division of federal and provincial legislative powers. .4n initial answer is that 

the Supreme Coun of Canada has generally considered federal environmental legislation. or 

federal actions taken pursuant to federal legislation. to be within federal legislative 

authority."' However. two of the three most recent of these cases were decided by only a 

narrow majority of Supreme Court Justices and. thus. reflect considerable judicial uncertainty 

as to the scope of federal legislative power to protect the mvironrnent."" In truth. there is 

no clear picture as to how the division of legislative powers applies generally in the 

environmental arena. in part. because of the diffuse nature of subjects that may be co~ered 

b) environmental legislation. and because of ambiguities and conflicts on the face of the 

relevant constitutional provisions. Unccnainty also arises because of flaws in the Supreme 

Coun of Canada's methodology for applying those constitutional provisions."' 

11*4 See R. r. Hj.dra-Quebec. supru note 38 (c'EP.4); Friends of rhr Oldman River Socien \.. C-dncrdu 
(.kti~i.srt~r cj* Tiunsporr/ ( 1 992). 88 D.L.R. ( 4  th) I ( S.C.C. ) ( Environmenral .4ssessment und R d v r t . ~  Pn~ctss 
[E-4RPJ Guidelintis); R. r.. Crown Zdlerbach Cunuda. Ltd.. [I9881 1 S.C.R. 401 (Oc.eun Dumping .4ct): 
.G~rrhrc-trsr Fullirtg C'ontracrors. Lid. r.. R.. [I9801 2 S.C.R. 292 (Fisheries .4ct section 36);  see also 
Inrerprovinciuf Co-Opc?ratir?es Lrd [IPC'O] v. R., [ I  9763 1 S.C.R. 477 (dismissing suit by Manitoba to recover 
damages. under Manitoba legislation. for injury to Manitoba fisheries allegedly caused by mercury pollution 
generated outside of that province; three of the four Justices in the majority holding that the federal government 
had exclusive legislative jurisdiction over inter-provincial pollution). The exception ro this rend is Fowler 
r.. R.. [1980j 2 S.C.R. 2 13. which held ultra \*ires a provision ofthe Fisheries Act. As shown in Part 111 below. 
however. that decision likely poses on!! narrow limits on federal environmental authori~. Outside of the inter- 
provincial pollution context arising in IPCO. the Court has not been eager to invalidate provincial 
environmental legislation. either. See R. r.. Sault Ste.-:\!ariir, supra note 238 at 1327 (presuming the Ontario 
pollution legislation was inrra \?ires that province's constitutional legislative authority. absent an! claim to the 
contrap.). 

"' See R. r .  Crown ZrNerbuch. supra note 409: R. \*- Hvdro-Quebec. supra note 38. 

' Numerous authors have recognized the uncertainty in the constitutional division of legislative powers 
in the environmental arena. See. 2.g.. Kennen, supra note 6 at 23: Alastair R. Lucas. "Natural Resource and 
Environmental Management: A Jurisdictional Primer." in Donna Tingley. ed., Environmental Protection and 
rhtz Cunadiun Constitution: Proceedings of the Canadian Symposium on Jurisdicrion and Responsibili~. for 



This Chapter shows that. even within this uncertain general constitutional framework. 

the federal legislative power over "Fisheries." in section 9 1 ( 12) of the Consrirlrrion . k r .  

186.. likely provides strong support for a watershed approach. The federal "Fisheries" 

power includes the power to preserve the habitat for a wide range of aquatic and marine 

species. and does not require a definitive link between those actions and fish protection. In 

addition. any incursions into provincial legislative autonomy resulting from a watershed 

approach should be considered consistent with the federalism principle underlying the 

Constitution's division of powers provisions. 

Part I of this Chapter provides an overview of the relevant constitutional provisions. 

and of the Court's methodolog) for interpreting and applying them in general and in the 

environmental contest. in particular. Part I1 addresses the varying concepts of federalism 

which have been considered to underlie those powers and identifies several factors which can 

be used to apply the federalism principle in assessing the constitutional suppon for a 

watershed approach. Pan 111 addresses the federal "Fisheries" power in detail and shows why 

i t  is likrl!. to suppon a watershed approach. 

It is wonh emphasizing at the outset that this Chapter focusses on the federal 

"Fisheries" power. not because it is the sole source ofconstitutional authority for a watershed 

approach. but only because it is the most obi.ious source. The Supreme Coun majority's 

rhe Enrironmmr (Edmonton: Enk-tl. Law Centre. 1987) at 33: J. Owen Saunders. "Canadian Federalism and 
International Management of Natural Resources." in J. Own Saunden, ed. .\fanaping .Vuturai Resourctis In 

u Federal Srurt, (Toronto: Canwell. 1986) at 268; H. Scott Fairley. "The Environment, Sustainable 
Development and the Limits ofConstitutiona1 Jurisdiction." in Canadian Bar Association. supra note 38 at 56 
(noting that "uncertain federalism limitations . . . may constitute a real barrier to the realization . . . of 
internationall> responsible national environmental regulation"); see also Nemetz. supra note 36 at 402 ("The 
framers of Canada's constitution . . . failed. understandably. to foresee the significance of environmental 
problems in their nation's future."). The Supreme Coun Justices have also recognized this  uncertain^. See 
Frienk of [her Oidrnan. supra note 407 at 42 (observing that the environment is a   constitution all^ abstruse 
marter which does not comfortably fit within the existing division of powers without considerable overlap and 
 uncertain^ "). 

For a critique of all of the Supreme Court's decisions involving federalism through 1973. see Paul C. 
Wciler. '*The Supreme Coun and the law of Canadian Federalism" ( 1973). 23 U.T.L.J. 307 (concluding that 
the Court's federalism decisions are based primaril) on un-principled dualities). For a more recent assessment. 
see. 2.g. Rjder. supra note 284 (concluding that the outcome of the Supreme Court's decisions in federalism 
cases involb ing legislation of markets were more a reflection of the Justices' views as to the proprier? of free 
markets. than a reflection of the their views regarding the proper balance of federalism). 



decision to uphold CEP.4 under the federal "Criminal Law" power. in R. r: k!~*dro-Qlrehrcb. 

suggests that the Fisheries .4cr could be supported by that power. as well. If anything. the 

latter statute is more in the nature of **Criminal Law" than CEPA because. unlike CEP.4. the 

Fisheries Aci contains prohibitions on its face."' A watershed approach for implementing 

the exceptions to these legislative prohibitions might. thus. be supportable by the federal 

"Criminal Law" power. The watershed approach might also be supportable under the federal 

"Peace. Order. and Good Government" power. at least if the federal regulations establishing 

the watershed framework made clear the potential "extra-provincial effects" of activities 

covered by the watershed approach and ensured that the approach was designed to address 

these effects. ''' Additional federal powers might support a federai role with respect to 

panicular aspects of individual watershed programs. for example. regarding federal facilities. 

national parks. and m\,ironmental assessments of activities requiring federal licences under 

legislation besides the Fisheries . k r .  

A holistic compilation of federal--and. for that matter. provincial--constitutional 

authority for a watershed approach would be useful. in part. to bolster the approach's 

legitimacy. but also to enable the approach to espand its focus be~ond  fish protection. Once 

again. however. if fish arc a useful indicator of aquatic or marine ecosystem health. a fish- 

based watershed approach itself may go a long way toward protecting overall watershed 

ecosystems. 

The Big Picture 

The starting point for determining the constitutional division of legislative powers 

4 : :  See R. Y Hvdru-Qurhec. supra note 38 at 63-70 (minority Justices arguing that CEP.4 is not "Criminal 
Law." in pan. because it lacks prohibitions in its text and provides a complex regulator). scheme). 

4 ; :  See R. v Crown Zdllerbclch Canada. Lrd. supra nore 409 at 432 (citing "extra-provincial" effects test 
for determining whether a legislative power is supported by the "national concern" branch of POGG ): see also 
Alastair R. tucas. "Case Comment - R. r. Crown Zrllerbach Canada. Ltd" ( 1989) 23 U.B.C. L. Rev. 355 
at 356 (obsewing that the Crown ZeIIcrbach decision **appears to have opened the door to extensive federal 
environmental protection jurisdiction under" the federal "Peace, Order. and good Govemment" power). 



is section 91 of the Consrirurion .4cr. 1867"' which authorizes the federal government to 

legislate "for the Peace. Order. and good Government of Canada" [commonly referred to as 

"POGG"]. in relation to all Matters not coming within the Classes of Subjects by this Act 

assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the Provinces." Sections 92 and 91A of the 

Constitution list those legislative subjects which the Constitution purports to assign 

exclusively to the provinces. After providing for the federal POGG power generally. section 

91 states that. "for greater Certainty. but not so as to restrict the Generality of' the POGG 

provision. "the exclusive Legislative Authority of the Parliament of Canada extends to all 

Matters coming within the [roughly thirty] Classes of Subjects" specifically enumerated in 

that section."' 

In deciding whether a federal statute is inrra \*ires section 91. the Supreme Coun 

appears to favour. first. determining whether the statute falls within the scope of "maners" 

referenced in the section 9 1 rnumerated p~wers .~ ' '  If it does not. or if there is no claim that 

it does. the Coun determines whether it falls within the residuary POGG ~ower."' Because 

of this Chaprer's i'ocus on one of the rnumerated federal powers. the following is a summary 

of the Coun's analytical tools for making the first of these two determinations. That 

determination has two basic steps: defining rhe scope of the relevant rnumerated powr: and 

I:< That . l c r .  formerl) hnown as the British .C'orth .dmerrcu .-lei. IcY6-. 30-5 I Vict.. c. 3 (U.K.1. is pan o f  
the *'Constitution of Canada" pursuant to section 52(Z)  ofthe ~'c~nsrirurion.4cr. I982 and the Schedule attached 
thereto. U.K.. 1982. c. I I .  For b rev i~ .  this Chapter will refer to the Ct~nsrirurion ..lcr. 186' as simpl). the 
o constitution.'^ unless otherwise noted. 

4 I ' There are additional federal and provincial legislative powers besides those listed in sections 9 1 and 
92. but those additional powers do not change the basic conclusions of this Chapter. See Ref Re Srcessro~~ 
uj'Qurhrc. [I9981 2 S.C.R. 117 at 216 (observing that sections 91 and 92 provide the "primary textual 
expression of the principle of federalism in our Constitution"); Peter W. Hog. c'omrirurional Lmof*Cmudu. 
-Vh ed. (Scarborough. Ont.: Carswell. 1997) at 38 I (noting that the division of federal and provincial legislative 
powers is "mainly set out" in sections 9 1 and 92 ~f the Constitution); see also. r.p.. Ryder. supm note 284 at 
31 1 n. 6 (noting that the fedcral "disallowance" and "declaratory" powers. in sections 90 & 92( iO)(cl. 
respectively. have fallen into disuse for political reasons). For brev i~ .  this Chapter will refer on11 to 
legislative powers under sections 9 1 and 92. unless another power is specifically ncltcd. 

"' See. 2.g.. Friends of'rhe Oldman Riwr Socir~.. supra note 409 at 40. In that case, the Coun made 
it clear that federal legislation could be supported by more than one enumerated power. /hid at 48. 

41- See. e.2.. R. Y. H>*dro-Qrceh2c slrpru note 38 at 71 -77 (minority decision. concluding thzt CEP.4 was 
ulrru r i ra  the POGG pou cr afier conclt~diilg that it was ulrru rires the federal "Criminal Law" po=;er). 



determining whether the challenged legislation falls within that scope. The following 

discussion addresses each of these steps. and problems with the Court's methods for applying 

them. particularly. in the environmental context. 

A. Defining the Scope of Enumerated Federal Powers Relative to Provincial 
Powers 

The important consideration in defining the scope of the potentially relevant section 

9 1 powers is how this definition will affect the scope of any related section 92 powers. This 

interaction results from the Constitution's express reference to both sets of enumerated 

powers as "esclusivr." If the two sets are truly exclusive. the same legislative power cannot 

be exercised by both Parliament and provincial legislatures. i-e. the enumerated powers 

should not overlap: and. any accretion of one set of enumerated powers should cause a 

corresponding shrinkage in the other set. 

There are two problems with the logical ramifications of esclusiviry of federal and 

pro\.incial enumerated powers. One problem is that exclusivity can lead directly or 

indirectly to unacceptable restrictions on federal or provincial legislative authorin.. Direct 

restrictions on one of these two branches. say provincial legislatures. can occur if the Coun 

construes Parliament's authority expansivel>. Indirect restrictions on provincial legislative 

power can occur if the Coun construes that branch's authority narrowly precisel! to avoid 

the consequential narrowing of Parliament's authority that would result from an cxpansii.e 

interpretation of provincial legislative authority. 

Another problem with the exclusivit) characteristic is that it is inconsistent with the 

inherently overlapping nature of several of the federal and provincial enumerated powers. 

especially. given the facial breadth of the provincial powers over '*property and civil rights" 

and "all Matters of a merely local or private nature" within each province. as provided in 

sections 92( 13 ) and ( 16) of the Constitution. re~~ectively."~ Prof. Hogg suggests that the 

"' According to Prof. Hopg. the dividing line between federal section 9 1 powers that contemplate "some 
degree of interference with contractual and proprietq rights. on the one hand. and the provincial head of 
power over properp and civil rights in the province on the other." poses a "pervasive problem in Canadian 



former phrase was intended to refer to a 'Dcompendious description of the entire body of 

private law which govems the relationships between subject and subject. as opposed to the 

law which governs the relationships between the subject and the institutions of 

government."" Prof. Hogg notes. however. that the early decisions of the Privy Council 

construed that phrase much more broadly. *-as a kind of residuary power itself. . . .'42u This 

broad approach creates the potential for considerable overlap with section 91 powers. In fact. 

section 92( 13) creates considerable overlap with federal legislative power. even under Prof. 

Hogg's ~ i e w  of "property and civil rights." because ofthe federal government's involvement 

in many of the areas that were once within the domain of private law. 'The -'public-izing" 

of private law is especially prominent in the environmental context. 

The Supreme Court's w'doubIe aspect" doctrine alleviates these problems somewhat. 

by essentially allowing both federal and provincial legislation with respect to different 

"aspects" of the same overall subject. except when those laws are inconsistent. Federal lau 

prevails over inconsistent provincial law under the related constitutional doctrine of 

w~paramountc~~.""~' However. the Supreme Coun has not developed a clear rule on when to 

appl) the ..double aspect" doctrine to address potentially overlapping legislative powers. "' 
Thus. it i s  unclear whether the Coun will construe a federal legislative power narrou l )  in 

order to noid  excluding corresponding provincial power: or whether the coun will accept 

the overlap and apply the "double aspect" doctrine to allou both branches to exercise pourr. 

subject to federal paramountcy i f  the resulting statutes are inconsistent. 

The Court's conflicting majority and minoriv opinions in the recent Hydro-Quebec 

case provide a good esample of the Justices' uncertain application of the "double aspect" 

constitutional law." Supru note 4 1 5 at 7 1 I. 

419 Ibid. at 546-547. 

r:o lbid at 444. 

''I See. tz.g.. ibid. at 3 88.42344 I .  

J Z  Ib id. 



doctrine."' The majority read the federal "Criminal Law" power in section 9 1 (27) broadly 

to include CEP.4. in part. because the majority Justices were satisfied that Parliament's 

exercise of this power did not preclude concurrent provincial legislation in the same area.'" 

Justice LaForest's majorit); opinion is thus inconsistent with his own minority opinion in 

Crown Zellerbuch. in which he relied on the supposed exclusive nature of the federal POGG 

power as a reason for narrowly construing that power to preclude support for the federal 

environmental statute at issue in that case."' Justice LaForest's flexible approach toward 

exclusivih. in his majority decision in Hvdro-Quebec. is also inconsistent with Chief Justice 

Lamer's minority decision in that same case. which viewed the exclusive nature of the 

federal -'Criminal Lau*" power as a reason for narrowly construing that power to preclude 

support for c E P . ~  

In sum. defining the scope of federal enumerated powers cannot occur in a ilacuum: 

J: : 
H\-dru-(c)uehe~ involved a federal prosecution under CEP.4 for dumping PCBs into the St. Maurice 

River and for failing to repott that pollution. Hydro-Quebec pled not-guilb, to the charges and filed a motion 
before the trial court to have the underlying statuton and regulatoq provisions declared ulrru \.ires section 9 1 
of the Constitution .Act. The trial judge _gamed the motion and the judge's decision was upheld b> the Quebec 
Superior Coun and Court of Appeal before being reviewed b> the Canada Supreme Court. R. 1.. H~,clrr~- 
QuL?)ILJL.. supru note 38 at 79-82. 

124 fhid. at 1 14- 15 ("In truth. there is a broad area ofconcurrencj between federal and provincial pou ers 
in areas subjected to criminal prohibitions. . . ."); see also ibid. at I 3 I ( esprrssl> including pollution control 
within the areas of legislative concurrent!.). 

4:' Supru note 409 at 455-456. Not only do these two opinions provide inconsistent approaches toward 
exclusivit). but Justice La Forest's minority opinion in Crown Zellerhuch seems particularly unwarranted 
because section 91 does not even reftr to the general POGG power as  being s*esclusive." Thus, if anything. 
exclusivit) should be less of a concern with the exercise of POGG power than with the esercise of a section 
9 I enumerated power. See .i.G. Onrario v. Canada T2mp2rance Fed'n. [ 19461 A.C. 193 at 205-06 (P.C.1 
(noting that. even if a federal law is upheld under POGG. *mere may still be room for enactments by a 
provincial legislature dealing with an aspect of the same subject in so far as it specifically affects the 
province."). For this reason. one would think that the Court would look to POGG before looking at the 
enumerated federal powers as a source of constitutional authority for a federal statute although. as noted abobe. 
the Court takes the opposite approach. 

J20 R. c Hvdro-Quebec. supra note 38 at 68 (reasoning that CEP.4 5 "equivalency" provisions created 
a "strong presumption" the law was not m*crirninal law." because the federal "Criminal Lawa* power is 
exclusive): ibici. at 69 (wondering "just what, if any role will be left for the provinces in dealing with 
environmental pollution if the federal government is given such total control over the release of these 
substances.- and noting that holding CEP.4 inrra vires section 9 1 (27) would "preclude the possibility of shared 
environmental jurisdiction"). 



it must reflect judicial views as to the appropriate scope of potentially overlapping provincial 

powers and the extent to which overlap should be permitted. However. the Coun has been 

unable to provide clear. consistent guidance on the extent of permissible overlap. 

B. Characterizing the "Matter" of the Federal Legislation 

In division of powers cases. courts must not only define the scope of federal 

enumerated powers. but also characterize the legislation in order to determine whether it falls 

within the defined scope of one or more enumerated powers. The Supreme Coun uses two 

concepts for conducting this exercise: -'pith and substance" and **colourability." By "pith 

and substance." the Coun typically refers to the "matter." or "dominant" or "most imponam" 

'-characteristic" of a statute. as opposed to the statute's "incidental or consequential" 
-4' The Coun uses the "colourabilit)." concept to describe a statute whose formal 

characteristics appear to fall within the enacting body's legislative power. but which -'in 

reality is addressed to a matter outside j~risdiction.'~'~ Despite the theoretical differences 

bctu-em these two concepts. they really involve the same judicial considerations. in my 

~~irn.'''' For rsamplr. a statute might state in its title and opening purpose section that it is 

intended to address subject 'X' but the Coun might conclude that it really is intended to 

address subject 'Y'. One could say that the statute's "pith and substance" is 'Yo. despite its 

title and purpose statement. or that the statute is "colourabiy" addressed at 'Y'. The 

underlying point is the same in either case. The Court's terms. cited in the previous 

1:- See. c?.g Hogg. supru note 4 15 at 382-384. 388; see also. r.g. R. v. Hrdro-Quebec. supru note 38 at 
OJ (describing "pith and substance" as "'dominant purpose' or 'true character' or the 'dominant or most 
important characteristic of the challenged law'" (citations omitted)): Re C'pper Churchill Cluter R~gtits 
Rtwrsion .-kt. [ 19841 I S.C.R. 297 at 332 ("Where the pith and substance of the provincial enactment is in 
relation to matters which fall within the field of provincial legislative competence. incidental or consequential 
effects on extra-provincial rights will not render the enactment ultra vires."). 

'" Hogg. supra note 4 IS at 392. 

4 :u See. ~ g . .  R. I-. M.dro-Queb<c. supra note 38 at 102-1 03 (using the concepts --pith and substance" and 
"colourabili~" interchangeably). For brevity. I will refer primarily to the-pith and substanceg8concept in this 
Chapter. 



paragraph. for describing a statute's "pith and substance" draw an ambiguous line between 

constitutionally permissible and impermissible federal legislation. As Prof. Hogg noted. a 

statute may address several matters and have several characteristics.'" How is a court to 

determine which is the "dominant" or -'most important" of these characteristics? Even if 

that characteristic can be readily discerned. it may be different from the characteristic of the 

particular legislative provision being challenged. The dominant characteristic test suggests 

that the specific characteristic is irrelevant. But this result seems nonsensical. if the 

challenged provision could have stood alone in a separate statute. 

In considering a statute's dominant or most important characteristic. the Court may 

look at the statute's "legal effect."" as well as its purposes."' .r\nalysis of a statute's "legal 

effect" seems indistinguishable from its "incidental or consequential" effect. although only 

the former is supposed to define the statute's "pith and substance." Analysis of statutory 

purpose is also problematic. in pan. because arguably a! l federal and provincial legislation 

ultimately have the same purpose: to promote human welfare. Because it is tlndamental or 

common to all legislation. that purpose cannot be used to determine whether federal and 

provincial statutes are inrru ,.ires sections 91 and 91. Thus. to give the purpose analysis (my 

meaning. one must view a statute's purpose at some lesser Irwl of abstraction than the broad 

purpose of promoting human welfare. However. there may be many of these lesser levels 

of abstraction. some of which could sound like section 91 matters and others of which 

section 92 matters. The choice of the appropriate level of abstraction will determine the 

statute's constitutionalit).. but there seems to be little rational basis for choosing 

particular level below the broadest level of promoting public welfare. 

4;11 Hogg. supra note J I5 at 384. 

J i ! See. e'.g.. Czncrul Cgn. Parush Co. r: Scrskutcht.~.un. [ 19791 1 S.C.R. 42 at 72-75 (finding uitru rirds 
provincial regulations establishing a minimum selling price for IocalIy-mined potash. in part. because the 
regulations have the "effect" of regulating potash exports. which matter is within rsclusive federal 
jurisdiction 1. 

43: Hogg. supru note 4 13 ar 388-390: R. v. Hvdro-Quebec. supra note 38 at 98 (referring to CEPA's 
"purpose" in determining in -'colourabilit)"): see also. r.g.. Cenl~al Can. Potash Co., supra note 43 1 at 76 ("It 
is nothing new for this Coun . . . to go behind the words used by a Legislature and to see what it is that it i s  
doing.'.). 



The Supreme Coun's 1982 decision in Moore 1.. Johnson is a good example of the 

potential arbitrariness ofcourts' search for a statute's "purpose." In that case. the Coun held 

uitru rires a provincial regulation prohibiting seal killing. in part. because the regulation fell 

within the exclusive federal legislative authority over '-Fisheriesg. under section 9 1 ( I?)."' 

The Court specifically rejected section 9 3  13) as a source of legislative power for the 

regulation. reasoning that this section permitted provinces to regulate a **trade or calling." 

while section 9 1 ( 12 J vested legislative authority in Parliament over the "catching and 

handling of tish" or. more specifically. the "killing of seals. . . ." According to the Coun. 

the regulation at issue was more appropriatel! characterized as relating to the federal power 

than to the provincial one."' The justification for the Court's distinction is unclear. because 

the activities--fishing or seal killing--themselves could be considered a "trade or calling." 

Yet. the Coun's a rb i t rq  characterization of the provincial law was dispositive as to its 

constitutional validit) .'"' 
F~OM. can one determine which of these characterizations of a statute's different levels 

2 ; :  [ 19821 1 S.C.R. I IS at 122-23 

4;s The Court's decision in Rt. Cpper ~'hurchill Hirrer Rights Reserrurion .4cr provides still another 
esarnple of this arbitrap determination of legislative purpose. In that case. the Coun held ulrru lvlrt'.x a 
Neu foundland statute that in effect expropriated the assets of a hydro-power company which had conmcted 
to provide its power to Quebec. The province argued that the statute was inrra rires because its intent was 
to manage the province's water resources and to provide for the province's energ needs. The Coun found 
that it was ultru \.ires because it was a colourable attempt to interfere with esm-provincial rights created under 
the statute. Suprir note 317 at 328-334. In reality. both characterizations seem accurate: the latter is sirnpl? 
a lesser abstraction of the former. In other words. Newfoundland's attempt to interfere with the compan!'~ 
power contract was not an end in itself. but simply a means for achieving the broader end of managing the 
pro~ince-s water resources. Of course. that end was itself only a means for the ultimate end of promoting 
Newfoundlanders' welfare. As in .\loore. it is hard to discern a logic for the Coun's choice of the former 
purpose, but that choice rendered the statute constitutionally invalid. Notably. the Coun rejected 
Newfoundland's characterization of the statute's purpose on the ground that it was inappropriate for the Court 
to consider the .-desirabili~ of legistation from a social or economic perspective where a constitutional issue 
is raised." /hid at 334. The Court3 point seems nonsensical because an act's 'desirabilit)" relates direct]? 
to the very "purpose" which the Court is p i n g  to determine. Compare Ontario r. canadiun Pacrfic Lrd.. 
supru note 220 at 1069 (rejecting a consrimtional vagueness challenge to a provincial pollution prohibition. 
in pan. because given the   pic ally broad nature of Canadian environmental laws. judicial acceptance of the 
vagueness challenge b*would constitute a significant social policy setback); see also ibid. at 107 1 (noting that 
a deferential judicial approach should be taken towards legislation with "legitimate social polic! objectives"): 
ibid. at 1075- 1076 (referring to the social importance of environmental legislation). 



of purposes is the "correct" one? In one sense. the inquiry into "purpose" is a mythical one 

because. as Prof. Hogg correctly notes. an inanimate object. like a statute. cannot have an 

intent: it may reflect a variety of intents of the legislators who adopted it. Prof. Hogg thus 

notes that an inquiry into "purpose" should not be taken literally: in his view. it in realit). 

involves determining the "'full or total meaning of the rule'. judged 'in terms of the 

consequences of the action called for'.'"" But this concept of "purpose" is also problematic. 

in part. because it is vague. but also because it returns circularly to the threshold "pith and 

substance." or "dominant" or "most important" characteristic tests. which the "purpose" 

concept was supposed to help define. 

After trying himself to give some rational content to the "pith and substance" concept. 

Prof. Hogg finally obsenes that a judicial determination of a law's "pith and substance" ma?. 

ultimatel! "be nothing less than a choice between validity and invalidity." The Coun's 

decisions in .\.loore Y. Johnson and Re Cpper Churchill Ubrer Rights Reservation Act. as 

discussed above. suppon Prof. Hogg's conclusion. 

C. Applying Sections 91 and 92 to Environmental Laws - A Big Round Peg 
and .Many Small Roles (of Indeterminate Shape) 

The constitutional division of powers described above purpons to divide u/ /  possible 

legislati\-c -'matters" between Parliament and the provincial legislatures. This scheme 

assigns the left-over or "residuary" matters. i. e.. those not covered by the enumerated powers. 

to Parliament under its POGG power.''? Prof. Ryder argues. based on this blanket coverage. 

that Canadians are "entitled to demand that the judicial interpretation of the division of 

powers not compromise the availability of a full  range of options from the combined 

competences of their democratically elected legislative b~dies.""~ Under this reasoning. the 

"t'ull range" of legislative "options" related to the "matter" of environmental protection. 

.1Ta H o g ,  supra note 4 15 at 390 (citation omitted). 

4;- See. d . p . .  Ryder. supra note 281 at 3 10: HOB. supra note 4 15 at 4 18. 

438 R~der, supra note 284 at 3 10. 



must either fall entirely within the federal and/or provincial enumerated powers or within 

POGG or at least a combination of POGG and one or more enumerated powers. 

Given this theoretical "blanket" coverage. the constitutional division of powers might 

appear to suppon whatever legislative tools are necessary to protect the environment because. 

in theory. if any tools are beyond the competence of the federal government. the tools should 

still fall within the competence of the provinces. and vice versa. However. this "blanket" 

support is questionable given that the enumerated subject categories do not fit neatly with 

the common categories of environmental matters. like pollution. environmental assessment. 

endangered species. and habitat prote~tion."~ For example. section 9 )  appears to give 

Parliament authority to restrict pollution that harms "fisheries" in a given inland river."" The 

province in which the river is located could. under section 92( 13). restrict pollution which 

afkcts other components of the river ecosystem. However. rationally dividing legislative 

authorit) along these lines is problematic. if not impossible. because the pollution may affect 

fish and othrr ecosystem components simultaneously and thosr components thcmsclvcs are 

inter-connected. The long list of enumerated federal and provincial leg islati ve subjects. 

besides thosr in sections 9 1 ( 12) and 92( 13 1. makes it even more difficult to adopt coherent 

pollution legislation. This problem is compounded in the context of any watershed or other 

rcos>-stem approach which attempts to develop holistic solutions addressing not only 

pollution. bur a full range of othrr ecosystem harms."' 

The Supreme Court could avoid this piece-rnealing of en\-ironmental protection tools 

1 ; . r  See. c..p . Nemetz, supru note 36 at 402 ("It is frequentl~ the case that issues of environmental concern 
ma: not a1u.a)~ coincide with the division of powers prescribed by the constitution."); Lucas. supru note 409 
at > I (observing that the constitutional division of legislative powers "does not fit well with modern natural 
resource and en\ ironmental management principles"). 

UI I  See inlru Part I I I.A. 

44 1 See. d.g . lnrrrjurisdicrional Il hers. supra note 6 at 38: see also. e.g.. Rodne) Northe). "Federalism 
and Comprehensive Environmental Reform: Seeing Beyond the Murkey Medium" ( 1991 ) 29 Osgoode Hall 
L.J. 127 at 179 (-'In Canada, constitutional law inhibits environmental laws because the jurisdictional picture 
dividing federal and provincial powers divides the environment into many different spheres. This division 
- . . conflicts with the. . . sophisticated ecosystem approach."): Fairley, supra note 409 at 56 (noting that. from 
an understanding of the constitutional division of powers "emerges our appreciation of the constitutional 
conundrum for regulating the subject matter of the environment which. in practical terms. repeatedly flies in 
the face of logical compartmentalization into e.uclusive spheres."). 



simply by concluding that environmental protection is a discrete subject not covered directly 

by any of the rnumerated powers and thus covered by the POGG power. The Court has 

clearly eschewed this approach. however. as shown most recently by the Hvdto-Quebec* 

majority opinion. In that opinion. Justice LaForest rejected an expansive approach toward 

POGG with respect to environmental subjects. because this approach could "radically alter 

the division of legislative power in Car~ada. '~~'  The Hvdro-Quebec majority's conclusion 

was based on its view that the POGG power was "exclusive and paramount. . . . - 4 . 4 3  -4s 

discussed above. however. the supposed exclusive character of POGG is not evident from 

the actual test of section 9 1 .  

Even if not esclusive. the POGG power is still "paramount." One might argue that 

"paramountcy" affords little room for provincial legislation. given the consistent!, 

requirement."' However. this argument would be unwarranted in the environmm~l contest. 

i f  the Court viewed "pararnountc?." simply as allowing the federal government to set national 

minimum standards ofenvironmental quality: under this approach. the provinces would lose 

their autonomy to establish standards that are less stringent than federal ones. but the 

pro\.inces would still retain their autonomy to establish their own. more stringent standards. 

In sum. the "blanket" nature of the Constitution's division of powers provides 

theoretical assurance that all nccessap environmental legislative tools. including ecosystem 

approaches. are available. This assurance is weakened. ho we~er .  by the difficult). of 

matching rhr diffuse rnumerated powers with the kinds and wide range of environmental 

u: Suprrl note 38  at 95. The Crown Zd/drhcxch majorin. also rejected treating environmental protection 
as 3 discrete subject under POGG. even in the course of holding that the Oce'an DrtrnpingConrroi.-Ict was lnfru 
\.ires that fedenl power. The majori~ justified its use of POGG. in large part. b> characterizing that statute 
as related to the "discrete*. sub-topic of marine pollution, rather than to the broader. more general topic of 
environmental protection. R. r.. C7rown ZezIIerbach Cantldrr Lrri.. supra note 409 at 437: but see Lucas. supru 
note 4 13 at 370 (questioning the validin of the majori~'s view that marine pollution was distinguishable from 
Fresh water pollution). See also. r.g. .  R. 1: Hvdro-Qurbec. supra note 38 at 93 (observing that the environment 
is a "diffuse subject that cuts across man) different areas of constitutional responsibility. some federal. some 
provincial," rather than a discrete or unified subject): Friends of rlw Oldman River Socien supra note 409 at 
63-64 (same). 

u; R. r. Hydro-Quebec. supra note j 8  at 95. 

*U See. 2.g.. Ryder. supra note 284 at j 14 (arguing that. taken to its logical conclusion. federal 
"paramountc~" '-would make a mocker) of provincial autonom>"). 



subjects and with the holistic ecosystem approach which encompasses all or most of these 

environmental subjects. The Supreme Coun has avoided using POGG to solve this mis- 

match. 

11. The Underlying Concept Of Federalism 

Part I showed that courts interpreting and applying the Constitution's dkision of 

paupers proivisions must make an array of difficult choices which are guided only somewhat 

b> the text of those provisions. .4re there other guides? In F&dro-Quebec*. the majorit) 

impliedly answered no. by chiding several of the parties for supposedly confiising concepts 

related to the federal "Criminal Lau-" power under section 91(27) and the POGG power in 

the introductory paragraph in section 91."' The majorih portrayed its analysis of the 

application of the enumerated powers in section 91 as more of a rote exercise of simpl! 

determining whether a law matched the textual parameters of an enumerated power."" 

According to the majorit!. .the validity of a lcgislati\.r provision . . . must be rested against 

the . s p e ~ ~ f k  characteristics of the head of power under which it is proposed to just@ it. . . 
-944' 

This purponedl~ narrow constitutional inquiry is contradicted by the rnajoritfs o\+n 

description ot'the "Criminal Law" power in terms that closely resemble those applicable to 

POGG.'" The section 91 enumerated powers. like the so-called "residual" POGG p o w r  

itself. require consideration of the appropriate national and local dimensions of the subject 

of a challenged legislation-4.r. of federalism. The enumerated powers do not have 

U'. Supru note 38 at 92-93. 

u- [bid. at 96 (emphasis added). 

Utl Ihid. at 98-99 (referring to a -'legitimate public purpose" as including the maintenance of  public 
-.peace" and ..ordei'): ibid. at 102 (referring to ~gFundamental values." which concept is inherent in the notion 
of "national concern" under POGG); and ibid. at 78. 95. 101-02. and 1 14-16 (refemng to the balance of 
legislative power in relation to the policy needs for protecting the environment). 



sufficiently "specific" inherent characteristics. especially when viewed together uith the 

general POGG power and the section 92 provincial powers. Applying these lists of powers 

is especially problematic in the environmental context given the mismatch of those 

enumerated subject categories with the range of. and relationships among. the various aspects 

of the environmental field. 

According to Prof. Hogg. the judicial choice as to whether a statute is consistent with 

the constitutional division of powers ultimately "must be guided by a concept of 

fedrrali~rn. '~'"~ In the Quebec Secession Refirence. the Supreme Court recently cxpressl>. 

affirmed its use of several principles. including federalism. in constitutional interpretation 

generally. The Coun stated that 

the Constitution is more than a ~ ~ i t t c n  text. I1 embraces the entire global 
system of rules and principles which govern the exercise of constitutional 
authority. .4 superficial reading of selected provisions of the written 
constitutional enactment. without more. may be misleading. It is necessap 
to mahe a more profound investigation of the underlying principles that 
animate the whole of our Constitution. including the principles of federalism. 

-Is0 . . . 

U'hat. then. is the principle of "federalism" that should guide judicial interpretation 

and application of sections 91 and 92 of the Constitution? I have been unable to find a 

definition of the principle which is sufficiently rational. non-circular. and specific enough 

to provide any meaningful guidance as to the appropriate balance or even range of federal 

and provincial powers.'" Thus. I concur with the author who suggests that the judicial 

ttu Hogg. supro note $IS at 395. Prof. Hogg made this comment in the specific contest of his 
obsenations regarding the hol lo~ness  of the Coun's "pith and substance" doctrine for characterizing 
legislation. Ibid. However. the comment applies with equal force to the judicial task of defining the scope 
of the section 9 1 and 92 enumerated powers. relative to each other and to the residual POGG power. given the 
textual ambiguities discussed in Part I.A. 

4G08 Supra note 4 I5 at 292: see also [hid at 240. The other principles mentioned by the Coun are: 
democrat). constirutionalism and the rule of law. and respect for minorities. /bid at 292. This thesis will just 
focus on the relationship beween watershed approaches and the federalism principle, except to the extent that 
another principle i s  referred to as a "value" of federalism. as discussed below. 

J C I  See. t ' . ~ . .  R- r. Hvdro-Qudbrc. supra note 38 at 78 (majority decision noting that it is "incumbent on 
the courts to secure the basic bolirnce between the two levels of government envisioned by the Constitution" 
(emphasis added). but without defining the "basic balance"); Hoe.  supra note 4 15 at 395 (observing that 
judicial '-choice must be guided by a concept of federalism. Is this the kind of law that should be enacted at 



choice on the dividing line between federal and provincial responsibilities is "largely 'a 

matter of a priori belief rather than rational argument."*" Even if the federalism principle 

cannot provide a scientific formula for dividing federal and provincial legislative powers. 

there are several clues or factors to which the Supreme Court or scholars have referred. 

which can be used to help make division of powers judgments. The following is a discussion 

of those factors. Part IV of this Chapter will then use these factors to assess whether a 

watershed approach should be considered inna rires the federal *'fisheries" power. 

Reconciling "Cnity" and "Diversity" o f  Language. Culture, and More  

In the Qlrrhrc Srcrssion Rrj2rmct.. the Coun emphasized the central role of 

Federalism in presrning French language and culture."' Thus. one could say that federal 

legislation restricting French language and culture should be particularly suspect. on 

Federalism grounds. Is this role the gist of federalism-i.e. the concern which should underlie 

judicial application of the Constitution's division of powers provisions'? If so. then does rhr 

the federal or the provincial level?"; and. noting that the choice should reflect "values that ma> reasonabl? be 
assened to be enduring considerations in the allocation of power beween the two levels of government."). 

1<: Ryder. suprcr note 284 at 3 19 n. 38 (citation omitted). Professor Ryder implied that he concurs with 
this view by stating that the "test. histoq. md structure of the C'onsrirurion ..let. IX6' are too ambiguous to 
provide guidance on the appropriate weight to be placed on the value of federal or provincial autonomy 
rrspectivel) ." /bid Prof. Gibson's caution. in his article on Canadian water planning. is also appropriate for 
this federalism analysis: 

I t  must be understood . * . that guaranteed answers cannot be provided for the problems to 
be examined in this paper [regarding the division of legislative powers relating to water 
management/. Most law- is  opinion. and that is particularly true of constitutional law. . . . 
[Mlany of the answers offered here are metel? guesses at what the courts will hold when the 
occasion arises. 

Supru note 4 1 at 7 1. 

: Sirpru note J I5 at 252. The Court specifically referred to the provincial legislative power over 
'propem and civil rights in the province." in section 9?( 13) of the Constitution. as being intended to pro\ ide 
an indirect guarantee of French language and culture. lbid at 242. See also. eg.. Ryder. supra note 284 at 
3 19 n. 38 (positing that '-provincial autonomy must be treated as a constitutional value of supreme importance 
in order to respect the basic reality of cultural diversit! in the  count^. particularly the concentration of French 
Canadians in Quebec."). 



concept of "culture" include environmental laws. or is it more limited?"J 

The Quebec Secession Court also stated more generally that federalism provided the 

political means at Confederation for reconciling the competing objectives of -'diversih'- and 
..Unif)..'4's Hence. the extent to which a federal statute can hlfill this role could be viewed 

as bearing directly on the statute's constitutionality. The nature of this role is unclear. 

however. Federalism promotes diversity of what. beyond cultural (including language) 

diversity? And. more fundamentally. how does federalism reconcile these objectives? In 

other words. what was the extent or boundaries of "diversic" and "unit)." inherent in the 

federalism principle which facilitated Confederation'? 

In one sense. the answer to this last question is provided by the text of sections 9 1 and 

92. The Court's decision in the Qltrbrc Secession Rrfirmcu itself acknowledged that these 

sections provide the " p r i m e  textual expression" of federali~rn.~'" But the Coun also 

indicated that it has used the federalism principle to justit'). reducing the otherwise "sweeping 

powers" which appear to be granted to Parliament by the Constitution's test.4'- This usage 

implies thar the rstcnt or boundary of "diversity" and "unity" is not determined solely b) the 

Constitution's test. However. the Coun did not define the rxlenr of diversir! relative to 

unity. other than to emphasize the importance of provincial "autonomy." But. again. the 

Coun did not explain just how much provincial autonomy was required by the federalism 

4q-I The tern has both narrow and broad plain meanings. See Random House Webster's C o t l q r  
Dictionar?. supru note 167 at 330 (defining "culture" as "anistic and intellectual pursuits and products" and. 
more broadl).. as "the sum total of wa!s of living built up by a group of human beings"). 

4 t 6  Supra note 4 15 at 244.245.250-52. 

J6e Ibtd. at 246: see also ibid. at 25 1 (noting that federalism "recognizes . . . the autonomy of provincial 
governments to develop their societies within their respective spheres ofjurisdiction" (emphasis added) l. 

46-  For an explanation oithis textual interpretation of strong federal powen. and the judicial narrowing 
of these powers. see Hogg. supra note 4 I5 at 1 16 ("There are many indications that the framers o f  the B.N.A. 
Act planned a strong central govenunent."): ibid at 120 (-'[Tlhe distribution of powers . . . is much less 
favourable to the federal power than would be suggested merely by comparing the text with that of the 
American or Australian Constitutions."l. 



prin~iple."~ 

Prof. Hogg has provided f h h e r  insight into the "diversit) and unity" objectives 

identified in the Quebec Secession Rejerence. explaining that the political compromise 

leading to Confederation aimed at providing sufficient "unity " for "military and economic 

srrength." while promoting "diversity" of "language. culture. religion and local 

institutions.'"' Using this explanation. one might conclude that the federalism principle 

favours federal legislation to promote military and economic strength. but disfavours federal 

legislation relating to language. culture. religion. and local institutions. The connection 

between these subjects and environmental protection legislation is uncertain. The goals of 

cnvironrnmtal protection and economic strength are often described as competing. although 

they are characterized as rnutuall~. supporting among those in the "sustainable dst-elopmmt" 

camp.'") Similarly. one could argue for or against the proposition that environmental 

protection is subsumed within the concepts of w*culture" and **local  institution^."^“"' Thus. ii 

is difficult ro say how environmental legislation fits within the unih/diversit) dichotomy. 

Functionalism 

The Court's decision in the Quebec Secession Re$rrncr referred to the roles of 

as3 Supm note 4 15 at 245 (provincial governments were granted "significant powers"). 250 (federalism 
.*recognizes . . . rhr autonomy of provincial governments to develop their societies within their respecti~c 
spheres of jurisdiction."): x e  also. r . p .  Ryder. supru note 284 at 3 18 8: 3 19 n. 38 (observing that the 
..protection of provincial autonomj has been a value of primar) imponance in Canadian constitutional 
discourse." but that --Canadians disagree endlessl>* and vociferousl~" on just how much autonomj the 
provinces should have). 

4*.. Hog. supru note 4 1 5 at 107- 108. 

1(.<) See. zg.. Mac Mac Donald. .-?gmdus /ur Susruinubilin - Enrironmmr and Dmeiopmmr into (he 
Tbt.rnr?.Yirsr C>nru? (London: Routledge. 1998) at 15-23 (surveying discussions of the environment- 
economics link in .-agendasa' adopted by various international conferences related to sustainable development). 

ah l For an interesting discussion of the cultural roots of modem society's approach toward environmental 
protection. see lshmaef, supra note 64 (refemng throughout ro modem society-s destmctive environmental 
attitudes as reflecting a "takei' culture). 



federalism. not only as reconciling "unity and diversity." but also as '*facilitat[ing] 

democratic participation by distributing power to the government thought to be most suited 

to achieving the particular societal objective having regard to this diver~ity."'~' Thus. the 

Court suggested a functional view of federali~rn.'~' 

The majority opinion in fl~~dro -Quebec provides a recent example of this functional 

approach. The majority justified its affirmance of the constitutional basis for CEP.4. in part. 

by stressing that environmental protection was a "fundamental value" and a "major 

challenge."'" Citing the Court's decision in Friends of the Oldmun River Socieh,. the 

majority then stressed that -'the Constitution should be so interpreted as to afford both levels 

of government ample means to protect the environment while maintaining the general 

structure of the Constit~tion."'~' But the Court also referred specifically to "national 

standards" as a necessary tool For meeting the environmental challenge and to CEP.4 

generally as necessary for Canada to meet its international environmental obligations.'" In 

other words. the majority referred to several functions as relevant to its assessment of 

whether C'EP.4 satisfied the constitutional *'balanceg* of federalism. 

l h  : Slcpru note 4 15 at 25 1 

Ih i This suggestion has apparently been a common one among anglo-Canadian legal scholars. See Ryder. 
rupru note 284 at 34 1-42 see also. <.g.. Gibson. supra note 4 1 at 9 1 ("Central to the theory of federalism is 
the principle rhat only those tasks ofgovernment which are best handled on a national basis should be allocated 
to the federal authorin.: the rest should be handled locally."). 

lbid at 95: see also ihid. at 10 1 (obsening that the environmental challenge "requires action b) 
governments at all lebels"). 

loa lbid. at 10 1-02. The minorip ignored the importance ofsetting national standards, focussing instead 
on the need for federal and provincial governments to "operate in tandem" and for courts to avoid allou.ing 
one of those nvo levels of government to '2ake over the field so as to completely dwarf the presence of the 
other." Ibid. at 69 The minorie's vision of shared or cooperative environmental federalism seems fair. but 
it fails without an adequate explanation of the scope of the legislative powers which the two levels of 
government can actually wield. For example. the federal conmbution to this "tandem" effort is quite weak 
if it precludes--regulation."as the ffvdro-Quebec rnminori~ argued (ibid. at 70). and if its authority under POGG 
is as limited as that suggested by the minority. Ibid. at 7 1-77. 



Federalism "Advantages" 

Prof. Hogg offers another set of clues as to how the federalism principle can be used 

to draw the constitutional dividing line between federal and provincial legislatibrr powers. 

In discussing the abstract concept of federalism. Hogg notes that it has "distinct advantages." 

one of which is to promote governmental efficiency and accountability. especiall) in a 

country like Canada. which covers such a large. diverse area that is difficult to senvice by a 

central government."" Hogg implies. as a sort of rule-of-thumb for gaining these 

advantages. that the federal government should be responsible for "matters of national 

importance" and provincial governments should address '-matters of local imponance."'"* 

This national~local distinction is closely related. although not identical. to the 

hnctional approach discussed above. The distinction also seems like a logical foundation 

for. if not inherent in. a federalism principle. But courts' use of the distinction for dividing 

federal and provincial powers is quite problematic. in part. because of difficulties in defining 

the boundaries between national and local issues. at least. in the environmental contest. i f  

[he "national" character of an issue has some abstract or objective meaning. that meaning is 

like]) analogous to the "estra-provincial effects" leg of the Supreme Court's test for 

determining whether a matter falls within the "national concern" branch of the federal POGG 

power.'"' This test provides doubtful limits on the scope of"nationa1" environmental issues. 

because the interconnections within and among ecosystems ignore political jurisdictions. and 

there are global benefits to be derived from and thus a global interest in biological and 

ecosystem di\.ersih*.'"' And. given the penfasiveness of human health concerns from 

a0 - Hogg. srtprd note 4 I5 at I 15. 

'"" See R. r.. Hydro-Quebec. supra note 38 at 7 1 (citing R. r. Crown-Zdiierbach. supra note 409 at 42 I - 
32 ). 

''' For a discussion of these interconnections and the values of diversir).. see. e.g., Wilson. supra note 
59 at 170-1 74; "Barriers". supra note 3 at 98 1-982; Doppelt, supra note 43 at 7-1 2; Minshall. supra note 180. 
For a recent statement of the national and global implications of environmental protection in Canada. see Bill 
C-14 I .  Cunudian EndangeredSpecies Protection .-fct. supra note 1 56 (preamble ~*[r]ecognizing that Canada's 



exposure to toxic pollution. it is difficult to ignore the "national" implications of individual. 

otherwise "local" pollution incidents."' 

Besides efficiency and accountability. Prof. Hogg offers two other advantages of 

federalism: it spurs innovation. because local jurisdictions are often more likely to try 

experimental policies than the federal government: and it provides a check against t)Tann) 

by decentralizing power.'" 

Following this explanation. one could apply the federalism principle to federal 

legislation by determining the extent to which the legislation provides for each of these 

federalism g-advantages." 

Federalism "Values" 

In addition to citing the practical advantages of federalism. Prot Hogg also notes that 

there are many "\*slues to be d ram from histon.. political science. economics and sociology. 

which are arguably inherent in Canada's federal system."'" He refers to these values as 

"contra\-ersial." but he implies that the following three are chief among these ~.alues: 

community. efficiency. and dsrnocra~~."~ Prof. Hogg notes. however. that there is 

disagreement over the esistence of these values and the extent to which the) are promoted 

natural heritage is an integral part of our national identity and histop" and that "Canadian wildlife species and 
ecos!.stems are also pan of the world's heritage"); see also. ec.g.. Ncmetz. supra note 36 at -I I5 (referring to 
"environmental control" as one of the "matters of national interest"). 

4'; S e r .  d . p . .  R. r. !?~Jro-Quebec. supra note 38 at 10 1 (citing a report recomizing the pervasiveness of 
pollution and its national and global dimensions and the need for national standards to address it): rhrd at 1 16 
(noting the federal -'role in protecting the basic values of Canadians regarding the environment. . . ."I; see also 
;bid at 1 15 ("'[Tlhe vast amount of waste products emitted into the atmosphere or dumped in water has begun 
to rsceed the a b i l i ~  of the atmosphere and water to absorb and assimilate it on a global scale."' (citing R. r. 
Cn7w.n Zdl la-buch C-dnudu Ltd. supru note 4 15 at 455)). 

1: Hogg. supra note 4 I5 at i 1 5-  I 16. 



by strong or weak federal authority."' Nevertheless. these values could also be used as a 

benchmark for determining the extent to which federal legislation is consistent with the 

federalism principle. 

Judicial Restraint 

The discussion in this Part shows the difficulty of defining and applying a federalism 

principle by some objective measure distinguishable from judges' personal preferences. 

Given this difficul~ . the very same "democratic" values underlying the concept of federalism 

warrant judicial restraint in applying the principle to strike down legislation produced 

through either federal or provincial democratic processes.'7b 

In sum. judicial interpretation of the constitutional division of powers must be 

guided-\hi th restraint-by some extrinsic concept of federal ism. but it is hard to generate a 

clear formula for determining that division of powers from the concept of federalism. 'The 

discussion above lists several factors which courts might consider in applying the federalism 

concept. In Part IV of this Chapter. these factors will be used to evaluate whether a 

~iatershed approach is consistent with the federal ism principle. 

111. Applying the Federal "Fisheries" Power to a Watershed Approach 

The Fisheries .4c/ has been characterized as the strongest federal mvironmental law. 

in large part. because of the strength of its constitutional authority under the most obviousl!- 

'-@ /bid. (urging judicial restraint as a "governing precept" in federalism cases): see also. e..g.. Cdntrui 
C-dn- Poturh. supru note 43 I at 76 (stating that governments "are entitled to expect that the Courts . . . will 
approach the task of appraisal of the constitutionality of social and economic programmes with s)mpa* and 
regard for the serious consequences of holding them ultra rires"). The Hydro-Quebec majority acknowledged 
this principle of restraint. to some estent. by insisting that the Constitution should be interpreted in a wa? that 
.*afford[s] both levels of government ample means to protect the environment. . . ." Supra note 38 at 95. 
However. the reason for the Court's rule of restraint had more to do with the mandates ofenvironmental poIic) 
than the potentially undemocratic nature ofjudicial activism. [hid. See also Ontario v. Canadian Pacific L d .  
supra note 220 at 107 1. 1078 (adopting a rule of restraint in reviewing a constitutional vagueness challenee 
to a provincial statutoF pollution prohibition). 



applicable of the federal enumerated powers in section 91 ."? Section 91 authorizes 

Parliament to legislate with respect to "all Matters coming within" the enumerated subjects 

which include "Sea Coast and Inland Fisheries" [hereinafter "Fisheries"]. as enumerated in 

section 9 1( 12). On its face. the reference in section 91 to "all Matters" indicates that 

Parliament has broad legislative authority with respect to "Fisheries." Consistent with this 

plain reading. the Supreme Coun has long made it clear that Parliament's "Fisheries" power 

includes broad authority to adopt legislation to consenre fish??' The Coun has also made it 

clear that this conservation authorih can include not only legislatively-derived limits on 

fishing activities. but legislative protections for fish habita~.~" Thus. the federal "Fisheries" 

power appears at tirst blush to support the watershed approach described in prior Chapters. 

There are three aspects of the federal "Fisheries" power which require further 

analysis in order to determine whether and the extent to which that power suppons a 

watershed approach. These aspects are: first. the range of species covered b>- the 

constitutional term "Fisheries": second. the level of factual certainty required to demonstrate 

that a federal statute is justified for the protection of "Fisheries": and. third. the cxtmt to 

which the watershed approach can impinge on provincial powers. including those regarding 

"propert!. and civil rights" within a province. This Part of Chapter 3 addresses each of these 

aspects. 

1" See. d.g. Cotton & Lucas. supra note 24 at para. 4.85 (citing the Fisheries .4cr's constitutional 
authorirk as one of several reasons why the .4cr has become the "most important federal water pollution 
statute."): Gertler I [ .  srrpru note 36 at 2 15 (noting that the .dcr's "strong federal power" under section 9 1 ( 12) 
of the Constitution make its fish habitat and deleterious substance provisions "potentially the most powerful 
and universally applicable provisions of federal environmental law in Canada"): Nemetz. supra note 36 at 403 
(noting that. although the -4cr appears to focus on fish protection. it "has been an instrument for protecting the 
general environment" based on the federal "Fisheries" power). 

''' See R. r. Roberrson. [ I  8821 6 S.C.R. 52 at 1 34-35: .Vorrhwesr Falling Conrractors v. R., supra note 
409 at 30 1-302. 

4-'-J See R. r.. Robertson. supra note 478 at 334-35 (s. 9 1 ( 12) authorizes Parliament to enact laws 
prohibiting obstructions to fish passage): . Iorrhesr Falling Contractors v. R.. supra note 409 at 30 1-30?: see 
also Hogg. supra note 4 15 at 73 1 (-'It is well established thar Parliament may legislate for the presenation of 
fish. This means that Parliament may . . . . act to protect the environment of fish. to ensure that spawning 
uounds or fish habitats are not polluted."). - 



A. Do Constitutional "Fisheries" loclude All Legislative "Fish"? 

Chapter 3. Part I.B. showed that the Fisheries rlcr suppons a watershed approach. in 

pan. because the .lcr defines "tish" broadly. to "include" "shellfish." "crustaceans." and 

--marine animals." Is this legislative breadth supported by the federal "Fisheries" power? 

This question has two sub-questions: First. does the federal "Fisheries" power support 

legislative efforts to protect the full range of opes of sprcies listed in the .4sr 's definition of 

'-fish"? .And. second. docs the applicability of the "Fisheries" power depend on whether the 

species is being used by humans for commercial harvest. recreation. subsistence. andlor any 

other purpose? Parts 1II.A. 1 and 2 below address these sub-questions. Part III.A.3 addresses 

the ramifications for a watershed approach even i f  the range of species covered by the federal 

'*Fisheries" power is viewed narrowly. 

1. The Types of Species Covered By the Federal "Fisheries" Power 

In .\'orrh~c.rst Fulling C'onrrucror.~. the Supreme Court of Canada expressly rejected 

an argument that the Fisheries .dCr 's definition of "fish" uas lritru rirrs the federal 

'-Fisherieso- pou~rr.'"Thus. the Coun's decision purports to sanction using the federal 

"Fisheries" p o u a  to protect all of rhr potential types of species covered b\ the Fisheries 

. ~ c I . " '  The COUR has since confirmed this interpretation. with respect to sea~s.'~' However. 

one might question the applicability ofthe .Vorth~*esr Fulling Conrroctors decision to species 

other than fish and marine mammals. for several reasons. First. of the six legal authorities 

cited by the Court. only one-a dictionary-referred clearly to any species other than fish in 

4x1 Supra note 409 at 299-300. 

J L I !  See supra test at notes 167-1 69 (discussing the potential range of aquatic species covered b! the 
.-lcl's "fish'. definition. in addition to the definition's espress reference to "shellfish." '-crustaceans." and 
'*marine animals"). 

See .\loore v. Johnson. supra note 433 (striking down a provincial seal harvesting regulation on the 
ground that the federal government's -'Fisheries" power covered sealing and the provincial regulation was 
inconsistent with federal sealing rules under the Fisheries .-fcr). 



defining "fi~hen."'~' Second. the Court's own rationale is vague. The Court explained that 

the "Fisheries" power was "not a mere authority to legislate in relation to 'fish' in the 

technical sense of the word: rather. the power was concerned more broadly with the 

"'preservation of fisheries as a public resource"' and shellfish. crustaceans and marine 

animals -'are all part of the system which constitutes the fisheries res~urce.'"'~' It is unclear 

from this explanation whether the Court believed these three categories were part of the 

"resource system" because fish and (marine mammals) are ultimately dependent on them. or 

because these categories are *'fisheries resources" in their own right. Third. the Coun likely 

presumed that fish species were present in the British Columbia tidal waters at issue in that 

case. Thus. although the appellant squarely questioned the constiturionality of the range of 

species covered by the Fisheries .-kt 's "fish" detinition. the Coun addressed the question in 

a more limited factual contest. The Court implied that these tidal waters were "fisheries" 

waters. hut without explaining which species in. or other characteristics of. the tidal waters 

justified this concl~sion.'~" 

In sum. the Supreme Coun has expressly upheld the constitutional \validit> of the 

Fisheries .-lc-1 '.s detinition offish. However. i t  is unclear from Coun's decision. in .\urth\t.esr 

Ftrlling C'oniru~-tors. whether the Coun would stand by that holding in other cases in\-olving 

obscure species of "marine animals" and possibly fresh water animals that ma!. be "fish" 

under the Fisheries ..Ict. The Coun's willingness to stand by its decision is particularly 

uncertain in cases involving species which are not s h o ~ n  to be part of the food chain which 

supports tish (in the more narrow sense than that used in the Fisheries . - k t )  or mm*nr 

mammals (as distinguished from all marine animuls). 

48 : .Vorrh.t?st Fulling Conmcrors r.. R.. supra note 409 at 299 (citing a dictionar) which defined 
-*fishen" by reference to fish and "other products tiom the sea or rivers"). 



2. The Breadth of the Concept of Utility in the Court's Reference to 
"Resource" 

As noted in Chapter 3. Part I.B. the B.C. Court of Appeal in R. Y. iLlacMillan Blordel 

Ltd. held that the ..lcr!s definition of "fish" applied only to those fish species that have 

commercial or spon value. Even though that limitation was not reflected in the plain terms 

of the .-ic!. the B.C. court considered its narrow interpretation necessary to prevent the .4c*f 

from being ulrro rirer the federal "Fisheries" power. because the coun believed the 

constitutional term --Fisheries" was limited to commercial and. perhaps also. sport fish."" 

The .iluc.UiNun decision is troubling. in part. because the B.C. coun's citations for 

the constitutional scope of the word "fishery" are superficial and incomplete. The coun 

relied on the Supreme Court's 1980 decisions in Fo'olt.ler and .\brthwrst Fulling Contrcrt-tors. 

~ t d  .'" but neither of these cases raised squarely the issue of whether the constitutional term 

w-Fisheries" includes non-commercial. non-sport -*fish"  specie^.^" 1n Folvlrr. the Supreme 

Coun held that a section of the Fisheries .Act was ultra vires section 9 3  12) o f  the 

Constitution because that section of the . k t  prohibited certain logging activities without 

regard to whether the! harmed tish.'" The water at issue actually supported several species 

of salmon. which are well known for their value both for commercial and sport-tishing 

JWE See supru note 170 at 708-09. The .\loc.%lill~n coun did not question the .-lcr? application to 
crustaceans. shellfish. and marine animals. per sr: it was concerned onl) with the application of rhe . . l ~ + r i  
detinition of "fish" to non-commercial species. lbid. 

:an The other. more historical cases quoted by the .\luc.\lillun coun are similarly off-point. See ihid at 
708 (citing .\lurk Fishing c C'nirrd Fishrrmm b .-!llird il'ks. ' s.'(nion. [ I  9721 3 W.W.R. 64 1 1 B.C.C.A.). qfW. 
[ I  9731 3 W.W.R. 13 (S.C.C.). and the Ref Re Fisltrrirs .lcr. 1914. supra note 209). .Llork Fishi~g addressed 
whether the federal government could legislate labour relations on fishing vessels under its constitutional 
jurisdiction over "Fisheries". 3 W. W.R. at 645 47. The 19 I 4  Fisheries .-kt Rrferencr dealt with the estent 
of the federal government's constitutional authori~ over commercial fishing operations. Supru note 209 at 
467468. 

In R c Brll. a B.C. Provincial Coun recognized that h e  issue of whether the Fisheries . . l i t  and. b) 
implication section 91(11) of the Constitution. applied to spon fisheries was "certainl) not before" the 
Supreme Coun of Canada in the Fowkr and .\!ark Fishing cases. Supra note 174 at 6. 

"" Supra note 409 at 226. 



uses."' Ironically. the Fon*ler decision used the terms "fisheries" and "fish" interchangeably. 

so it is unlikely that the Court even thought about any possible distinction between these two 

In .Ibrthw~rst Falling Contruc*iors. the Supreme Coun rejected a claim that the 

Fisheries .-let's pollution prohibition was ultra rires section 92( 12) of the Constitution. The 

appellant had challenged the constitutionality of the prohibition on the ground that it 

legislated wbpollution of water general1 y" or. at most. aimed to protect -*all animal life in the 

water" rather than simply "Fisheries" within the meaning of section 9312)  of the 

Constitution."' The Coun made no reference to any argument by the appellant that section 

92( 12) required distinctions among species based on their commercial or spon value. 

-4s noted above. the .\'orth\t.est Fulling Court actually concluded that the Fisheries 

.4crf.s ..fish" definition was iniru \-ires section 91 ( 12) ofthe ~onst i tu t ion.~~Thus.  ifanything. 

the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in .\'orthu.esr Fulling contradicts the .\fu~*.tliiiun 

decision. because the Fisheries .-kt's "fish" definition. on its face. appiies to the listed 

species regardless of their commercial value or other use by humans."' 

Is the .\l~rc.\fillun decision nevertheless inconsistent with the .tbrihrc+e.st Fulling 

Coun's csplanation that constitutional *'Fisheries" are "'fisheries as a public resource'" and 

!hat the species included in the Fi.sl1erir.s . - k t  :F definition of "fish" are all "part of the .s~-.~ie.m 
.=.74Uf; which consti tutcs the fisheries resource . The Coun's reference to a "system" suggests 

an aquatic ecosFstrrn. rarhcr than a species-specific view of the word "Fisheries" in section 

91( 11). Under this interpretation. the "Fisheries" power suppons federal legislation to 

protect aquatic or marine rcosystems generally. not just those with commercial or spon tish. 

;*I Iblf.4. 31 2 1 9. 

W i Ibici. at 223-227. 

Jo: Supru note 409 at 298. 

;a; See supra test at note 478 (citing [ I  9801.2 S.C.R. at 299-300). 

Jut The dissenting judge in .Ifuc.lfilfun recopized this inconsistenc~. Supra note 170 at 709. 

4- Supru note 409 at 298-299.300 (emphasis added). 



The Court's word "resource" suggests that "Fisheries" applies only to those 

organisms that have some utilit) for humans." Xot surprisingly. therefore. the Court's 

references to "Fisheries" as "resources" typically also accompany references to "Fisheries'" 

value for hanesting or for '-exploitation."'' But the concept of '-resource" uti l i~.  estends 

beyond commercial or spon fishing values. Other potential "resource" values include 

subsistence and aesthetic enjoyment. and species' potential hanfestabiiity dirrctl? by humans 

for nutrition or other p~rposes."~ Viewed from an even broader perspective. Fisheries .-l l.1 

"fish" are "resources" for humans because of their value as part of the overall food chain. or 

overall ecosystem. on which humans depend. directly or indirectly.'" One might wen  sa!. 

that tish are resources because of their value to humans as incficarors of aquatic ecos? stem 

health.'"" Cndcr these broad notions of rhr fish .wresourcr" and accompanying cco-..system." 

the federal "Fisheries" power is not limited to the protection of commercial or spon tish.'"' 

a* See also R. is. Rnh~rrson, supru note 478 at 120 (stating that the federal "Fisheries" power riuthor~res 
federal legislation to benefjt '*the public at large. who are interested in the fisheries as a source of national or 
prov~ncial wealth"). 

4'J- !'orthw.dsr Fuilittg C'c)nrrd~.ror.r r.. R.. supru note 409 at 299-300: see also. 2 .g . .  /PC'(). slcpru note JOq 

at 195. 

4'J* Krill are an example of species which have onl) recentl) become the targets for commercial hsn t'sts. 

in part. because of the depletion of other tisheries. See. d . g .  Stephen Nicol."De~elopment of the Krill Fishing 
I n d us t q  ." ~n H m e s  ring Krill. E~.ologic.rli lmpucr. .Jssdssrnenr. Producn und Bdngfits - F1sht)rlt.s C-tvltr~~ 
R~.seurclt Reports (Vancouver: U.B.C.. 1995) at 32 (discussing origin of the bill fishing i n d u s ~  in the late 
1 960's ). 

1U4 See. d.g.. Fish Habirirr .\iunugt?me.nr Policj: supru note 20 1 at 9- 10 (referring to a broad range of t?sh 
resource values): DFO, 1998-99 Esrirnurcs - .4 Rqorr on Plum and Prioriritls. supru note 407 at 8 ("[H'lithout 
fish there would be no fisheries"). 

44%) See. e.,g., Reed Noss. .\lclinraining Ec.oiogica1 lnrdgrin. in Reprrsenrurivr Rriserr.et .\'ewnrku. .-l L j i~ rW 
CC i'idi&! Fund Cunuda ICurld U 'ildlifi Fund Cirired Srilres DISCL'SSI0.V P.4 PER ( Toronto : W W F. 1 99 5 at 
34 (noting, as a "promising measure of integrity in aquatic communities." a fish-based "index of biotic 
integrity"): Fish Hutrirar ;tfunugmenr P o l i c ~  supra note 20 1 at 9- 10 (stating that fish are an "important pan 
of Canada's renewable resource base." in part. because '.to many Canadians. the simpie knowledge that the 
fish are there serves as a strong indicator of a healthy environment"). 

;0 I Based on the Supreme Court's use of the word -'resource" in several constitutional cases- the Ontario 
Provincial Court rejected an argument that the Fisheries .4cr's deleterious substance prohibition was 
inapplicable to a receiving water in which the "principal" fish species was catfish, a "scavenger. . . not prized 
b> sport fishermen." R. r. Qanamid Canada. Inc., supra note 174 at 157-158. 

Several years prior to the B.C. Supreme Court's decision in .\iac.\lillan Bloedei. a B.C. provincial 



One might try to distinguish commercial and spon fishing resource values from these 

other resource values on the ground that the former are important to Canadians from a 

monetary standpoint. However. all of these "resource" values can be quantified in dollar 

Thus. in R. v. Bell. the B.C. Provincial Court held that constitutional "Fisheries" 

included spon fish as well as commercial tish. based on this universal resource 

quantification. The court noted that "[dlrawing a distinction between commercial and spons 

fishing could be a difficult and ofien fruitless exercise" because there is "often a commercial 

value to be derived from the sports fishery itself." The coun observed. for example. that 

"tourism often depends primari 1). upon the value of the spons fishen*. Can one then call that 

strictly a sports value or does it have a commercial value? This distinction. in my \lieu. is 

without a great significance."'"' Perhaps without recognizing it. the Bell court's focus on the 

"commercial" value of fish. per se. regardless of whether the value results directlg or 

indirectly from human use. opens the door for recognizing the constitutional significance of 

a myriad other fishery "resource" values. because they can all be quantified in dollar--i.r. 

commercial--terms. 

These dollar values likely do not adequately represent the total "value" of fish to 

humans or to other species. or their intrinsic value."* The point is simply that commercial 

or spon tishing "resource" values cannot be distinguished from other "resource" values for 

constitutional purposes on the basis of their ability to be quantified in dollar terms. 

.-\nother potential criterion for distinguishing commrrcial and spon fish from other 

court adopted a similar approach to that in CCyanurnid in holding that the Fisheries .4ct applied to a river 
containing fifiecn fish species. without reference to their value for commercial or sport fishing. Set: R. 1.. 

Ric-hmonJ Pl~wood Corp.. supra note 174. 

See. 2.g.. Robert Costanza. rr uI.."The Value ofthe World's Ecosystem Services and Natural Capital" 
( 1997) 387 Nature 253 (estimating the annual value of global ecos)stem services at S16-54 trillion. compared 
to an annual global GNP of S I8 trillion). 

'" Supra note 174 at 6. 

For a discussion and critique of the Costanza study cited at note 502 suprcr. see the dialogue in the 
internet conference sponsored by the International Society for Ecological Economics: 
<http: 'csf.colorado.EDU~ISEEecovalue:index.htrnl (accessed May 8.1999): see also. rg.. S t u a ~  L. Pirnm. 
'-The Value of E v e ~ h i n g "  ( 1997) 387 Nature 23 1. 



Fisheries .4ct "fish is that the former are. by definition. caught or harvested. This criterion 

is supported by the Court's decision in :Vorfhu.est Falling Conrracrors. which cited an 1863 

textbook referring to fisheries in terms of the right of. or place for. catching fish."" Lhder 

this concept. "Fisheries" include fish harvested not just for commerce or for sport. but also 

for subsistence uses. Yet. the .\luc.2lillan decision did not mention subsistence values. 

Moreo\.er. this criterion is difficult to a p p l ~  without also infusing some notion of the 

rnugni~tde of the commercial or other value of the caught fish. because all fish may be caught 

at some time by s~rnrone."'~ If "lesser" sport fish are excluded from the constitutional notion 

of "Fisheries." the exclusion must be premised on the notion that those escluded fish do not 

rise above some threshold notion of constitutional "value." But. again. if "value" is the 

fundamental defining criterion. then "Fisheries" need not be limited to those fish species 

hanested directly for commerce. sport. or even subsistence. 

The Supreme Coun has stated repeatedly that its interpretation of other constitutional 

terms should not be "frozen in time.""" Under this principle. the term "Fisheries" should be 

similarl> "progressively interpreted" in light of modem notions of the myriad values of 

"fish." The Supreme Court's refusal to limit the concept of "Fisher)." more narro\+.ly than 

the concept of "resource" suggests that the Court agrees that a progressive interpretation of 

"Fisher).." is appropriate."'" 

( t . 6  

Slipru note 409 at 299 (citation omitted). Surprisingly. neither the .Vorrh,vt)sr Fullingdecision. or an> 
of the other Supreme Coun cases cited in the Jtuc.itillun Blordel decision. or the .iluc.tlillnn decision itself. 
referred to the actual debates of the framers ot'the I867 Constitution Act to discern their intent as to the scope 
of "Fisheries" in section 92( 12). 1 have also not reviewed those debates for purposes of this thesis. although 
that isould be a useful avenue for further research. 

"" My seven year old son does not distinguish between prize and non-prize sport fish: he will try to catch 
an: aquatic species that moves. 

<,.,- See. tc.g.. R. r. Hrdro-Quebec. supru note 38 at 98-99 (interpreting the federal "Criminal Law" power 
in section 9 l(273); see also H o g ,  supra note 4 15 at 4 19-42 1 (observing that the Supreme C O U ~  has applied 
the concept of .*progressive interpretation" to adapt the 186' Canstirurion .-kt to "new conditions and new 
ideas."). 

'alp In .\loorr e Johnson. the Supreme Court held that a Fisheries .4rr regulation prohibiting seal killing 
was"undoubtedI! -- inrril rires the"Fisheries" power. but without explaining whether thisconclusion was based 
solel) on the seals' value for commercial harvest. Supra note 433 at 122: see also Ckrd r. Canada t.-ifrorner?- 
Gentmil! ( 1997). 152 D.L.R. (4'") 363 (Nfld. S.C.) (holding that a Fisheries .4cr regulation prohibiting the sale 



3. The Ramifications of A Narrow Concept of Federal "Fisheries" 

The previous Part explained the ecology-based logic for courts' adoption of an 

expansive notion of "resources" in defining the federal "Fisheries" power. Howr\ber. 

whether the Supreme Court of Canada will embrace this expansive notion will depend. not 

only on its agreement with the iopic. but also on its view as to whether the resulting Federal 

power (and accompanying lack of provincial power. if the Court treats the federal power as 

"esclusivs" or simply as "paramount"). is consistent with the federalism princ i plr 

underlying the constitutional division of powers. Thus. despite the strength ofthc ecosystem 

logic for a broad view of federal "Fisheries." federalism concerns ma); compel the Supreme 

Coun of Canada to iiew the federal power like the B.C. Supreme Coun in .Ifuc.\fillun 

Blordrl. based on species' values as "resources" for commercial or spon hanmests. and 

possibly also for subsistence uses. 

Even this restrictive concept of w'Fisheries" "resource" values could still pro\.idtt a 

sutficientl!. broad constitutional basis for a watershed approach. Presumably. a majorit: of 

Canada's coastal and inland uatcrs likely haye species that are hanested either ibr 

commercial. spon. or subsistence purposes. If this presumption is valid. the federal 

"Fisheries" pouer suppons uatershed approaches aimed at consening the habitat of species 

in these waters. 

Moreover. most of Canada's waters likely have species which are pan of the food 

chain for species that are hanested for commercial. spon. or subsistence purposes. -4s noted 

at the outset of this Part. the federal -'Fisheries" power includes the power to consme 

'-Fisheries" and their habitat. Following the Fisheries .4cr '.s broad notion of "tish habitat" 

as including "food supply" on which "fish" depend directly or indirectly. watershed 

approaches aimed at protecting the food chain of harvested species should be supported by 

the federal "Fisheries" power with respect to those "food chain" species. 

of processed *'blueback seal" pelts was intro rirrs the federal "Fisheries" power. without explaining wh> the 
seal species were federal "Fisheries"). 



In sum. the term "Fisheries" in section 91(12) appears to provide considerable 

suppon for federal legislative programs to protect the types of species covered by the broad 

definition of "fish" in the Fisheries Act. At a minimum. the constitutional term "Fisheries" 

applies to those species which are valued for commercial or sport harvesting. and likely also 

subsistence. The Supreme Counts reference. in Northwest Failing Controctors. to the entire 

"system which constitutes the fisheries resource" may also mean that constitutional 

"Fisheries" include other species which are part of the food chain supporting species 

hanested for commerciai. spon. or subsistence purposes. Under a modem. expansive notion 

of the concept of "resource" in which all aquatic ecosystem components have "value" to 

humans. the constitutional term *-Fisherieso' poses no limitation at a1 l on the broad definition 

of "fish" in the Fis'isheries Acr. Finally. even under the traditional view of fishery "resources" 

as harvested species. the federal "Fisheries" power suppons the Fisheries .4cf 's provisions 

for protecting those species' food supplies. Accordingly. that power appears to support 

u atcrshcd approac hrs aimed at protecting Fisheries . -k t  "fish." ci ther directly or indirect I >  

by protecting the food supply of hmested "fish" species. 

B. The Link Between A Watershed Approarb and Fish Protection 

Putting aside the full scope of species which comprise the constitutional term 

"Fisheries." how closely must a watershed approach be linked to conserving those species 

and their habitat in order to be supported by the federal "Fisheries" power? Read together. 

the Supreme Court's decisions in Fo\c*ler and .Vorrhrest Falling Controctors suggest that the 

link need not be strict. but the Court's views are hardly clear on this issue.'ou 

''+ For prior. lower court decisions on the constitutionality of the Fisheries . k t  's fish habitat and related 
provisions. see Rti Forest Proreicrion Limited crnd Guerin, supra note 243 (upholding the Fisheries . I c ~  '3 

"deleterious substance" prohibition under the federal "Fisheries" power. in a case involving aerial spra! ing 
to control spruce budwonn in N.B. forests); R. v. .bicTaggarr. supra note 276 (holding Fisheries .4cr provision 
protecting fish "spawning grounds" intra \*ires federal "Fisheries" power): R. r*. Connor Farms Lld. supra 
note 276 (holding that Fisheries .4cr provision protecting fish spawning grounds was inrra vires federal 



Fowmler involved section 33( 3). which prohibited water pollution from logging and 

land clearing. The Coun held that section ulrra vires the federal "Fisheries" power. because 

the prohibition was not sufficiently linked to "fish" protection."" This decision made it 

clear that there must be some factual nexus between the legislative prohibition and fish 

protection and that the Court was unwilling to take judicial notice of that nexus. at least. in 

that case."' However. the decision did not clarifi. how definitive or close that factual nexus 

must be. for purposes of applying the federal "Fisheries" power. At most. the case stands for 

the proposition that the Coun will not presume a nexus where there is no other evidmcr of 

one."' 

The Supreme Coun provided further guidance on the nesus issue in .\.orrh~t*r.sr 

Fulling Ci,nrrucrors. in which the Coun held that the .4cr's "deleterious substance" 

'-Fisheries" power. in case where agricultural water withdrawals left on11 isolated pools which killed salmon 
f~ ); bur SLY R. 1'. Bluckhum 's C'onsrrucrion Lrd.. supru note 1 79 at 248 ( holding that section 35 was ulrrcr rrrtJs 
the federal "Fisheries" power as applied to activities on private land). 

' I ,  Strprlr note 409 at 726. One ~ o n d e r s  wh) the gobernment prosecutors in that case did not attempt 
to make a direct factual connection to fish. because the cannection between logging debris and harms to fish 
habitat is well known. See. ~p.. Minshall. supru note 1 80 at I5 I ('-Major human-caused disturbances that 
affect stream-riparian ecosystems in tho western United States include . . . foresp and logging activities. . . 
."I. Compare R. r l l s t  Frust'r .\fills Lrd. ruprcl note 2 14 at 133-1 34 (finding that evidence regarding rhr 
adverse effects on tish From cutting stream-side vegetation and depositing debris into stream was sufficient 
for the case to proceed to trial). 

c /  
But see James C. MacPherson. "Developments in Constitutional Law: The 1979-80 Tern'. t 198 1 1 2 

Supreme Coun L.R. 49 at 8 1-86 (criticizing the Supreme Court's Fowkr decision for not taking judicial notice 
of the potential ham to salmon from an! logging debris in the waters at issue. given the fish's "fragile life 
c>cle"): and Hogg. supra note -I I5 at 73 1 and n. 71 (similar criticism). 

i!: In Crown Zdlerbacli. the Coun's majorin concluded that the Oceun Dunrping Control -4cr was uirrti 
pires the federal "Fisheries" power. based arguably on different reasoning than that adopted b?. the Court in 
Fader. The Zdlldrbuch majorin presumed that the Act's provisions at issue were "clearlj." concerned with 
the efTect of marine pollution on fish. But the m a j o r i ~  considered these provisions tilfru virtts the "Fisheries" 
power because the majorir) believed these provisions were concerned with other environmental effects. as well. 
Supra note 409 ar 420423. This over-breadth problem with respect to watershed approaches is discussed 
in_fru at note 529. For purposes here. the major it)'^ reasoning demonstrates the difficulty of applying the 
constitutional division of powers literally to environmental problems. Under the Coun's reasoning. one such 
power can be relied on to support a pollution limit designed to protect fish. but another federal or provincial 
power is necessary to suppon a different l irnit designed to prevent the other environmental effects referenced 
b? the Coun. This tiagrnentation of legislative powers can only lead to an expensive. inefficient. and 
ineffective fn-mentation of environmental protection tools which hardly seems justified on federalism 
~ o u n d s .  



prohibition was inrra vires the federal "Fisheries" power because the .4cr classified those 

substances as "deleterious" expressly by reference to their harrn to f i s h . " h s  noted in 

Chapter 3. Pan II.B.2. the Acr allows this classification to be made by generic regulations 

based on harm to fish in "any waters": it need not be made in the ad hoc context of the 

specific fish species present in the actual waters receiving the offending substance at issue. 

By upholding this classification approach. the .Vorthwert Fulling decision suggests that. 

although a Fisheries Acr requirement must be linked to fish protection in order to be 

supported by the federal "Fisheries" power. the linkage nerd not be demonstrated 

conclusivel~~ at the very site where the regulated conduct occurs."' Absent proof of a generic 

linkage. however. then proof of a site-specific linkage may be necessq  and judicial 

acceptance of that proof ma). vary depending on individual judges' willingness to presume 

certain factual connections."' 

Of course. in other m~ironrnental cases. the Coun has presumed certain 

environmental facts and policies on the basis of r v m  more generic or abstract evidence than 

. t i  

S~/prd note 409 at 292. See also CTdnudu r.4.G. / r. .-lluminum C'O. r</'~*unadu. Lrd. suprd note 275 
(holding the precursor to section 2 3 3 )  of the Fishrrles .-fcr inrru \.ires the federal "Fisheries" powr  because 
of the section's express connection between spill wa>.s and tish protection). 

& I 4  See also R. Y C'unudian Forfir Prrlducrs Lrd.. supra note 2 19 at 67 (rejecting argument that Fowl~.r 
and .\'c~rrh~c.rsr Ful1in.e cclntrucrt~rs require proof of harm to fish in the actual receiving water. in prosecution 
for violation of the Fishcries .-fcr s "deleterious substance" prohibition); Rt. Foresr Prordcrion Lirnircd rlnd 
Grrttrin. supru note 214 at 153-54 (holding that the Fisheries .4rr's "deleterious substance" provisions H-ere 
inrru r.1re.s the federal "Fisheries" power, in a case involving aerial spraying of pesticides to control spruce 
buduorm in prot.incial forests. without addressing the factual proof beween the aerial forest spraying and 
harm to fish). 

' 1 '  See. 2.g.. ,.I.G. tCanudu) r ..llurninurn Co. qf Cunadu. Lrd. supru note 275 (granting government 
motion to compel company to install a fish-way through its dam. in part. because reasonable basis for 
Minister's finding. that fish-way was necessarj. to protect fish. insured that the statutory authority for the order 
was Inrru \.ires the federal "Fisheries" power). 

In R. r. Sf. Puul (Town). [ I  9931 A.J. No. 953 (Ab. Prov. Ct.). a court recentl! concluded that it should 
\ ie\t the scope of "fish habitat," protected b!. section 35 of the Fisheries . k t .  as more limited than the scope 
of all waters in which fish occur. .4lthough the court's precise rationale for this narrow interpretation 1s 
unclear. the court seemed to believe that fish do not necessaril> "depend" on all areas in which the! occur and. 
thus. their mere occurrence in an area was insufficient proof of a nexus between legislative efforts to protect 
that area. and to fish'protection. for constitutional purposes. The court's position seemed more result-oriented 
than justifiable by my rational. science-based notions of fish habitat. The court's approach is also panicularl) 
ironic. given the judicial dispute discussed in Chapter 3.1.C. regarding the estent to which the Flsherrds 
protected up-land areas in which fish did not even occur. 



a federal regulation classifjinp a substance as "deleterious." For example. in Crouvt 

ZelZrrhac*h. the Coun's majority relied on a U.N. report as support for the "obviousl) close 

relationship" between pollution in provinces' internal marine waters and pollution in the 

territorial sea. for purposes of concluding that "marine pollution" was a discrete subject 

covered by the *-national concern" branch of the federal POGG power."' Similarly. in 

Hydro-Quebec. the majority referred to several international reports as support for the 

Justices' presumptions about the magnitude of environmental problems and the nrrcessar) 

tools for solving them.'" Given these other cases. it is not even clear that the Coun's 

minimum concept of proo f of cause and effect in Fowler and .Ibrrhu.rsr Fulling C1unrrucror.s 

will be required in all circurnstan~es."~ 

How hard will it be for a watershed plan developed under the Fisheries .-kt ro satis6 

the nexus test provided by these two cases'? Prof. Hogg concludes that. under the Fowler and 

. \~rrh~~~esr Fulling Cbnrruclor decisions. the connection between a federal environmental 

tool and fish protection must be "clear.""' -4s explained above. however. this reading is too 

narrou. .At a minimum. the watershed plan's p a l s  must be directed toward the protection of' 

' 1 Supru note 409 at -136437. 

* I -  Supru note 38 at 100-02. 106-08. and 1 17-1 9. 

' 18 The Supreme Court also addressed the nexus issue in Friends of the Ofdrnan River Sc~cw~. .  In that 
case. the Court stated that the federal government had the constitutional power to conduct environmental 
assessments for matters that are-'btruly in re1ation"'to projects which otherwise fall within the scopeof federal 
jurisdiction. Supm note 409 at 47 (citation omitted). The C O U ~  aiso indicated that this nexus imposed a 
'-necessar) element of proximip" berwern the scope of the subjects covered b! an environmental assessment 
and the federal matter at issue. lhid The Coun was satisfied that the E.4RP Guidelines met this nexus test 
b) referring to '*close nexus" and .'directly related nexus requirements in the Guidzlines themselves. Ib~d 
By citing these references. the Court appeared to be approving of a stringent nexus test generally. However. 

the references were expressly in the contest of the nexus betueen assessments of socio-economic effects and 
environmental effects. not between the environmental effects themselves and the underlying federal 
constitutional matter. Ibid. At another point. the Court suggested that this latter nexus need not be close. 
although the Coun's discussion is hardly clear. See ihid. at 48 (approving of the requirement. in the 
Guiddines. that environmental assessments be conducted of proposed projects that may affect areas of federal 
jurisdiction. as long as the environmental effects **mm have an impact on the areas of federal responsibilit) 
affected." (Emphasis added)). 

4 1 c Hogg. supra note 4 15 at 732. 



fish and the means must be tailored to achieve those goals.''o These minimum requirements 

would not seem to significantly restrict a watershed approach. The prevalence of fish in 

Canadian waters. and the complex ecosystem linkages necessary to sustain fish and fish 

habitat. together. suggest that holistic watershed approaches aimed at protecting fish can be 

supported by the federal government's constitutional power with respect to "Fisheries.""' 

The utility of fish as an "indicator" of aquatic ecosystem integrity also suggests that 

watershed approaches aimed at protecting fish may provide a sound basis for protecting 

aquatic ecosystems genera~l~.."' In addition. the .Vorrhwesr Fulling  contractor.^ Counts 

satisfaction with non-sitr-specific proof of harm suggests that the Court does not require 3 

definitive link between a regulatory restriction and fish protection. This view is important 

for watershed plans which reflect a "precautionary"  approach.''^ Under that approach. 

watershed plans ma) rely on general knowledge or assumptions about the linkages brtwscn 

watershed components and fish. without definitive. site-specific evidence of those linkages. 

which ci-idencc ma). simply be unobtainable."' 

c - , ,  

compare Alastair R. Lucas. "Constitutional Law - Federal Fisheries Power - Provincial Resource 
Management and Propep, and Civil Rights Powers - FoHlrr r. Thc Queen and .\'orrhdsl Fulling ~~~~~~~~~~~~s 
1,. T~JCJ Que?en" ( 1 982) 1 6 U.B.C. L. Re\. I45 at IS2 ( under Fo~.lt.r and .lbrrttwc.sr Fulling Cqo~~rru~.ror.r. 
"[tlederal tisheries legislation must be demonsaabl> related to protection or consenation of fishep resources. 
There must be a link between proscribed and . . . regulated a c t i v i ~  and the protection or consenation of 
fisheries."). 

<;' See Cotton t!k Ltlcas. suprtl note 24 at para. 3.30 (noting that the constitutional "Fisheries'- power 
suppons extensive federal jurisdiction over water q u a l i ~  because most Canadian waters contain fish and fish 
?-picall) require a high q u a l i ~  of water): see also thtd at para. 3-32 (noting that the constitutional "Fisheries" 
po\vct can support federal requirements that loggers leave buffer snips beside fish streams and restricting 
deb elopment near spa~vn ing areas 1. 

%:: See Noss. supru note 500 at 34-35 (referring to fish as potential indicators of ecological intopic-). 

<. - - Set! DFO. Susrainuhle! Development - -4 Framrwtork for ..lction. supra note I5 at 3. 10 (listing the 
precautionap approach as a "guiding principle" for DFO's sustainable development strateat). 

'I4 For a discussion of the general links between pollution and ecosystem hams. see. d.g.. Sylvia A. 
Earle. Sdu Ckung~' - .4 .\lcssag< Oj'fht! Oceans (New York: Fawcen Columbine. 1995) at 236 (discussing the 
multiple kinds and sources of ocean pollution): see also ibtd at 237 ("There is no fence around the 
contaminated waters bordering the former Soviet countries. no banier to contain the toxins to keep them from 
permeating adjacent areas. In due course. through currents and living vectors. the deadly inheritance will be 
shared far and wide."). Regarding the difficulg of proving the values of ecosystem links, see. cg.. Wilson. 
supru note 59 at 197 ("We have only a poor p p  of the ecosystem services by which other organisms cleanse 



IV. The Federalism Implications 

Parr 111 of this Chapter showed that the federal "Fisheries" power provides 

considerable support for a watershed approach-the power includes the power to conserve the 

habitat of a wide range of "fish" species; and. there need not be definitive, on-site proof of 

the link between particular watershed plans and the "fish" which they are designed to protect. 

This Part addresses the federalism implications of watershed approaches. i.r... how far an 

otherwise constitutionally valid watershed approach can impinge upon "propep and ci\.il 

rights" or other subjects over which pro~inces are given supposedly exclusive legislative 

jurisdiction under section 92."' .4 related issue is the extent to which a watershed approach 

can affect p r o p r i r t e  rights with respect to private or provincial propen)- within a 

pro\.incr."@ 

As noted in Pan 1 of this Chapter. in theory. these issues can be framed sirnpl). as 

whether the '-pith and substance" of federal legislation falls within the specified section 9 1 

enumerated power. regardless of the extent to which the legislation impinges on pro\.incial 

legislative authority or on proprietary rights. Thus. for esamplr. the Supreme Coun in 

.\'orrlnl.r.sr Fulling C'onrru~-rors upheld the Fisheries ..lcr's "deleterious substance" 

prohibition. given its concern with protecting fish. without expressly considering the impacrs 

the water. turn soil into a fenile living cover. and manufacture the v e q  air we breathe."). 

&:* 

Provinces also have express, legislative powers. pursuant to section 92A of the Constitution. with 
respect to non-renewable natural resources and f o r e s ~  resources within their boundaries. Stx M2srcousr 
En?rg. Inc.. L*. C'd)rudti {.Vuriond Encirg. Bourrll. supra note 23 1 at 375-379 (provincial legislative power in 
section 91A does not preclude federal legislative power. in section 92 1 O)(c). over inter-provincial natural sas 
transponation facilities 1. 

G 2 n  In .l.G. ~ ~ u n o d u )  r. .d.G. tonrarioj. ( 1  8983 A.C. 700 (P.C.). the Priv) Council made it clear that 
section 9 1 ( 12) of the Constitution did not conferm*proprietar)" rights in fish to the federal government. Hence. 
the Council considered ultru rires section 91( 1') a Parliamentary provision for the allocation of fisheries 
leases. because the f ouncil viewed this provision as granting proprietar) rights in fish. lbid at 7 12-7 1-1. 
Under this reasoning. an exercise of power under the Fisheries .4cr might be constitutionally infirm if it was 
characterized as -granting or disposing of other kinds of proprietary rights. as well. 



on provincial jurisdiction or on proprietary rights in the province.'" As shown in Pan I. 

however. the "pith and substance" and accompanying "colourabili~" tests are inherent&. 

imprecise. in part. because they rest on arbitrary  characterization^.'^^ This characterization 

problem could occur with a watershed plan which has the effect of severely limiting 

development on private. riparian property. The purpose of this plan could be characterized 

alternatively as: fish habitat protection: environmental protection: land use planning: or. 

private property regulation. The former characterization would render the plan iniru rlirrs 

section 9 1 ( 12): the iatter three would render it ulrra vires that federal power. 

Even given the arbitrariness of this characterization exercise. a watershed plan which 

contained a clear statement of intent to protect fish. and which demonstrated that its tools 

were necrssap to Fulfill that purpose. would be more likely to be considered i~~rro  \*ires 

section 9 1 ( 12) than one with an ambiguous or no statement of purpose and no means-ends 
link.':" Similarly. the more clear the fisheries protection purpose is expressed in Governor 

.-- 
Strpru note 409 at 300 ("The task oFthr Court in determining the constitutional validip of'subst.ction 

3 3 2 )  [of the Fishenrs . ~ L . I ]  is to ascertain the true nature and character of the legislation. It is necessap to 
decide whether the subsection is aimed at the protection and preservation of fisheries. In rn? opinion it is."). 
See also Hogg. slcpru note 4 I5 at 7 10 (positing that federal fisheries authorin is rnrrrl section 9 1 ( 121 rhen 
if it "severel! limit[s]" p ropeq  rights. unless it is "in pith and substance a modi tication" of those rights 1; see 
also. t..g.. R. v. ~r&o-C)~r~.lrric. supru note 28 at 9.1 (stating that. if 3 legislative provision .'in essence. in pith 
and substance. falls within the parameters ofany such [section 91 enumerated] power. then it is constitution all^ 
valid."): Friends ujrht. O l h n  River Sor~en., srrpru note 409 at 40 (stating that. if the "pith and substance" 
of the challenged legislation falls within the scope of a federal matter, *'that is the end of the maner. It would 
be immaterial that it also affects matters of propeq and civil rights."). 

'13 Compare also Rgf;trmcd R? Fisheries .-lcr. 1914. supru note 209 (holding that federal fish processing 
regulations were ultra vires section 9 I (  12). because that a c t i v i ~  did not fall within the scope of the federal 
'*Fisheries" power); and ZC'urd 1.. cunudu I.4ttornq. Generuf). supra note 508 (Newfoundland court holding 
inrru wres section 9 I ( 12). a Fisheirres .4cr regulation prohibiting the sale of blueback seal pelts. because the 
regulation's purpose was to conserve the seal population). 

s z r  Besides having to make clear the connection to fish protection. the Governor in Council. or watershed 
planners acting pursuant to Governor in Council regulations. would also have to carefully consider whether 
those plans could be designed to accomplish other environmental objectives which would not follow indirect11 
from tish protection. These other objectives could include protecting. not just fish. but a diversip of all 
watershed species and the ecos)stem structures and functions which support that diversit). This approach 
would reflect a ..purer" ecosystem approach than one aimed simply at protecting fish. See. r.g.. Grurnbine. 
supru note 5 at 30 (discussing concept of -.ecological integri~.. as one of several "dominant themes" of 
writings on ecosystem management). As noted previously. the Crown Zellerbach majorit) held that the Ucrun 
Dumping Co~trrol . k t  was uitru virzs the federal "Fisheries" power. not for a lack of intent to protect fish. 
but because the rnajori~ felt that the Act in question had other objectives. as well. See supru note 5 12. Given 



in Council regulations establishing a watershed approach. the more likely the approach's 

"pith and substance" would be considered to fall under the federal "fisheries" power rather 

than under a provincial power. Even under these most favourable circumstances. a holistic 

watershed approach which contained a comprehensive set of regulatory tools addressing not 

just pollution. but also land use. and possibly other sources of harm. might be characterized 

as "colourably" infringing on provincial legislative powers or on proprietary rights within 

provinces. 

Ultimately. the outcome of the "pith and substance" and related "colourabilit!~" 

characterizations will depend on whether couns view the watershed approach as consistent 

with the federalism principle discussed in P a n  I1 above. The following analysis suggests 

that the watershed approach should receive high judicial grades on the federalism test. 

considering the federalism factors discussed in Part 11. 

The watershed approach recognizes the need for federal minimum standards and 

frdrrall\.-provided rspenise. as well as the importance of 1ocallg.-developed solutions for 

meeting those standards. 8)- promoting the functional strengths of local and national 

p\.emmmts. the approach is consistent with the "functionalism" view of federalism 

discussed in Part 11. These characteristics. combined with the watershed approach's 

emphasis on provincial and local participation. also arguably maximize the federalism 

"ad\Lantagrs"-promoting efficiency. accountabili~.. and innovation. and providing a check 

on the tyranny of over-centralized power-and promote the federalism "~alues"-communir).. 

et'ficiency. and democracy4iscussed in Pm 11. 

.4s noted in Chapter 1. the ecosystem approach generally is viewed as a particularl\ 

efficient environmental protection tool. because of the trade-offs it allows the participants 

to make in adopting various protection measures. This allowance for flexibility. within the 

contest of a "big [ecosystem] picture" and some kind of uniform national targets. will also 

this risk of over-breadth. watershed planners would either have ro carefully limit their objectives to fish 
protection. or expand their objectives b~ invoking other possible sources of federal and provincial legislatibe 
powers to justifi. such expansion. See su pw  text at notes 4 121 13. Using the broad discretion provided by 
the esernption provisions discussed in Chapter 3 supra. watershed planners may also be able to permit 
ecosystem management activities which harm fish but which are aimed at protecting overall watershed 
rcosFstem integity. 



arguably spur the development of innovative environmental protection solutions under the 

commonly touted theory. discussed supra in Chapter 2. Part II.A.1. that the people most 

closely associated with the problem are best able to develop its solutions. Thus. this 

characteristic of the watershed approach provides an additional basis for promoting the 

federalism "advantage" of spurring innovation. 

Finally. the watershed approach could be viewed as irrelevant to the unity'diversity 

conflict which federalism was supposed to have reconciled. ifthe three aspects of diversity-- 

language. culture. and local institutions-are viewed narrowly. Even if those aspects are 

viewed broadly to encompass environmental protection. the watershed approach makes a 

reasonable attempt to reconcile unity and diversity. by establishing uniform overall program 

parameters and targets for watershed health. while allowing the development of ~.atershcd- 

specific plans which recognize the diversity among watersheds. Admittedly. this aspect of 

diversit) is defined more by watershed boundaries than by provincial jurisdictional 

boundaries. However. the watershed approach promotes di\.rrsity on a provincial basis. as 

well. by pro~~iding for a delegation of federal Fisllerirs .-lo powers to those provinces that 

develop a watershed program uhich satisties the requirements of Governor in Council 

regulations. 

One might argue that delegation of federal authority according to federall!.- 

established conditions does not significantly promote provincial autonomy-i .e. diversity--in 

the environmental realm. I-lowever. the historical concept of provincial autonomy must itself 

be modified in light of current realizations regarding the inter-connections within and among 

watersheds and between watersheds and other ecosystems. The watershed approach seeks 

to promote provincial autonomy as much as possible given these inter-connections: howe\+cr. 

the national component of the watershed approach provides a higher degree of accountabili~.. 

another theoretical "advantage" of federalism. than that resulting from purely cooperati\-e 

inter-provincial initiatives. 

The reasonableness of the extent of provincial autonomy afforded by the watershed 

approach must also be viewed in light of one possible alternative-unilateral federal 

implementation of the "fish habitat." "deleterious substance." and related Fisheries -4ct 



provisions. The Court's ,Vorrhwest Falling Confraciors decision would arguably suppon this 

unilateral action. as long as the federal government made clear the links between its 

watershed program and the protection of "Fisheries." Yet. a unilateral federal program 

would promote federalism less than the watershed approach described in Chapters 1 and 2. 

which would delegate Fisheries .dcr implementation to the provinces within an overall 

watershed framework established by the federal government. Although unilateral federal 

action is unlikely to occur. as a practical matter. the point is that unilateral action is within 

the federal government's constitutional power over "Fisheries" and would promote 

federalism far less than the watershed approach outlined above. 

In sum. the watershed approach is arguably consistent with the federalism principle. 

as drtined by the several factors discussed in Part 11. There are two caveats to this 

conclusion. First. the above analysis and conclusions are made in the context ot'unsrnlcd 

or highl) disputed views regarding the balance of values of environmental protection and 

pro\.incial autonomy."" Thus. the above discussion is highly reflectik e of the views of this 

author. On the other hand. the subjective nature of an) federalism anal!~sis also counsels for 

judicial restraint in division of powers cases. This restraint. if eserciscd. would support a 

watershed approach premised on the federal Fisheries .icr. 

The second caveat is that the "accuracy" of the above federalism analysis is further 

limited by the rough nature of the watershed approach outlined in this thesis. The actual 

cstent of the approach's consistency with federalism will depend on the actual approach 

dt.\eioped pursuant to this outline. For esmple. a watershed approach using detailed and 

comprehmsi\.e. uniform national targets for watershed health. is more invasive of pro\*incial 

autonomy than an approach whose national standards are less detailed and cornprehensi~e 

and thus provide more provincial flesibility. Of course. the more detailed and 

comprehensive the federal standards. the more likely they will satis& the legal delegation 

constraints discussed in Chapter 4. Thus. there is an inherent legal tradeoff in decisions 

regarding the nature of federal standards promoting watershed management. 

c ;r; 
See supra note 452. 



The legal framework for a watershed approach must comprise not only a legislatiye 

component. but a constitutional source of authority for that legislative power. This Chapter 

began by explaining that the constitutional division of legislative powers is a poor and 

uncertain match for the range of legislative functions necessary for protecting the 

environment. Nevertheless. the federal "Fisheries" power in section 9 1 ( 12 ) of the 

Constitution likely provides sufficient constitutional authorih for a watershed approach 

under the Fi.sisheries .dcr. As a threshold maner. that constitutional power supports legislati\ c 

programs to consenpe *'fisheries" and their habitat and. thus. implicitly supports a watershed 

approach to "fisheries" habitat protection under the Fisheries . k t .  This Chapter showed. in 

particular. that under an expansive. ecological notion of the Coun's utilitarian concept of 

fisheries "resources." the federal "Fisheries" power can be used to protect the habitat ofthe 

wide range of types of aquatic organisms covered by the Fisheries .4ct's definition of '-fish." 

E w n  if the Coun's "resource" concrpt is limited to harvested aquatic species. the federal 

"Fisheries" power l i  kr I )  suppons a geographically expansive watershed approach. because 

of the wide range of harvested species. and of the Fisheries .4zr "fish" which support the food 

chain for harvested species. in Canada's fresh and marine waters. 

An analysis of Supreme Court ofCanada precedent also showed that the Court would 

likely find a watershed approach inrru rires the federal "Fisheries" power withou~ a 

definitive scientific l i d  between the overall watershed framework or the specific tools 

adopted in indkidual watershed plans. and the protection of "fish." This judicial approach 

will preclude constitutional obstructions to watershed management in the face of scientific 

uncmai nty and complex ecosystem linkages. and pursuant to the "precautionaq" principle 

for sustainable development. Although not requiring a definitive link between watershed 

management tools and "fish" protection. the Court may be loathe to sanction a watershed 

approach under the federal "Fisheries" power. if the approach's objectives appear to extend 

beyond fish protection. Thus. watershed planners will have to either show that their tools 

are intended ultimately to protect fish. or that they have broader environmental objecti\*es 



and those objectives are supported by sources of legislative power other than the federal 

"Fisheries" power. 

Finally. this Chapter made clear that the constitutional support for a watershed 

approach under the Fisheries.4ci will depend. ultimately. on judicial views as to whether that 

approach is consistent with the federalism principle underlying the division of powers 

provisions in the Constitution. Unfortunately. that principle is not well-defined. However. 

there are several factors which have been identified by the Court and commentators as 

inherent in the principle of federalism. As expected. these factors. themselves. are unclear. 

Based on these factors. a watershed approach is arguably consistent with the principle of 

federalism-the approach addresses the policy needs for a holistic. ecosystem persprctilpe on 

en\-ironmmtal protection. while promoting provincial and local autonomy in developing 

solutions within the context of uniform environmental objectives which reflect national 

concerns. Admittedly. the validit) of this conclusion is contingent on the actual content of 

a federal watershed framework and of individual watershed plans adopted pursuant to that 

framework. Thus. federal and provincial officials. and other participants in individual 

uatrrshed councils. will have to carefully consider constitutional and. for that matter. 

legislative. constraints in crafting the operational details for their watershed protection 

efforts. 



Chapter 8: CONCLUSION 

Ecosystem management. like the concept of sustainable development. has been 

widely embraced as a framework for environmental protection. Yet. although both DFO and 

Environment Canada tout the ecosystem concept at the strategic planning level. neither of 

Canada's two primary federal environmental Departments appears to have applied the 

concept at an operational level in carrying out its regulatory programs. There are several 

reasons for this gap between the Departments' rhetoric and practice. not the least of which 

is the technical difficulty. from both scientific and institutional standpoints. of actually 

regulating environmental harms under a holistic. ecosystem umbrella. This thrsis addressed 

the validity of another reason for this "ecosystem pap"-the purported lack of legislative and 

constitutional authority for implementing an ecosystem approach. 

The analytical approach of this thesis was rudimentary. Rather than try to compile 

a comprehensive legislative and constitutional legal framework for ecosystem management. 

the thrsis focused on the most obvious legislative and constitutional authority and considered 

the kind of ecosystem management which could be provided under even that basic legal 

tiame\vork. In addition. rather than try to define a watershed ecosystem approach in dcmil. 

the thesis outlined several general parameters from a combined picture of the ecosystem 

management models proposed by Environment Canada and the U.S. EP.4. For purposes of 

the legal analysis. the thesis then focused on two primary aspects of those parameters-a 

holistic regulatory focus on watershed ecosystem links and ofthe myriad sources of harms 

to those links: and. a delegation of that holistic regulator). approach within an overall 

watershed framework established pursuant to Governor in Council regulations. The legal 

analysis paid particular attention to a TMDL-like program which provides some technical 

rigour. and thus accountability. for implementing broad ecosystem protection aspirations. 

The legal analyses in Chapters 3-6 suggest that the Fisheries Act provides an 

adequate legislative framework for a watershed ecosystem approach. The .4cr extends a 

broad regulatory arm over "fish habitat" and watershed components linked to "fish habitat" 

and to the myriad human sources of harm to those components. The pollution. obstruction. 



and fish destruction provisions provide additional legal suppon for a watershed approach by 

being framed broadly within their particular subject areas. The .4cr provides conhsing 

signals regarding the federal government's authority to delegate its various functions to 

watershed councils but. on the whole. does not appear to preclude substantial regulatory and 

enforcement roles for watershed councils working in conjunction with the federal Fisheries 

Minister and Governor in Council. The dcr 's legislative history and evolution confirm 

Parliament's intent that the Fisheries .-lcr provisions should be read broadly ahd thus further 

supports the conclusion that the .4cr provides a sufficient legal framework for a 

comprehensive watershrd approach. 

The analysis in Chapter 7 suggests that the federal "Fisheries" power arguably 

provides adequate constitutional support for the legislative framework summarized above. 

The power can be used to directly or indirectly protect the habitat for a wide range of aquatic 

species. and i t  can accommodate a "precautionary" approach which reflects scirntilic 

uncertainties regarding the links between various human activities and harms to those 

habitats. In addition. a watershed approach has a fundamental attraction from a federalism 

standpoint. because it addresses both provincial and federal needs. and the overall nerd for 

a sound po lic) for cn\.ironmental protection. Finally. long-standing Supreme Coun of 

Canada decisions make i t  clear that there is no constitutional bar to the federal got-emment 

sub-delegating its "Fisheries" legislative power to watershed councils. 

Once again. the point of this thesis was simply to identifv enough of a legislative and 

constitutional framework to show that there is no significant legal barrier to bridging the 

"ecosystem gap." However. the more legisiative and constitutional support which can be 

marshalled. at the federal as well as provincial levels. the more holistic the ecosystem 

approach which can be developed. Thus. the next step for federal environmental ofticiais 

in actually designing an overall watershed framework. would be to consider how to rxpmd 

the legislative and constitutional framework beyond that provided by the Fisheries .4cr and 

the federal "Fisheries" power. Provincial officials can conduct similar analyses without 

waiting for further cues from the federal government. 

Enjeironrnental regulation is surely not going to solve the worsening "'ecological 



crisis."'"' by itself. Other government programs. including those relating to public finance 

and fiscal policies. will need to be redesigned to create the necessary incentives and remove 

the disincentives for environmental protection. And. of course. government cannot solve 

the problem. by itself. People will need to re-think life style choices and. more 

fundamentally. our material and spiritual needs. A new environmental ethic is needed. 

although it is debatable whether that ethic needs to. or even can. shed human survival as its 

raison d ' w e .  However. as long as regulation remains a key environmental protection tool. 

the logic of the holistic ecosystem approach suggests that regulatory programs should be 

redesigned to reflect an ecosystem focus. This thesis suggests that there is an adequate 

fedml legal framework for such an endeavor. 

4 ;  I DeMarco. supra note 62 at 733 (citation omined). 
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APPENDIX: FISHERIES ACT EXCERPTS 

Definitions 

2. In this Act. 

"Canadian fisheries waters" means all waters in the fishing zones of Canada all waters in 
the territorial sea of Canada and all internal waters of Canada: 

"fish" includes 

(a)  parts of fish. 

( b ) shellfish. crustaceans. marine animals and any parts of shellfish. crustaceans or marine 
animals. and 

(c )  the eggs. sperm. spam. larvae. spat and juvenile stages of fish. shellfish. crustaceans 
and marine animals; 

"fishery" includes the area. locality. place or station in or on which a pound. seine. net. 
weir or other fishing appliance is used. set. placed or located. and the area. tract or stretch 
of water in or from which fish may be taken by the said pound. seine. net. weir or other 
fishing appliance. and also the pound. seine. net. weir. or other fishing appliance used in 
connection therewith: 

"tishrr). officer" means a person urho is designated as a fishen officer pursuant to 
subsection 5 (  1 1; 

"inspector" means a person who is designated as an inspector pursuant to subsection 
38( t ): 

"obstruction" means any slide. dam or other obstruction impeding the free passage of fish: 

FISHERY OFFICERS .AND FISHERY GUARDIANS 

Designat ion 

5. ( 1 ) The Minister may designate any persons or classes of persons as fishery officers or 
fishcry guardians for the purposes of this ,4ct and may limit in any manner the Minister 
considers appropriate the powers that a fishery officer or fishery guardian may exercise 
under this Act or any other Act of Parliament. 



FISHERY LEASES AND LICENCES 

Fishery leases and licences 

7. ( 1 ) Subject to subsection ( 2 ) .  the Minister may. in his absolute discretion. wherever the 
exclusive right of fishing does not already exist by law. issue or authorize to be issued 
leases and licences for fisheries or fishing. wherever situated or carried on. 

CONSTRUCTION OF FISH-WAYS 

Fish-u-ays to be made as Minister directs 

20. ( 1 ) Eve?. obstruction across or in any stream where the Minister determines it  to be 
necessary for the public interest that a fish-pass should exist shall be provided by the 
onncr or occupicr with a durable and efficient fish-way or canal around the obstruction. 
which shall be maintained in a good and effective condition by the owner or occupicr. in 
such place and of such form and capacity as will in the opinion of'thr blinister 
satisfactorily permit the free passage of fish through it. 

Idem 

( 2 )  \'here it is determined by the Minister in any case that the provision of an efficient 
fish-a-a? or canal around the obstruction is not feasible. or that the spauning areas abovs 
the obstruction art: dcstroved. the Minister may require the owner or occupier of the 
obstruction to pa) to him from time to time such sum or sums of money as he ma! reyuirc 
to construct. operate and maintain such complete fish hatcher! establishment as \r-ill in 
his opinion meet the requirements for maintaining the annual return of migratop iish. 

Place. tbrm. etc. 

(3  I The place. form and capacity of the fish-way or canal to be provided pursuant to 
subsection ( I ) must be approved by the Minister before construction thereof is begun and. 
immediately after the fish-way is completed and in operation. the owner or occupier of 
any obstruction shall make such changes and adjustments at his own cost as will in the 
opinion of the Minister be necessary for its efficient operation under actual working 
conditions. 

To be kept open 

(4) The owner or occupier of every fish-way or canal shall keep it open and unobstructed 
and shall keep it supplied with such sufficient quantity of water as the Minister considers 
necessary to enable the fish frequenting the waters in which the fish-way or canal is 
placed to pass through it during such times as are specified bv any fisher). officer. and. 



where leaks in a dam cause a fish-way therein to be inefficient. the Minister may require 
the owner or occupier of the dam to prevent the leaks therein. 

Minister may authorize payment of one-half of expense 

2 1. ( 1 ) The Minister rnay authorize the payment of one-half of the expense incurred by an 
owner or occupier in constructing and maintaining any fish-way or canal and. after a 
fish-way or canal that has been duly approved by the Minister has been built at the cost of 
the owner or occupier of any obstruction. or after the owmer or occupier haspaid one-half 
the cost thereof and the fish-way or canal thereafter proves to be ineffective. the total cost 
of any change in the fish-way or canal or any new fish-way or canal required to enable the 
fish to pass b>- the obstruction shall. except as provided in subsection 20(3 ). be paid 
b> Her Majesty. 

May construct and recover the cost in certain cases 

( 2 )  The Minister. in order to procure the construction of any fish-way or canal. pending 
proceedings against any owner or occupier for the punishment imposed by this Act. may 
make and complete the construction forthwith. and may authorize any person to crnrcr on 
the premises with the necessary workmen. means and materials for that purpose and ma). 
recover from the owner or occupier the whole expense so incurred by action in the name 
of Her Majest). 

/-' 

b l a ~  remove or destroy alirr notice 

( 3  1 Whrrr an unused obstruction or a thing detrimental to fish exists and the ouner or 
occupier thereof docs not aher notice given by the Minister remove it. or if the o\+-ner is 
not resident in Canada. or his exact place of residence is u n h o ~ - n  to the Minister. the 
Minister may. without being liable to damages. or in any way to indemni& the omer  or 
occupier. cause the obstruction or thing detrimental to fish to be removed or destroyed 
and. where notice has been given to the owner or occupier. rnay recover from the owner 
or occupier the expense of the removal or destruction. 

Minister may require fish stops or diverters 

(4) The Minis~er may require the owner or occupier of any obstruction to install and 
maintain such fish stops or diverters. both above and below the obstruction. as will in his 
opinion be adequate to prevent the destruction of fish or to assist in providing for their 
ascent. 

Water for the descent of fish 

21. ( 1 ) -41 every obstruction. where the Minister determines it to be necessary. the omner 



or occupier thereof shall. when required by the Minister. provide a sufficient flow of 
water over the spill-way or crest. with connecting sluices into the river below. to permit 
the safe and unimpeded descent of fish. 

Protection during construction 

(2)  The owner or occupier of any obstruction shall make such provision as the Minister 
determines to be necessary for the free passage of both ascending and descending 
migratory fish during the period of construction thereof. 

Sufficient water for river bed below dam 

(3  I The owner or occupier of any obstruction shall permit the escape into the river-bed 
below the obstruction of such quantity of water. at all times. as will. in the opinion of the 
Minister. be sufficient for the safety of fish and for the flooding of the spanning grounds 
to such depth as will. in the opinion of the Minister. be necessary for the safety of the ova 
deposited thereon. 

Destruction of fish 

32. No person shall destro:. fish by my means other than fishing except as authorized b) 
the Minister or under regulations made by the Governor in Council under this .4ct. 

FISH H.ABIT.AT PROTECTlOK .\ED POLLUTION PREVENTION 

Definitions 

31. ( 1 ) For the purposes of sections 35 to 43. 

"deleterious substance" means 

( a )  m y  substance that. if added to any water. would degrade or alter or form part of a 
process of degradation or alteration of the quality of that water so that it is rendered or is 
likely to be rendered deleterious to fish or fish habitat or to the use by man of fish that 
frequent that water. or 

(b)  my water that contains a substance in such quantity or concentration. or that has been 
so treated. processed or changed. by heat or other means. from a natural state that it 
would. if added to any other water. degrade or alter or form part of a process of 
degradation or alteration of the quality of that water so that it is rendered or is likely to be 
rendered deleterious to fish or fish habitat or to the use by man of fish that frequent that 
water. 



and without limiting the generality of the foregoing includes 

(c) any substance or class of substances prescribed pursuant to paragraph (')(a). 

(d) any water that contains any substance or class of substances in a quantity or 
concentration that is equal to or in excess of a quantih or concentration prescribed in 
respect of that substance or class of substances pursuant to paragraph (2)(b) .  and 

( e )  any water that has been subjected to a treatment. process or change presc~bed 
pursuant to paragraph ( I ) ( c ) :  

"deposit" means any discharging. spraying. releasing. spilling. leaking. seeping. pouring. 
emitting. emptying. throwing. dumping or placing: 

"fish habitat" means spawing grounds and nursery. rearing. food supply and migration 
areas on which fish depend directly or indirectly in order to carry out their life processes: 

"water frequented by fish" means Canadian fisheries waters. 

Regulations for purpose of definition "deleterious substance" 

( 2  ) The Governor in  Council ma) make regulations prescribing 

( a )  substances and classes of substances. 

( b ) quantities or concentrations of substances and classes of substances in water. and 

( c )  treatments. processes and changes of water 

for the purpose of paragraphs ( c )  to ( e )  of the definition "deleterious substance" in 
subsection ( 1 ). 

Harmful alteration. etc.. of fish habitat 

35. ( 1 ) No person shali carry on any work or undertaking that results in the harmful 
alteration. disruption or destruction of fish habitat. 

Alteration. etc.. authorized 

(2 )  No person contravenes subsection ( 1 ) by causing the alteration. disruption or 
destruction of fish habitat by any means or under any conditions authorized by the 
Minister or under regulations made by the Governor in Council under this .4ct. 



Throwing overboard of certain substances prohibited 

36. ( 1 ) No one shall 

(a) throw overboard ballast. coal ashes. stones or other prejudicial or deleterious 
substances in any river. harbour or roadstead. or in any water where fishing is carried on: 

(b )  leave or deposit or cause to be thrown. left or deposited. on the shore. beach or bank 
of any water or on the beach between high and low water mark. remains or offal of fish or 
of marine animals: or 

(c)  leave decayed or decaying fish in any net or other fishing apparatus. 

Disposal of remains. ctc. 

( 2 )  Remains or offal described in subsection ( 1 j may be buried ashore. above high uatcr 
mark. 

Deposit of deleterious substance prohibited 

( 3  ) Subject to subsection (4). no person shall deposit or permit the deposit of a deleterious 
substance of any type in water frequented by fish or in any place under any conditions 
where the deleterious substance or any other deleterious substance that results from the 
deposit of the deleterious substance may enter any such water. 

Deposits authorized by regulation 

( 4 )  No person contravenes subsection ( 3 )  by depositing or permitting the deposit in an) 
water or placr of 

(a)  waste or pollutant of a type. in a quantity and under conditions authorized by 
regulations applicable to that water or place made by the Governor in Council under any 
Act other than this Act: or 

(b)  a deleterious substance of a class. in a quantity or concentration and under conditions 
authorized by or pursuant to regulations applicable to that water or place or to any work 
or undertaking or class thereot made by the Governor in Council under subsection ( 5  ). 

Regulations for authorizing certain deposits 

( 5 )  The Governor in Council may make regulations for the purpose of paragraph (4  )( b) 
prescribing 



(a) the deleterious substances or classes thereof authorized to be deposited 
notwithstanding subsection ( 3  ): 

( b )  the waters or places or classes thereof where any deleterious substances or classes 
thereof referred to in paragraph (a) are authorized to be deposited: 

( c )  the works or undertakings or classes thereof in the course or conduct of which any 
deleterious substances or classes thereof referred to in paragraph (a) are authorized to be 
deposited: 

(d)  the quantities or concentrations of any deleterious substances or classes thereof 
referred to in paragraph (a )  that are authorized to be deposited: 

( r )  the conditions or circumstances under which and the requirements subject to which 
any deleterious substances or classes thereof referred to in paragraph (a)  or any quantities 
or concentrations of those deleterious substances or classes thereof are authorized to be 
deposited in any waters or places or classes thereof referred to in paragraph (b) or in the 
course or conduct of an). works or undertakings or classes thereof referred to in paragraph 
( c  1: and 

(0 the persons who may authorize the deposit of any deleterious substances or classes 
thereof in the absence of any other authority. and the conditions or circumstances under 
which and requirements subject to which those persons may grant the authorization. 

Directions b>. the Minister 

( 6 )  .4 person authorized to deposit a deleterious substance by or under regulations made 
pursuant to subsection (5) shall. when directed in nriting by the Minister. 
notwithstanding any regulations made pursuant to paragraph ( 5  )(c) or any conditions set 
out in an authorization made pursuant to paragraph ( 5 ) (  0. conduct such sampling. 
analyses. tests. measurements or monitoring. install or operate such equipment or comply 
with such procedures. and repon such information. as may be required by the Minister in 
order to determine whether the person is depositing the deleterious substance in the 
manner authorized. 

Minister may require plans and specifications 

37. ( 1 ) Where a person carries on or proposes to carry on any work or undertaking that 
results or is likrl! to result in the alteration. disruption or destruction of fish habitat. or in 
the deposit of a deleterious substance in water frequented by fish or in any place under 
an! conditions where that deleterious substance or an); other deleterious substance that 
results from the deposit of that deleterious substance may enter any such waters. the 
person 



shall. on the request of the Minister or without request in the manner and circumstances 
prescribed by regulations made under paragraph (3)(a). provide the Minister with such 
plans. specifications. studies. procedures. schedules. analyses. samples or other 
information relating to the work or undertaking and with such analyses. samples. 
evaluations. studies or other information relating to the water. place or fish habitat that is 
or is likely to be affected by the work or undertaking as will enable the Minister to 
determine 

(a )  whether the work or undertaking results or is likely to result in any alteration. 
disruption or destruction of fish habitat that constitutes or would constitute an offence 
under subsection 10( 1 ) and what measures. if any. would prevent that result or mitigate 
the effects thereat‘: or 

(b l  whether there is or is likely to be a deposit of a deleterious substance by reason of the 
work or undertaking that constitutes or would constitute an offence under subsection 
4012) and what measures. if any. would prevent that deposit or mitigate the effects 
t hereo t'. 

Potvers of Minister 

( 2 )  If. after reviewing any material or information provided under subsection I 1 ) and 
affording the persons who provided it a reasonable opportunity to make representations. 
the Minister or a person designated by the Minister is of the opinion that an offence under 
subsection 4O( I ) or ( 2 )  is being or is likely to be committed. the Minister or a person 
designated by the Minister may. by order. subject to regulations mads pursuant to 
paragraph ( 3  )( b). or. if there are no such regulations in force. with the approval of the 
Governor in Council. 

(a)  require such modifications or additions to the work or undertaking or such 
modifications to any plans. specifications. procedures or schedules relating thereto as the 
Minister or a person designated by the Minister considers necessq  in the circumstances. 
or 

(b) restrict the operation of the work or undertaking. 

and. with the approval of the Governor in Council in any case. direct the closing of the 
work or undertaking for such period as the Minister or a person designated by the 
Minister considers necessary in the circumstances. 

Regulations 

(3)  The Go\*rrnor in Council may make regulations 



(a) prescribing the manner and circumstances in which any information or material shall 
be provided to the Minister without request under subsection ( 1): and 

(b)  prescribing the manner and circumstances in which the Minister or a person 
designated by the Minister may make orders under subsection ( 2 )  and the terms of the 
orders. 

Consultation with provinces 

(4)  Where the Minister or a person designated by the Minister proposes to malie an order 
pursuant to subsection (2). he shall otTer to consult with the governments of any 
provinces that he considers to be interested in the proposed order and with any 
departments or agencies of the Government of Canada that he considers appropriate. 

Escrption 

( 5  I Nothing in subsection (4)  prevents the Ministrr or a person designated by the Minister 
from rnl ing an interim order pursuant to subsection (2)  without the offer of consultation 
referred to in subsection (4 )  where he considers that immediate action is necessq. 

Offence and punishment 

40. ( 1 ) E~*ery person who contravenes subsection 35( 1 ) is guilt)- of 

t a 1 an offence punishable on summary conviction and liable. for a first otTence. to a tinr 
not cscccding three hundred thousand dollars and. for an) subsequent offence. to a tinr 
not exceeding three hundred thousand dollars or to imprisonment for a term not 
rscreding sis months. or to both: or 

t bl an indictable offence and liable. for a first offence. to a fine not exceeding one million 
dollars and. for an? subsequent offence. to a fine not exceeding one million dollars or to 
imprisonment for a tern not exceeding three years. or to both. 

( 2 )  Every person who contravenes subsection 36(1) or (3)  is guilty of 

( a )  an offence punishable on summar). conviction and liable. for a first offence. to a fine 
not exceeding three hundred thousand dollars and. for any subsequent offence. to a fine 
not exceeding three hundred thousand dollars or to imprisonment for a term not 
exceeding six months. or to both: or 

(b)  an indictable offence and liable. for a first offence. to a fine not exceeding one million 



dollars and. for any subsequent offence. to a fine not exceeding one million dollars or to 
imprisonment for a tern not exceeding three years. or to both. 

Other offences 

(5 )  Every person who 

(a )  fails to provide the Minister with any material or information requested pmuant to 
subsection 37( 1 ) within a reasonable time after the request is made. 

(b) fails to provide or submit any material. information or report that is to be proltidcd or 
submined under regulations made pursuant to subsection 37(3 ). 

( c )  fails to make a report that he is required to make under subsection 3 8 0 ) .  

(d )  carries on any work or undertaking described in subsection >7( 1 ) 

( i )  otherwise than in accordance with any material or information relating to the work or 
undmaking that he provides to the Minister under subsection 37( 1 ). 

( i i )  otherwise than in accordance with any such material or information as required to be 
modified by any order of the Minister under paragraph 37(2)(a). or 

( i i i  contra? to any order made by the Minister under subsection 37(2). 

( e )  fails to take any reasonablr measures thar he is required to take under subsection 38( 5 
or fails to take such measures in the required manner. or 

( f) fails to comply with the whole or any part of a direction of an inspector under 
subsection 38( 6 ). [...I 

is guilt). of an offence punishable on summary conviction and liable. for a first offence. to 
a fine not exceeding two hundred thousand dollars and. for any subsequent offence. to a 
tine not exceeding two hundred thousand dollars or to imprisonment for a term not 
exceeding six months. or to both. 

Matters of proof 

( 5 )  For the purpose of any proceedings for an offence under subsection (2) or (3 ) .  

(a) a "deposit" as defined in subsection 34( 1 ) takes place whether or not any act or 
omission resulting in the deposit is intentional: and 



(b) no water is "water frequented by fish". as defined in subsection 34(1). where proof is 
made that at all times material to the proceedings the water is not. has not been and is not 
likely to be frequented in fact by fish. 

Action to enjoin not prejudiced by prosecution 

(4) Notwithstanding that a prosecution has been instituted in respect of an offence under 
section 40. the Attorney General of Canada may commence and maintain proceedings to 
enjoin anything punishable as an offence under that section. 

REGULATIONS 

Regulations 

43. The Governor in Council may make regulations for carrying out the purposes and 
provisions of this Acr and in particular. but without restricting the generality of the 
foregoing. may make regulations 

( a )  for the proper management and control of the sea-coast and inland fisheries: 

(b )  respecting the conservation and protection of fish: [.. .I  

(g. 1 1 respecting any records. books of account or other documents to be kept under this 
Act and the manner and form in which and the period for which they shall be kept: 

( 2 . 2 )  respecting the manner in which records. books of account or other documents shall 
be produced and information shall be provided under this Act: 

( h )  respecting the obstruction and pollution of any waters frequented by fish: 

( i )  respecting the consenation and protection of spawning grounds: [...I 

( I )  prescribing the powers and duties of persons engaged or employed in the 
administration or enforcement of this Act and providing for the carrying out of 
those powers and duties: and [....I 

CONSEQUENCES OF OBSTRUCTION 

Failure to pro~mide fish-way. etc. 

66. Every owner or occupier of an obstruction across or in any stream who refuses or 
neglects to provide and maintain a fish-way or canal in accordance with section 20. to 
install and maintain fish stops or diverters in accordance with subsection 21(4) or to 



provide for a sufficient flow of water and the free passage of fish in accordance with 
section 22 is guilty of an offence punishable on summar). conviction and liable. for a first 
offence. to a fine not exceeding two hundred thousand dollars and. for any subsequent 
offence. to a fine not exceeding two hundred thousand dollars or to imprisonment for a 
term not exceeding six months. or to both. 

Payment respecting certain obstructions 

67. ( 1 ) Where the Minister determines that the provision. which he deems necessary for 
the public interest. of an efficient fish-way or canal around any obstruction is not feasible 
or that the spawning areas above the obstruction are destroyed by reason of the 
obstruction. the owner or occupier of the obstruction shall from time to time pay to the 
Receiver General such lump sum or annual sum of money as may be assessed against the 
owner or occupier by the Minister for the purpose of constructing. operating and 
maintaining such complete hatcher) establishment as will. in the opinion of the Minister. 
meet the requirements for maintaining the annual return of migratory fish. 

Assessment recoverabIe on suit in Federal Court 

( 2 )  The lump sum or annual sum referred to in subsection ( I ) shall be payable at such 
time or times as the Minister may direct and may be surd for and recovered with full 
costs of suit in the Federal Court. 




